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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is a Commentary on Solon's Poems (elegiacs and tetrameters; the 
iambic trimeters, though taken into consideration for the examination of the rest of the 

poems, are not given a detailed commentary). Solon's poetry is studied mainly from a 
literary point of view; it is compared with the language and vocabulary of his 

predecessors Homer, Hesiod, and the other lyric poets of his age. The study attests the 
influence of Solon's language, content, motives, and ethical / political ideas on his 

lyric successors, on Aristophanes and the tragedians (above all Euripides who 

specifically appears to share the ideology of the polls and the heightened 

consciousness about civic affairs which emerged in the Athenian community under 
Solon) as well as the coincidence between Solon's ethical statements and the topoi of 
the language of the inscriptions. 

This is not a historical Commentary; the connections of Solon's poetry with his 

Laws as well as with the historical situation of his time and the reforms he sponsored 

are taken into consideration only when they are useful and rewarding in the answers 
they provide for the interpretation of the Solonian poetry. 

The emphasis of this work is on Solon's poetry as a work of Literature and on 
Solon's poetic achievements. The close examination of his poems reveals his 

creativity, his artistry together with his view of the process of poetic composition as 
technical making and his focus on his craftsmanship as a tool for his profession as a 

politician and as a statesman. 
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Preface 

This dissertation on Solon's poetry is heavily indebted to a range of people: I am 

particularly grateful to my supervisor Prof. H. G. T. Maehler for his wise counsel and 

constant encouragement, his unfailing patience in reading and improving successive 
drafts of this Commentary, and, above all, for the sense of perspective he has 

provided me during the course of research and writing. I would like to thank Prof. S. 

Hornblower for his kind help and advice as well as for the criticism he generously 

provided which saved me from many errors. 
I have also been exceptionally fortunate in receiving the constructive criticisms and 

perceptive analyses of Prof. M. Fantuzzi while I was at the University of Florence as 

an Erasmus-student, and also afterwards in the later stages of my research. My work 
has also greatly profited from the comments and suggestions of Dr. E. Magnelli. 
Finally, I wish to thank my family whose love and support have meant a great deal to 

me. 
The Commentary is based on the text of Solon in Teubner Poetae elegiaci by B. 

Gentili and C. Prato, with some deviations. The editions of the ancient authors which 
have been followed are the standard ones, in most cases, (unless otherwise stated), the 

ones listed in L. Berkowitz and K. A. Squitier, Canon of Greek Authors and Works3 

(but for the ancient elegiac authors Gentili-Prato's edition is followed). Most of the 

abbreviations used for ancient authors and collections of fragments or for the reference 
bibliography are the conventional ones, which can be found, for example, in the 
Oxford Classical Dictionary'. The abbreviations of the titles of journals are as in 
L'Annee philologique. 
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Introduction 

It has been more than forty years since A. Masaracchia's book on Solon has appeared 

and eighty since I. M. Linforth's. Only one third of each book was devoted to a 
discussion of the Solonian poems: in spite of the wide range of material provided by 

Masaracchia and the generally good judgement shown by Linforth in relation to 

problems of interpretation arising out of Solon's poems, both books do not indeed 

focus enough on the literary features of Solon's text. 
Much more recently, the studies by O. Vox (1984) and by E. Katz Anhalt (1993) 

offered more careful literary interpretations of some of Solon's fragments. Vox and 
Anhalt approach Solon's poetry with great sensitivity: far from considering Solon's 

language? onventional, they well demonstrate how often Solon innovated within the 

archaic tradition to a remarkable degree, or resorted to refined forms of allusion to 
Homer or Hesiod. However, the good points of their contributions are overshadowed 

mainly by their limitations in structuring the material, as the selection and arrangement 

of it sometimes produces a sequential commentary on a single poem and sometimes a 
handling of a series of topics inside it. Neither are they interested in considering the 

specific context of each fragment or problems of their textual transmission. 
There is still a need, therefore, for a commentary on Solon's poems and for a 

fuller re-examination of their literary features. In fact, these often tended to be 

overshadowed by the other aspects of Solon's admittedly remarkable personality 
(Solon the wise man, Solon the traveller, Solon the legislator, Solon the statesman, 
Solon the political thinker). However, a close examination of the main body of his 

poetry (elegiacs and tetrameters) will reveal his creativity and artistry in as much as his 

own view of poetic composition as technical making and the strong interconnection 

between his 'profession' as a politician motivated by the concept of the community and 
his 'profession' as a poet, intending his poetry often, yet not only, as a more appealing 
form of advertisement and expression of his ethical or political thoughts. Indeed, 

Solon sought to create and use poetry for the needs of the polls as a whole, including 

all the members of it (rather than to exclude or to speak in favour of a faction, as in the 

poetry of Theognis or Alcaeus, for instance) and all the aspects of their life, 

considering as well the dimension of pleasures. It is precisely this non-exclusive 
function of his poetic ßoýiil and his consciousness about civic affairs which will be 

later appreciated by authors like Aristophanes or Euripides, imbued with the 

omnicomprehensive ideology of the polls. This Commentary does not specifically or 

systematically examine Solon's reception in late antiquity, but the fairly abounding 
fifth century parallels provide good instances of the reception and fortune of Solon's 

language and thought at an earlier age. 
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Solon's poems often appear vague or cryptic and this is certainly the case when 

one tries to find there detailed explanations or specific clarifications of his political 

career or reads them as an application of the historical situation and the crisis of his 

time as described by our principal, yet chronologically later, reconstructions of 
Aristotle's Athenaion Politeia and Plutarch's Solon. In this Commentary the 

connections of the poems with Solon's Laws and the historical background of Athens 

in his time are taken into consideration, especially when they are helpful to the 
interpretation - and no-one ought to side-step (at least intentionally) the thorny 
historic topics involved in them. However, this Commentary does not consider the 

poems as clues to political history, not only because this perspective has been 

prevailing in the only line-by-line modern commentary to Solon, namely that by 

Linforth, but even more because, on the present evidence, we have to admit that much 
has to remain disputable. For instance, the very words acladXOEla and EKT1 IopoL, 

which are a leitmotif of Aristotle's and Plutarch's explanations of Solon's political 

activity, are not found in the transmitted Solonian poems and, as a matter of fact, we 
do not have any reliable evidence for any reference to debt by Solon in connection with 
his reforms which is the hard-core of the most traditional (but still prevailing, though 

with exceptions) historical interpretations. From Solon's poems we can glimpse a 

picture of the social system of his time but we can only speculate on the specific 

economic relations between the mighty and the low inside that system. This certainly is 

not enough for a historical reading of Solon, but fairly fits the concern of a close 

reading and literary analysis of Solon's text, which this Commentary claims to be. 

The transmitted textual transcriptions of Solon's songs, even if sadly reduced in 

number and mainly one-sided, do reveal Solon's self-awareness as a poet. With 

Salamis (fr. 2 G. -P. 2=1-3 W. 2), for instance, Solon acknowledges the distinction 

between song and prose, attested here for the first time, and deliberately chooses 

poetry to convey his message to the Athenians because he can avail himself of the 

status of an äot86s (both prestigious and free of political constraints), and likewise of 
the divine power of his singing in comparison to a simple prose speech he could have 

delivered; at the same time, he apparently wants to exploit in a political context the 

emotional impact of his poetry and thus its efficiency on the audience. But in so doing, 

he expresses, in an unexpected way, a new attitude towards poetry which shows the 

emergence of the poet as a skilled craftsman and not as the traditional doLSös qua 
inspired servant of the Muses, and the art of 'singing' becomes for him 

'making'/'composing', in the very same way of other lyric poets (Alcaeus, Pindar). 

Besides, other fragments, such as 18 G. -P. 2=24 W. 2,24 G. -P. 2=26 W. 2, reveal 
in several ways how Solon has worked inside the poetic tradition of erotic poetry, how 

he fits into, and differentiates from this larger framework. Other poems, more 
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expressly, record a literary polemic with the idea of life which can be found in 

Mimnermus and Alcaeus, and later Alcman, Anacreon, Simonides, who divided 

human life in the positive phase of the bloom of physical and sexual powers of youth, 

as opposed to the pure negativity of their decline in old age. Solon's presentation of 

the maturity and old age as the years of the progressive acquisition of the vöos in the 
Ages (23 G. -P. 2=27 W. 2) or as a period of continuing ability for learning in fr. 28 

G. -P. 2=18 W. 2, effectively challenges and militates precisely against the standard 

erotic/lyric presentation of the theme. Solon's poetic dialogue with Mimnermus (the 

tradition informs us about his keen interest also for Sappho's songs), and above all his 

'reply' to Mimnermus in fr. 26 G. -P. 2=20 W. 2 reveals Solon's dialectic with older and 

contemporary poets and, quite unexpectedly, the agonistic tone of his own poetic 
intentions. 

No poet in antiquity could ever write without engaging with Homer at some level. 

The first step to appreciate Solon's reliance on tradition as well as his departure from it 

is to consider his explicit acknowledgement of literary indebtedness while 

endeavouring to express new ideas - it is obvious that Solon had to innovate in order 
to deal with concepts or objects unattested in the Homeric or the Hesiodic poems; it is 

also self-evident that Solon could deal with the dawning repertory of the elegiac 
formulas, no less than with the hexametric tradition (as showed by Riedy 1903,51 f., 

Solon's use of epic formulas in hexameters is a good half less frequent than in the 

pentameters; see Giannini 1973 and Gentili 1968,69ff., for an attempt at defining the 

specific formulas of archaic elegy). Nevertheless, close examination of the style of the 
fragments will show how Solon takes the option of not adopting what was offered by 

the formulaic diction even when he is allowed to keep it, but of substituting it with 

something often quite untraditional, and how he invests the Homeric formulas and 

concepts with a new syntax and a new meaning much more often than so far 

suspected. This is equally true for his metaphors, which while inserting and 
integrating elements borrowed from Homeric pictures and similes, thus sending back 

the listener to a familiar larger context, become semantically different and unusually 

striking because what Solon has to say is often genuinely unparalleled. 
At times, one clearly remarks in his language the almost absolute absence of 

Homeric references, epithets and words, together with the frequent use for the first 

time of new words (some of them absolute hapaxes) or of expressions that are known 

to us only from Athenian comedy or that we suppose to be derived from everyday 

expressions or proverbs. At other times we notice a keen taste for mimic descriptions 

of the human reactions (and for mimetically ridiculing his opponents, above all in the 

poems in tetrameters) which are very uncommon features of the epic tradition. These 

elements of idiosyncratic innovations - that do not depend on the novelty of this or 

that idea in comparison with the epic vocabulary and ideas - together with the fact 
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that Solon, and similarly Archilochus, were two poets of the archaic age who used, 
besides elegiacs, other types of available metre, should suggest a higher degree of 

vividness and originality in his poetic activity than is usually acknowledged. 
In my opinion Homeric allusion itself in archaic lyric cannot be reduced to the re- 

use of a ready-made thesaurus of suitable formulas for the dactylic rhythm (in elegiac 

poetry) or to a standard intention of the archaic poets to evoke the atmosphere or the 
tone of epic in a general way. Such an approach would wrongly underestimate Solon's 

self-consciousness in resorting to the so-called 'traditional referentiality': in the 
following pages the reader can find plenty of instances where the evocation of the 
Homeric context(s) through a formally more or less evident allusion to a Homeric line 

appears to be exploited by Solon to gain a powerful intensification of the meaning. 
Indeed, the analysis of fr. 11 G. -P. 2=19 W. 2 for instance, points in this direction: 

a piece of eulogistic poetry intended to pay a high literary homage, it reveals more than 

other poems how densely Solon could play with the Homeric heritage. In fragment 23 
G. -P. 2=27W. 2, the frequent epicisms have the effect of elevating quite common 

events of human life to the level of 'heroic' events. Instead, fragments 12 G. -P. 2=9 
W. 2 and 13 G. -P. 2=12 W. 2, though simply looking like reshaping of Homeric images, 

show the subtlety of Solon's thought, where the exploitation of the popularity of the 

meteorological speculations and skilled use of the naturalistic knowledge would invite 

the listener to take up a thought association between natural laws and human politics. 
From the notes in this Commentary Solon's relation to Homer and Hesiod can 

look at times as rich and sophisticated as that of the Hellenistic poets, but I am not too 

much alarmed at a similarity that might seem unhistorical. Some kind of intertextuality 

can reasonably be presupposed any time poets and hearers/readers share a strong 
familiarity with one (or more) pre-existing authoritative poetic work(s), both steadily 
fixed in the memory of the authors and of the audience of an oral culture or fixed by 

writing. By the way, apart from the doubtful testimony of Dieuchidas of Megara, 

FGrH 485F6, according to whom Solon himself Td TE 'Op you Eý ürrEpiOXfs 

yEypaýE paJW6ELOOaL 
... µdXXov OÜV > 6XWV "Oitiipov Ex i5TLUEV 

I1ELGIGTpaT03, and apart from the reliability of the better attested "Peisistratean" 

redaction of the Homeric poems (see Davison 1955 and 1959), most of the modern 

views on the transmission of Homer agree that around Solon's time the poems of the 

Iliad and the Odyssey had already been (see e. g. Janko 1992,29-32) or were going to 

be transcribed to (written) text (on the "Peisistratean redaction" see lastly Seaford 

1994,148-53). The 'textuality' of the Homeric poems was a fact or a need which 
Solon would simply have, respectively, reflected or anticipated. 
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I G. -p. 2 (1 3 W2) 

1 G. -P. 2 (13 W. 2) 

When one attempts to outline the structure of this elegy, one is confronted by a 

multitude of interpretations which vary at times either only in nuances, or are poles 

apart. 
The main problem is the different perspective of a first part, where the idea of 

divine justice prevails, and appears to rule human actions, and a second part, where 
the result of the human actions is mainly conditioned by the unforeseen, if not 

capricious, powers of fortune. Ll. 67-70, in particular, appear to reverse the faith in a 
divine justice, which is stated several times elsewhere in the poem. 

The poem was considered a mere patchwork, expanding on the first lines, the 

only original ones - the first ten lines, which are imitated by Crates (Perrotta 1924), 

or the first 14 lines (Puccioni 1957). Several scholars did not share this analytical 

approach, but simply acknowledged that these two parts are disconnected, and 

considered the poem as a discursive series of considerations succeeding each other in 

an almost free order (e. g. lastly Greene, Campbell, Gerber, West). Lattimore 1947, 

and van Groningen 1958 tried a formalistic analysis of single micro-textual themes, 

showing a logic at work, which is not at all the one we would expect - an archaic 
logic (as first described by Fränkel 1924=1960,70-1), which seems repetitive to our 
taste and which could not express all at once and straightforwardly the most important 

truths, but had to present them from different points of view. Lattimore 1947,162 

argues that the elegy is a "progression of thought, each subsequent stage being an 

expansion, or revision, or illustration of a previous stage. It is, thus, a self-generating 

series of connected ideas". This approach views the poem as developing with an 
internal logic which may be perceptible without the necessity of recourse to an 

externally imposed thematic structure. Van Groningen 1958,94-7 agrees with 
Lattimore but he finds a latent structure of the poem as well. He believes that the poem 
is an example of the type of archaic composition termed as "entrelacement". This 

structure results when the poet is presented simultaneously with a number of 
inseparable ideas whose equal importance and complexity renders hard the treatment of 

each one of them in depth before moving on to the next. Van Groningen, then, points 
to four ideas which are the dominant and main ones: a. I desire wealth, b. Just 

acquisition results in abiding wealth, a gift from the gods, c. Man's fortune is variable 

and unpredictable, d. Moipa determines human fortune and punishment always 

attends, and x. the parts of the elegy with no direct relation to the movement of the 
ideas (11.1-2,3-6,14-15,69-70), so we get this chain (x) ab (x) abdbcd (x) 

cdcaaddcd (x) abd which shows that the four ideas are functional, repetitive and 

always present in the poem. 
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1 G. -P. 2 (13 \V. 2) 

Some other scholars tried to find a main idea connecting the whole poem and 
justifying the different perspectives of its two parts: the idea of the wisdom (Allen 
1949) or of the correct and incorrect pursuit of wealth (Wilamowitz 1913,257-68, 

Buchner 1959, Spira 1981), or the idea of divine justice leading to both the 

punishment of the unrighteous men and the re-distribution of their wealth, commonly 

misunderstood as the caprice of fate (Jaeger); äT11 as divine principle operating on the 

unrighteous men, in the first part, and iTrl operating against the bad Ep6ELv in 11.71- 
6, after the description of the human professions in the central section (Römisch). 

The last decades saw a renewal of the interest in the problem of the unity of the 

elegy which has been characterised by a similar attempt at justifying the lack of 
coherence between the two parts rather than at finding out a single, strong idea 

common to both: Müller 1956, Dalfen 1974, Maurach 1983, Eisenberger 1984, 
Christes 1986, Pötscher 1987. They attempted to find more and more logical (logical 
in the modern sense of the word) connections between the two parts, almost all of 
them trying to emphasise the pervasive relevance of the idea of divine justice, for 
instance ascribing the human suffering and failure of 11.67-70 to the late operations of 
the divine punishment, the main thought developed in the first part (see above all 1.35) 

- though in fact Solon drops completely the theme of divine punishment in the 

second part, in order to develop in detail the unpredictability of human actions and the 
limits of human knowledge; on this matter, more successfully than his predecessors, 
Manuwald 1989, suggested that the unpunished success of the wrongdoers of 11.29- 
32 is simply 'restated in positive terms' in 11.69-70. But 11.67-70 cannot be 

understood in moralistic terms, as convincingly shown by Römisch already in the 
1930's; and, in any case, there is still a relevant difference between the passive delay 

of the divine vengeance presented in 11.29-32 and the active allowance of success for 

the wrongdoers of 11.69f. 

Lastly, and most convincingly, Nesselrath 1992, solved the incongruity between 

the first and second part in terms of different perspectives, the divine one and the 
human one. He believes that Solon himself subscribes to both of them, and they 

would somehow be progressive results of his own thought. He remarked that the 

starting prayer to the Muses for such general human conditions (as prosperity and 
good reputation), allows Solon to consider all kinds of limitations of the human 
fortunes as well as to reflect on human guilt and divine justice: this prayer would, 
somehow, be the start of a speculative chain and the reflection by Solon on the 

problem which he presents at the start, and is always in progress till the end. The 

element which allowed the evolution of Solon's ideas in a changed perspective from 1. 
33 onwards must have been the fact that men do not feel the strokes of destiny as the 

punishment for their guilt or the guilt of their predecessors but as an unexpected and 
obscure pain. From 1.17 onwards reference concerned the 'over natural perspective' 
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I G. -P. 2 (13 ß'V. 2) 

of Zeus as ruler of the world and the connection between god and men had been dealt 

with from this perspective. In 11.33-6 Solon with the use of the first plural 

person+OVIIToi comes back to the 'natural human plan' and his concern is about 

cruelly deluded illusions which men alone form for themselves. In all, 11.33-62 

describe the several ways men form their positions and exploit their possibilities in an 
illusion about happiness and knowledge, and the superhuman forces which 

unexpectedly hinder them: both the fate and the 'rule of equilibrium' that stops people 

who have missed the invisible TEpµa which rules the acquisition of wealth. 
Nesselrath's interpretation appears to me to be more convincing than the other 

ones simply because it admits, and justifies the change in perspective between the 
divine and the human part of the poem, instead of cancelling it for the sake of a single 
thematic principle. This means that the very issue of searching for a unifying principle 
has had to acknowledge the unavoidability of an 'anthropological' approach like 

Fränkel's, which antedates the beginning of the research for a unifying motive for 

Solon's elegy (and in my opinion undermines its legitimacy): in Solon's logic "the 

single, valid form of one single relevant truth has to be shown from two or three 

points of view". 

1. MvtIµoßvvr1S Kai Zivös 'OXu i. r(ov dyaaä TeKva: The first line is re- 

used by the author of a late hymnodic inscription from Amorgos (IG XII. 7,95), and 

the first two by Crates, SH 359 in an amusing cynical abasement of the elegy which 

explicitly also involves 11.5-10 (cp. above all XprjµaTa 8' Ok EOEXo auväyELv and 

Sol. 1.7; (TrXoÜTOV) Ei4OpOV, EÜKTT1TOV, TL[ILOV EL3 C(pETTjv and Sol. 11.2f., 7,10). 

Eumelus, PEG 16 MvrlµoßvvrrS Kai ZrIv6s 'OXu1rriou EvvEa KovpaL was a parallel 

already known to Clement of Alexandria (Strom. 6.11.1): either Eumelus was really 

the model of Solon, or, more probably, both Solon and Eumelus testify that a 

prayer-formula of this kind pre-existed to Solon, cf. also Hymn. Orplt. 76.1 

Mv1jµo66vrl3 Kai ZTIV63 Epiy606TFOLO euyq. TpES. 
Mnemosyne (and/or Zeus) as parents of the Muses are found also in Hes. Theog. 

52-4,915-7, Hom. Hynun Henn. 429-30, Alcm. PMG 8.9-10 and PMG 28, adesp. 
PMG 941=Terp. °8 Gos., Pind. Isthm. 6.75, Nein. 7.15, frr. 52f. 55-6, and 52h. 15- 

17, Arist. PMG 842.19-20, Scol. PMG 917c (quoted below), Callim. fr. 735, 

Apollod. Bib!. 1.3.1, Hynin. Orph. Proem. 17, Hynin. Orph. 77.1 f. (quoted above). 
In a tradition independent of Hesiod, followed by few poets (cf. Diod. Sic. 4.7.1), and 

attested to us only by Alcman (PMG 5 fr. 2.28-30; cf. also 67) and by Mimnermus 

(fr. 22), the Muses are daughters of Gaia and of Uranus, who in the Hesiodic version 

are the parents of Mnemosyne. 
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I G. -P. 2 (13 \V? ) 

While following Hesiod's account of the Muses' parentage (and birthplace, cf. 
below), Solon certainly highlights his version of their lineage in a direct, unsubtle 

way, by making Mvrjµoßvv-q the first word of his poem (Anhalt 1993,13), or at least 

by sharing the traditional formula with Mv-%to66vrls at the beginning (see above) and 

therefore moving KXÜTE from its beginning position which is invariable in Homer (cf. 

below). Solon's emphasis is most probably intentional, and may well be a signal of 
his variance with the other two lyric poets, and most especially with Mimnermus, from 

whom he likes to differentiate himself more than once (see ad frr. 23 and 26). 

Mvrlµoaüvrl 'Memory' occupies a prominent place in early Greek theology. She 

is included among the Titans, the first generation of the theogony of Gaia and Uranus 

(Hes. Theog. 135). For the oral poet, who is a mnemotechnician, she is the means by 

which he creates, especially if his theme was extensive, as in Homer's case, or his 

subject factually complex, as with the genealogies of Hesiod's Theogony. Poetic 

craftsmanship and inspiration were closely connected with memory, as Memory also 

transmitted traditional knowledge from one generation to the next (cf. Notopoulos 

1938, Vernant 1965, ch. 2, Yates 1966, West's note on Theog. 54, and Finnegan 

1977,52ff. ). As late as the early 3rd cent., Mnemosyne still kept a traditional role in 

the proemial invocations of the improvising poetry, and Solon's proemial emphasis on 

Mnemosyne has a close parallel in a sympotic poem, PMG 917c, which is entitled 

MNHMOEYNH, and starts with the invocation w Moüg' äyavöµµ. aTE µäTEp, 

UUVETTLQITEO 6(IV TEKVCJV ... 
ipTL ßpüoußav dOL8dV Trp(JTO1Ta'yel. GOýiq 

6LaTT0LKLÄ0V EKýEpOlIEV (text according to Ferrari 1988,226). 

Z7lv6g 'OXuir riov: Hom. Il. 15.131, Od. 1.27,2.68,4.74; Hom. Hymn 17.2; 

Hes. Theog. 529,884, Op. 87,245, fr. 1.15, and 211.8. 

äyXaä TEKVa: The most expected Homeric combination of epithet+neuter plural 

name for 'children' is vrjrna TEKVa (11 x in the Iliad and 3x in the Odyssey). 'AyXaä 

TEKVa is relatively less frequent in Homer (3x in the Iliad 2.871,18.337,23.23,3x in 

the Odyssey 11.249 and 285,14.223, and 4x in the Hymns: Ap. 14, Ven. 127,33.2; 

cf. also the [Hom. ] Epigr. 4.8 Markwald, where the Muses are called Koüpal ALös 

äyXaä TE Kva). On the other hand, Hesiod nowhere has vrjrna TE Kva, and he only 

exploits the formula which Solon adopts. I do not rule out that Solon's use of the 

Hesiodic phrase is another hint at the Hesiodic choice made by Solon about the lineage 

of the Muses. Hesiod's Theog. 644 raids TE Kai Oüpavoü äyXaä TEKVa is also the 

closest passage which is certainly before Solon's time (cf. also Theog. 366, fr. 31.2 

and 4). 

2. MoüaaL IILEp(6E$: [Hes. ] Sc. 206 Moü6al 1TLEp16Es, and for the adjective in 

the context of an invocation, cf. Hes. Op. 1-2 MoüßaL TlLEptri9EV, äoL8ýCFL 
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KXELOUaaL, ... 
OLD EVVE1TETE 

..., Hymn. Orph. 76.1ff. Cit. ML' Ioßüvrlc KaL ZlIV6s 

EpL'Y6OÜTrOLO OiryaTpEs, MOÜ6aL IILEPLSES 
... 

cLXXC II6XOLTE, Bacchyl. 1.1-3, 

Sapph. PLF 103.8 1 
... 

iyvaL XdpLTEc ITLEpL86[c TE] Moi[ßaL, Crates, SH 359.2 

MoÜaaL TILEpi6E3, KXOTE 11.0L 6X01EVU9, adesp. SH 938.1-8 etc. The association of 

the Muses specifically with IILEpia (region in the north-east of Olympus) as their 

birthplace is not-Homeric, and appears to start with Hes. Theog. 53-4 (cf. also Eur. 

Bacch. 409 IILEpia, µ066EL03 E8pa; Paus. 9.29.3-4 connects the Muses with some 

Macedonian Pierus Xpövw ... 
üßTEpöv caaL TliEpov MaKE86va 

... 
EXOövTa ES 

OEaulL 3 EVVEa 
... 

MOÜßas KaTa6T1 aa68aL Ka. TC( 6v6[1aTa TÖC VUV 41ETa0EOOaL 

ßýiaL). However, Solon as well as Hesiod, do not ignore the epic adjective 
'Olympian' Muses (see below in 1.51) - an adjective which is more generic, as it 

refers to the common seat of all the gods, and, therefore, it is not at all incoherent with 

the specific one TILEp18Es. 

Solon's invocation to the Muses in the elaborate proem of his "most personal 

elegy" (Solmsen 1949,107) gives the beginning of the poem the appearance of a 
formal-deferential prayer to the gods (cf. below). This invocation is understandable if 

we think of Solon simply as a poet who is beginning his poem, and we can find plenty 

of lyric passages where the Muses are invoked as more or less responsible either for 

the content or the form of the song - above all if we suppose that Solon wanted to 

enhance the value of his ethical-paraenetic considerations presenting them as originated 
from the mouth of the Muses (cf. Jacoby 1931,103 n. 1). But other reasons, too, may 
have driven Solon to emphasise the role of the Muses. 

In Homer what is requested from the Muses is information on events of the distant 

past concerning human exploits and stories of the gods of which the poet could have 

had no first hand knowledge (Il. 2.484-93,11.218ff, 14.508ff, 16.112ff, 2.761 ff). 

Solon may derive from this Homeric, and later wide-spread tradition, by emphasising 

Mvrlp. oßüvrl, because she provides the remembrance of the past, and therefore allows 

to draw the causal connections between past actions and their unavoidable future 

outcomes, which is useful for the welfare of the city and for Solon's role as a 

politician (cf. Anhalt 1989,19). As was already stressed by Masaracchia 1956,94-5, 

in this evaluation of the Muses, Solon would be also relying specifically on Hes. 

Theog. 80-97, where the importance of the Muses had been expressed not only for the 

poets but also in helping the ruling activity of the ßaaLXEis; in 11.94-5 the singers are 
from the Muses (and Solon is a poet) but these goddesses bestow also to the king they 

protect things that Solon wants for himself as a politician: eloquence (övTLVa 

TL111j60UGL OL63 KOÜpal 11E'YdX0L0 'YELV611Ev6V TE Z6(. WcL 6LOTpEýE00V PUOIX COV, 

T4 [LhV ETTL yXu oaiI YÄUKEp71V xELouaiv EEp6TlV), respect and admiration by the 

people (oi 86 vu XaOL TrdVTEs Es aÜTÖV 6p(il6L KTX., ai6OL IIELXLXLT1), just decisions 
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(6LaKpivovTa OE I1aTas iO¬L1i6L &KIjQLV), persuasive power (µaX(1KoiaL 

TraPMl dµEVOL ETrEE66LV); therefore the one whom the Muses 4(XWVTaI becomes 

6X(3L0s (11.94f. ): cp. Solon's request for öXpos in the following 1.3. On Muses and 

politics see Livrea 1992=1993, and Agosti 1997. 

KXDTE µ10L e )XoREVw: Besides the direct imitation of Crates, SH 359.2 KXDTE 

µ0L EiXoµEVw, cf. Thgn. IEG 4 110L KX¬OL, 13 EüxoµEVw µoL KXDOL, adesp. PMG 

1018b. 3 E6XoµEVwv ETraKOÜßaT(E), Rhian. CA 56 KXÜ81 µ0L Eüxdc)v. The formal- 

deferential tone of this initial invocation (the dative instead of the more common 

genitive, which Valckenaer wanted to substitute for the dat. of codd., is probably a 

result of this tone, cf below) is confirmed by the parallels which can be found in the 

pseudo-orphic poems: cf. Hyinn. Orph. 28.11 KXÜOI µ0U E1Xo1EVOU=32.15,34.10, 

49.4,56.1 (also 59.2 KXDTE µ0u EÜXO1EVOU), and [Orph. ] Lith. 171 (Opa 6Eu 

EÜXOl. I. EVOLO KX OL OE63). 

For the sequence KXÜTE ... 
BOTE, Cf. [Hom. ] Epigr. 11.1 Markwald KXÜOI µ0L 

E1)XO hVC), KoupoTp64E, Bös 8E yuvatKa, [Hom. ] Epigr. 6.1-3 Markwald KXÜOL 
TIo6EL8dwv 

... 
Bös 8' oupov ... Ka. V66TOV KTX. 

In Homer KX OL and the other imperative forms of KXUEiv (such as the 

reduplicated KEKXUOL or KXÜTE) are invariably at the beginning of the (first line of a) 

prayer (II. 11x, Od. 20x, cf. Braswell 1988,79), followed by the vocative of the 
invoked person. This fixed position depends on the pragmatic function of these verbal 
forms, which aim at attracting the attention of the apostrophised person to the 
following request, and is also more or less analogous in function to the longer phrases 
with verba dicendi which fill the line preceding a direct speech. In the lyric poets = 
where also the use of the introductory verba dicendi is much less regular, cf. Führer 

1967 - the imperative forms of KXUEiv appear not to have a fixed position, but they 

are still very frequent at the start of the speech (they are at the start in Anac. PMG 418, 

adesp. PMG 978b, Archil. IEG 108.1, Pind. Pyth. 1.90 and 4.13, fr. 78; they are not 
in Thgn. IEG 4, Pind. 01.14.5, fr. 52f. 58). I would not rule out that Solon 

intentionally moved KXDTE from the beginning to the second half of the distich in order 
to emphasise the role of Mnemosyne. 

Kaüw regularly takes the genitive of the person heard, and the accusative of the 

thing heard. However, the dative (µ0L) is attested by most of the MSS at least in Hom. 
R. 24.335, Od. 4.767, Hoin. Hy nn Ap. 334, Hes. Theog. 474 and [Hes. ] Sc. 68, 

Thgn. IEG 13, [Hom. ] Epigr. 11.1 Markwald, and by an ancient pap. in Od. 15.172; 

in other passages µ0L may have been overwhelmed by µEU in the tradition of the text, 

since the latter was the reading preferred by Didymus (cf. schol. R. 1.37, Od. 6.239, 

and Ludwich 1884,1.176). This µ0L can be interpreted as a form with double function 

as genitive and as dative, which appears to be an archaic heritage (cf. Wackernagel 
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1928,2,77f. and Chantraine, Gramm. ho»n. 2,70 §8); a different linguistic 
interpretation of the dative with the verbs of hearing, as a dative of interest, is also 

possible, and is maintained e. g. by Haldane 1972,45. The use of the genitive LIEU 

with KXUEiv would be an innovation. Since many of the Homeric passages where µoß 
is best attested are a formulaic celebrative and archaising prayer-invocation (cf. Meier- 

Brügger 1986), we are perfectly entitled to suppose that also in Solon the dative is a 
signal of the formal-deferential tone of the prayer. 

3-4. The same combination of wealth and reputation (with a different form of 
limitation) can also be found in Democr. VS 68B77 86ýa Kal TTXODT03 6VEu 

ýUVEaLOs 01K Ü64aAEa KTTjlIaTa, which may be hinting at the Solonian precedent. 
Prosperity was considered a prerequisite of good opinion: cf. Hes. Op. 313 rrXOlTw 8' 
dpET71 Kal KUSO3 6uri8eL (cf. already Hom. Od. 11.358-61 Kal KEV 1TOÄU KEp8LOv 

E171, TTÄELOTEp1l 6ÜV XELpL 4IXT]V Es raTpi6' iKEUOaL' Kal K' ai6OL6TEp0S ... 
dV8pd(YLV ELT1V TraGLV KTX. ). 

Solon's line 4 is closely paralleled by CEG 396 Bös 8E F iv äv0p61roLs 86ýav 

ExEV a<y>aO<d>v (6 B. C.: it is impossible to understand if it was a coincidence in using 

a traditional phraseology or an imitation of Solon; see also ad 1.8). For the 

combination of 6I&i il+final infin. EXEly+object, cf. Hom. Od. 2.335-6 oLKia ... 
I1TITEPL 6OL11EV EXELV, Mimn. 1.1-2 TLOctw µhV E6WKEV EXELV KaKÖV CIcOLTOV 

<6> ZEÜc yýpas, and Anac. Anth. Pal. 6.346.3-4=°196 G. Bös 6 µlv ... vaiELv 

ai6 vos µoipav ExovT' dyaOrjv. For the phrase 86ýav EXELV, Thgn. IEG 572 86ýav 

Exoua' dyaOCv (=1104b), Eur. TGF 659.10 66av <86 ßouXoiµrly äv EüKXEiaS 

EXELV. 

The word Upos has a range of uses, including 'happiness', 'good fortune', 

'material wealth', 'prosperity', cf. Masaracchia 1958,204f., and Doyle 1970. Here 

Solon appears at a first reading to be specifically thinking of economic prosperity, 

wealth or money, as the following iTXoÜTOS 1.7 and XprjµaTa 1.9 (at the beginning of 

the line, as well as Upos) show; cf. also frr. 8.3 and 29b. 2, where the accompanying 

adjective rroXÜs stresses the material meaning of the word. See also Hom. Hymn Dem. 

486-9 i y' 6XPLO3 OV TLV' EKELVa1 rrpoc)povEws ýiXwvTaL 
... ai&a 6E 01 

7TE[LTiOUGLV E4EaTLOV & 11E'Ya 66 is IlXOÜTOV, Ös dVOpu]TrOLs acEVOS OVgTOL6L 

6i: & YLV. In his imitation of Solon's elegy Crates, SH 359 also emphasises the 

material meaning of Upos: XöpTOV E[1Tl auve>? BOTE 'Ya6TEpL, Tl TE IlOL aiEL 

XWpls 6ouXoa6vrl3 XLTÖV EOfKE 13iov. Nevertheless the reservation of Il. 7-13 is 

intended to specify that god-given wealth, as wealth combined with justice (cf. 1.3, 

where 6Xßo3 is particularised as -rrpös OEwv, as well as ITXODTOS 1.9 is by 6v µhv 
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MOM OEOi), is different from rrloÜTOS (cf., above all, 1.71 for its negative value) and 

Xp1 iIaTa in general - after all Solon explicitly contrasts material wealth with dpETrj 

in fr. 6, and possibly his ideology of the 6Xßos is less different than it may appear 
from the Pindaric Upos 'happiness' of Isthm. 4.76f., Pyth. 1.46ff. and 2.26ff. 

In Homer either the gods in general (Od. 3.208,18.19 quoted above) or 

specifically Zeus (Od. 4.207-8,6.188 quoted above, 18.273) are considered to be 

responsible for the allotment of Upos. See the occasional requests to different gods 
for virtue and financial prosperity in the explicit of some Homeric Hymns: 15.9 xaIPc 
ävaý Olös uiE " (scil. Heracles) &8ou 6' dpETrjv TE Kai Upov, 20.8 dXX' 'Xr19' 

"Hýal6TE " 818OU 8' dpETr V TE Kai Upov. However the association of öapos with 
the Muses has already a parallel in the Hesiodic passage on the Muses as helpers of 

poets and kings, already considered ad 1.2: Theog. 96-7 6 6' 6X(3los, övTlva Moüaal 

4IXcovTal=Honz. Hym/i 25.4-5. I do not agree with Eisenberger 1984,10, according 

to whom the specification rrpös OEC;; v is intended to remind the audience that wealth 

comes from the Olympians, and that he is asking the Muses above all for the 6ö a: in 

this interpretation we would be compelled to presuppose a hard zeugmatic variance in 

the sense of Trpös, that would mean 'from' as far as the gods are concerned, and 'at 

the hand of as for the men (on the meanings of lrpös, see below): I prefer to believe, 

with Römisch 1933,45, that the Muses have to mediate Solon's gaining of both 

wealth from gods and reputation from men. 

Trpös 8Ewv µaKdpcnv ... teat 1rpös d. irctvTwv dv9puiirwv: An instance of 

the flexibility of the formulaic system, being an expansion of the single line formula, 

Hom. Il. 1.339 urpös TE OEwV µaKdpwv Trpös TE 8VflTC3v dvOp6i iv, Od. 9.521 

OUTE OEwv µaKdpwv O TE OvrlTwv dvOpwrrwv=Hes. fr. 204.117=Hom. Hy111n Herrn. 

144 and Honz. Hymiz Aphr. 35, Hes. fr. 25.31=fr. 229.11 EK TE OEWV ilaKdpwV EK 

TE OVTJTLJV dvOpCJirwv; Phoron. PEG 5.2: TrdVTaS 'yap µdKapdS TE OEOÜS OVr1TOÜS 

T' dvep6lrous. Hpös+gen. is used of effects proceeding from whatever cause, in the 

meaning of 'from', 'at the hand of, with verbs of having and receiving (e. g. Horn. Il. 

1.160,16.85, Od. 11.302, Ale. PLF 5.7, Pind. 01.7.90 and Nein. 9.45). 

6d av dyaOrjv: The good opinion which others have of one, estimation, 

repute, first in Solon. The phrase appears to be the 'political' equivalent -the 

replacement - of the 'heroic' KXEOs E68aöv of Homer (e. g. Il. 10.212-3, Od. 1.95, 

19.333-4, Hom. Hymn Ap. 174-5). To be TrdVTas ... KaT' ävOpuTrous 6voµa6T6s 

(Thgn. IEG 23), or 1TOUdi3 TE e[aU]µaaeEis ßpoTc v (Bacchyl. 1.152), or EaOXöv 

äv6pa rroXX6 v inr' ävep6rrwv TroXuCT XwTOV EL tEV (Bacchyl. 10.48-9), or 

TTEpgßxE1TT03,6aKTUX66ELKTOs (Aesch. Ag. 1332), ETflCliXoS (Aesch. Ag. 939), 

1TEp(IXETTTO3 PPOTOls 6V011a6T& 1Tpdc cmw (Eur. HF 508-9), TrEpltÖIlTOS, would 
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be especially useful to someone who, like Solon, was aiming at political consensus. 
For the opposition between the wish for great wealth and the one for good opinion, cf. 

Critias, TrGF 43F17.7-10 of 8' aiaXpä KEp6rJ Trp660E TOD KaXoü ßpoTGOV 

(11T000LV' 
... 

E)/d) <6 > TOÜTWV OÜF)EVÖS Xp1J CW TUXELV, 66ýai 6E PouXoiri-gV dV 

EÜKXEIas EXELV. 

Homer has the word 86ýrl only twice, in the expression ov8' due 86ýrls 'and not 

otherwise than one expects'. This phrase is once co-ordinated to dire 6KOTroO (Od. 

11.344), and once (Il. 10.324, a line which probably derives from Od. 11.344, cf. 
Shewan 1911,119, and Laser 1958,408f. ) is attributive of ßKOrros: 6oi S' Eycw OüX 
dXLos aKOTrös Eßaoµai oü6' drr6 86ýrls. In both passages, as the ancient scholia 

acknowledged, 86ýa emphasises the subjective character of the expectation, and is 

therefore still quite far from the meaning of 'reputation', namely positive public 

opinion, which the term already appears to express in Tyrt. 9.9 - another author 

mostly concerned with the elaboration of values and concepts of the ideology of the 

polls -, though it was above all developed from the Presocratics onwards (cf. 

Greindl 1940,221). On the other hand, in 1.34 the meaning of 86ýa is closer to the 
Homeric one of personal 'expectation'. The same ambivalence of the term is to be 

found in Theognis, IEG 571f. quoted above and 639, where 86ýa means 
'expectation', and 665-6, where 86ýa is synonymous with the contextual TLµrj (cf. 

Anhalt 1989,29). 

The specification of the 66a as proceeding irpös ärrdVTCMv dvOpcLTTwv has to be 

remarked, since it suits Solon's aim to operate for the well-being of all the citizens: 
Solon does not want to be estimeed by his friends or a single faction of the Athenians, 

but by everyone. 

5-6. The presentation of the results inherent in the conditions of life Solon was 

praying for in the second distich, happiness and good reputation. They are somehow 
the 'public version' of the simple private happiness described in Sol. fr. 17. 

)'XUKÜV ... 4 (XoLs, EX6pOtaL ... TrLKpdv: Corrected by Crates' imitation, 

SH 359.5 c 6XLµov sE ýLXOLs, [L? 'yXUKEp6v, TLOETE. A traditional idea which is 

rooted in the justice of reciprocation, cf. Hom. Od. 6.184-5 Tr6XX' &XyEa 
8U0* I. EVEEßßL, XdpµaTa 6' d[tEVET716L, Sapph. PLF 5.6 Kal, 4lXOlß]L FOLut 

Xäpav 'yEVEYOaL ... 
E]XOpoLaL, 'YEVOLTO 6' äµµL 

...... µ]r1S' EL3, Archil. IEG 23.14-5 
ETf]16Ta[laI TOL TÖV ýLX[EO]V[Ta] Ftt 1V ý[L]XELV[, T6]V S' ExepOV ExAaipELV and 
126 EV U' ETTLcTa[lal II ya, TÖV KaKd'S <[1'> Ep6OVTa 8ELVOLS dVTC[[LELIEQeaL 

KaKOLc, Thgn. IEG 871-2 Ei FL E'ydi TOLaLV [LEV ETTapKE6W OL [. LE 4LXEÜaLV, TOTS 

6' EXOpois dvi-Q Kai µhya 'rriµ' EaoµaL (cf. also 89ff. and 337f. ), Pind. Pyth. 2.83- 
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5 ýIXOV ¬r ýLXELV' TTOTL 6' EXOPÖV CdT' EXApÖS Ed)V Xl KOLO SLKaV ÜT(OeEÜaoI1aL, 

äff' &XXOTE iraTEwv 68oIs ßKOXLais, also in the tragedians, e. g. Aesch. Ag. 608, 

Clio. 123, Sept. 1049, PV 978, Soph. Ant. 643-4, Eur. Med. 809, HF 585-6, 
Heracl. 881-2, TGF 1092; later, e. g. PhId. Anth. Pal. 5.107.1-2, adesp. Anth. Pal. 
12.103, and cf. Gow ad Theoc. 14.62. Some kind of softening of this attitude is also 
attested in Pind. Pyth. 9.95 and Pl. Grg. 480f., 508f., with Socrates' behaviour, cf. 
Dover 1974,180-184, and Blundell 1989,26-59. 

For the oxymoron yXuK69/uLKp6s, cf. Thgn. IEG 301 and Soph. Aj. 966, and 
for the idea of generosity towards one's friends preferred to excessive wealth, cf. 
Pind. Nein. 1.31ff. (and Pyth. 1ff., quoted below ad 1.12, where TrXOOTOS combined 

with dpETd is spoken of by the poet as a rroXiýLAov ETrETav). 

aL6otov ... 
SELVÖV BEE V: Hom. 11.3.172 aii6OI6g TE [101 E66L 

... 
SELVÖS 

TE, 18.394 ij pä VÜ p. LOL 6ELVI TE Kai. at6OLri OE63 EV60V, Od. 8.21-2 ý(Xo 
... 

'YEVOLTO 8ELv63 T' ai6OL63 TE, 14.234 6ELV6S T' aL6OL6S TE [IETC IKpýTE66L 

TET6'YIL1nV; cf. also Il. 15.657-8 'i6XE yäp at6cd3 Ka. U o3, and Hom. Hymn Dein. 

190 T7lV b' ai6ths TE QEßac TE 15E XXwpöv SEOS dXEV. For 6Etvbv L6ELV, Hom. 

Od. 22.405 6ELV63 S' Eis WTra i8EoOal. 

Homer uses the two adjectives as positive parallels to describe an individual, and 
the two notions seem sometimes to overlap. 8ELv6s reinforces ai6oio3 'revered' 

without implying anything more frightening ('provoking reverence and therefore fear' 

LfgrE s. v.; see also Kirk ad Il. 3.172). Cf. Cypr. PEG 18.2 iva yap BEos, EvOa Kai 

ai6u , Epich. CGF 221K. Evea 8E03, EvTaüOa Kai8w3 and Pl. Euthphr. 12b where 

ai66 c appears to overlap with just a part of the meaning of 6Eos. But most often 
8ELv6s had also the narrower meaning of 'fearful' in Homer, and at Resp. 5.465ab 

Plato treats reverence and fear as distinct and co-ordinate (the distinction between the 
two concepts is stressed as being original by Erffa 1937,29f. ). By contrasting 

ai6oios with 5ELv6g Solon is certainly exploiting some difference in meaning between 

8ELv6s and a. Soios, and therefore possibly differentiates himself from the endyadic 

use of the phrase 8ELv6s T' ai6oios in Homer. Solon's wish is not to harm his 

enemies, as in several of the similar dichotomies quoted ad 1.5, but to be 'respected' 
by them -a wise caution for a politician who liked to present himself in equilibrium 
between the political factions of his time, as remarked by Alt 1979,393; cf. also Vox 

1983a, 517-9. 

7-8. Xprj p. aTa 8' L µE (p W ... ov KE AE XW: transformed in the parody of Crates, 

SH 359.6-9 XprjµaTa 8' 0ÜK EOEXW 6UVd'YELV KXu-rä, ... 
6XXt 6LKaLOQÜVT]s 

I. LETEXELV KdL TrXOÜTOV C('YELpELV Ei4OpOV, EÜKTgTOV, Tl [LLOV Eis apET1 v. The 
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verb TrErraµaL appears here for the first time, and still in Theognis it appears to be 

specialised for the 'possession' of wealth, see 146 cit. below and 663; see later Pind. 

Pyth. 8.73 and the tragedians (where it is felt as a specifically Doric word with the 

alpha inipurum, cf. Björck 1950,130f. ). 

For the distinction between right and unrighteous wealth, cf. Hes. Op. 320-6 

XprjµaTa 6' oüx äpTraKTd OE6a6oTa TrOXX6V d 1EiVC) KTX., Thgn. IEG 29-30 µ. r18' 
ak r> poiaLV E17' Epyµa9L [LI1 ' d8(KOLQLV TL11&S {ills' apET&S EXKEO [ T18' dcEVOS, 

145-6 (3o6XEO S' E67E1EWV 6XITOL3 6ÜV Xpi I1aaLV OLKELV 7j TrXOUTELV d&KWS 

Xpj aTa Traud[IEVOS, 199-202 Ei 6' d&&KWS Trapä Kalpöv ävýp ýLXOKEp6EL Ouµcý 

KT1j0ETaL, ELO' OpKq) Trap TO SI. KatOV EX(&', aÜTLKa [16v TL ( PELV KEp60S 6OKEI, 

ES SE TEXEUTT V aÜeLS EyEVTO KaKOV, OEWV 8' UTTEPE6XE v6o3,466 µrj8E 6E 
VLKdm) KEpSOS 0' T' atoXpÖV E71,753 TaÜTa Jia00V ý X' ETaipE SLKa(ci S XpýllaTa 

TTOLOU, Pind. Pyth. 3.110-1 El SE 1.101 TTÄOÜTOV OE63 6(3p6v 6pEýaL, EXTT(S' Ex(0 

KÄ403 EÜpEQOaL KEV U4srixöv Trp6aw (also 01.2.53 6 µäv TrXODTOS dpETais 

8E8aL8aXµEV03, Nem. 9.46 äµa KTEdVOLS TTOXXdLS ETr[80ý01) 
... äpT1TaL KÜ80S), 

Democr. VS 68B77 66a KUI 1TXODTOS 6VEU ýUVEOLOS OÜK äßcaXEa KTrjµaTa, 
SCOT. PMG 890.3 TO TpLTOV sE TrXOUTELV d60Xw3, [Phoc. ] 5 Derron µi1 TrXouTEiv 
d6LKWS, äXÄ' Eý öaiuiV 1LOTEÜELV; also Xen. An. 2.6.18. In the fifth century will 

also appear the doctrine that prosperity in itself never lasts, for which see West's note 

on Eur. Or. 340. 

TTdVTCJS ÜkTEpOV t XOE 8LK1I: The closest parallel is Inscr. Graecae metr. 63 

Pr. (ap. Polyb. 4.33 and Paus. 4.22.7) TrdVTwS 6 xpövoS EÜpE &Krly, KTX., 

considered by Callisthenes (FGrH 124F23) to be the tombstone of Aristocrates, the 

Arcadian king who betrayed the Messenians during the first Messenian war (71h cent. 
B. C. ), but was certainly later (cf. Walbank ad Polyb. cit. ). For the thought, cf. also 

below, 11.28ff., and Sol. 3.16 (A(Krl) T4 8E Xpövw TrdVTcUS r XO' thToTELao[ItVrl, 

Simon. IEG 11.12 ]. OEir13 äpµa KaOEIXE 8iic[r13, Men. fr. 510.2 K. -Th. TO µr1 

6LKaIW EÜTUXELV EXEL 46iov. The word BIKrl appears in the Iliad seven times with 

the meaning 'settlement', namely ruling, legal process which may be proposed and 

made between two parties in dispute, as opposed to violent or illegal action; this sense 

accords with the derivation of the word from the root of the verb 8EIKVURL 'to show', 

'to indicate' (the different sense 'right, custom' or 'characteristic behaviour', 'mark' of 

a specific category of people or gods first occurs in the Odyssey, with the genitive or a 

limiting clause). Homeric society, being primarily composed of warriors, could not 

rely upon K (peaceful litigation of disputes) without force (j3ir1) or violence (i 3pL3) 

- this is the new meaning which Hesiod emphasises in Works and Days, though he 

also develops the meaning of the word towards a more abstract notion of legal 

process, law, and towards the idea of punishment for the violation of this process (Op. 
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219-24,238-9). In several of these cases Hesiod clearly personifies and deifies AiKrI 
(above all in Theog. 901-2, where she is a daughter of Zeus and Themis, sister of 
Eirene and Eunomia; cf. also Op. 213,275,283), and thus increases its importance; 
besides he often makes reference to the role of Zeus in supervising the functions of 
8(Krl, thus implying that a violation of it is in some sense an offence against the god 
(Op. 36,225-9,239,242,253,256,259,276,281). At any rate in Hesiod the word 
does not yet seem to have the meaning of (personal) morality or (public) justice in 

general, which only Plato appears to exploit fully (as stressed by Havelock 1978; for a 
different point of view, cf. Solmsen 1949,87-96 who follows Jaeger in believing in a 
"religious and moral doctrine of Justice and Injustice" in Hesiod). In Hesiod 61Kr1 still 
oversees only one activity, the peaceful settlement of disputes: cp. Op. 327-34, a 
section which refers to deeds which are traditionally wrong, but the punishment for 

these d6LKa Epya has nothing to do with 8IKr1, since there is no question of harming 

any legal process, and since 8&Kr1 does not mean 'justice' or 'retribution' in general, a 

meaning (=later 6LKaLoc vrl) which first occurs in Theognis, and is connected with 
the increasing association of 8&Kr1 with the idea of balance, attested from Solon fr. 13 

and the Presocratics onwards (cf. Anaximand. VS 12B 1, Heraclit. VS 22B 94, Parm. 

VS 28B 1.14 and 8.14). 

On the archaic idea of dike, besides Havelock 1978, and Solmsen 1949, citt., see 
Ehrenberg 1921,63-9, Becker 1937,180, Palmer 1950, Rodgers 1971, Gagarin 
1973, and id. 1974. 

While being strongly influenced by Hesiod, Solon turns his attention above all to 

the economic and political results of the violation of 6LK11, namely uncertainty of 

wealth, destruction of the whole city (cf. fr. 3), and in this line 8&Kr1 (or, better, i(Krl) 
is something in between the Hesiodic personification and the Theognidean abstraction. 
Indeed, it means 'punishment against the unlawful acquisition of prosperity' in an 

economic context, as well as in Thgn. IEG 207 äXXov 6' oü icaT iapi¬ 81Krl, where 

we find both the violation of 8(Krl by the ä&KOL and the failure of the system to 

punish these ä6LKOL (cf. 11.743-52, where his indignation about the prosperity of the 
68LKOL and the sufferings of the 8(KaioL is obvious). But at the same time Solon's 
B&Kil also appears to be close to a personified deity as found in Hes. Op. 220ff., where 

she comes into the city and brings evil to those who drove her out, and finally, 1.259- 

60 QÜTIKa lT (p OLL TMTPL KaBECOI16VII KpOVI(. wvL 'YfpÜET' dVOpwrrcwv 68LKOV v6ov. 

In Solon, too, the coming of &Krl is presented in strict connection with the action of 
Zeus, described from 1.17 onwards. After all the same gnomic aorist rjXOE, and the 

same adverb TrdvTW9 are exploited by Solon for the surely personified DiKrl of fr. 

3.14ff. quoted below. 
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The gnomic aorist ijXOE expressing a general truth, reflects exactly Solon's 

confidence in the final retaliation of &", a confidence shared piously by Hesiod, Op. 

217-8 61K11 6' vii p Üi3ptos ißXEL ES TEXos EýEXOoDcra. However, different from 

Hesiod is in Solon the certainty of the statement, stressed by the adverb TrdVTW (see 

also 11.28 and 31): as remarked by Raaflaub 1996,1060f., the acknowledgement of 
firmly established laws in the social-political sphere (see 11.11f. ) allows Solon to 

replace with certainty the previous faith/belief in justice. 

9-13. The perspective in which Solon emphasises the opposition between right and 

unrighteous wealth is, above all, the perspective of duration of each of them, which 

may have already appeared in alEL 1.4, cf. Römisch 1933,5. For the thought, see 

above all Pind. Pyth. 5.1-4 6 ITXODTOS EÜpUGOEV1 S, OTaV TLS dpETCC KEKpaq. LEVOV 

KaOapä (3pOTrjß1OS diif p Tr6TROU Trapa56VTO3 a1T6V äväyl] 1TOX14LXOV ETrETav, 

who states that the wealth combined with dpETd and sent by Tr6Tµos is the only 
6pua0EV713 TrXOÜTOS; besides Eur. El. 943-4 6 8' 6Xßos d&LKws KaL IET& GKaL6V 
ýUV(. VE ETTTaT' OLKCJV, CF. LLKPÖV dvOýaaS XpOvov, Ion 378-80 äv yap P(q 

CME16W[IEV dKÖVT(. UV OE6V, dv6VfTa KEKT7141. EaOa TdydO', w yüval" ä S' äv 

&&W EKOVTES, th4¬X06ilEOa, TGF 362.11-3 d6LKcs 6E [L KT() XprjµaT', fV 

po'xii TroX Xp6vov 41. EXClepOL3 E[LýLEVELV" Tä yäp KaK63 OLKOUS EaExeoVT' OÜK 

EXEL 6WTTIplav, TGF 419 ßia ... 
EXKETE 

... KaKOL TLµäS ßpOTOL, 
... KTd60E 

TrXoÜTOV TrdVTOOEV OT1pu t¬VOL, 
... 

EITELT' d[IdGOE T6 V& 6156TllVO1) OEpos, TGF 
459 KEp611 TOIaÜTa Xp7 TLVa KTäoOal ßpOTWV, Ec ' OL6L Il XEL iniTro8' ÜcTEpOV 

6TEVELV. For the connection of wealth and hybris (see 1.11), cf. e. g. Eur. TGF 437 
6p(xl FE TOLS TTO XdLULV dVAP(i TTOLS Eyd) TLKTOU6aV UßpLV ThV TrdpOL8' EimpaýLav, 

TGF 438 ÜßpLV TE TLKTEL 1TXoDTOS. 

The idea of the uncertainty of the material goods, especially of those improperly 

and unrighteously acquired, is frequent in later authors, cf. Thgn. IEG 197-208, Eur. 

El. 941 i yap ývoLs (3E(3aLO3, oü Tä XprjµaTa, HF 511-2 6 8' 6Xßoc 6 µEyac ... 
OÜK OL6' OTW 1Eßai63 E6TL, Phoen. 558 6 6' 6XIO3 oO (3Eßaloc dXX' Eýý[LEpOS, 

TGF 354.2-3 oiTE yap ITXODT63 TOTE fEßaloc ä6LK03, TGF 362.11-3 d8LKwc 8E 

[LTI KT(il XpTit1. aT', ýV ß06XII TrOXbV Xp6vov ii¬X 0pOLS E[IjitVELV' Ta yap KaK(ic 

OI KOUS EGEXOÖVT' OÜK EXEL awwTflpiav, and Men. Dys. 797 TFEPL Xpllµ. dTwv XaXELS, 

dIEßalou TTpdy 1. aTOS" 

On the firmness of wealth sent by gods: Hes. Op. 320-6 Xpi IaTa 8' of 
CIpTTaKTCI" OEÖasoTa rroXX6V Cl1. I. EIVW. EL ycip TLS KaL XEp6L 3LTj L4yav ÖXFOV 

EXT1Tal, 
... 

dVEpL T(?, Traüpov 6 T' ETTL Xp6vov OA4OS Ou r6EI, Thgn. IEG 197-8 

Xpýp. a 6' 6 [t v OL60EV Kal aÜV 6iKiI ä1)8pl 'YEVT]Tat Kali KaOapc-S, aid 
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rrapµövLµov TEÄEOEL, Pind. Pyth. 3.103-6 Xph Trpös µaKdpwv TuyXdvovT' Eü 
TTa6XE IEV. ... 

5X1OS {S'} OÜK ES [taKpÖV (Mpwv EpXETaL adOs, 1TOXbg EUT' äV 

ETTLßp(QaLS ETTTJTaL, and Nein. 8.17 am- 8E(. ß ydp TOL (UTEUOELS 6XIos 

dvOpoTroLaL Trap µovwTEpos. 

9. irapayCyvETaL: the verb appears once in a material sense in Hom. Od. 17.173. 

With reference to an abstract subject in Thgn. IEG 139 ov8E Tcp ävOpwirwv 

TrapayivETal 6cm' E8EX716LV (also e. g. in Pl. Men. 86d, 99e, Leg. 5.732d, Xen. 

Cyr. 4.1.14). 

66ki1: Subjunctive with gnomic value. 
E [vrr¬5o3: From the literary meaning of 'standing firmly on the ground', already 

in the epic Eµrre6os developed, on the one hand, to 'unchanged', 'undisturbed', on 
the other, to (metaph. ) 'firm', 'reliable', sometimes with a temporary connotation 
'continuous' (LfgrE s. v. ); both metaphorical senses of the word, which Homer 

exploits almost only in the Odyssey, occur in Solon. 

10. EK VEdTOU 1ruOp vos Es Kopucrjv: For totality described in a 'vertical' 

sense, see Rhian. CA 71.9-10 Käs vEdTOUs EK Kopvýfs övuxas - Phil. Thess. 

Anth. Pal. 9.709.4. For the word's substantival use cf. Callim. Del. 33 EK VEdT(OV 
'from the foundations'. 

11.8v 8' dvSpES TLILC3cTLV Vý' vßptos: There lies a clearly marked contrast 

between 1.9 (the TrXoÜTOV) öv µEV 6 i6L OEOL and 1.11 (ö IrXotTos) öv 8' äv8pE3 

TLl. LCJ6LV, further emphasised by the phrases v4' üßplos and oü KaT& Kößµ. ov. We 

need a word which will harmonise with this situation, what TLµc? 6LV certainly does, in 

my opinion. Most adopt Ahrens' emendation BETA. JLV (some similar attempts were 

O pikrLV van Herwerden, dvdyw6LV von Leutsch, coll. Pind. Pyth. 5.3; 6uXw6Lv 

Linder and Schmidt, coll. Thgn. 345, µaIuwTaL Linforth, ýL[09L Masaracchia). 

However, as Masaracchia 1958,212 points out, TrXODTOs cannot 'follow' (EpXETaL) 

one who pursues it. Björck 1942 attempts to justify TLµ. wßLV placing the comma after 
it instead of after üßplos, comparing Pl. Resp. 2.364a (Trovrlpoüs TrXouo ous Ka. 
äAXas Suvdi.. LELS EXOVTaS E 16agIOVLCELV KaL TLj1dV ... TOÜS 8' dTL4, LdCELV Ka'i 

ÜTTEpOpäV, OL (IV TTTI dßOEVEL3 TE KaL Tr6VYITES chaLv) but then no satisfactory 

contrast is provided to the previous distich, and Björck's assumption that in 11.11f. 

Solon would be repeating 11.9f. appears to be a petitio principii. The expression 

TrXODTOV TLIflkTLV (reading of the MSS) receives support from Thgn. IEG 189 

XprjµaTa ... TLl, UýaL, 523 oÜ aE ... 
Ji HXOÜTE ßpOTOL TLJR(CTL iidXLßTa, Eur. TGF 
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354 T6 oüßias ... TLµdv, Ar. Plitt. 587, Pl. Resp. 8.551a1,553d5,555c7, Ep. 

2.312c5, Arist. Top. 117a, Aesop. Prov. 58.3, Aristid. On 13.145.9. As for üg' 

ü(3pLos, it appears to me to be perfectly understandable as denoting "an intentional, 

anti-social, element in men's pursuit and overvaluation of new wealth; the presence of 
hybris makes the acts of acquisition unjust", cf. Fisher 1992,69, and see Sol. 3.6 

XprjµaGL TrELeoIIEVOL, said of the citizens whose foolishness is going to destroy their 

city. Therefore the distich soundly complements the previous one, if we simply accept 
Hermann's comma after üßpLos. 

oü KaTä Kdaµov: Common epic diction. Cf. Hom. Il. 2.214,5.759,8.12, 

17.205, Od. 3.138,8.179,14.363,20.181, Hom. Hymn Herm. 255 etc. For the idea 

of this line, cf. Thgn. IEG 677 XprjµaTa 8' äprrdCouot. Girl, Kößµos 8' ärröXwXEV. 

12-3. (TTXOÜTOS) EPXETaL 
... ETrETaL: The wealth is here almost personified as 

in the close parallel of Pind. Pyth. 3.105-6 quoted above ad 11.9-13 öXI3os (6'} oüK 
ES µaKp6V äv6p6iv EpXETat ßdos, TroXvs E)T' äv ETrL pißaLc E7Tq Tat. On wealth 

as "companion", besides Sol. 8.3-4, cf. Bacchyl. 1.160 rrXODTOs SE Kai 6ELXOLcLV 

dvOpu rruw 61uXeI, and Pind. Pyth. 5. lff. 6 TrXoÜTOS EüpuaOEVrjs, ÖTav TLS ... 
dvýp 

a1T6V äväyi TrOXÜcLXOV ETrETav. 

d6(KOLs Epyµaai. TFELOd1LEVOs: Epyµa=Epyov, poetic word, post-homeric, 

already found in Hes. Op. 801, and in the late Hom. Hymn 29.12 (EpILaTa West 

1966,150), and Hom. Hymn 32.19. Cf. Sol. 3.11 rrX0VT0OGIV 8' d&KOLS EpyµaaL 

TrELOö LEVOL/, 3.6 xprjµaat TrEL06µEVOL, Thgn. IEG 380 dv9p6mL)v, d&KOls 

Epyµa6L TTELOO[L vV w, 948 d&&KOLc dvßpäßL TTELO6i1EV03,1152=1238b=1262 
Pijµaal TTEL06[LEVo3, 'Simon. ' Anth. Pal. 7.249-FGE 777 KELILEOa, TOLS KELl-'UM) 

TrELOöµ. EVOL voµ. iµols, 'Simon. ' Anth. Pal. 6.50=FGE 737 6T6XIW tuXis X1 iaTL 

rrELOöREVOL. The structure formed by the participle irELOöµEVOs preceded by a dactylic 

name in dative is one of the most developed systems of specific formulas for the 

pentameter: cf. Parry 1930=1971,281 and Vetta 1980, xlvi. 

13. oüK E 9E Xwv: For a similar personification of an abstract concept, in a similar 

context (Dike subdued by unrighteous rulers), cf. Hes. Op. 220-3 Tfs 8E OLKr 

s6 FLK1 KPLVWOL P6Oo3 EÄKO[L VI1s K' Iv6pE3 äyCJcLV 6wpo4dyoL, 6KOXLý 

OE[i1aTa3. i 6' ETTETa1 KXaLOUQa ... KaKÖV dvep(ýTTOLGL (t)EpOU6a. 

TCIXEGJS 8' dvap. LLay¬TaL äTll: TaxEws only once in Homer (Il. 23.365) 

who almost always has TdXa, apparently a poetic word, much more common in the 

tragedians, but rarely attested in prose and comedy, which prefer TaxEws (cf. 
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Lex. rhet. in Anecd. Graec. 309.20 B. Tdxa" rrapä TOLS 7TOL11TaL3 ävTi TO 

TaXEwc-Thom. Mag. 357.4f. R. ). 

äTrl dative (lastly accepted by West), though attested by best MSS, is worse than 

the nominative, because dTrl is more easily understood as the subject of the following 

11.14-6, - but not because of the argument raised against the dative by Linforth 

1919,231, who states that dva IioyEßeaL is properly used only of joining a group 
(cf. the opposite instances of Hom. Od. 10.235-6 6ITw ýdpµaKa, Callim. Del. 217 

ý6pcp [Mos, fr. 24.3 Pf. yEXws Xvnrl). 

The primary meaning of äTrl appears to have been 'blindness', a state of mind in 

which a person lacks rational control over his decision and deeds, mostly inflicted by 

the gods (and this is found at least in Hom. R. 3.100-according to Zenodotus: dpxrj 

codd. - 6.356,9.114-20,24.28, (cf. 3.164,19.86-8), Od. 4.261); more frequently 

in Hesiod the word signifies the material consequences or the destruction. Only in 

Hesiod (Op. 213-6) appears the connection between dTrl and vßpLs, while neither in 

Homer nor in Hesiod is there any sign of the idea of äT11 as punishment for the iißpls 

(on the contrary, in Hes. Op. 213-6, after one has already encountered dTT he is 

weighed down with üßpls), or of the well-known scheme 6Xßo3-K6pos-vßpL3-6LTrl. 

Instead, both ideas seem to be implied by Solon (see also frr. 3.8-11 and 8): cf. Dodds 

1951,1ff., Greene 1963,36-8, Doyle 1984, Roisman 1984, Havelock 1978,258. 

14. dpxrjs 8' Eý 6XLyr1s y(yvETaL: Solon compares the beginning of äTf with 

the image of fire which grows big from small beginning. We should prefer the 

correction by West 1966,152, dpXijs 8' Eý 6Xiyr1s, rather than dpxrj KTX. MSS, 

which does not give a satisfactory combination with the verb TEXEUT (see 

Wilarnowitz 1913,259). Arnott's reading dpxrly 6' Eý 6X(-you is also plausible but 

the parallels quoted by West, Solon 1.59 TroXXdKL 8' Eý 6Xiyrl3 686vrl3 i ya 

yiyvETaL äXyoS, and Hes. fr. 43(a)61 Eý dpXijs 6Xiyrls are most persuasive. I 

would add Bacchyl. 11.64-6 VELKos ... 
dIIaL[LdKETOV ßarjXpäs tVETTCATO ... (Iir' 

dpXäs. 

CJQTE irupös: a brief simile which ends the verse, typical of the elegiac poetry. 
For a parallel picture cf. Pind. Pyth. 3.37 rroXXdv 6' {Ev} öpEL Trvp Eý Evös 

6TrEpµaTOS EVOopöv dißTw6EV vXav, and cp. Ar. Ach. 916-25. 

15.4 Xatipil: The adjective appears first here and in Ale. PLF 59a3. Cf. Pind. Pyth. 
1.87 EL TL Kal 4 XaÜpoV TTapaLO66aEL, il. E'Ya TOL (f)EpETaL 1T &P aEBEV. 

Tö Trp iTOV: Cf. Hom. 11.4.267,23.324. 
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16. o) ... 8ý v: 'not for a long while'. 6i is the reading of S, 6hv is Gesner's 

correction and is also found in the late ms. Paris. 1985. ob yäp 8rly is found in Hom. 

Od. 2.163-4,20.155 (oü 8i v 16x in Hom. ). 
vßpLoS E pya: Similar phrases with Epya in Sol. 1.41 -rrEVLrls ... 

Epya, Sol. 

3.37 Epya SLxoaTaaLrls; Horn. Il. 9.228 8aLT0s ... 
Epya, Hes. Op. 146 (according 

to the reading of 1138), Mimn. 8.12 TrEvirls ... 
Epy(a), Xenoph. 2.18 puns 

... 
EPy(a). 

17. ZEÜS TrdVTWV Eýopq TEÄOS: Zeus watches over the outcome of everything: 
Hom. Od. 13.213 ZEÜS 

... 
ÖS TE Kai. &XXOUS dVAp(i)TTOUS E()OpCI KdL TLVUTaL OS TLS 

äµdpT1], Hes. Op. 267-9 rräv-ra i6tV AL63 6 jNtXµös KdL TrävTa VOrjaas KaL VU 
Td6' at K' EOEAIia' E1TL6 pKETaL, OÜSE E X1 9EL OL71V 6j Ka. TýV6E SLKITV TT6XL3 

EVTOS EEpyEL, Archil. IEG 177.1-3 w ZED, 
... aÜ 8' Epy' ETr' dvOpcuuwv 6pgg 

XEwpyä KdL OElLLcTd, Ale. PLF 200.10-1 ZEÜ]S E)(EL TEXOS Kp0[v 6aLS, Bacchyl. 
15.51 ZEÜS iOLIiE6wV ÖS CITraVTa SEpKETa1, Aesch. Eiren. 1045 ZEÜS TraVTÖTrTac 
(see also Ag. 781 Träv 8' Errs pia vciµä (AIKrl)), Soph. El. 175 ZEÜS, öS Eýopä 

rrC vTa, Ant. 184 ZEÜS 6 Träv6' 6pcýV dEI, Ar. Ach. 435 co ZED 8L6TTTa Kal KaTÖTTTa 

TravTaxý, Lucian, Bis Acc. 2.20 etc. For the gods' (and especially Zeus') power of 
deciding, cf. Hes. Op. 669 Ev TO13 yap TEÄOS E6TLV 6p1LJS ÖLyaO6iv TE KaK(i V TE, 

Archil. IEG 298 ZEÜS EV OEOLaL ýLdVTLS dýEUSECTaTOS, KdL TEAOS aÜTÖS ExEL, 

Semon. IEG 1.1-2 TEXOS [tEV ZEÜS EXEL ßapÜKTUTTOS lTdvT W Ö6' EYTL KdL TLef6' 

ÖKTI OEAEL, Alcm. PMG 1.83 [6L]cýV yap äva KdL TEXOS, Pind. 01.13.104-5 Ev O¬4 

'YE µ. dV TEXOS, Nem. 10.29 iräv SE TEXOS EV TLV Epycov, Aesch. Ag. 1487 TL yäp 
ßpOTOLS 'VEV AL69 TEXELTaL;, Stipp. 823-4 TL 8' ÜVEV aEeEV OVaTOLoL TEXEL6V 

EaTLV;, Eur. Or. 1545 TEÄOS E)(EL 8aiµwv ßpOTOLS, TEXos OkrC 06X-q, Stipp. 615-6 
OEOL 

... Trdvmw TEpEi' EXOVTES aÜTOL, TGF 948 way yäp EK O¬ciV TEÄOS, adesp. 
TrGF 621 OÜ6E OEOLaL aÜBaipETa TTdVTa TrEXOVTai. VÖß4L ALOS' KELVOS yap EXEL 

TEXOS Ij6E KdL dpXrjv, Men. fr. 114* K. -Th. vüv 6' EX'rroµaL µEV, Ev 6Ew yE uv 
TEXOS. 

18-25. GJ6T' 
... TLßL$: Solon expands a short phrase of comparison ((, )'ßT' 

ävEµos 
... 

8LEcKE8acEV) by adding - in the manner of the extended Homeric simile 

- an enjambing relative clause which is preceded by the runover adjective i pLvÖs, öc 

TrövTOU KTX., and develops a picture which extends for six verses. At the end of the 

simile the correlative ToLa1Trl to the introductory adverb marks (in ring form) the 

return to the narrative. The length of this simile, unusual for archaic elegy, which 

prefers to condense the Homeric models into one or two words (as noted by Hudson- 
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Williams 1926,123), is a clue to the emphasis Solon wants to give to his treatment of 

the idea of 8(Krl. The points stressed are the swiftness of the spring-storm, its 

destructive violence, and the complete calm it finally brings, since the earth is as free 

from the works of if3pL3, as heaven from the winter clouds. The implicit point of 

comparison is that "as the storm comes in its destructive violence only at the end of 

winter, so Zeus is concerned not with each deed but with the end" (Allen 1949,53); 

cf. also Fränkel 1924=1960,70 n. 1, who points out that i pivÖS - which is given 
importance by its emphatic position - must be given full weight in interpretation: the 

storm comes in spring, after the clouds of the long winter, and the aiOpirl following it 

will be a persistent one (cf. 11.23f. ). The idea introduced in the simile anticipates its 

appearance in the narrative (11.25-8 repeat explicitly what the simile has already 
implied, and 11.29-32 repeat the idea again in more precise detail), so that the simile 

plays an essential part in the sense. 
Storm-simile passages are found in epic (Il. 13.795-801,16.384-93; Hes. Theog. 

873-80), and the storm of R. 16.384-93 was already a punishment inflicted by Zeus 

on unrighteous men, but Solon's simile formally comes from H. 16.297-302 6 6' öT' 

KLV1ý6T] TIUKLV L) VEýEXIlV ... 
ZEÜS, 

... 
EK T' E4aVEV 

... 6KOTTLaL Kai Trp(. OVES 

etKpOL Kat. VCITraL, oÜpav60Ev ... 
. lTrEppdyfl C GTrETOS aLOi p, ws DavaoL Vr dv... 

dTrwcrci4.1£VOL 
... 1TUp TUT06V CLVETTVEU6aV (cf. also R. 5.525-6 CaXpEL(i)V dVE4iuw, OL 

TE VEcEa ßKLOEVTa TTVOLIj6LV XLyuplj6L 8La6KL8vä6LV dEVTES). In the Iliad- 

passage the active role of Zeus in moving the cloud hints that his plan caused this shift 

- in Solon ävg1o3 i pivÖS=Zeus; in Homer the simile is related from the Greeks' 

view point and embodies their emotions, and the sudden gleam of new hope for them 

is compared to a sudden improvement of weather when light bursts through the clouds 

- in Solon aiOpirv EOrlKEV 
... XäµrrEL 8' ijEXIOLO I voS KaX6v for the final serenity 

of Zeus' justice. By the way, that the focus of Solon's attention is more on the 

restoration of justice than on the effects of the punishment is proved also, as was 

remarked by Ziegler 1963,654, by the length of the description of the good weather 

coming back, which takes three and a half lines whereas the picture of the effect of 
divine punishment occupies two and a half lines. Later parallels for the 

tempest=punishment by gods are Aesch. Sept. 758-61 KaK(fl) 6' (1)61rEp OdXaoaa 

KDR' &YEL T6 lt. V 1TITVOV, dÄÄ0 6' dEI. pEL TpLXaXOV, Ö KaL TTEpL Trpvµvav Tr6XE(LJS 

KaXXd(EL, and Soph. Ant. 584-92 OL3 'Yap aV 6ELGOý OE60EV 66po3, C(Tas oÜ6EV 

EXÄELITEL 
... 

61)6TE TTOVTLaS aXOS oi8µa, 6uorrv60L3 OTQV Opt c3U1]LGLV EpEßOS 

i aXOV ETrL8pciµrl TNOaLS, KAMEL ßu6660E11 KEXULVC V OLVa Kal. 6Uadv¬iiol 

6T6vw ßpEµouaLV ävTLTFXfjyES dKTai (on which cf. Easterling 1978,145). 
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18. aVEµoc VE4EXas ... 
8LEVKE8aßEv: A similar picture in Hom. I1.17.649- 

50 aÜT(Ka 6' i pa Jl£V 6KE6aßEV, KaL dir6io¬v 6iiLX'i1Tit, ýEÄLOS s' ETr Xc gItJE, and 

Hes. Theog. 873-9 äi 8Tj TOL TrNTTTOUO LL ES 7ýEpoei6 a Tr6VTOV, Trfµa µE ya 
eVqTOLQL, KaKý OULOUQLV dEXXW c1XXOTE 8' &XXCtL äELcL 6La6KL6VC(6( TE VIlaS 

Va6TaS TE ý8ELp0UaL' 
... aL 6' C(l) KaL KaT& yalaV dTTEI. pLTOV CiVOE[ E66aV Epy' 

EpaT& c MELp0UoL X%LcLLyEVE(. ov ävOp6nrwv; (cp. Sol. 1.21 (ävEµos) 8r1c& as KaXä 
Epya). 

19. rjpLvds: The form is new, being a typical Attic contraction, for the 
Homeric/Hesiodic Et/i aptvös; for the phrase, cf. above all Il. 8.307 VOTl-qul TE 

EiapLVrlGLV. For the separation of the adjective from its name ävEµos, see ad 1.45. 

1r6VTOU TrOXuKi gOvos dTpvydTOto: The combination Tr6VTOV 
dTpvyETOio is found in Hom. Il. 15.27 (in accusative), Od. 2.370,5.84,140,158, 

7.79,17.289 (in prepositional accusative), Hes. Theog. 241 (in dative), 808,737, 

(also cf. 131 accompanying the word TrEXayos, 413, and 728 with OaXduoi ). 

HoXUK1 1uw is first found in Solon. The only other instance is Emp. VS 31B38.3 

yaLd TE Kal Tr6VTOS TTOXV6LCJV i S' vypös dr p, but Suda 1r 1982 A. iTOXUK 5 LOVOS 

OaXdaarIS (the epithet explained with its name, according to a well known 

lexicographic principle, for which cf. Degani 1977-8,143-6) proves that the diffusion 

of this pattern had to be larger. Homer had expressed the same idea through the 

phrases Tr6VTOV ... KvµaivovTa: Il. 14.229, Od. 4.425 and 570,5.352,11.253. 

20.7rvOg4va Klvr aas: Hom. Il. 4.422-3 
... Küµa 8alä6Qrls öpvvT' 

... 
ZEývpov 

OTTO KLVý6aVT03, Hom. Hymn 28.11 EKLVT OTI 
... 1T6VTO3. For Truoiir v 'sea-bottom' 

cf. Hes. Theog. 932, Thgn. IEG 1035. 

yfv KaTd irvpoý6pov: nvpoý6po3='wheat bearing' is not a fixed formulaic 

adjective in Homer: in the Iliad once with -rrE8i0LO (Il. 21.602), once with dpoüprs 

(Il. 12.314) and in the nominative plural with äpovpaL (Il. 14.123) while in the 

Odyssey (3.495) the form nvpilý6pos replaces Trupoý6pos to suit the metrical 

requirements (also in the Hom. Hymn Ap. 228). rrvpoý6pos is twice in Hesiod for 

chjp (Op. 549) and for 'Aairlc E603 (fr. 180.3), and of the soil in Sol. 18.2=Thgn. 

IEG 720 yf s rrupoýöpou TrEBia, Thgn. IEG 988 Trupo46pw TrEöiw, Stesich. PMG 

222 ii 7 x06va nupoý6p[ov]; see also Pind. Isthm. 3/4.72. We cannot rule out that in 

this context Solon contrasted it deliberately with dTpvyETOLO of the preceding line: 

6KapTros was one of the two/three meanings which the ancients ascribed to 
äTpüyETOS, the Homeric epithet of the sea, whose significance was much debated: cf. 
Eur. Phoen. 210 iiT p dKaprr(GTWV rrESiwv, which glosses the Homeric formulas 
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with dTpvyETOc and növToS/iXS, as was already remarked by schol. Il. 15.27 (cf. 

also Guida 1994,24 n. 3). 

21.8ijuSßas icaXä Epya: 'Destroy' is a new meaning of 8rl6w, first attested here, 

and later frequent in Ionic-Attic authors (starting from Hdt. 5.89.2). In Homer the 

verb means above all '(cruelly) to kill' persons, tearing them to pieces; only a few 

times it is used for the arms of the enemies in the meaning 'to tear in pieces' (d(j-rr18Es 

R. 5.452 and 12.425; TEÜXEa Il. 18.82). Therefore the idea which is here conveyed 

may be that Zeus destroys the human works with the martial fury with which the 

Homeric heroes destroy the defences of the enemies. The prosody of KaXä, with the 
first syllable short, is not Homeric, but usual in Attic (and also in other elegiac poets). 

E pya: ' cultivated fields and crops', destroyed by the rain sent by Zeus in R. 

5.921roXXä 6' ün' a1TOD Epya KaTrjpLrrE KdX' ai(rlwv, by overflowing in R. 16.392 

[LLV60EL FE TE Epy' dvBpu uwv, by winds in Hes. Theog. 879 Epy' EpaTet ýOELpOU6L 

XaµaLyEVEwv dvOpc&rwv. 

21-2. OEwv E8os ainüv LKdvEL oiipavdv: See Pind. fr. 162 oüpavöv ES 

ai-rrüv, Bacchyl. 3.35f. [ES ai]rrüv ai6Epa (told of someone rising his arms to the sky 

to pray to gods), Soph. Aj. 845 T6v ahTrüv oüpavöv; Hom. H. 5.367 LKOVTO OEwv 

E6os, airrüv "OAvN. rrov, H. 5.868 YKaVE OE6V E803, atlrüv "OAuiirov, Hom. Hymn 

Ap. 109 IKQVE 8E61,1 E6o3 ai1TÜV "OXuinrov, [Hes. ] Sc. 203 OEwv E8os äyvös 

"OXup ros. In Homer the sky is often called Eüpüs, and airrüs is said of mountains, 
but the double indication of the seat of the gods as Olympus and as the sky (the former 

possibly being the older: cf. Sale 1984,23-28) already led to some overlapping of the 

two places even in the Homeric poems (see above all H. 8.19-26, where Eý 

o6pav60EV: 11.19 and 21-uEpi piov OiXüµiroLo: 1.25). Above all, according to the 

schol. ad Il. 3.364 and 15.192, Zenodotus read oüpavöv aim5v in these passages, 

where the vulgata has oüp. Eüpüv. Aristarchus objected that the sky is Eüpvs, while 

a'Trüs is better said of a mountain, as he carefully differentiated the epithets suitable 
for Olympus, a mountain, and those for the sky (see also schol. ad R. 13.317), in 

order to distinguish between what he believed to be the Homeric usage and the later 

identification of Olympus and the sky (or, better, the allegorical explanation of the 

Homeric Olympus as the sky: cf. Lehrs 1865,164-171, Schmidt 1976,85f. ). Against 

Nickau 1977,207 n. 60, Janko 1992, ad 15.189-93 maintains that Zenodotus altered 

the text to further the view that Olympus was in the sky. In my opinion the antiquity 

and the strongly homerizing tone of Solon's passage (which is unexploited so far in 

connection with the Homeric variants of Il. 3.364 and 15.192) hint, instead, at the 
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possibility that some ancient texts of Homer had already aiTrüv oüpavöv either in Il. 
3.364 or in 15.192 or in both cases which Zenodotus accepted. 

aLOp( v 8' aÜTLs EATIKEV LSELV: a[Opirl is the Ionic-Attic equivalent of the 

epic a'Aprl='clear sky', first in Solon. Solon rephrases Hom. Il. 17.645 ZED rräTEp ... 
TTOLTjaov 8' atOprly, Bös 8' ö OaXµoißw i6EoOaL (where atOprly was not the object 

of L6 aOai) while adapting to the pentameter the common Odyssey-formula O KEv 
i6EJAaL (8.20,18.195,24.369,374), which had been always and only said of 

miraculous alterations of the human reality by Athena. For EAqKEv='caused', 'made' 

see Od. 9.235 6puµay86v, Soph. OC 542 ý6vov, Eur. HF 590 GTdßw, Or. 1510 

Kpauyrjv. For other examples of 'timeless' aorists used in similies, see West 1989, 

136-7. 

23.71'EÄLOLO p. voc: Hom. Il. 23.190, Od. 10.160, Hom. Hymn Ap. 371,374, 

Hes. Op. 414. 

KaTä 1r(ova yaiav: Tlicov in Homer is said metaphorically of rich soil (with 

Hypos, 6f ioc etc. ), and it is used with masculine/neutral nouns (cf. also Tyrt. 6.3, 

Phoc. 7.1), while the feminine ir(ELpa frequently accompanies dpovpa, and once 

yaiav (Oct. 19.173). If we accept the reading of the majority of the MSS, KaTä 

TrLova, Solon would use the masculine form for the feminine, as [Hes. ] Sc. 407-8 

dypoTEprls EXdýoio rriovos or Aesch. Ag. 820 rriovas lrXoüTou rrvocds (for the 

interpretation of Od. 2.56=17.535 Triovas aiyac as feminine, see Kühner-Blass 1, 

543 and Schwyzer 1,543). Metrical reasons prevented Solon from using here the 

Homeric traditional feminine form which the poet adopted in 29b8 TrLEipac XOovös 

TraTpi6os. The relevance for Solon of this idea of the fertility of the earth (cf. above 1. 

20 and 18.2) allows us to adopt the non-Homeric lectio diicilior KaTä Triova yaiav 
instead of the reading KUT' dlrEipova supplied by the manuscript B2, KaT' dTrEipova 

yaiav which would simply repeat the epic formulas Err'/Kar' äTrE(pova yaiav/, of 
Homer (8x) and Hesiod (6x). 

25. TOLaUT11 Z1iV69 T1EXETaL TLaLS: Cf. Alcm. PMG 1.36 EcTL TLS 6LWV 

TLaLc. 

Gagarin 1974,190 believes that Solon does not elaborate on the nature of the 

punishment which follows unlawful behaviour in acquisition of wealth, but stresses 
the timing of that punishment and the uncertainty of economic future; however, 

ToLaüTrl refers back to the whole simile- the vengeance Ti6Ls is like the violent 

storm in spring which destroys Epya in its wake but eventually clears the sky, so that 

the sun can shine on the rich earth again: all this is not just the simile but also metaphor 
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for the manner in which Zeus punishes those who acquire wealth i o' vßptos, a 

metaphor through which Solon emphasises more the positive effects of Zeus' 

vengeance, as was already remarked ad 11.18-25. We can contrast the forms of the 
divine punishment in Homer's and Hesiod's detailed accounts about famine and 

plague: storm and floods in Hom. 11.16.388-92, hunger, plague, sterility of women, 

military defeat in Hes. Op. 243-7 (for an opposite picture of the richness of land and 

sea in presence of 8IKr1, Hom. Od. 19.111-4 and Hes. Op. 232-7). 

At any rate, Hesiod (Homer only in the much-discussed passage of Il. 16.387-8, 

which Leaf cuts out) is concerned above all with corrupted or right justice in trials, and 
though Hesiod cut a distinction between just and unjust possessions (Op. 321ff. ), 

which Solon may have echoed, Solon much more definitely than Hesiod identifies 

hybris with the unjust desire for wealth (cf. Solmsen 1949,109). 

25-6. o )8' Ec' EKdCYTW (il6TTEp eVTTTÖS dvhp 'YL'YVETaL dýÜXoXos: A 

mortal man gets angry at every single incident but Zeus is not prone to anger at each 

thing done. The thought is new, so is the word ö üxoXos. For a parallel, see Pallas, 

Anth. Pal. 10.94 ELVaL VO41L(w 4LÄ6604OV Kai. TÖV OEÖV ßXa6ýTl[iaLs TOV EÜObg 

OÜ OU110611£VOV, XpOV(p 8' ETTau dVOVTa T& TLµc)pias Tä3 Tci)v TrOVgPCOV KaL 

TaXaLlrcipwv ßpoTwv. Even a proverb existed, quoted by Sext. Emp. In gramm. 287 
6# OELJV 6XEOU6L IuXOL, dXEoU01 sE XETrTd. 

As for Solon's emphasis on the timing and thoughtful procedure of divine 

punishment, it suits the same positive presentation of Zeus' punishment described 

above ad 18-25. Cp. above all Hom. Il. 16.386, where the description of Zeus' 

vengeance is introduced by a phrase ÖTE 8rj p' 1V6pEOUL KOTEaadl. LEVOs xaXE rnivrl, 

which Solon's 1.26 may seem to criticise, Hes. Op. 47,53,138, Theog. 558,561, 

568, where Zeus reacts to human lack of respect promptly and 

XOXW(Jd. LEVOs/xoXOÜµEV03 or 6yOi c ac. Zeus' superior sublimity is stressed by 

Solon also by the fact that his action is not as a direct one, but it is mediated through 

the intervention of Ate (11.13-6 and 75-6): cp. Op. 238-47 quoted above, where, 
instead, the punishment which falls upon the individual who had offended Dike still 

came through a spontaneous act of Zeus, who personally reacts by stirring up a war or 
destroying the ships of unjust men on the sea etc. 

26. Cp. Xenoph. VS 21B23 OE63 ... OiTL BEµas OvrlTOißLV öµoiios oi8E vörlµa. 
6vr1T6s dvrjp: the same phrase occurs several times in Homer and Hesiod in the 

context of an opposition to gods (e. g. Il. 20.41 and 265-6,24.259, Od. 10.306, 

16.196, Hom. Hyinn 19.33) and in Hesiod (Theog. 967). 
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27. aL'EL S' OÜ E XEXT1OE BLalUrEpEs: OÜ ... 
XEÄ11OE: `litotes' which makes it 

equivalent to 'bear in mind'. Parallels for the `litotes' are e. g. Hom. H. 23.323 ai¬i 
TEpII' 6p6CJV GTpEýEL EyyÜOEV, OÜ8E EX OEL, Hes. Op. 268 Kali VU Td8' al K' 

EO Xr cr' ETTLSEpKETaL, o'8E E XI OEL, and, for the concept, e. g. Pind. 01.1.64 Ei 8E 
OEÖV dvrjp TLS' EXUETal <TL> X06[. EV Ep8wv, ä LapTdVEL, Eur. Phoen. 872 ä 

auyKaXl 4 aL ... )(p1ICOVTE3, CAS 8l OEOÜS iMEK6paI1O6 LEVOL, ijµapTov äµa06, 
TGF 835 ÖQTLS 6)E OvTlT(i)V O(ETaI TOO' tjµhpav KaKÖV TL TTpd66Q1V TOÜS OEOÜS 

X¬X OEVal, 60KEL Trovrlpä Kal 6OKGJV 6X1OKETal, O'TaV GXOXT V äyouaa TUyxdVrl 
OLK1I, Lucian, Anth. Pal. 10.27 dvOp(iTrous 1V 

LQ(t)S X1 OELS C(TOTTÖV TL 1TOL1 cJGS, 

OÜ X1 CFELS SE OEOÜg OÜ5E XoyLCöµEvos. For the confusion of the MSS between oü 
(fl and OTTE or OiiTL, also in Il. 24.214 (cf. schol. ad loc. ) a variant oüTL existed for 

ov E, defended by Aristarchus. The connection of dEi and BLaµrrEpEs, in the same 

metrical position, was already in Hom. H. 15.70 and Ho»n. Hymn Ap. 485. For the 

clausula, cf. Callim. Ap. 2, fr. 85.14 Pf. (in the end of the hexameter). 

28. TrdvTW 8' Es TEX09 EýE4dVlj: Zeus, in the end, brings to light, reveals 

the rogue. In -rräVTms we see the theme of the unavoidability of punishment, repeated 

again later in the poem: 31f., 55f. 

For the idea, and for Es TEXos+verb in the last three dactyls of the hexameter, see 
Hes. Op. 217-8 &K11 6' UTh pi pLOS L6)(EL ES TEXOS EýEXOOÜGCL (besides 333-4 ES 

SE TEXEUTTjV EP'JWV dVT' d6(KWV XUXETTTjV ETTEOTjKEV dµoL(31 V; ES TEXos+verb in 

the same position also in Hona. Hymn Herrn. 462). For the thought, see also ad 3.16. 

29-32. Solon admits here that sinners might personally seem to get away 

unpunished, but corrects himself in 11.31-2 with the idea of the inherited punishment 

which will later become the heart of Attic tragedy. 

Postponement of divine punishment is fully envisaged in Hom. Il. 4.160-1 Ei 
rep 'yap TE KC(L QÜT(K' 'OXl iTTLOS OÜK ETEXE66EV, EK TE KaL &IJE TEXEI, 6ÜV TE 

[1E'ydXq) dTrETELcrv, 6ÜV Uý1 (JLV KEcctXT16L yuvaLýL TE Kai. TEKEE66LV, where it is 

already strongly connected with the idea that the pursuing punishment will catch up 

with the innocent children of the wrongdoers, or their seed after them -a typically 

archaic way of thought (paralleled e. g. in the Old Testament, Exodus, 20.5 and 
Numeri 14.18), that can be well understood in the light of the belief in family 

solidarity prevalent in Archaic Greece, because of which the son's life was felt a 

prolongation of his father's (cf. Glotz 1904,560-83, Dodds 1951,33, and Dover 

1974,260). Hesiod writes in the same spirit about how a man's sin carries with it the 

ruin of his oiKOS (Op. 244) and the extinction of his yEvog (Op. 282-5,321-6). The 

idea will be fully expressed in Thgn. IEG 199-204 Ei 8' d&KWS 
... 

ävýp 
... 
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4LXOKEp6)EL 01)[R1 KT1jßETaL, ... aliTIKa 4. LEV TL ckpELV KEp60S 60KEL, ES 6E 

TEXEUTT V aÜALS E'yEVTO KaK6v, eEWV 6' )TrEPE6XE v6oS. &XX t Td6' dvOpc6rrWv 
dTraTC V60V' OÜ yap ETT' aÜTOÜ TLVOVTaL pdKapES up1jy[1aT03 6[mMKLas, axx' O 

}J. V aliTOS ETELOE KUKÖV XPEOS, OÜ6E 4 iXOLGLV 6T11V Eý01TIQW TraL6LV 

ETTEKpE[l. a6EV' 6XXOV 6' OÜ KaTE[LaptJJE 8LK7l' AdVaTo yap dVUL61ý3 TTp6UOEV ETrL 

ßXE4dpOL3 E(ETO Krupa 4 puv, and will become ubiquitous in the tragedians (cf. de 

Romilly 1968,59ff. ). See e. g. Aesch. Ag. 58-9,367-84,1460-1,1497-1512, Clio. 

61-4, Soph. Ant. 1074-6, Eur. Bacch. 882-96, Ion 1615, Or. 419-20, TGF 800, 

TGF 979 for the idea of late divine punishment, and Aesch. Ag. 750-71,1186-97, 

1565-6,. 1600-2, Clio. 382-5,648-51, Sept. 653-5,720-91, Soph. Ant. 583-603, OC 

369-70,964-5, Eur. El. 1305-7, HF 1261-2, IT 199-202,987-8, Or. 811-8,996- 

1012,1545-8, Phoen. 379-82,872-4,1560-6,1611, TGF 980 for the idea of the 

guilt (and the punishment) inherited by the children (also see in the fourth century, for 

instance, Isoc. Bus. 25). 

30.6Eiv p. olp' EirLovaa KLXTI: here µoipa is substantially equivalent to aiaa of 
fr. 3.1-2 (see ad loc. ), and in both cases the Homeric diction is re-used with a different 

meaning, because here the gods' doom is not concerned with death, as in its Homeric 

(and lyric) instances for which see notes at Sol. 23.18 and 26.4. See Soph. OT 883- 

91 Ei 6 TLS ... TTOpEÜETaL, OLKac thjj 3TJTOS, oÜ6E 6aLýOvwv E6II QEßwV, KaKd 

VLV EXOLTO µoipa, ... E1 [tl TO KEp6O3 KEp6aVEL 6LKalws 
... 

f T(Jv dOIKTwV 

6iýETa1 IaTägwv for an analogous use of EXoLTO µoipa. 

31. dva(TLOL: Thgn. IEG 731-6 provides the first known criticism of the idea of 
inherited guilt (and divine punishment) from the new perpective of the individual 

responsibility: ZED TrdTEP, ELBE 'YEVOLTO O¬oIs 
... IIETC 4PE61 6' 06TLS tdOTjvr 

EPyY OLTO, OE(. V [L1]KV 6TTLC6l EVOS, aÜTÖV ETTELTa TrdXLV TEL6aL KaKd, [Lfl8' E'T' 

61TLQ6(. w TTaTP63 CtTaaOaXLaL Traw'i 'YEVOLVTO KaK6v, but I do not rule out that 
Solon's dVaITLOL may already imply an analogous mode (for other connections 
between Sol. fr. 1 and the whole the sequence of Thgn. IEG 731-52, see Alt 1979, 

396 n. 32). 

32. TralSES TOÜTWV fj 'ytVOS EýOTrißw: In Solon's passage the effects of the 

unjust deeds of the ancestors are extended to the successive generation, and not the 

glorious ones as it was in Solon's possible formal models: Hom. H. 20.308 Kai 

1Tal, 5WV TraLÖES, TOI. KEV II. ET61TLOOE y vwvTai. or Tyrt. 9.30 Kal TraLSWv Tra 6Es 

Kal 'YEVOc Eýou(aW, concerned with the positive value of the survival of the KXEOs 
(as remarked by Anhalt 1993,31 "Solon has put the line in a new negative context"). 
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Similar phrasing in Tyrt. 6.12 yiyPeTaL ... ov8' örriaw yEVEoc"'E orriaw is used of 
time and place in Homer (Od. 13.144). 

33-6. The closest precedent is Hom. Od. 18.132-7, where after stating that oü6Ev 
dKL8v6TEpov yaia TpE4EL dvOpoirroLO (1.130), Odysseus explains: ov µhv yäp 
TTOTE cil6L KaKOV 1TELcEQOal 67107aw, 64 p' dpETT V TrapEXWO-L Oeo'i Kai, yOUVaT' 

öpwprl dXX' OTE 8h KUL AUypä OEOL µdKapEs TEX O(KYL, KaL T61 ýEpEL 

ciEKa(ÖIIEVOS TETX116TL OUi16. 
... TOLOS yap V603 E6TLV ETTL)(OOVL(wV dvOp6uwv, 

OLOV Err' ljµap äyrl6L TraTiIp äV6pwv TE OEcV TE. Solon's perspective is different. 

Both passages deal with the instability of human condition (11.32-5) and, therefore, of 

human thought (1.136f. ): Odysseus sees both wholly dependent on the circumstances 

decided by the gods, while Solon seems to speak here only of the limits of the human 

nature and particularly of those of human 86ýa, because his perspective at this point of 

the poem is more concerned with human motivations than with divine control over the 

human world, though in 1.17 he had stated, as does Odysseus, that the TEXos of all 

things is always foreseen by Zeus. Closer to Solon's thought are Simon. IEG 20.6 

(young people) Koückov EXWV Ou1i. v Tr6XX' dTEXEcTa VOEL' OÜTE yClp EXiTI6' E)(EL 

y11paaE[lEV OUTE OaVEL60al, o66', ÜyL713 OTaV 7l, ýp0VTIÖ' EXEL KagiqTOV. VIjTTLOL, 

KTX., Thgn. IEG 133-6 (stating that no man is aüTÖs responsible for the good or bad 

outcome of his actions, but gods are 6tTOpES of both ate and kerdos, and men cannot 

foresee the good or bad TEXos), and above all Thgn. IEG 639-40 Tr0XXdKL Trap 86ýav 

TE Ka. EXTri6)a yLVETaL El) pELV Epy' äv6pwv, POVXaLS S' OÜK ETrEyEVTO TEXOS, 

from which Schneidewin's emendation of 1.34 originated. 

The enunciative perspective of 1.33 (voEVµEV), which involves also the author in 

a general and inclusive statement, tones in more with the one of 1.36 (TEpiTÖ IEOa) 
than with the perspective of the previous lines, which is objective, neutral at the 
beginning of the poem and is suspended with 1.32: on the contrast, in this poem, 
between the "neutral/objective" perspective, where the author "ne se montre pas 

comme acteur dans le texte" and the passages (11.33,36,51-2,72), where "le locuteur 

abandonne explicitement cette perspective pour assumer le point de vue des acteurs du 

texte", cf. Loeffler 1993. 

öµws dyaOös TE KaK6S TE: Hom. Il. 9.319 ... 11p1EV KaKOS 716E Kai, 

E60XÖS, Il. 17.631-2 T6 V [tEV yap TTdVTCJV ß6ÄE' dTTTETaL, 
... , 

fi KaKÖS T 6ya063, 

OCl. 6.188 ZEUS 
... VE[IEL 6Aßov ... dvOpu uoLßLV, EQOXoLS ýSE KaKOL6LV, OCR. 

8.552-3 of ... TLS naµnaV dv(LvuU 163 EQT' ävOpcýTrwv, OÜ KaKÖS OÜÖE 4Lhv E60XÖS, 

0(1.22.414-5=23.65-6 OU TLVa yap TLEGKOV ETTLXOoVICJV ävOpwnwv, Oll KaKÖV 

OUSE FiEv EaOXÖv, Hes. Op. 669 6µ@s; äya06v TE KaKWV TE, Thgn. IEG 369 
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I1(il[LEÜVTC(L 8E i¬ TrOXXOI, 6l-16S; KC(KOL i 5E KO[L Ec OXoi (Theognis contrasts the two 

adjectives even more in 189,190,431,577,661,875,1112). An ethical meaning of 

this polar expression is certainly left in this opposition after the previous lines about 
divine punishment of the unrighteous, but the interpretation 'skilful men and 
incompetents' would better chime with voEÜµEV ('not only the stupid believe, etc. '): 

cf. e. g. Wilamowitz 1913,263 and lastly Donlan 1968,110f.; it would also suitably 

set the stage for the following long section about the human skills and professions. 

34. tEV 811v-qvt: Ev 8rIvrly I, Ev6rlvrly S. More recent manuscripts tried to correct 
Ev 8rlvrly: see 8ELVf V ijv Regin. gr. 146, or 8ELVijv Eis (aüTOÜ), written above the 
line by a second hand in Paris. 1985. Modern attemps at emending the text are more 
than numerous: E0fVEly aüTÖS KTX" Ahrens, Eü9EVEELV alTÖS KTX. Hartung, Ev 

STjELV aÜTÖS KTX. Bergk, aLVELV f1V alTÖS KTX. Hermann, Ev bELV EL'S aÜTÖS KTX. 

Schneidewin, 716ELV iv aUTOS KTX. Linder, iIv6aVEV iv 6T63 KTX. Valckenaer, 

KE&T V ¬L aÜTOÜ KTX. Emperius, EÜ 6XT GELV aÜTWS KTX. Rost, EÜ 8EXELV 

aÜTÖS KTX. Tucker, EV6E6ELV aÜTÖS KTX. Murray, ELS dVESTIV aÜTÖS KTX. Riedy, 
8ELvfly El' aÜTOU KTX. van Leeuwen, EU' 6ELVýV aÜTÖS KTX. Bücheler, EVTELVWV 

GÜTÖS KTX. Linforth, EÜ 8päv ijv aÜTÖS KTX. Allen, Ep8wv ijv aÜTÖS KTX. Ziegler, 

EL Ep6ELV aÜTÖS KTX. Friedländer, G1TE155ELV iv aÜTÖS KTX. Reinhardt, Ep6ELV rjv 

aÜTÖS KTX. Römisch., Ep8ELV Tlv 66av EKa6T03 80KEL Jaeger Ev66v tV 6T63 

KTX. and later KELVTJV &T v a6T63 KTX. Massa Positano. For a discussion of these 

emendations, see Massa Positano 1947,54-9 and Masaracchia 1956,111f. More 

recent attempts usually limit themselves to reconstruct the words preceeding aiTÖS: E V, 
p¬iv iv Buchner 1959,172 and Theiler ap. Hasler 1959,79 n. 12, accepted by West 

(Ei pEiv ELS was already proposed by Schneidewin), ävOEiv iv Alt 1979,398, 

E<L>v 8rly i Di Benedetto 1982 (ELV 8rjv-EivaL 8rlvalrjv, comparing Hom. Il. 

6.131 and 139-40; the form of the infinitive is paralleled both in inscriptions from the 

4th cent. onwards and in Stesich. PMGF S15. i. 7: cf. Maltomini 1983), 'iGXELV iV 

Skiadas 1985,154, EüpoEIV fjv Pötscher 1987,82, EXOEiv iv Christes 1986,8f., 

&vOXX v ijv Dihle 1988,36 (already proposed by Kammermeister and Estienne), EV' 

6XEiv iv Erbse 1995,249-51. 

The emendation of Buchner and Theiler, accepted by West, is based on Theognis 

639-40 but 'E-LV works better in Theognis' context, with Epy' dv8pc, iv, than with 
Solon's 86ýa. Di Benedetto's paper deserves much more attention. Indeed, his text is 

the closest to the MSS, among all of the proposed corrections, though I would not 
favour its insertion in the text. Besides, it stressed once again (and most convincingly) 
that the point of 11.33f. is the deceitfulness of human expectations in connection with 
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what was remarked in 11.27-32 (in these lines Solon spoke about the punishment that 
is unforeseen, in 11.33f. he would be passing to a more general consideration of the 

unreliability of the human expectations), much more than with the idea of the illusions 

and the limits inherent to human professional efforts, which are only emphasised from 

1.53 onwards (cf. already above all, Eisenberger 1984,14, who states that the 7raOEiv 

of 1.35 "is the effect of the &Krl and the Tißls of the first part of the poem"). 
86ýaV EKaOTO$ EXEL: For 86ýav EXELV, cf. Thgn. IEG 572, Pind. Ol. 6.82. 

For the same metrical position of the phrase EKWJTOs EXEL, see Thgn. IEG 214,312, 

898.66a has here the Homeric meaning of 'expectation', at variance with the one 
Solon exploits in 1.4, cf. ad loc. 

Trpiv TL TraOEiv" ... 
d61. pETaL: 'before he suffers; then he mourns'. Solon 

is aligned with a thought that had become a proverb in Plato's age (Symp. 222b7 KaT& 

Trly TrapoI1Cav cxi(3*nEp V Tr1OV TraOöVTa yviIval): see Hom. Il. 17.32=I1.20.198 

TTPIV TL KaKÖV TTaOEELV' PExeEV 5E TE V#LOS Eyvw (cf. also 11.23.487 '(va yvc'ns 
d1TOTtl' wv), Hes. Op. 89 O'TE 6Tl K(IKÖV EL)(' Ev61]UEV, 218 TraOLJV SE TE VTj1TLOS 

Eyyvw (cf. also Pl. Symp. 222b7 quoted). Solon, quite pessimistically, extends these 

conditions to all human beings, who, according to him, do not appear to learn a lesson 

out of their suffering: cp. the very different, and later view of the rrdOEL pdOoc, for 

which see, for instance, Aesch. Ag. 177, Eum. 276, Soph. Ant. 619 quoted below; 

cf. Dörrie 1956. 

36. X, daKOVTEs KOÜýaLS EÄ1T(UL TEpir6ll0a: The verb xä6Kw is new in the 

meaning 'gape in eager expectation', whose obvious, mimic effects are often exploited 

by the comic authors, above all in the context of the proverb XüKOc EXavEV or X5KOs 

µäTrly Xavcýv, concerning both the rapacity and the stupid self-illusions about the prey, 

(o. yap X KOL äOrlpia TTEpLTrEu6VTEc XaivOU(YL 6lEpx6µEVOL: Diogenianus, 

Paroenziogr I, 273.20): see Aesop. 417 Perry; Ar. Lys. 629 and PCG 350; Euphr. 

PCG 1.30f.; Eub. PCG 14.11; Men. Asp. 372; Plaut. Stich. 605 and Triiz. 169, Luc. 

Gall. 11, Aristaenet. 2.20.35; Hsch. X 1396 L.; Suda X 816 A.; cf. Tosi 1991,411 

no. 873). Solon likes to emphasise mimetically human faults, as is often shown, 

above all, in his tetrameters to Phocus. For 'gaping' as a more generic symptom of 

being stupidly ensnared, cf. Anac. PMG 358.8 Trpös 8' 6XXrly TLV& xdaKEL, Semon. 

IEG 7.110 KEXT1v6TO3 yap dvSpöc. 

KoiiýaLs EX1TLaL: Cf. Thuc. 2.51.6, Hor. Epist. 1.5.8 loves spes, Hdn. 2.8.4 

and 2.9.1. See also Bacchyl. 1.178-80 övTLVa Kou46TaTaL Oup6v 6ovEouaL 

µEpLµvaL (- `ambitions') öaaov äv (o rl txpövov, KTX., and Eur. TGF 271 TrTI1Väs 

... 
EXrri6as. The negative sense of EATris (on which see Schrijen 1965,68-81) had 
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already appeared before Solon in Hes. Op. 498-91 TroXXä 6' dEpyös dvrjp, KEVE7 V 

ETTL EÄTTI6a [t(ltVU V, XpTll(WV ILÖTOLO, KaKC 1TpOGEXEýaTO OU[IC). EÄTTLS 6' OÜK 

d'ya9Tl KEXPTI[LEVOV dvc6pa KO[IL(ELV fiiEVOV Ev XEQXTI, where, however, 'hope' is 

more a cause of inactivity. Solon's view of (false) hopes as a negative motor of human 

actions, as opposed to rational consideration, appears to be entirely new (cf. Solmsen 

1949,110), and is often resumed: Semon. IEG 1.3-6 voÜs 8' OüK Err' dvBpwrroLaLV, 
CIXA' ETr1 IEpOL 

... OÜ6EV EI66TES OKWS EKa6TOV EKTEXEUT1 GEL eEÖS. EXTTLS SE 

TrdVTac KcITrLTTELOE11l TpE4EL 1TPTIKTOV öpµaivovTas. Simon. PMG 542.21-2 TO 

[. l. ý 'YEVEßOaL SUVaTÖV SLCý[tEV03 KEVE&V ES C TrpaKTOV EXrrI6a µoipav al(ÜVOS 

ßaX&o, Pind. Nein. 8.45 KEVEÜV 8' EXrri6uw XaÜVOV TEXOS, Nein. 11.43-6 TO 6' EK 

AL63 dvOpckrols aaOS OÜX ETrETaL TEK[iap' CXA' E[iiraV µEyaXavopials 
Ep1ßaLV0iiEV, Epya TE TTOXXC l-LEVOLVGJVTES' 6E6ETa1 yap ävaL8EL EXTr[ I yUIa, 

rrpoµa9Eias 8' dTr6KELVTaL poai, Soph. Ant. 615-9 ä yap 8ý TTOX TrXayKTOS EXT LS 

uoXXois µhV 6vrl6L9 dv6pciv, noXXois 8' died a KOU40V6wv EpüTCOV' Et65 TL 8' 
OÜSEV EpTTEL, TrpLV TTUpL eEpjl. 4) TT68a TLS Trp06a66Tl; Eur. Supp. 479-80 EXTris ... 
EOT' CiTTLaTOV, ý 1TOXX L Tr6XEL3 6UVliili' äyouaa OU416V E1S ürrEpßOXds, Heracl. 

433-4 Ti 5 T' ETEpýaS W TC XaLVC [1E EXTTLS T6T', OÜ [Ll XXouaa 6LaTEXELV XäPLV, 
IT 413 ciXa ... 

EX1T1c t'YEVET' ETri Tr1 LaGL ßpOTC Vt CiTTATI6T03 dVOpLJTiOLS, TGF 

650 rröXX' EÄTTi6ES 
. 
Ji680UuL KaL X670L ßpOTOÜS; Thuc. 2.62.5,3.45.4-6,4.108.4, 

5.103.1. For a full list and some discussion of the texts, cf. van Menxel 1983,51ff. 

This distich of Solon, together with Solon's instance of the seafarer (43-46), 

beginning with ß-rrEÜBEL ... , possibly were the model of Serapio, Anth. Pal. 7.400 
TOUT' ÖaTEÜV ýWTÖS TTOXUEp'yEOS. ýj pd TLS I Gea Eµnopos Tj TU4XOÜ KÜ1LaTOS 

LxBUPÖXos; - "Ayy¬iÄOV OVIlTOL6LV, OTL GUEÜSOVTES ES &XXas EÄTTL6a3 EIS 

TOi71V EXiri6a XuÖiiEOa. ' 

37-42. All or some of these lines have been suspected by various scholars (all of 
them were athetized by Immisch; 11.37-40 by Bernhardy, Nestle 1942; 11.39f. by 

Bergk, Wilamowitz 1913,260, E. Fraenkel 1927, Römisch 1933,12f. ), but there are 

no good reasons for doubting them: the first strong defence of their authenticity is by 

Masaracchia 1956,120; see also Alt 1979,399 and Erbse 1995,251f. The 

grammatical remarks by Wilamowitz on the non-Solonian character of icaA63 with 
long alpha and of the Homeric-aeolic EµµEVGL do not hold true: Et evai is justified as 

an unchanged re-use of a Homeric hemistich (cf. ad loc. ); as for the alpha of KaX6 in 

thesis, it is measured long less frequently than in arsis, but it is not exceptional at all 

neither in archaic epic (cf. LfgrE, s. v. ) nor in elegy: cf. at least Tyrt. 7.30 and Thgn. 

IEG 257,1336,1369. As for the difference in tenses of the verbs of 11.37f. and 41 If., 

which are futures, and the one of 11.39f., being a present, both temporal perspectives 
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are compatible with the wavering character of the human hopes, as shown by 
Friedländer 1929,381f. 

I would add that all of Solon's three distichs are paralleled in the gnomic tradition 

on the human goods, cf. Scol. PMG 890 vy1aivEuv µEV äpißTOV äv8p1 OVflTw, 

6E6TEpOV SE KaXÖV ýV&V 'YEVE60ai, T6 Tp(TOV SE TTXOUTELV d86Xu 
, Ka. T6 

TETapTOV i dv p¬T6 TCOV ýCXwv, which is quoted (without the fourth wish, which 
has a specifically symposiastic character) by Pl. Grg. 451e and Leg. 661a. Besides, 

this three-fold list would be paralleled by other three-fold lists in a near and related 
context. After exemplifying in general terms, by three instances, how human beings 
delude themselves, the section of 11.43-62 brings forward a specific nuance of ideas 
(hinted at both in 11.33-6 and Il. 41-2): man devotes himself in professions with the 

expectation that effort will command gain and success (cf. KEp80s äyELV 1. 

45--KTr uaaOat. TrdVTWS XprjµaTa TroXX& 80KEL 1.42) but these all are empty, vain 
hopes since the mortal fails or succeeds according to his portion, and what the gods 
send cannot be avoided. Also this concept of the 'applied' self-deluding hopes is 

exemplified by two groups, which would numerically parallel the three instances of 11. 

37-42 the craftsmen (merchant, farmer, carpenter) and the intellectuals (poet, seer, 

physician). This structure, the 'mirror' correspondence of 11.43-64 to 11.37-42, is a 

strong argument for the authenticity of 11.37-42. 

37. voüaoLaLV irrt' dpyaVtlai: again in 1.61. A standing epic combination - 
Hom. H. 13.667, Hes. Op. 92, fr. 195.43, [Hes. ] Sc. 43, Amynt. SH 43.2, GVI 

860.6 (3 A. D. ), Greg. Naz. Anth. Pal. 8.94.3 - which only in the imperial age is 

shared by prose as well (Philo, dens imniut. 66.5,98.1, »tut. nom. 150.5, Jos. 77.3, 

In Flacc. 183; Aelian. NA 8.9.8; Euseb. Vit. Const. 3.5.1). See also Hom. II. 1.10 

voüaov ... KGW v, Hes. Theog. 527 KaKrly 8' dtr6 voüaov. 

38. TOÜTO KaTEýpdßa. TO: KaTEýpÜuaTO is a rare word, with the meaning 'think 

upon thoroughly', as the preposition KaTd emphasises (cf. Schwyzer 2,475f. ); not in 

Homer (cf. II. 14.3 4pdCEO, 
... 

örrws EUTa1 Td8E Epya) but once in Hes. Op. 248; 

see later Hippon. IEG 79.13 (=Degani) and Hdt. 4.76.5. Thgn. IEG 430,706 has 

EruE4pdaaTO. The past tense has here a gnomic value. 

39-40.5ELXÖS ... 
ä. yaOös ... KaXös µopcý v oi) XapCEaaav E Xwv: the 

first couple of terms, 6ELX63 ... 
dyaOös, has the same meaning as in Homer ('coward' 

and 'brave'; cf. also the dya0ös ävrjp of Tyrt. 6.2 and 9.10,20). Friinkel 1975,233 

n. 33 and Christes 1986,10 are probably correct in noting that the ideal of 

KaXaKaya8ia is here implicit. This interpretation of 11.39-40 would allow us to 
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consider the distich as a single instance of the self-illusion concerning the psycho- 

physical conditions - and keep for the three distichs 37-42 a three-fold pattern. 

39.6OKEL EIL LEVaL dvrjp: Horn. Il. 23.470 60KEEL 6J OL Eý. L[LEVai cdv1p 

(EµhEVaL dv8pwv also Il. 6.488 and Od. 6.200). 

41. dXpij µwv: new here (cp. dXprlµo(jüvrl in Od. 17.502), but frequently used in 

5th cent. Athens, cf. Pind. fr. 124a. b 8, Eur. Med. 461 etc. The Pindaric occurrence 
is especially interesting, because fr. 124a. b displays the situation of self-illusion of the 

poor: due to the liberatory effect of wine, ös µEV dXpi wv, dw eö TÖTE KTX. Cf. 

also Bacchyl. fr. 20B 12 Trdc i 8' dvOpu iroLs µovapxýGELV 60KEL. 

ITEVL113 Epya ßLäTa1: For the periphrasis see above, on 1.16. Thgn. IEG 177 

-rrEVirl 8¬8 p vo3. For the form of the verb, Thgn. IEG 503-4 Kai µE ßiäTaL 

olvos. The epic had used ßidw only for future and aorist, and for the present only in 

diectasis (ßtd(w in the other forms of the present). 

42. XprjµaTa TroXXd: a very common phrase, cf. for instance Hom. Od. 13.203, 

15.230, Thgn. IEG 186. 

43-62. L. 43 introduces the typological description of the diverse forms of human 

activity and variety of professions, in an extensive list, which has its precedent in Od. 

17.382ff. TLS yap 61'1 ýELVOV KC(ÄEL aXXOOEV CtÜT63 ETrEXOCJV aXXOV y', El µrl TwV 
dl BrlµLOEpyoi EacJL, [IdVTLV T irTýPC( KUK(iiV Ti TEKTOVCC 8o6p JV, ý Ka'i e66TfLV 

doi66v, o KEV TEpTrT CYLV dEi6wv;, where the introductory phrase 6tXXoBEV 
... 

äxXov 

y' may also have formally suggested the äXXo9EV äXXos 
... 

äXXos 
... 

6XXos 
... 

axxos 

... 
axxov 

... 
6XXoL polyptoton in Solon's lines (on which see Krause 1976,75-8 1): cf. 

Race 1982,65-67, Schmid 1964,72. 

The mention of profit (1.44 icEp5os) relates to the last example (11.42f. ) of the 

previous group of cases, that deals with the illusions of the poor, following a thought 

pattern which is exemplified also in Thgn. lEG 179-80 Xpý ... 
öµcýs Err. yijv TE ica. 

EüpEa vwTa OaXdaarls 8((rlaOat XaXETrrls ... Xi aLV -rrEVirls, whereas with the 

mention of diseases and the uncertainty of their cure (1.62) we have returned, in a ring 
form indicated by the repetition of voi aos dpyaXErl, to the example with which the 
first series began (1.37). 

In all, Solon lists six classes of professions: the merchant, the seer, the physician, 
the farmer, the craftsman, and the poet, who have only one couplet each. For the 

craftsman, the poet, the seer and the physician, Solon mentions the traditional divine 

patron, but he does not do so for the merchant and the farmer, who also in the 
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Homeric-Hesiodic tradition do not appear to have had any specific patron god. There 

is a clear progression from the material profession of the merchant, the farmer, and 

craftsman, who intend to produce a personal, tangible KEp6O3/ß(OTOc and appear 

therefore to be controlled by motives of profit, towards the last three 'intellectual' and 

'social' professions, for which Solon is concerned with the effectiveness of the result 

(TEAos) more than of any KEp8os; the separation between the first and the second 

group is marked by the opposition XEipoiv 1.50/aoýirlc tI Tpov 1.52. Common to 

all of them is the uncertainty of the KEp8os or of the effectiveness, though some 

emphasis is also on the human knowledge in the professions which are assisted by 

divine patrons: see 6aEis, 6t8aXeEis, EIr1ßTäµEVOS, E'yvw. For other lists of human 

activities/professions in poetry, cf. Hom. Il. 13.730-4, Pind. Isthni. 1.47f., fr. 221, 

Bacchyl. 10.39-48, Cleanth. CA 1.26-31. 

dXXo9Ev äXXos: in the same position in the line, Hom. H. 2.75,9.671, Od. 

12.392. 

43-5. KaTa növTOV ... 
tX8udEVT': a formulaic phrase, 15x in Homer, and often 

in passages which mention (dangerous) winds during navigation: Il. 19.378, Od. 

3.177,4.516,5.420,9.82-3; Hom. Hymn Dem. 34, Hom. Hymn 27.9, Thgn. IEG 

248, GVI 741.1 (3 A. D), Nonnus, Dion. 1.268, [Orph. ] Arg. 1039. The formularity 

of the phrase in connection with travels, and the Hesiodic parallels for a mercantile 

meaning of 1.44 oüica6E KEp6o9 äyELv (see ad loc. ) suggest that iXOu6ELs does not 
hint at the profession of the fisherman (as was proposed by Leutsch 1872,162). 

However this last possibility was also included in the evident, though so far 

unnoticed, imitation by Serapio, Anth. Pal. 7.400 (quoted ad 1.36), which seems both 

an allusion and a 'philological' interpretation of the ambiguity of Solon's passage. 
The 'separation' of the adjective IXOu6EV-ra from Tr6VTov by a whole line was 

considered by Wilamowitz 1913,261 to be a proof of Solon's lack of skill in re-using 
traditional epic language. The contiguous combination of the two words certainly was 

one of the most formulaic phrases of the Homeric-Hesiodic diction (15x), but 

precisely this is a good reason to suppose that Solon wanted to revive with the 
'separation' such a standard epithetunz ornans: cf. Treu 1955,270f. At any rate, there 
is no substantial reason to suspect the adjective, as does Tucker (and more cautiously 
Linforth), who proposed to replace it with EvOa Kai EvOa. A good explanation of the 

emphasis that it has at the beginning of the line (it would be "quite unworthy of the 
important place it occupies, unless it is intended to suggest the dangers to which 
sailors are exposed from man-eating fish" according to Linforth) was provided by 

Römisch 1933,70f.: the first distich 1.43f. would include the three basic ideas, 

specifying the place (sea), the means of transport (ship), and the aim (profit). The 
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second distich would expand the first, qualifying more the same three ideas in the 

same order. The traditional formula, divided into the two distichs, would hint at the 

continuity between them. For the technique of Solon, consisting in suspending the 

second part of a phrase or of an idea in order to emphasise it, cf. Massa-Positano 

1947,33. 

43. dXä raL: Horn. Od. 2.370 TrövTOV Err' dTpüyETOV 
... 

dXdXrlßOai, Od. 5.377 

oiTw vüv Kath 1roXX& TraOcwv dXöco KaT& TrövTOV. The verb is also used of pirates: 
Od. 3.73-4,9.254, Hom. Hynui Ap. 454. 

44. Ev vrluviv .... OLKa6E KEpSos äyELv: Besides the formal parallels Hom. 

Il. 19.298 äýELV T' EVIL vr)ualy, H. 3.404 oiKaS' äyEaOal, Od. 10.35 Xpu06v TE 

Kai lpyupov otKa6' äyEoOaL, Hes. Op. 576 O(Ka6E Kaprröv dyLVEiv, cf. above all 

Hes. Op. 631-2 via 8oýv äX016' EXKEILEV, 
... 

LV' OLKUSE KEpSos 6pl1ai, Thgn. IEG 

179-80 Xpý yap öus Eni yi i' TE Kai EüpEa Vc7Ta 6axdmifl3 8ICgaOa1 XaXET S 
l('pVE XÜ6LV TTEv(r1S, Bacchyl. fr. 20B 13-6 Xpu64i 6' EAEýavTu TE µapµaipouaLv 
OLKOL, TTUpocÖpOL SE KaT' aLyXdEVTa TrÖVTOV V Es CLy0UaLV dir' ALyÜTTTOU 

11EYLGTOV 1TXOÜTOV. Cf. also the late Jul. Aegypt. Anth. Pal. 7.586 about a merchant 

who died in the sea pursuing gain: EK 8E 6aAdaarls 
... KEp6os d¬XXoµdxov. Solon's 

attitude is slightly less negative than Hesiod's, who regarded sea-faring as an example 

of a desperate way of making money (cf. Op. 618ff., 646-7) and even included the 

absence of a need for it among the blessings which are in store for the just city: cf. Op. 

236ff., 665ff., 674ff., 681ff., 691; cp. Pindar's view in 01.2.61ff., Nein. 7.17-8, 

(cf. Carey 1981, ad loc. ). On the different Greek views about seafaring, cf. Lesky 

1947, Fantuzzi 1983,189-208. For the commercial connotations invested in the word 

KEp803 in the archaic period see Cozzo 1988. 

45. For the verb, cf. Hom. Il. 19.377-8 Toils 6' ... 
i¬XXai u6vTOV Err' iXOu6EVTa 

... j pouaLv; for the combination (J)Epoµai ... 
dvEµot t, Hom. Od. 9.82,12.425, 

14.313 (cf. also Od. 12.68). dpyaXEos is a formulaic adjective of the wind: Hom. Il. 

13.795 and 14.254, Od. 11.400,407,24.110; Hom. Hynin 7.24 and 33.14. 

46. ýEL6WX V ýujjs oü8Eµ(av 8E [LEVOs: A parallel for the thought is Hes. 
Op. 682-7 

... TrXöoc. oü µLV EywyE aiv1] L'" ... XaXE1T KE (üyoLS KaK6v* dAXd vv 

Kai. Td ävOpwrroL ) OU(TLV äh8pi136L V60W XprjµaTa yäp IuX 1 TrEXETaL SELÄoIai 

(3poTOi6LV. Cf. Hom. Il. 22.243-4 µi86 TL 6oüpwv EaTW ýELöwXrj (the only 

appearance of the word in Homer, Cp. ýEL8 in Od. 16.315). The phrase 4Ei8Eß0at 

iiuxijs is very common, cf. Tyrt. 6.14, Soph. El. 980, Eur. HF 1146, Isoc. Ai-chid. 
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105.2-3, Diod. Sic. 12.62.2.6, Joseph. AJ 13.199.4 etc.; Carm. pop. PMG 856.5 µr1 
(ELM[LEVOL Täs Cwäs, Anth. Pal. 7.534.1=Alex. Aet. (? ) 25.1 Magn. Cwijs 

1TEpL(ýELSEO. Diod. Sic. 14.52.1.6 provides another instance of the Solonian 

periphrasis E1T71'YELPOVTO Tals i I)Xals, OME[LLaV ýEL&i TOD Ciiv 1TOLOÜ[tEVOL. 

tjiuxrj is the standard word in various martial phrases implying the idea of risking 

or defending one's life e. g. H. 9.322, Od. 1.5,9.423,22.245. At sea Od. 3.73- 

4=Od. 9.254-5=Hom. Hymiz Ap. 454-5 ürrElp äXa, 
... 

dX6WVTaL tVXäs TrapOEµEVOL, 
Hes. Op. 686-7 XprjµaTa yäp kux i 1TEXETaI SELXOLGL ßpOTOLaLV. 8ELV6V 8' EcTL 

OaVELV [J. ETC K1 IaaLv, Archil. IEG 213 5UX&s EXOVTES KU[IdTWV EV d'YKdXaLs, 

and other passages in West ad Hes. Op. 686. 

47. 'yrjv TE[LVWV TroXu6EV8pE0V: First here in the meaning 'cut lengthwise', 

'plough the earth', which remains rare: cf. Aesch. TrGF 196.4 TE1IVEL SLKEXX' 

äpoupav, Ap. Rhod. 1.628 1-rupo46pOUS TE 6LaTl1 a60aL dpoüpac, GVI 720.1 (2 

A. D) OlTOS 6 yýs TE µVwv. In Hdt. and in Thuc. the phrase yyýv TE µvwv means 

'destroy/devastate the enemy's land'. Solon's metaphorical use of the verb in 

connection with agriculture may have been derived from the Odyssey's dis legomenon 

for travelling through the sea, TrEXayos (OdXaoaav) or KüµaTa TE tVELV (Od. 3.174- 

5,13.88; see later Arion, PMG 939.16-7, Pind. Pyth. 3.68, Bacchyl. 17.4, Soph. 

TrGF 271.5). This poetic rephrasing - from cutting the surface of the sea to cutting 

the surface of the soil - would be paralleled by the post-Homeric re-use of the 

Odyssey-expression for travelling in the sky (Hom. Hymn Deer. 383 ßaOiw iypa 

TEµvov LÖVTES, Ibyc. PMGF S223(a) ii 7 ßaO[üv d]Epa Tdpvwv, Bacchyl. 5.16-7 

ßaOvv 8' ai6Epa ... TdIIvuw; on the intertextual connections between these three 

passages, see Richardson ad Honz. Hyinn Dem. 383, pp. 279f. ), and may have been 

suggested to Solon by the mention of the seafarer, which immediately precedes in our 

poem. The analogy is shown in the passage of Nonnus, Dion. 1.105-9 yXaUKä 

8La6)(LCEL Both TTOsi v6 ra OaXdcaT13, KQL 6Ü JU00U 4IETC Kt1Ia, IT06EL6dCJV, 

j1ETaVC1aTT13 yairrs 61LJLa VLJTa [LETEpXEO TrECOS dpOTpEÜS, V111 OaXaaaairl 

L 1]I 1ITEp0S ai XaKa TE[LVWV, xEp6atOL3 dV64LOLGL ßaTÖV TTXÖOV EV X001L TEÜXOW. 

In the epithet of yý van Effenterre 1977,126-7 sees a reference to land-cultivation 

of olive trees introduced in Solonian Athens, but the epithet accompanies earth also in 

the epic, Hom. Od. 4.737 Kijnov ... TroXu6EV8pE0V, Od. 23.139 dypöv 
... 

TuoXu6Ev6peov, Od. 23.359 TroXu8EV8pE0V äypöv änELµL. 

ELs EVLauTov: a common epic verse-end (Il. 21.444, Od. 4.526,595,11.356, 

14.196; Hom. Hymn Dena. 399 m2 in the ms. M), which is the shorter doublet of 

TEXEGýÖpOV 63 EvLauTÖV/ (Il. 19.32, Od. 4.86,10.467,14.292,15.230; 
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Hom. Hymn Ap. 343, and 20.6). The closest parallels for the content are H. 21.444-5 

Or1TEÜaaµEV Eis EVLaUTÖV µ1ßew ETrL pr1T4 
, and its imitation Panyas. PEG 3.3 

OfTEUaE11EV ELS EVLaUTÖv; in both passages Poseidon and Apollo are in Laomedon's 

"service" under harsh conditions for a whole year; cp. also Rhian. CA 010 O11TEVIUL 

1i yav Eis EvLavTÖV (said of Apollo's service to Admetus). At any rate, in Solon the 

EILauTÖc is most probably not the civil calendar year, but the "agricultural year circle" 

which begun when the stores were full, as in the Hesiodic TETEXEojIEVOV Eis 

EvtauTÖV of Op. 561 (-Homeric TEXE6c6pov EIS EVLaUTÖV): for the farmer it takes a 

whole year before the results of his toils come back. The use of Eis facilitates the 

interpretation of EvLauT63 here as the time on which the year-circle is 

completed-TEMCFýOpOV or TETeX¬J LEVOV ELS EVLaVT6v; cf. West 1965,156 n. 27, 

Beekes 1969,142. 

48. XaTpEVEL: The verb is new, cf. Hsch. X 403 L. XaTpEÜEL- EXEÜeEpos div 

SOUXEÜEL, to be understood in the light of Arist. Ath. Pol. 2.2 ESoiXEVOV of TTEVfTES 

TOLS TrXOUOLOL3 ... KaL EKaXOÜVTO TTEXdTaL KaL EKTT1 LOpOL, and Poll. 3.82 TTEXdTaL 

6 KaL OTTES EAEUeEpWV E6TLV övÖIlaTa &L TrEVLaV ETr' dp'yupic0 80UXEu6VT(. L)V. 
On the lexicographical basis Wilamowitz inferred that Solon's elegy preceded Solon's 

reforms on debt-slavery, and Ferrara 1956,66-71 suggested that Solon would be 

referring either to debt-slaves, or to people who did not own the land they worked on. 

But Hesychius' source may also simply overinterpret the meaning, thinking of the 

very legislative action against debt-slavery, which was topically connected with Solon. 

Solon's XaTpEÜELV may mean nothing more than working as a labourer for hire or 

pay, as XdTpLS means in Thgn. IEG 302,486, Eur. Ion 4 and HF 823: cf. Buchner 

1959,175. 

Kapire X' äpoTpa: Hom. Hymn Deni. 308 Ka[Ur1'X' äpoTpa. Cf. also [Orph. ] 

fr. 33 K. KEpKLcL Kaµ. TniXöxolaL, where KEpKi6Ec=6poTpa; see Hsch. K 616 L., 

Mosch. 2.81, and [Orph. ] fr. 280.3 K. EüKaµrrEg äpoTpov. The attribute was 
formulaic for the bow (10x) and for the chariot (2x) in Homer. The starting point of 
Solon's expression may be found in Hes. Op. 427 Tr6XX' ETrLK%M6Xa KäXa, a 
hemistich which follows the precepts on the straight timbers useful to be cut for the 
farmer (11.420-6), and immediately precedes the instructions on how to arrange the 

76iis of the plough. 
Basically, the plough must have two elements, one horizontal which is drawn 

through the soil (EXvµa) and the other curving upwards and forwards from it, to take 

the pull of the oxen (yvrls). This curved shape of the plough-beam (the yürls) creates 
the overall impression that the whole plough is curved, and this is the reason why in 
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Latin poetry it is the standing epithet for the plough (curvi aratri, cf. Ov. Her. 1.55, 

Lucr. 5.933 (--6.1253), Verg. G. 1.170,1.494,2.513); besides, the yürls is the most 
important part of the whole implement, and could in itself form a plough (in Hes. Op. 

433 the plough formed by a plough-stock only, aü-röyuov äpoTpov, is opposed to the 

plough composed by various parts, TrrIicTÖV äpoTpov). 

49-50. Wrlva(Tls; ... Kai `Hýa(aTou ... 
Epya 6aELs ... 

eVXXEyETaL 

pioTOV: Athena 'Epydvrl was the goddess of any technical activity as early as 
Homer, and she is invoked as the goddess of all handicraft celebrated by the artisans in 

the streets of Athens at the popular festival of Chalkeia during which a sacrifice was 

offered to her (see Deubner 1932,35-6, Parke 1977,92-3, Burkert 1985,168, and cf. 
Soph. TrGF 844). Hephaestus xaXKEÜs (Il. 15.309-10) was the armourer (e. g. of 
Achilles' armour Il. 18.466ff., of Diomedes' corselet II. 8.195 and of Heracles' 

greaves [Hes. ] Sc. 122-3), the goldsmith (e. g. of Zeus' sceptre Il. 2.100-8, of 
Pandora's headband Hes. Theog. 579). Both Hephaestus and Athena were divinities 

of the TExvaL and of craftsmanship (e. g. from Hom. Od. 6.232-5 to Arr. Cyn. 35), 

and patron deities of artisans in Athens, and as such were worshipped in a common 

cult (see Farnell 1896-1909, I, 409 n. 98). The association of the two gods is also 

proved by the fact that Athena's statue was set up in the temple of Hephaestus next to 

that of the god (see Paus. 1.14.6), and had the epithet 'HýaLaTia (see Hsch. s. v. ), 

while another name for the Chalkeia, a feast chiefly for Hephaestus, was 'A6rlvaia 

(see Harpocration, Ety111. Magn. and Suda s. v. ), and Hephaestus had collaborated to 
the birth of the goddess (Pind. 01.7.35f. ). See Frontisi-Ducroux 1975,62-3, Loraux 
1981,134-6, Nilsson 1964,12, Parke 1977,92. 

The association of man's acquisition of skill with his hands from Athena and 
Hephaestus is especially frequent to emphasise the specific excellence of the single 

craftsmen, from Homer onwards: cf. Od. 6.232-4=23.159-61 dvrlp '6pLS, 5v 
"HýaL6TOS 6E6aEV KaL HaXäs 'AOIVIi TEXVTIV TTaVTOurJV, XapLEVTa 6E Epya 

TEXELEL, Od. 20.72 Epya S' 'AOT1vaiT1 6E6aE KXUTCI Epyd(EQOaL, Hoin. Hy111n Aph1T. 

12-5 ('AOrjvq) 7TpthTil TEKTOVas dv6pac ETrLXOovIouc E6t 6aýE 7TOL7 GraL aaTivas 
KaL ipµaTa 

... XaXK4 ... rrapOEVLKäS ... 
äyXaä Epy' E6(6aýEV ETTL cpEOI OEL6a 

KdGT1 , 
Hon1. Hym, z 20.1-3 "H4aLUTOV KXUT6µ. 71TLV .... 

63 µET' 'AOrlvairls 
... 

Epya 

dv8pu'rnous E61SaýEV, 20.5 vüv 6E Si' "HýaLGTOV KXUTOTEXVfV Epya 6aEVTE3, 

Hes. Op. 430 'AOgvair)S 81ic963 (i. e. TEKTwv), Hes. fr. 43(a)71 i ]v Epya 6L6d aTo 
HaXXäs 'AOtvrl, all of them including the root 8a- which is also present in Solon (see 

later e. g. GVI 1528.4 (3/4 A. D. ) Epya ö' 'AOgvairls Trl[S T' 'EpaTOÜs E]8drls and 

Quint. Smyrn. 12.83 8E8aEV 8E µlv Epyov 'A6rjvrl). Besides Il. 5.59ff., 9.390, Ocl. 

7.109ff. See Karusos 1941=1972,106f. 
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`H4acaTOU TroXVTEXVEw: Solon often seems deliberately to avoid the 

obvious Homeric expression or vary the Homeric epithets: here -rrOXUTEXVgg replaces 

the traditional KXUTOTEXV119 (Il. 1.571,18.143 and 391, Od. 8.286; besides 

Hom. Hymn 20.5, Hes. fr. 141.4). 

50. ýUXX yETaL ßioTOV: Here ßioTOs with its secondary meaning 'livelihood', 

cf. Hom. Od. 11.490, Thgn. IEG 624 etc. The phrasing is parallel to a Homeric one, 

cf. Od. 3.301 TroXüv (3ioTOV Kai Xpuß6V dyEipwv, 4.90 noXüv (3foTOv 

auvayEipcov, and cp. Eur. El. 81 (3iov 
... 

ýUXÄEyELV. 

51-2. The poet is here described as the one who knows, by the help of the Muses, the 

yvwµ. oßüvrls dýavEs I1 TPOV which Solon defines XaXE1T )TaTOV vorlßaL in fr. 

20.1-2, cf. Müller 1956,14 n. 1. 
The syntax is hardly plain, as no main verb is expressed. Implying that 

ýuXXEyETa1 ßioTOV is an apo koinou verb both for the artisan and the poet (as was last 

suggested by Masaracchia 1958,235), would not fit the superior dimension that Solon 

appears to ascribe to poetry, divination and medecine (as remarked by Gladigow 1965, 

16). In my opinion it is not necessary at all to suppose that a distich dropped out after 

1.52 (so, first, Rohde and Bergk); instead, we rather have here a `brachylogy' for 

E7TLaTd[LEV03 (EoTL)-ETrIaTaTaL, as in Hom. Od. 4.231-2 LT1Tp6s SE EKaaTOs 

ETFLcTdIIEVOs TrEpi rrdvTwv ävOpwTrwv according to the interpretation of the ancient 

schol. ad loc.: 6 VOUS, EKa6TO3 sE iaTpös AL'YUTTTLOS ETTLQTTj[Iwv EcTLV ÜlTEp 

lydvTas dvOpcßirous - besides, this passage can all the more be paralleled to Solon's; 

because it is concerned with a profession. 

51. 'OXuµTrLd8wv MouvEwv Trdpa Swpa 8L8aXOE(S: Hom. Od. 8.481 

otµas Moüa' E816aýE, Od. 8.488 6E 'YE Moüa' E818aýE, Hes. Tlheog. 22 äi vü 

iroO' `Hßio8ov KaXi V E8i6aýav dot6ijv, Archil. IEG 1.2 Kai Mov6Ewv EpaT6V 

& poV ETTLaTdIIEVOs; Alcm. PMG 59(b)1-2 TODTO Fc18ELQV ESELýE Mwßdv 66 poV, 

Bacchyl. 10.39 XapLTwv TLµäv XEXoyXu s, including here the artistic handicrafts 

under the XcipLTES, 19.3-4 ös äv urapä ITLEp18WV XdXrlaL 8c&pa Movoäv. On 

Mou6Ewv &ipa cf. also Thgn. IEG 250, Anac. PMG 346 fr. 11.7-9, Anac. IEG 

eleg. 2.3=56.3 G., Pind. 0!. 7.7, Bacchyl. fr. dub. 55.2. 

For the epithet, Horn. Il. 2.491 (and 2.484,11.218,14.508,16.112), 

Hont. Hy»in Henn. 450, Hes. Theog. 25,52, (75,114), 966,1022 (=fr. 1.2). 
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52. ao4 (i'1S 1.1. ETpOV E? rLßTaREV09: Sol. 20.2 yvwµoauvi s ... i -rpoV; 

Archil. IEG 1.2 Kal Moucthu V EpaTÖV SLJpOV ETTLcTClµEVOS" 

METpov means here 'full measure', something like 'a definite amount', not an 
incomplete or imperfect thing, but a really mature whole; for its 'noetic' value, cf. ad 

20.2. In this meaning ancient epic has only the phrase TIPT1c II Tpov iKEaOaL or 
EXELV Il. 11.225, Od. 4.668,11.317,18.217,19.532, Honl. Hymn Dena. 166-221, 

Hes. Op. 132 and 438, fr. 205.2 (the same phrase later appears in Thgn. IEG 1119 

ijßrls i -rpov). The expression "to possess ao4iqS II Tpov", namely the full measure 

of (poetic) skill, appears to be idiomatic, cf. Thgn. IEG 876 116TPOV Exwv aoý[r13 

(see also 790,1074), Pigres IEG 1.2 Movaa, ßv yap TrdarJS TFEipaT' EXELS 

oo4ir13, CEG 82.3 (450-425? ) aoýiac I Tpo[v ETTLIaTd[. LEVOS, and the epitaph of 

Hesiod ascribed to Pindar, FGE 583 µ4TPOV Exwv aoýirjS; also two of the tabulae 

Iliacae (the Capitolian one and the one of the Metropolitan Mus., N. Y.: cf. Sadurska 

1964,29 and 39) invite the reader to consider the structure of the Iliad and of other 

cyclic poems öýpa BaEis näßrls µETpov , 13 aoýias. 
Xoýirl is used of manual skill, precisely in carpentry, in Il. 15.412, the only 

example of the word in Homer. Solon is one of the first authors who testify the 

broadening of the term from practical to intellectual knowledge, both as wisdom and 

sound judgement in common life (what hoc irl means in Sol. 23.16), and as poetical- 

musical competence - the latter meaning appears to be first attested in our passage 

and in Hom. Hynin Herni. 483 TEXV1J Kai aoýLTl 8E5a1lp voc and 511 ETEpr13 

GO4irjc EKµdß6aTo TEXVgV (both concerned with the musician's art): cf. Maehler 

1963,66f. and Gladigow 1965,18-20 (Hes. fr. 306 called Linus the citharist, son of 

the Muse Urania, TravToirls aoýirls 8E6ar1K6Ta, but we do not know in what context 
his knowledge was praised, and Linus was not only a musician, but also the teacher- 

tutor of Heracles). Later archaic instances of aoýirl=poetic competence are Thgn. IEG 

770,995 and Pind. 01.1.116,9.38, Pyth. 1.12,4.248,6.49, Nein. 7.23, Isthnt. 

7.18; see also Ibyc. PMG 282(a)23 MoIaaL uEßo4[Lß[I]EVaL, Bacchyl. 10.39 ij yap 

6[0]ý63 f XapLmw TLýI. aV X¬XoyXWS EXTTI6L xpUaEal TEOGAEv and Pa. fr. 5.1 

ETEpos Eý ETEpOU 6o46s (about how poets learn from the previous ons: cf. Maehler 

ad Bacchyl. locc. citt; for a review of the fifth cent. instances, cf. Snell 1924,8-12). 

53. µ. dvTLV EO11KEV... 'ATrdXXwv: Hom. Od. 15.252-3 ... µ. dvTLV 'ATr6XXwv 
OTTKE, Callim. Lav. Pall. 121 ILdVTLV EITEL ellß(IJ VLV dOL&[LoV Eaao[LEVOLTLV. 

ävaý EKdcpyos 'ATrdXXwv: The formula occurs three times in Homer (Il. 
15.253,21.461, Od. 8.323) always as a nominative, and six times in the Hymns; cf. 
besides Hes. fr. 235.1 ävaý 

... 'ATr6XXwv, Tyrt. 14.1 dvaý EKaEpyos 'ArröXXwv. 
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The Homeric formula containing this distinctive epithet of the god is always found at 

the end of the line, and has been considered the prototype of ävaý Diös uiös 

'ATr6XXwv (Hom. Od. 8.334). 'Working (or prohibiting) from afar' 

(EKäs+EpydCo[IaL or Eipyw) is how the epithet was understood by epic poets (see 

also the cognate epithets of the god EKaTrl(3OXos, EKrlßöAos 'striking from afar', and 

the inscriptional evidence quoted by Frisk, Gr. etyin. IWört. s. v. EKrlßöXos). I would 

not rule out that the ability of the god to 'operate from afar' is opposed to the limits of 

his human representative, the seer, who knows but cannot prohibit the KaK6V T77A69Ev 
Epxö iEvov. For the formula in connection with the gift of the prophetic skill, Stesich. 

PMGF 222(b) 209 µavToßüvas 8E TEäs, dvaý, EKdEpyos 'Arr6XXwv. 

54. EyVW 8' aV5pi KaKÖV ... 
EPXOREVOV: Hom. Od. 20.367-8 VOEW KaKÖV 

üµ. µLV EpXö LEVOV, Hom. Hynua Dent. 256-7 ... 
äýpd6µovEs OiT' äyaOoio aißav 

ETrEPXOIIEVOU TfpO'yvW[LEvaL OÜTE KaKOIO. 

55. ýuvoµapT1jau aL: new, but the simple form of the verb is used in the meaning 
'to accompany' by Hom. Il. 24.438 and Od. 13.87. The relative is commonly 
interpreted as referring to 11dvTL3, two lines above, (e. g. Adrados, Defradas, West: if 

the seer is favoured by the gods he sees disaster coming from afar). The verb certainly 
has most often a positive meaning, and the preposition may seem to hint at a positive 

meaning as well, but I am tempted to connect the relative clause to KaKÖV of the 

previous line: besides, if the unavoidable KaK6v is the one that comes 'with the 

assistance of the gods', then also Tr1X60Ev would profit in significance, because this 

adverb would be hinting at its being originated outside the human world. After all, 
Solon has already mentioned Apollo, the specific protector god who endowes the seer 

with his powers: why to repeat the idea that the assistance of the gods generically is 

necessary for the seer, in order to foresee the disaster? I think, instead, that Solon 

stresses that the KaK6v which the seer acknowledges but cannot prevent is the one sent 
by the fate (µ6p6Lµ. ov) and/or by punishing-prosecuting gods, in terms not different 

from 1.63, where good and bad things are said to be decided by the Moira, and 1.64, 

where it is stated that what the gods send cannot be avoided. 

55-6. See Hom. 11.2.831-4 VILE 8ÜW WPOTT03 HEPKWGIOU, ÖS TrEPL TrciVTu '7 SEE 

IIaVTO66Vac, oi'8E OÜS TraLÖas Ea6KE 6TELXELV ES TTÖXEIIOV ýOLGT Vopo' Td) 8E OL 

of TL TrELOEQATjV' Ki pES 'yap a'y0V [iEXaVOS eaVdTOLO, and 2.858-61 
... 

"Evvo[ o 

OiWVLQTýS' cLXX' OÜK OiuwOLaLV EPPÜQaTO Kf pa IIEXaLVaV, dXX' E6d1n1, where 

püoµal has the uncommon meaning 'keep off, ward off (also found in Il. 5.538, Od. 
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23.244,24.524, Pind. Isth. 8.53). See later Ap. Rhod. 4.1503f. (Mopsos) d8EUKEa 

8' oii ýüyEV aiaav µavTOßüvals" ov yäp TLS dTrOTpOTrirl OavdTOLO. Prophesying 

from bird-flight (oiwv63) or from the behaviour of the victims in the iEpä 'sacrifices' 

were two of the most common forms of divination. 

The whole concept expressed by Solon is found again e. g. in Pind. Pyth. 12.30 

TO SE 
.i p6Lil. OV OÜ 1TapcUKT6v, fr. 6.92ff. VE4E66L 8' EV XpUaEOLc 'OXi j . 1TOLO 

Ka. Kopu(a[LcL]V i(cwv µöpßL[L' dVa[X]ÜEV ZEb3 0 OE(ilV 6KOTT63 OÜ TOX[iq, and fr. 
232 TO TTETrpcgtEvOV OÜ TTUp, OÜ ßL6dpEOV GXTj6EL TELXOc, Bacchyl. 24.7-10 oÜ 

yap TLS dvOpCincp, TÖV üV EÜOÜ]SLKOL Mdipal ... 
caTlýwaLV ýLS, KTX., Aesch. 

Sept. 281 oü yäp TL µäXXOV µiß ýüy1] TO µöpalµov, TrGF 362.3-4 OÜTE 
... 

ýEÜyEL TL VdXXov TÖV TTETrpwµ. EVOV j16pov, Eur. Heracl. 615 µöpoi 1a 8' OÜTL 

ýUyELV OE[ILs, OÜ 604La TLS thrt6ETaL. 

57-8. Cf. Hom. II. 16.28 TOÜS 11V T' L1]TpOL TrOXV4dpµaKOL d1LýLTTEVOVTaL. 

I7alrjwv appears in the Iliad as the physician of the gods, at 5.401=5.900 T4 8' Erri 

Ilalrjwv 68vvrj4aTa 4dpµaKa Trdaawv; and is the one öS änävTWV ýdpµaKa oISEv, 

according to Hes. fr. 307.2. In Od. 4.231-2 every Egyptian is said to be irlTpös 
... 

ETTLaTd[LEVOS TTEpI. TT(iVTWV civOpcLTrwv- 1j yap HaiijovÖs Etat 'yEVEOX11S" 

The participal cluster may be taken as an apposition to äXXoL, but in the context of 
Solon's elegy it is better understood as an anticipated apposition to the specific ir1Tpoi 

who are good at their profession since they continue their patron's craftsmanship, as 

well as the artisan, the poet and the seer mentioned above, were the good artisan, poet 

and seer who respectively had learnt their craft from Athena and Hephaestus, the 
Muses and Apollo - not 'others, who practice Paieon's work, are physicians', but 

'others are physicians who practice Paieon's work'. As in the case of the seer, also in 

the case of the physician, to point out the professional worth of the unsuccessful 

professionals would put more emphasis on the irresistible strength of fate. 

58.171TP0L: Other lists of professions that mention the physician, besides Hom. Od. 
17.384f. (quoted ad 43-62) are in a fragment of Emp. VS 31B 146 and in Aesch. PV 

478-99. 

Kai TOLS ol)6EV E1TEUTL TEXOS: 'even though/and also they achieve 

nothing'. Cf. Ho»n. Hyinn Deni. 150 oiULV ETTEGTL 
... KPdTOS; also Hom. Od. 

17.496 Et yäp En' dpf ßLV TEXOS 1 LETEpTIc1 'YE VOLTO, Thgn. IEG 164 TEXO 8' 

Ep'yIA. a6LV OÜ)( E1TETal, 640 ßouXatS 6' OÜK ETTEyEVTO TEXOS, 660 OEOL 
... OLaLV 

ETTE6TL TEXOS. 
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The physicians have no power or efficacy on the outcome, because they are 

subject to favourable as well as unfavourable surprises. I disagree not only with 
Lattimore 1947,168, but also with Cordes 1994,22 that Solon's text necessarily 
implies that the TEXOS which the physicians cannot control lies in the hands of Zeus. 

The idea that gods' help is vital in every human profession becomes a common theme 

of the Greek popular morality (cf. its survival till the Roman period in Arr. Cyn. 35 

oü6EV äv¬u OE6v yLyvöµEVOV dvOpc)rrois ES äya06v (1hroTEXEVTt). However in 

Solon's text, the T6XOS with which Zeus is concerned (1.17) appears to be the 
fortunes of the wicked men (11.27-8), namely he is concerned with the general control 

of righteous and unrighteous deeds, as his TiaLS for wrongdoing appears in the long 

run (1.28). But this is certainly not the case for the physician who confronts an 

unexpected aggravation of disease (11.59-60) or an unexpected recovery (11.61-2): see 

below. 

60. ijrrLa 4 dpµaKa 6oýS: an adaptation to the pentameter of the Iliad-formula for 

the second hemistich (rrna) ýdpµaKa Trd66wv/ (or 'rräa6ELv/): 11.515 and 830, 

(-5.401 and 900); cf. also f uta ýdpµaKa Eiachs/TrdaaE Il. 4.218. 

61. voüaoicn ... äpyaXEaLc: as above, 1.37. 

KUKCJ!. LEVOV: Cp. Archil. IEG I28.1 Out 
, 

06[L' dk lXävotrn K1j6EaLV 

KUKCJ4l£VE (of soul disquietness). 

62. diid i¬vos XEipoiv aiia T(Oriv' üyLý: For äiTTeaOaL+plural dat. Of XEip 

cf. Hom. H. 10.454-5,20.468; for the structure of the line, cp. Hom. H. 11.392 

dKrjpLov ai. a -rierlai. 
The phrase &TrrEGOaL XELpoiv is neither referring to a cure by hypnosis, magnetic 

treatment by rubbing and laying on of hands, namely the physician's touch with 

mesmeric effects, connected with Egyptian or Eastern influences in medicine (as was 

mantained by Headlam-Knox on Herodas 4.18), nor to the divine-magical curation by 

the hands which the medical god Asklepios/Paian would have passed to his pupils (as 

mantained by Weinreich 1909,35), nor to the magical practices often found in 

antiquity (cures through incantation or invocations of the daimons out of the body of 
the ill person). As was already correctly remarked by Cordes 1994,22, magical 

practices were expensive, and needed a lot of apparatus, and therefore they do not fit 

Solon's description of a swift cure. I would add that the Greek texts attribute only to 
'AaKXr)rnös or to TlaLrjwv the magical effect of the touch and never to a human 

representative of the god's art (despite Weinreich, quoted above). Since Solon appears 
to be only concerned with the human aspects and limits in the professions, even from a 
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methodological point of view it appears to be improbable that Solon refers to the 

magical touch of the physician which sometimes fails to cure. In my opinion, Solon is 

speaking of the healing touch of the physician which later becomes idiomatic in the 

phrase Traicwvia XEip (Aesch. Supp. 1066, Soph. Phil. 1345-6, Ar. Ach. 1223, 

Magn. med. Anth. Plan. 16.270.4, adesp. Anth. Pal. 14.55.5) and is often ridiculed in 

the epigrams, e. g. Lucill. Anth. Pal. 11.113, and id. 114.5. Pindar, Nem. 3.53-5, 

Pyth. 4.270-2 and Pyth. 3.47-53 clarify that this touch would be no more than the 

µaaaKä "gentle" touch of the physician in applying the medecines which will favour 

the patient's recovery, a method taught by Cheiron to Asklepios (cf. already Instone 

1996,164). 

The mention of the adverb a14sa in Solon's lines is not a hint to magic either. 
Hippocrates often uses a formula `doing these things (the sick) was suddenly cured' 
(Int., chs 20,21,23,33,35,37,42,54; the verb is always accompanied by the same 
kind of adverbs (T(iXLGTa, Ev Td ¬L, dOüs) which give emphasis to the swiftness of 

cure. Solon is anticipating these formulas - or possibly resuming old primitive 
formulas, confirmed by Egyptian and assyro-babylonian medical texts, which 
Hippocrates would have resumed (Di Benedetto 1986,151f. ). 

63-4. In Homer, Moira normally operates in the singular as a goddess of fate, death 

and evil (interchangeable with the singular Aißa), and the personified plural is found 

only once in Homer, Il. 24.49. Hesiod officially incorporates the Moirai in his system 

as daughters of Zeus and Themis and gives them their names. However, archaic poets 

waver between plural and singular, sometimes even within one poem (Callin. fr. 1.9 

and 15). 

Solon's starting points for this distich are the ideas expressed by Hes. Theog. 

904-6 Moipas 0', 71S TrXELaT11V TLIIT V 1T6pE I111TLETa ZEÜS, 
... Gll TE 6L80ÜoL 

0v11TO1,3 dVOpc5Trol6LV EXELV äya0öv TE KaKÖV TE, or in the Homeric passages II. 

24.527f. (where Zeus apportions to man his lot from the two nLOoL, one containing 

KCMd, the other Ed) and Od. 4.236f. (dTäp OE63 6XXOTE äXXuO ZEb3 dya06v TE 

KaKÖV TE 6t5o1). However, Solon does not explicitly involve Zeus, and deliberately 

chooses the almost abstract concepts of Mdipa (1.63) and the almost impersonal plural 
BEÖL (1.64) - cp. EK BE(JV µoipa -rrayKpaTýs ... KaTEVEU6E in the third dith. of 

Bacchylides (17.24: EK OEwv is better connected with the verb, cf. Maehler ad loc. ) - 
to introduce the profane idea of risk entailed in human action, which is going to be 

mentioned in the following line. 

The view maintained here by Solon regarding the profession of the physician is 

not very different from the one which we see refuted in the Hippocratic treatise de Arte 
(ch. 4-6 with the conclusion at the beginning of ch. 7): without completely denying the 
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interferences of T1Xrl, the writer is dealing with the criteria which prove that there is 

such a thing as an art of medicine which is seen as the knowledge of the causes of the 

sicknesses, ch. 5.16, ch. 6.15. Solon does not simply set the stage for the poetic and 

sophistic discussions of the effectiveness of the TEXvai. and the power of the TI XT1, as 
Cordes 1994,22 asserts, but, actually, Solon is the first to speak in an archaic context 

about the dichotomy between medical profession/effectiveness of Moipa=TiXrl, 

which was going to become a most debated question of the Athenian culture of the 
fifth century (some poetic parallels: Eur. Alc. 785-6, IT 89, Agatho, TrGF 39F6, and 
39F8). 

KaKÖV .... i 8E Kai EcrRov: besides Hom. Il. 24.528, cf. Od. 4.236 quoted 

above and 15.488-9 aoi µhV Trapä Kai KaK( EßOaöv EOT1KEV ZEÜs. In Hes. Theog. 

[218-9] and 906 quoted above KXw9c6, AdXEGLS, "ATpoTros give to men EXELV 

dya06V TE KaKÖV TE, in Op. 669 Zeus and Poseidon have the TEXOS 6R( c äyaGc. 6v 

TE KGK(; ýV TE, in 179 µEµE(ýETa1 EaOMM KaKOTOLv by the gods to the men. Cf. later, 

at least, Stesich. SLG S 150.4 (PMGF p. 182) µEµuy[1]EVa 6' EoOX& KaK[oiaw (in 

Lobel's reconstruction) and Cleanth. CA 1.20 ELs Ev rrdVTa auv1 pµoKas (scil. 

Zeus) EFOX& KaKOißLV. 

64. H pa 8' ä4wK`ra BEwv yLyVETaL d avdTWV: Hom. Il. 3.65 oü TOL 
ärr6 Xr1T' EG TI OEwv 

... 
N pa, Thgn. IEG 446 Kp' dOavdTwv, 1033 OEC; ýv ... 

Eiµapµtha 86pa 
... Ok äv 

... 
OVTJT6S 

... upoc cÜyoL, Rhian. CA 1.2 4 poµEV ... 
OEwv ETEpöpporra 8wpa. On the human necessity to suffer the divine & pa, cf. also 
Od. 18.142 and Hom. Hymn Dem. 147-8-216-7, Soph. TrGF 964 OEOV TO 6wpov 

TOUTO' Xpl'i 8' 89' ÜV OEOL 6L86 GL, 4EÜ'YELV [IT16EV, (. i) TEKVOV, TOTE (see also 
TrGF 585). 

ähuKTOS: new. In the epithet ä4wKTa recurs Solon's idea that Moipa=Fate is 

always threatening with a sanction, a theme repeated also in TrdVTwS, 11.8,28,3 1. 

Cp. Simon. PMG 520.4 ä4UKT03 
... 

OdvaTOS, and adesp. PMG 1018a (probably 

coming from Eur. Peleus), KXUTE, Moipal, A L63 äi TE Trapä. Opövov dYXOTdTU) 

OEwv E(öµEVaL 1TEpL('6L' ÜcUKTd TE fl 6Ea TravTOBalTäv (3ouXäv d8a Lc WTLVaLcLV 
i40lIVETE KEpKiaLV. For the unavoidability of Moira's actions, cp. also Phanocl. CA 

2 äXXä TO MoLpdwv Vf 11' 6XXUTOV, OÜ8E T4) E6TLV EKýU'YEELV, 6lT660L 'Yf V 
EuuLvEp 6ö tEOa (according to the ancient testimony concerning human death). 

For yiyvoµai, 'turn out to be', cf. Hom. Orl. 2.319-20, Oct. 9.34-5, Hes. Op. 
279-80, Aesch. Supp. 476, Thuc. 7.8.2, Pl. Ion 535a, Grg. 526a, Phdr. 249e etc. 
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65-70. A version of these lines occurs in Thgn. IEG 585-90 (also quoted by 

Stobaeus in the chapter TrEpL TCOV Trap' Ea-rri8a: 4.47.16), with variants whose 

relevance indicates that the passage underwent an autonomous symposiastic 

reworking. The lines of the Theognidean corpus were the work of a minor moralist 

poet who µETarroLEI Solon's text in order to express the idea of the dangers of an 

imprudent ambition and to cancel Solon's pessimism with a more conventionally pious 

faith in the benefits from virtue and skill (the most relevant variations in meaning are: 1. 

587 EÜSOKL[LEIV TTELp(1[LEV0s instead Of EÜ Ep6ELV TfELpo iEVOS, and 1.589 Tw sE 

KaKCUS Ep6oVTL instead Of TW SE KaX(IS TTOLEÜVTL): as is well shown by Ferrari 1989, 

25-7, the changes made by 'Theognis' to serve this moralistic purpose ruin the chiastic 

symmetry of Solon's text in lines 67-70, with the beginning verse 65 having no longer 

any significance at all now that there lies no danger for the well-doer, and make the 

word d poaüvgs; look incongruous, since it does not apply any more to the one who 

acts well. 

65. näcL ... K(v6uvoS E'rr' Epy. taaLV: see Thgn. IEG 401-2 µrl6EV äyav 

a r¬i 6¬tv" Kalpös 8' ETrL Träßly äpLcTos Epyl1aaly d0pwTrcov, and 449 for the 

phrase TrdOLV ETr' Epyµaa1v; Thgn. IEG 637f. EArris Kai Kiv8uvoS Ev dvOpairrolßiv 

6[16LO " oiTOL yäp XaXET o'L 6aiµovEs dII öTEpoL for the thought. The latter 

passage appears to synthesise two thoughts which are articulated in two subsequent 

sections of Solon's poems, namely the hope as a stimulus of human actions > 

hereafter the list of the professions) > the danger entailed in every action. Also 

Bacchylides concludes the list of professions in 10.38-45, which appears to have been 

modelled on Solon (see Maehler 1997,189), with the statement (11.45f. ) T6 1i XXov 

8' L1KPLTOUS TLKTEL TEXEUTdS, TTa TÜ)(a ßpl. 6EL. 

The word K1v6uvoS, attested here for the first time (Mette 1952,409), brings 

forward another idea that adds to the unavoidability of Moipa. The element of risk, 
danger, provided by the unexpected and the unforeseen which every human action 

entails, is somehow the same concept as Moipa=Tüxrl (cf. above ad 1.63), but 

considered from the human point of view, and not as a divine entity - note how the 

parallelism of the Moipa distich and of the Kiv8uvos distich is outlined by the same 
introductory TOL, which has to be interpreted as the TOL emphasising a proverbial or 

gnomic sentence (cf. Denniston, Greek Part. 542f. ). 

Moipa=TvXil is the reason why sometimes things turn out good, sometimes bad, 

not in proportion to our merit or right. In this way, for the first time, the physician is 

understood as a model for the whole human situation (so Cordes 1994,23 

paraphrasing Wilamowitz 1913,266) - but a model that is hardly connected with the 

right and wrongful actions supervised by the justice of Zeus. 
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65-6. oü8E TLS ot8EV ... Xp4µaTO9 dpXoµEvov: Parallels for the thought: 

Thgn. IEG 135-8 o'6 TLS dVOp6TrWV Epyd(ETaL 4V ýpEeLV EL6d)S ES TEXOS ELT' 

dyaOöv yLVETaI ELTE KaK6v. TrOXXdKL yap 60KEWV 8ý6ELV KaK6v Ea8ÄÖV EOI1KEV, 

Kal. TE 60K6 V Oi aELV EQOMV EOTtKE KaKÖV, 141-2 6VOpwlroL 8E µä-raLa 

VO[LLCOi ¬V, Ei66TES OÜSEV" OE01. SE KaTC Q4ETEpOV lTdVTa TEX0ÜOL v6ov, 159-60 

016E yap OÜFELS ävOpairrwv OTL VÜý XrlµEprl dVBpi TEXEL, 1075-6 Trp1 yµaTOs 
&rp1 KTOU XaXETr(LTaT6v E6TL TEXEUTTqV yVCJVaL, Semon. IEG 1.4-5 (6V9pW rroL) 
OÜFEV Et66TE3 O'KWS EKa6TOV EKTEXEUT1 CFEL OEÖS, Simon. PMG 521 ävOpwiroS 
E(i)V [ii 1TOTE ýd J1: l 6 TL YLVETaL ai pLOV, ... LilKEla yap DÜSE TaV1iUTEpl yoU 

µuiaS of Tws CL µETd6Ta6Lc, Pind. OI. 7.24-6 d1i '6' dvOpc6rruw ýpaoIv 
CdIl1TXaKIaL dvapIO ujTOL KpEµavTaL" TOUTO 6' dµdXavov EÜpELV, ÖTL vüv EV KCl 

TEXEUT9 ýEpTGTOV dv6pi TUXELV, 0!. 12.7-9 cv i[LpOXOV 6'OU Tru TLS E1TIXOOVLWl/ 

TTL6T6V dIIc 1 Trpä IOS EaaOJ. vas EÜpEV OE6OEV, T6i1) bE IIEXX6VTWV 

TET64XwvTal ýpa6ai. The lack of certainty in human life and the instability of it will 
become a cliche in tragedy: cf. e. g. Soph. Track 1270 Tä 1iV OüV µEXXOVT' OÜ8ELS 
Eýopä, TrGF 590 OVYJTýV SE cÜGLV Xprl OVr1Tä 4pOVELV, TODTO KaTEL66Tas th 

06K EGTLV 1 Xhv AL63 OMEILS TWV [IEXX6VTWV Ta[t[cLS O TL XpT TETEX JOal, Eur. 

TGF 391 O)K EcTLV OÜ6EV XwpLS dvOp6TroL3 BEwv" 6Trou6dCoµ. Ev 8E Tr6XX' iTr' 
EXTTL6WV, [idT1iV TTÖvous EXOVTES, oÜ6EV EISÖTES aa(VS (besides Soph. Aj. 1418- 

20, Eur. TGF 262, TGF 301, TGF 304); see also adesp. Anth. Pal. 11.56.1-2 Ti yap 
aÜpiOV, f TL T6 ýi XXoV, OMELS yLVOKYKEL. 

66. Tri R4XXEL aXY CFELv: rl is the reading of cod. S and Stob. 3.9.23 (TrEpi 

BLKaLOaüvrls). Tlü is that of Thgn. cod. A, 'rroi of Thgn. codd. OXI and of Stob. 

4.47.16 cit. Homer and Hesiod do not have the Attic Troff (cf. Apollon. Soph. 131.8) 

and use rl only with relative value (coordinated to Trl), or demonstrative (=r>1 iý), while 

they write Trfi or örrrrrl to denote movement in a certain direction; cf. also Hdt. 1.32.9 

6KOITEELV 6E Xp ] TTaVTOS xpýµaTOS ThV TEXEUTTIV Ký dTrOj1 cJETaL. Thus most 

probably the best reading is -ff rj, later replaced in the tradition by iroi and ij. 

Solon's periphrasis with µhXXELV replaces, as well as Hesiod's (fr. 204.113) the 

traditional, Homeric Tä E666µEVa, and expresses a dynamic idea of time. The use of 

the periphrasis will be furthered in the fifth century: cf. Basset 1979,129. The verb 

ExELV in Homer can mean to hold a ship or a chariot in a certain direction, Od. 11.70; 

for the intransitive use, cf. e. g. Il. 16.378 of Patroclus driving his chariot, and of 

ships coming ashore, and Ar. Ran. 188 TrdL O> 1 GELV 80KEL3;. 
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67-70. Also in 1.32 the polar expression KaKÖS and dyaOöc synthesises all human 

beings in opposition to divine forces - here more certainly than there skill (Ei) or 
incompetence (KaKwc Ep8ELv) are relevant, in a technical sense. 

In these lines Solon prospects the negative version of the optimistic perspective to 

be found for instance in Soph TrGF 831 Epyov 8E TravT63 ijv TLS 6PXI1TaL KaX( , 
KaL TCS TEXEUT&3 ELKÖS Ea0' oiTWS EXELv, and seems at variance with Solon's 

faith in divine justice - so at variance, that Del Grande 1956,75f., even dared to 

believe that these lines were the phrase by an objector whom Solon answered in the 

last lines of the poem. A 'dramatic' intervention of a deuteragonist is hardly imaginable 

in this poem of Solon, but for the change in perspective by Solon several plausible 

explanations have been provided (see Introd. and ad 69-70). 

For the thought that the gods (or Tyche) can always reverse human fortunes, cf. 
Hes. Op. 5-7, and see e. g. Archil. IEG 130, Eur. Or. 340-7, TGF 100, TGF 554, 

TGF 684, Lyr. adesp. CA 34.4-7. That the treatment of men's fortunes is random, 
irrational, and sometimes unfair to what human action would deserve, cf. e. g. Thgn. 

IEG 660-6 OEOL ydp TOL VEl1EGW6', OLO`LV E1TEQTL TEXOc. ... TTEVLxpÖS dvhp ... 
ETfXO6T1I JE, ... KaL TLIIfc KaL KaK63 WV EXaxEV, Eur. Hec. 956-60 OÜK EJTLV 

o i6Ev TTLcT6v, ... OÜT' aÜ KaXc c TTpdaaovTa j1.1ý Trpdi ELV KaK6 c. ý6p0UcL S' ai T 

OEOL 7TdXLV TE Kal TTpÖQW Tapayl. LÖV EVTLOEVTES, (A)S ciyVWßla 6E1WIIEV aÜTOÜS, 

Eur. Hel. 711-5, TGF 901 TrOXXdKL t. LOL TTpaTTLSWV 6Lf XOE 4pOVT[S;, EI. TE T 1Xa <TLS> 

EILTE 6aIpiWV T& ßpÖTELa KpaLVEL, irapd T' EXTri&L KaL TTap6 &KaV TOÜS t1 v dir' 

OtKWV 6' EVaTrLTTTOVTaS dTdp OEOÜ, TOÜS 6' EÜTVXOÜVTac äyEL, adesp. TrGF 

323b=*717.2-3 l dvTa 
... Tä TOD 1310v ... 8Lä TlXrly 8E yivETaL, Agatho, TrGF 

39F9 TdX' 6V TLS ELKOS aÜT6 TOUT' ELVaL ÄEyOL, ßpOTOLQL iroXX& TUYXdVELV 0ÜK 

ELKÖTa. Cf. also the general comment of Men. fr. 417 K. -Th.: Trai aaaOE voüv 
EXOVTES' OÜ6EV yap T X40V ävOpwrnvoc VOÜS E6TLV, dxx' O TfiS T6)(113 - ELT' 

EGTL TOÜTO TTVEÜlla OELOV, ELTE VOUS - TOUT' EGTL TO KUf EpVCJV <duaVTa> KaL 

aTpE4OV KaL O COV, rl Trp6VOLa 8' i Wq`rý Ka7TV63 KaL ýXijVacoc. TTELße1]TE, KOÜ 

[L41u EaOE 11E' irdPO' Öaa VOOÜIIEV 7 ÄEyO[LEV i TrpdTT%LEV, TÜXTI '6TLV, 1[163 

6' E64tEV ETTLyEypa[l[t. VOL. 

68. Es µEydXi v äTnv ETTEQEV: Horn. R. 19.270 1EydXas äTas, Thgn. IEG 

1082b 1ToXX v ELS KaKÖTTITa TTEßEIV. On Solon's use of äTrl, cf. above ad 1.13. 

69-70. Solon says that things sometimes turn out not in proportion to one's 
merit/right, and therefore one can succeed even though going about it the wrong way 
and vice versa (11.67-8); cp. the example of the physician. Therefore, in my opinion, 
dhpoßüvrl has to be understood as the opposite of aoýirl (and not of cm xpo(jvrl) 
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and to be translated as 'ignorance', and would parallel EU EpSEiv TTE. pCI EVOS and oü 

irpovorjaas in connection above all to the presence or absence of practical skill in the 

planning of one's actions; contra Fill 1972,163-5, who sees in the 6LTrXaa(u S 

a1TEÜ8OuaL of 1.73 a hint at the unrighteous wealth followed by hybris of 11.9-15, 

and therefore states the ethical implication of Eü and Kcw( - but the difference 

between the emphasis on divine justice of the first part of fr. 1 against the focus on the 

human perspective in the second part appears to me to be one of the best results of the 

modern analyses of the structure of the elegy. 
The singular OEÖs found here is equivalent with the plural OEwv dOavdTWV used in 

1.64, and the two words hint at an impersonal Fate no less than Moipa. See Francois 

1957,59-62,86, and Buchner 1959,165. 

70. aUVTVX(T1V dyaorjv, EKXuQLV dýpoßüv713: UUVTUxi71 is not found in 

Homer. For EKXuotV ähpoaüvrlc, cf., in the same hemistich of the pentameter, Thgn. 

IEG 556-1178b TTpö TE OEwv aiTEiv EKXUOLV dOavdTmv. The term dýpoßüvrl was 

already in Il. 7.110 (in plural Od. 16.278,24.457). For other instances of the same 

connection of XiELV with dýpoaüvrl, see Pl. Resp. 515c5 XüGLV TE Kai La6LV Twv 

TE 6EaFu v Ka . Tý3 äýpoa6vfl3 and [Plut. ] Cons. ad Apoll. 108C E »S dv o OE63 

aOTÖS diroX kTl h [L&3. Kai. OV'Tw 1thv KaOapoL Cl17aXXaTT6[1EVOL Ti S TOD 6(. [LaTOS 

dcpocn'vi c. 
The closest parallel to Solon's line is Ar. Av. 544-5 ßv 6E µoL KaT& 8aiµova 

Kai <TLVa> GuVTUXiaV dya8i vr KELS E ioi. awT1 p, which may help to understand the 

syntactical connection of the two accusatives. In the common intepretation uvvTUX(T1v 
dyaOrjv is the object, and EKXUOLV d#oa vrls the apposition, but the Aristophanic 

passage shows the idiomatic character of auvTUxirly dyaOrjv, and such an idiomatic 

and general use is what we would expect much more in an apposition (an anticipated 

apposition of a kind of which there other instances in Solon, cf. fr. 2.2), because the 

apposition intends to explain, while the explanandcan is more specific and restricted in 

meaning. The dhpow5vq would therefore cause the failure (see Hes. Op. 89 O'TE 8iß 

KaKÖV ELY, ' EvÖr aEV, and 218 ira9cwv SE TE VTl1TLos Eyvw, after Hom. R. 17.32 

PEXOV bE TE V7jiTLO3 Eyvw), but the OE63 would sometimes provide the dýpcov with 

the liberation from the ähpo6üvfl, leading him therefore unexpectedly to success: cf. 
Römish 1933,21-2 (and Buchner 1959,167, Maddalena 1943,9-10 for an 

unsuccessful attempt at refuting the interpretation by Römisch). 

71-6. Thgn. IEG 227-32 has a version of these lines, with variants. 
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Scholars usually interpreted these lines above all as a return to the thoughts on 

wealth of the first part. Certainly the TrXO6TOU which is programmatically at the start of 

1.71 hints at the -rrXoÜTOS which is in the same position in 1.9, and the final lines 

resume the criticism of the pursuit for unrighteous wealth of 11.9-25, together with the 

idea of divine justice and of äT1l. But the final lines also develop from another 

perspective the outline of the human 6TTEÜ8ELV presented in 11.43ff. The logic 

underlying the transition between the ways of 6TrEÜ8ELV and the TrXoüTOS may be 

explained through the Theognidean principle of µr1SEV 6yav aTrEVBELv, on which, cf. 

above all, 11.401-4 µr18Ev äyav (MEl5ELV" Kalpös 8' E1rl Träßly äpLcTOs 

Epyµaaiv dtV0P nrwv. U 0XXdKL 8' ELS dpET71V (emended in (! dTrly by Ahrens) 

UTrE68EL dvf1p KEpSOS SL(1flIEVOS, OVTLVa 8aiµcov npöcpwV ELS [LEydXrly 
äµTrXaKirly TrapdyEL (cp. Sol. 11.65-70). 

The nuances of the different approaches to the theme of the wealth in the first and 
the last part of the poem have been fully appreciated first by Nesselrath 1992. In 1.9 

Solon only wanted to distinguish between the good wealth and the wealth gained by 

men in unlawful ways; 1.71 is concerned with wealth for which oü8EV pia 

Tre aalt vov (namely, also in case that a TEpµa exists, all the same, it is not 

understandable by the man). The system presented in 11.9-32 implied that human 

actions and efforts, all of them being more or less motivated by the wish for well- 
being, can be divided into good or bad (namely the ones which are in accordance with 
the gods and those against the order established by them, which are doomed to be 

pursued by äTrl). The second part of the poem presents a new perspective which 

shows that the division of human actions and efforts between good and bad does not 

match, and that both depend on the superior power of chance; besides, äTrl is not any 

more only the punishment of the hybris in contrast with divine law, but also affects 

men who simply surpassed the invisible TEpµa in gaining the KEp5ea which had been 

provided to them by gods, and may somehow seem close to a profane principle of 

equilibrium, though it is managed by the "gods". 
In 11.9-25 the criticism of the wealth had been more specifically ethical, as it had 

opposed there good and bad means to gain it; here the criticism concerns another 
inherent danger of this pursuit, namely its boundlessness. For the idea that unbridled 

growth leads to äTrl, cf. also Sol. 8.3; it leads to great instability also according to 

Bacchyl. 15.57-60 ä 8' atöXols KE p5)Eßßl Kai d#00*üvals EýalaLOL3 OdXXoua' 

d8a i13 "Yßpls, ä rrXoüT[o]v 86vaµ1v TE 8oc6s äXX6Tplov c rraaEV, GUMS; S' Es 

ßaOüv TTE[LTTEL ý06pov, which is a relevant parallel also for the following lines of 

Solon; for Democr. VS 68B. 219 XprlµdTWV öpEýls, ijv µßj 6piCr1TaL K6pw, TrEVirls 
E6XdTTI3 TTOXXÖV XaXETrwTEpW I. LE(OVES yäp ÖpEýELS µE(ovas EV8ELaS 
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TroLEÜcLv. Cf. also, more generally, Men. fr. 786 K. -Th. dpXt µEyi6Trl T(c v Ev 

äv9pc6rroLs KaK(V TäyaBd, Tä X(av äyaOd. 

71. TrXO6TOV 8' ov8EV TEpµa TrE4aßµEvov: As the participle both of ýaivw 

and of 4 wI, TrEgao vos had two different meanings, 'evident' and 'shown forth' 

by words (see Suda -rr 1416 A. and Hsch. 'rr 2099 S. ). In Hom. ruEýaaµEVOS of R. 

14.127 was attributive of µOOos, and therefore may have the second meaning (cf. 

Horn. Od. 8.499 (aivE 8' dOL8r V). Solon's Tr¬ aßµtVos means 'evident', after Il. 

2.122 TEXOS 8' oÜ Tr6 TL 7TEýaVTaL, as in Soph. OC 1122, and, possibly, in one of 
Solon's laws: Lysias, in Theonin. (10.16), making reference to the "ancient laws of 
Solon", namely the axones or the Athenian law code of 403 B. C. which were still rich 

in archaisms (cf. Hillgruber 1988,65), quotes the law whose beginning was 'ößal 6E 

TTEýa6[1EVWS; TFWXOUVTal', and glosses T6 [t6v TfEýa6[. lEVW3 EUTL ýavepcIS (19; Cf. 

also Harp. a 198 K. diroTrE4aai vov' d. VTI TOD dTTO6E6EL'yt. LEVOV Kai. 

TTEýaVEPWýLEVOV). 

TEpµa='end' had already been used metaphorically by Tyrt. 12. On the phrase, 

cf. Sol. 20 yvwµoßüvrlc 6' dýavE3 
... µETpov. 

For the thought, Thgn. IEG 596 TrXhv ITX06TOU -rraVTÖS XprjµaTÖS EGTL K6po3, 
1158 GÜTE yap äv 1rXOlTOV OUµöv ÜTTEpKOpE6aL3, Pind. Nenn. 11.47-8 KEp8EGJV 

SE Xph 4.1ETpOV OT]pEu 1EV' dTFpOa(KT W 6' Ep[ilTwv 6 TEpaI 11avlal, Bacchyl. 
1.172-4 iaov ö T' dcVEÖS LIIELpEL µ. EydXwv O TE [LEIWV TraUpOTEpWV, Ar. Plitt. 

193-97 aoO 6' E'yEVET' OÜSELS IIECFT63 d8EITdTTOTE. 
... 

fjv TdXaVTd TLS Xdf Tl ... 

TTOXb ý XOV E1TLOU4LEL XaIELV 
... 

1OÜXETaI, j ý1JYLV ELV' d1LGJTOV 6T() TÖL) ILOV, 

fr. lyr. adesp. CA 37.20 [tl Tpa TLS Cdi TrXOÜTOU, T13 CIVEÜpaTO [IETpa TTEVI. aS;, 

'Sotad'. CA 8.6-7 CAS TTEVrjs 06XEL QXELV, KdL TrXoi6LOS 1rXEov axELv, L6ov 

EXOU0IV a1T6 P at &SUxa'I TO 1EpL LV V. 

72-3. OZ yap vDv 71[tEüw 1TXEIQTOV EXOUaL 1LOv, SLTTXd(YLOV 

aTre JSouaL: For the idea, cf. Eur. Supp. 238-9 of tEv öX3LOL 
... uXELÖVwv T' 

Ep6ki' dEi, fr. lyr. adesp. CA 37.22-3 vüv yap ö XprjµaT' EXwv ETL TrXEiova 
xpT IaTa AEÄEL, TrXd(nos L)1' 8' 6 TdXas ßaaaVLCETaL (IjTTEp 6 7TEVTls. 

72. ßios=ßioTOc in the sense of 'life-means' is not Homeric, and occurs first in 
Hesiod, Theog. 605, Op. 301,307,400,476,499. Cf. Soph. Phil. 1282, Eur. Hel. 
433, Supp. 240,861. 
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73. SLrrXaULos is new, and will later be typical of prose. The less well attested 

adverbial neuter is preferable, since the replacement of the epithet by the adverb is 

easier than the opposite way round. 
For ßrrEÜ8ELV 'to strive eagerly or anxiously' denoting at the same time emulation 

and rivalry in an apparently analogous context, cf. Hes. Op. 23-4 (iii 8E TE 

'YELTOVCt 'YELTWV ELS &I EVOS CF TEÜ6OVT'' dyaOi 8' "EpLS & ßpOToIoLV, Thgn. 

IEG 402-3 1roXX6KL 8' EIS dPEThV (MEMEL ävhp KEp803 &CCr LEVOS. But both in 

Hesiod and Theognis the O1TEV8ELV to equalise other people's wealth is considered a 

positive fact; on the contrary Solon's perspective is pretty negative (other passages 

criticising the greed and those who always want more when they already have enough 

are frr. 3.7-10,5.3-4). 

73. TL's C(V KOpEQELEV CLTTaVTa$: Hom. Il. 16.747 -aoXXois äv KOpEaELEV 

dvrjp, Thgn. IEG 1158 oiTE yap dv TrXOüTOU Ouµöv UTTEpKOPEGMS, cp. Pind. 

Nem. 10.20 EaTL 6E KCIL K6po3 dVOpL6TrWV 3C(pÜ3 dvTLC(6QL, Bacchyl. 1.172-4 i6ov 
Ö T' dwVEÖS L4, LELpEL [LE'YCIXWV 8 TE 1161(AV TraupoTEpcw. 

74. KEp8Ed Toi ... 
wnaaav dOdvaTOL: Hoin. Hymn Dem. 220 dinacav 

dOävaTOL (beginning of the line); cf. Horn. Od. 18.19 öX(3ov 8E OEoi ... 
61TdCELV, 

Thgn. IEG 321 ei ... OE63 KCW äv8pi ß110v KdL rrXODTOv örräßßrl, Rhian. CA 1.9- 

10 OE63 6' Eni 6XI3ov 6ith i1 Kai rroXuKOLpavirly. The verb öiT6CELv is often told of 
divine gifts: e. g. Il. 6.156-7, Od. 8.498, Hes. Theog. 420, Hom. Hymn 24.5,30.18, 

31.17, Bacchyl. 17.130, of bad ones, Semon. IEG 7.72. 

755. (T71 
... 

dvaýaLVETaL: Cf. above 1.28 (ZrjV63 TLaLc) EýEIdvrj. Hom. Il. 

11.174-17.244 i iiv 8' a5T' dvaýaivETa1 aiTrüs 6XEOpos; cf. also Soph. OC 1222 

µoip(a) ... 
dvarrEcrlvE. 

Eý aiTwv: Hardly from the 6vrlTOi, as first maintained by Wehrli 1931,12, see 
later West 1974,181: either from the KEp8Ea (Ziegler 1922,204, Römisch 1933,25, 

cp. Sol. 8.3 TLKTEL yap K6pos i 3pLV), or from the OEoi (Hamilton 1977 the gods 

would be presented as givers of both KEp8Ea "gains" 1.73 and äTTJ, as also in Thgn. 

IEG 133f. - but in this case I would expect some kind of conjuction 'also' between 

KEp6Ea and &TrJ). Thgn. IEG 227-32, who resumes Solon's 11.71-76, cuts out any 

mention of the gods as responsible for human KEp6Ea, and lets dTrl derive from the 

XprjµaTa when they become d4poaüvrl (instead of Sol. 1.74, he has xp1 [M`rd TOL 
OvrrTOLs yivETaL dcpoai vr): cf. Hasler 1959,83). 
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76. dXXOTE c XXos EX, EL: Sol. 6.4 Xpj aTa 6' dvOpc'Trwv 6XXOTE CiXXo EXEL/, 

Thgn. IEG 232,318 6XXOTE iXXos EXEL/. Hiatus is admitted with polyptota of äXXos 

(though in most cases a particle, usually T', or a preposition has intruded in some or all 

manuscripts): see Od. 4.236-7 (analogous context: 6E6S IXXOTE 6XX ZEÜ3 dya06v 

TE KaK6V TE 6t6o1), Hoin. Hymn Henn. 558, Hes. Op. 713, Archil. IEG 13.7 

iXXOTE äXXos ExEL, specifically of the KaKd sent by gods (on the points of contacts 

with Solon, cf. Krause 1976,79): indeed, I believe that Solon, too, resumes here 

from 1.29 the idea of the unpredictability of the punishment, and I would rule out that 

he is implying that Ate does not punish the specific individuals, but one or the other 

member of the community, namely that her concern is to punish the whole polis, as 
Hasler 1959,84 maintains. See later Thgn. IEG 157,992, Phoc. 16.1, Ap. Rhod. 

1.881, Opp. H. 2.268,566,4.290. 

The object of EXEL is most probably ijv, apo koinou with ii pt and the parallel 

of fr. 6.4 is not enough to justify the syntactically hard connection of EXEL with 

KEp6Ea, proposed by Ziegler 1922,204 and accepted by Allen 1949,60, Fränkel 

1975,236 n. 41, Miller 1956,11. 

TELUO1. I. EV1JV: Ate is the executor of Zeus' vengeance, as stated in 11.14-7. For 

the "vengeance" of Dike, Sol. 3.15-6. Theognis, who differently from Solon did not 

emphasise her role in dealing with the idea of divine punishment, meaningfully 

replaced TEL6oµEVrly ("ATrly) with TELPO L POLS (6vriToIc) in 1.232 of his passage 

reproducing Solon's 11.71-6. 
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The natural position of the island of Salamis, forming a barrier towards Nisaea, the 
harbour town of Megara on the Saronic Gulf, and stretching out towards Piraeus 

would have made it necessary for either of the two nearest mainland cities, Megara and 
Athens, to want to hold it for reasons of defence. Especially after the annexation of 
Eleusis to Athens (at the end of the 8th or the beginning of the 7th century, cf. Hopper 

1961,211 n. 204), the acquisition of the island can safely be said to have become even 

more desirable for the Athenians. Important economic reasons can be added: 

possession or neutralisation of the island implied seizing or safeguarding the sea-route 
to the isthmus of Corinth (see French 1957,238-40, Waters 1960). Such 

considerations could be expected from Megara as well, given the city's colonising 

activity over a longer period in the seventh century and its powerful position in the 

north-east trading sphere as well as from Athens who had considerable naval interests 

(as shown by its struggle against Mytilene for Sigeum in the Troad: Hdt. 5.94-5, 

Diog. Laert. 1.74). 

At Cleisthenes' time Ajax from Salamis was considered to be 'ally' of the Attic 
heroes (Hdt. 5.66), and two lines were apparently added in the Homeric Catalogue of 
Ships, where the forces of the Salaminian Ajax follow the Athenians in terms that 
imply the subordination of Salamis to Athens (Il. 2.557f. ). The two lines were hardly 

original, since nowhere else in Iliad Ajax is strongly connected to Athens; therefore 

they were athetized by Aristarchus, and sometimes considered to be a 'late addition' by 

Homer (Vita Herod. Homeri 390-3, p. 210 A. ) but more often a forgery by Solon (cf. 

Dieuchidas FGrH 485F6, Plut. Sol. 10, schol. ad Il. 2.494-877,2.558, schol. Dem. 

19.251,478b Dilts; see also Strab. 9.394: by Solon or by Peisistratus) - it is 

significant that also the Megarians tried a similar interpolation in order to connect Ajax 

with troops from the Megarian towns of Tripodes and Nisea: cf. Strab. quoted. 
Closely connected with Athenian claims to Salamis was the legend of the giving of the 
island to Athens by Philaios and Eurysakes, the sons of Ajax (Plut. Sol. 10) or by one 
of them (Paus. 1.35.2), in exchange for the Athenian citizenship. According to 
Plutarch, Sol. loc. cit., Athenian accounts recorded that Solon exploited this legend 

about the sons of Ajax during a public trial between Athens and Megara on the 
historical ties with Salamis, where the judges, five Spartans, decided in favour of 
Athens (also the Delphic oracle would have been helpful, calling Salamis 'ionic'); on 
the same occasion, Plutarch says that Solon read in public the two lines of the Homeric 

catalogue about Ajax and the Athenian troops (cf. also Arist. Rh. 1375b30). The 

war for Salamis is obscure in the extreme and the evidence for it is late and meagre 
(see above all Hopper 1961,208-217, and Piccirilli 1978). An apparently long and 
difficult struggle, some phases of which certainly belong to the latter part of the 
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seventh century as it can be identified by the Megarian support of Cylon's 

unsuccessful coup d' etat in Athens (Thuc. 1.126.5) ended by the arbitration of Sparta 

in favour of Athens mentioned above. In spite of some isolated defences of Plutarch's 

chronology (Busolt, Meyer), the Spartan arbitration is most often considered to be 

more or less later than Solon's times, and dated to the 560's or early 550's (Legon 

1981,138f., Andrewes 1982,373), to 519/18 B. C. (Piccirilli 1973,52f. ), or between 

510 B. C. and 508/7 B. C. (Beloch). Daimachus (FGrH 65F7=Plut. Comp. Sol. et 
Publ. 4.1) was the only voice in antiquity to deny that Solon acted as a general in the 

war against Megara, and Solon's figure is most present in the testimonies about the 
Athenian conquest of Salamis. However, at some point Peisistratus' name, too, 

appeared in the story in a quite confusing way. Apart from the fact that Solon 

obviously took a stand on the Salamis issue as his celebrated poem guarantees, his 

share in the finial conquest of the island remains debated in Plutarch, whose narration 
is the fullest we have: in chs 8f. he presents two versions of the capture of Salamis 

(for the chronology according to Plutarch, see Manfredini-Piccirilli ad Sol. 8.4) and 
his account is also contradictory regarding the end of the war, because at the start of 
ch. 10 it is stated that the war continued (! ) till the arbitration of Sparta. 

With this obviously confused account one has to fit together Herodotus' narration 
(1.59.4) which records the capture of Nisaea by Peisistratus before his tyranny, but 

says nothing of Salamis or Solon, and Aristotle, who in Ath. Pol. 14.1 accepts 
Peisistratus' participation in the war together with Solon (also prospected by Plut. Sol. 
3-4), while he denies it in 17.2 as a chronological mistake. The story of the murderous 

cross-dressing by which the final capture of the island was accomplished appears in 

Plut. Sol. 8.4f. as a strategema engineered by both men, but is ascribed only to 
Peisistratus by Aen. Tact. 4.8-11 and Just. Epit. 2.7f. while others (Polyaenus 1.20.1- 
2 and Aelianus, VH 7.19) consider only Solon to be the responsible. 

We should not forget in the ancient biographies of literary men the efforts to tie 
literary history in with fixed points in political history and the temptation to claim, 
defying sensible chronological facts, that close events were absolutely simultaneous or 
the strong attempt to elaborate legends around them (see e. g. Podlecki 1987,9-10), 

and it is natural to suppose that probably Athens gained and lost Salamis more than 

once, and that the war urged by Solon was not the one in which Peisistratus was a 
general (see Rhodes ad Ath. Pol. 17.2) or that, after an early but insecure capture of the 
island (before Solon's archonship) Peisistratus' success improved Athens' bargaining 

position in the war (see Legon 1981,137, and Andrewes 1982,373). Solon's 

poem Salamis and the circumstances under which it was composed and cited are 
reported in a number of sources containing elements of doubtful historicity. Plutarch, 
Sol. 8f., reports in detail that Solon had to prevent a newly established law forbidding 

to propose in public to resume the war for Salamis, and so he pretended to be out of 
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his mind (EoK#aTO iiEV EKaTa6LV T(iV XoyL6[LCw), sallied out into the market place 

with a cap upon his head (Eý¬rn 871aEV ELS Ti V dyopäv 6wVW, ruLX(5LOv 
TfEpLOE[LEVOS), and got upon the herald's stone (dvapäs ETri T6V TOD KrjpuKO3 
XWWov) to perform his poem; according to Diog. Laert. 1.46, who confirms the detail of 
Solon's pretence to be mad, Solon would have gone to the market place 
EaTEýavcxYdµEvos, and would have had the poem read by a herald. An allusion to 

Solon's cap as a rrLAi&LOV occurs as early as Dem. 19.255 of K OZEL &Krly 8w6ELV ... 
KCIV TTLV8LOV XCtp(hV TTEpi T71V KEýaX7 V TrEpLV0oTiis KaL E toI. XoLBopij (where the 
"even if' proposition seems already to hint at some kind of peculiarity of the cap most 

probably as a device intended to gain impunity), and the tradition of some queer 
Solonian disguise is already in the Pseudo-Aristotelic Homeric Problems, on 11.2.183 

(Arist. fr. 143 Rose3=368 Gigon). The story of the feigned madness is also found in 

Cie. Off. 1.30.108, Philod. nies. 20.18, Polyaen. Strat. 1.20, and Just. Epit. 2.7.9. 

Different interpretations have been proposed about the context of the performance, 

and Solon's disguise. Apart from this poem by Solon, the agora is nowhere mentioned 
by ancient testimonies as a performance-place of elegiac poetry, as remarked by Bartol 

1993,54. Some scholars trust the testimonies and believe that this poem was 

exceptionally delivered in the market-place, and not, as usually, at the symposium (cf. 

West 1974,12, Henderson 1982,29, Tedeschi 1982,42-4), but the mention of the 

agora might have been a reconstruction of theirs by an inference based on the 

misunderstanding of dvT' äyopis 1.2 (cf. e. g. Lefkowitz 1981,40, and Bowie 1986, 

19-20). More recently, Bartol 1993,54f. interpreted the first distich in a metaphorical 

sense: Solon would play a herald by presenting himself as a herald, though being at 
the symposium (what is plausible; Bartol most unlikely intends the second line, too, 

from the same perspective: (! vT' äyopijs would mean "instead of the agora", or "not in 

the agora", and 1.2 "I shall speak not in the agora, so I shall use poetry", but this 
interpretation of 1.2 not only is very hard (and Solon would be presupposing a too 
implicit reference to the sympotic context, to allow such an interpretation of IVTL), but 

also belittles the meaning of the emphatic self-reference of the message as a poem 
(better understandable as functional to an opposition between poetry-prose). 

As for Solon's TrLXi&LOV, mentioned by Plutarch and Demosthenes, it was 
interpreted by Weil 1883,348 n. 13 as the traveller's hat, which would indirectly fit 

the image of the herald of the first verse - but the heralds had their own hats (see 

below). Most recently, Mastrocinque 1984, remarked that -rrLAiov was also the hat of 
the strangers or of the liberated slaves: the fact that the Athenian Solon spoke in public 

with his head covered in such a way might be attributed by the Athenians to madness, 
fitting perfectly Solon's own intentions - however this interpretation only connects 
the testimony about the hat and the testimony about the madness, but offers no clue to 
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Solon's very lines. I agree with the proposal of Freeman 1926,171 n. 2, followed 

e. g. by Flaceliere 1947,247, according to whom the TrLAi8LOV of Plutarch's story was 

the TFLXoc of the herald, but the legendary evolution misunderstood. it before 

Demosthenes' time for a ruLAi&Lov, namely a sign of weakness or inferiority which 

would have prevented the Athenians from being hard in applying the law against him. 

Indeed, this TrLAi&LOV would have been over-interpreted as the sick man's 'rrtX(8LOV of 

P1. Resp. 406d, or the rrLXi6LOV which Dicaeopolis adopts in Ar. Ach. 439, in keeping 

with his role as a foolish beggar who while starting a 'long speech' to the chorus 

wants to avoid any serious judgement or any harm - aural (the speech) 8E OdvaTov, 

fv KaKC) XEýw, ýEpEL (see 11.416f. ). In other words, through his hat Solon was 

originally enacting a herald because he wanted to appear holy and untouchable as 

heralds were (see e. g. schol. bT R. 1.334 KoLV63 SE vöµos µßj d6LKEIUOaL KrjpuKa; 

the inviolability of the heralds belonged according to Hdt. 7.136.2 to Tä nävTCWV 
ävOpw rwv vöµlµa), but his performance was later interpreted as that of a madman - 
untouchable again, because of this status (see Tedeschi 1982). 

Either with a hat or without it, certainly Solon's own text, 1.1, presented the poet 

as a Kipuý. The meaning of this auto-presentation is far from being clear. According 

to Bowie 1986,19 it would not have implied any kind of real disguise or madness, but 

would be one of the many possible ways ancient lyric poets presented their own 'I' - 
Archilochus, fr. 1 could introduce himself as a servant of the Muses, Theognis 257 as 

a mare, Solon would have presented himself as a traveller just coming from. Salamis, 

in the same way the 'I' of Theognis 783-8 presented himself as a traveller who had 

been in Sicily - after all the multiformity of the auto-presentations of the ancient lyric 

poets may be considered an early parallel of the equation between the "rhapsode"/poet 

and the "actor", which is later found in Pl. Ion 532d6-7,536a1, Resp. 373b7,395a8, 

Alcid. Soph. 14 Avezzü, and in Arist. Rh. 1403b22 and Poet. 1462a6). 

However, we have to cut some distinction between the conventions of the fictional 
'I', and to differentiate between the ones because of which the poet may 'hand over' to 

a persona loquens completely different from his own self (and so, for instance, the ' I' 

that speaks may be a mare) and the less radical fictional way with which Solon (and 

Archil. fr. 1 quoted above) express the 'I' of their own selves. Solon's (or 
Archilochus') auto-presentations do not hand over to a different self, but simply 
emphasise at different levels metaphorical or metonymic aspects of the author's real 
self. Archilochus, as a singer inspired by the Muses, over-stresses his dependence on 
the Muses and, therefore, states that he is their "servant", Solon, as a politician who is 

going to speak about Salamis, says that he brings news from Salamis. The problem is 

that the metonymy with which Solon presented his own self in order to gain a strong 
illocutionary effect of exhortation upon his audience (cf. Slings 1990,17f. ) certainly 
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implied at least one un-realistic feature, and at least in one point he tried to seem 

someone different from who he was. He wanted to look like a herald from Salamis - 
this is the minimum level of unrealistic 'staging' that 1.1 makes sure: no Athenian 

could in reality be a herald from Salamis, since Salamis was Megarian/not Athenian by 

that time. 
Apart from this 'anomalous' self-presentation, did he more explicitly feign to be 

mad - e. g. in the disguise, that the Homeric problems of Pseudo-Aristotle appear to 

imply? Nothing in the remaining eight out of the original one hundred lines (so 

Plutarch) of the poem hints at Solon's madness (though behaving like a madman kept 

being attributed to him during his lifetime, cf. fr. 14), but both Solon's pretended 

madness and his disguise - which would result in a fully pre-tragic staging (see Else 

1965,40f. ) - would have been easily understandable in archaic Greece as a 

6TpaTrjyrlµa. The gods used to appear to humans in disguise (e. g. Athena in Oct. 

1.105f. or Demeter in Hom. Hymn Dem. 119-44), and disguise was also a common 
device to operate in dangerous situations: Odysseus again was disguised as a deserter 

at Troy to gain information from the Trojans in Od. 4.244-58 (cp. the Persian Zopyrus 

of Hdt. 3.154, who feigned to be a deserter to enable Darius to conquer Babylon), or 

as a beggar on his return to Ithaca (Od. 14.192-359). Furthermore, Odysseus had 

been considered very successful in 'setting the stage' for his hortatory speeches in H. 

2.183-97: when he throws off of his cloak before speaking to the leaders and the 

troops in order to stop their flight from Troy, the thrpErrES gesture of Trly XXaivav 
äTroßaX6VTa µovoXLTwva OCLv appeared to the pseudo-Aristotelian Homeric problems 
loc. cit. as a device to 9auµdCELV 'astonish' the people (a device that already [Aristotle] 

had compared with Solon's), and the schol. ad H. 2.183b considered it a way to 

ETTLaTpEýELV TTl Trapa6ÖýG) 061a TOÜS iroUoÜS, fi LVa TaTTELVÖS ÜTf1]PETT1S 6OKi 

Eivag T(V ßacLXLK(wV 8oyµdTCwv. Furthermore, Odysseus also resorted to some kind 

of oratory strategy which more closely resembles the device ascribed to Solon by the 

testimonies: while standing to speak in the assembly, according to the description of 
Antenor (Il. 3.219-24), Odysseus d6TEI1P3 EXEGKEV, d 6pEL ýWTL EOLKü ýat s 

KE CCKOTOV TE TLV' E[i[1EVQL C(#ovC T' aiiTÜ)S but as soon as OTra TE [LEydXrly EK 

aT1 9EOS Ell] Kai E1TEa 
... OÜK QV ETTELT' 'O51)61i1 'y' Epl66ELE PPOTÖS äXXos (for 

a full analysis of the analogy between Solon's and Odysseus' deceiving strategies, cf. 
Vox 1984,17-49). Solon would have exploited the d7poa66KrlTOV-effect provoked 
by the gap between his mad look and the sharpness of his words, more or less like 

Odysseus did, according to Antenor's description of his oratory. 

As for the information presented by the testimonies (by Diogenes Laertius, 
Plutarch, Justinus, Polyaenus, Aelius Aristides; implicitly by Demosthenes), that 
Solon feigned madness in order to avoid the punishment of the law which forbade any 
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kind of discussion about Salamis, it is certainly open to doubt. For instance, Raaflaub 

1996,1037 says that the idea of a law prohibiting discussions on a delicate political 

question was familiar in the late fifth and in the fourth centuries (cf. e. g. Thuc. 2.24.1, 

7.15.1), but seems to be rather improbable in the first decades of the sixth; if so, the 

whole anecdote would have developed to explain the puzzling imagery of the first 

couplet and an original performance by Solon as 'inspired' Ki1Pvý (or as simulating to 

be so), elaborating also on the reference to his µavia which Solon himself makes in fr. 

14 (so for instance Lefkowitz 1981,40 and Bowie 1986,19). I personally believe that 

the testimonies about Solon's feigned madness may simply have re-interpreted Solon's 

'Odyssean' behaviour in an age when political oratory had got its own fixed and 

peculiar rules, and the histrionic style of rhetoric could not be understood any more, 
while the high consideration of Solon's cleverness led to the need of explaining the 
device of the feigned madness. So, for instance, Phainias probably used Solon's 

statements to be in the middle between poor and rich (e. g. fr. 30.15ff. ) and elsewhere 
his defence for having done what he had promised (fr. 29b. 4ff. ) in order to state that 
Solon used apate in the program for his archonship, promising to both sides (rich and 

poor) to act in favour of them, lying for the benefit of his city (fr. 20 Wehrli, ap. Plut. 

Sol. 14.2). 

1. AÜTOS KýpU 1ý80V: Eur. Supp. 589 a1 Tö TE KýjpU Hdt. 1.79.2 aÜTÖS 
C(yyEX03 lKpo(aq EXiiXÜOEE; Soph. OC 1511 aÜTOL OEOL K1 PUKES dyyEXXoußi µ0L. 
AüTOKijpuý may also be a single word: Aesch. TrGF 420a=Phot. Lex. a 3226 

Theod. -Phryn. PS 5.17 de Borries (6 µiß Si' ETEpwv dXX& 8i' aüTOÜ KfpUKEÜwv). 

Stressing a6T63, Solon possibly opposed his personal self-performance to the 

practice of the "canto affidato", namely the sending of the song to be performed in 

absence of the composer, which was also exploited by archaic poets: see Vetta 1981, 
485f. 

cif' i tEpTrjs EaXaptvos: Sol. 2.8. The adjective was used in Homer of 

one's native land, e. g. Il. 2.751 dµß' iIIEpTÖv TLTaprlß(jöv, Od. 11.275 Ev Orjßrl 

TroXurlpdTq); Archil. IEG 22 (Odaos) ov ... KaXös XCOpos oü6' E4iµEp03 oü8' 
Epa-r6S, Tyrt. lb. 4=°14.4 ThTdpTrls iµEp6Eß0*a rr6XLs, Mimn. 3.2 iµEp-rrly 'Aairly, 

Alcm. PMG 55 Ki5irpov iµEpTdv, Bacchyl. 1.123 Kvwßöv iµEpTäv [Trö]luv. This 

erotically charged presentation of one's love for one's own fatherland is therefore quite 
widespread in archaic poetry: Solon uses it here in a very pointed way, because 
Salamis was not of course the homeland of the Athenians, but it was, nonetheless, 
something very worthy of loving and fighting for, see Robertson 1997,149-50. The 

repetition in 1.8 gives more strength to the idea; if we consider it the last line, then 
Solon's poem would be cleverly constructed to form skilfully a propagandistic ring. 
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2. Kdßµov dTrEWV: All the Homeric instances of the word Köapos point to a 

notion of order, arrangement (Il. 10.472,11.48,12.85,225,24.622), often in a 

moral/social way (Il. 5.759,8.12,17.205, Od. 14.363). When it refers to a speech, 

K6aµos means a sequence that contains everything necessary and does not leave out 

anything, this being a proof of its truthfulness (see Maehler 1963,19 and LfgrE s. v. ): 

cf. Hom. Hyntn Henn. 433,479, and above all Od. 8.489-91, where the phrase airly 

KaTä Kößµov 'all quite according to the order of things' refers to the content of the 

bard's song and to its good internal structure as an accurate, articulated and well- 

ordered sequence of the themes concerning the fate and the venture of the Achaeans. 

The sense of K6Gµo3 'composition' is also apparent in several post-Homeric authors: 
besides Hom. Hymn 7.59 yXUKEprlV Koßµrj6aL doL8i v, see Parm. VS 28B8.52 

µäveavE Kößµov Eµcfv EnEC)V d1TaTrlX6V dKOÜCwv, Democr. VS 68B21"Oµrlpoc 

c&TE(, i)S XaX(. V OE<0Ü6113 ETF6WV K6u[tov ETEKTTjvaTO 1TaVT0IwV, [Orph. ] fr. 14 

K. =Pl. Phlb 66c 8-9 KaTatraüßaTE Kößµov doL8ii3, Pind. 01.11.14 Köa Lov Eiri 

ßTEC dvw Xpu6Eac EXa(ac 661)µEXf KEXa61 cJW, fr. 194.3 Köaµ. ov aü6dEvTa 
Xöycnv, Simon. IEG 11.23 t¬X]i4pova K[6u[tov do]L8fc, Philet. CA 10.3 6AV 
ETTEwV El&a3 K6OIOV KaL TrOXX lloyljaac j. LÜACOV TTaVTOLLOV OLl. LOV ETrLaT%LEV03, 

Antip. Thess. Anth. Pal. 11.20.3 OL T' ETTEWV KÖßIIOV XEXITYLO' IEVOV daK1 (JaVTEc; 

cf. also Demiourg. Anth. Pal. 7.52.1 'EXXd6os Eüpuxöpou aTEýavov Kal Kößµov 
doiSfic, 'AaKpaLOV yEVE71V `Haiio6OV KaTEX()_), [Orph. ] Arg. 252 11rITp6s Eµf1S 
EKEpaa6' EÜTEpTr&t KöcrpOv dot6fic. On the much debated meaning of kosmos, cf. 
Haebler 1967, Puhvel 1976, Diller 1956, Adkins 1972b. 

Solon's Kößµ. os most probably keeps the Homeric meaning and therefore does 

not denote anything more than an ordered sequence of ETrEa metrically defined, that is, 

disposed according to an order that is different from that of prose. In Homer ErroS is 

exchangeable with µUQoc in the meaning of "statement" (in the schol. min. it is usually 

glossed with Aöyoc), and the sense of "poetry", which is possible in Od. 8.91 and 
17.519, is no more than incidental (LfgrE s. v. ); in Solon the word appears once more 
in no connection with poetry, ES yap yXG1aaav öpäTE KaL Eis ETrrl aiµüXou 
äv8p6g, ELS EpyOV 8' OÜSEV yLyv6[I. EVOV f XETTETE (fr. 15.7). 

However the phrase K6opoc Errdcow cannot simply be interpreted as 'an 

adornment of words', using one of the Homeric meanings of Kößµoc 'decoration' or 
'ornament' (Il. 4.145), because such an emphasis on poetry as instrument of aesthetic 

pleasure would fit a later author (as for instance Thuc. 3.67.28 XöyoL E-rrEOL 

KOCT[U 8EVTEc), but hardly Solon. In my opinion, Solon's phrase refers to the 

fascinating linguistic structure of the song, 06Tj, which through its alluring 
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illocutionary power could potentially, and eventually did drive his audience against its 

previous orientation. Solon's c 8ý, as Gentili 1984,67-8 nicely puts it (similarly, 

Walsh 1984,135 n. 8), constitutes a linguistic universe (KÖaµos ETrEwv) carefully 
worked out, fitted together and governed by the rules of metre and rhythm. 

From a syntactical point of view the phrase is an anticipated apposition to the 

word 08i v -despite Westman 1974,190, who considers c 8rjv a superfluous gloss 

on Kö6µos ETrEWV, which would have replaced an expression qualifying the herald's 

proclamation (possibly the adjective XiyE wv). Westman's main point is that it would 

be strange from a purely syntactical point of view that ý5i v is a postponed apposition 

to Kößµos E-rrEwv. In fact, this use of an anticipated apposition by Solon can be seen 

as an extension of or variation on Homeric patterns like ävat dv8p6 v 'Ayati wu v 

and it seems to be a linguistic feature that suits Solon, since his extant verses supply us 

with two other examples of the same sort: 1.21 OEwv E6o3 aiTrvv iKdVEL ovpavöv, 

and 1.57 äXXoL Hau vos Troav4apµdKOV Epyov EXoVTEc Ni-rpol. In this way, 

Westman's objections to the MSS text can be dismissed; there is also no need to add T' 

after ErrEwv, which Hartung had proposed and Bergk introduced in the text. 

The distinction between song and simple prose speech, here for the first time - 
the Homeric poems know only poetry and poetic speech - had to be made because a 
poem was not expected on such an occasion, and Solon ought have to speak in prose. 
Prose was the means he had himself used for his own Laws: as Solon himself states in 

fr. 30.18-20, AEa ioüs 8' öµoiws Tc; w KaK4 TE KdyaOG ... 
EypatJia, where the 

difference between ypd4Eiv and c; ý8rjv 6EaOaL has to be noted: as recently remarked 
by Dover 1997,183-4, classical Greek denoted the composition of poetry by TrotEiv, 

while written composition in prose was denoted by ypdhEw (usually in compound 
forms); therefore Solon's phrasing seems to obey this special terminology. 

Solon is aware of the distinction and deliberately chooses poetry: in so doing he 

apparently shares the dominant archaic belief which sees the poet or the wise-man as 
the 'teacher of the truth' (see the `classic' Detienne 1973), and wants to be able to avail 
himself of the prestige and independence of an äoi863 and likewise of the divine 

power and the emotional impact which his singing, w8rj, is endowed with, contrary to 

a simple speech which would not have it. Two passages from authors as different as 
Plutarch and Dio Chrysostomus show that the choice of poetry was a common and 
accepted practice in ancient politics: according to Plutarch (Lyc. 4.2ff. ), Lycurgus, the 
Spartan lawgiver, was believed to have called the lyric poet and lawgiver Thales to 
Sparta in order to soften the hard customs of his fellow-citizens through the powers of 
Thales' poetic art. In a similar way, many centuries later, Dio Chrysostomus (Or. 
32.20.9), while delivering a lengthy discourse to the people of Alexandria in their 

great theatre, will complain of not being able to deliver his thoughts in verse. 
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08 iv ävT' äyopýs Oe p. ¬vo :a variation on the Homeric formula KdL TÖT' 
EyL)V äyoprly O 6µw9 µETet TrdGLV EELTrOV (Od. 9.171=10.188-12.319) which 
Odysseus uses as a wise commander of his companions to brief them boldly on his 

plan to investigate the land of the Cyclops and the island of Circe or, later on, to 

suggest to them a strategic behaviour concerning Helios' cattle on his island. The 

similarity in context is obvious: a potentially dangerous situation, the lost or unguided 

crowd, the clever wisdom of the one who solves the crisis. However, Solon invests 

this formula with a new value, through the shift in the meaning of dyopä, which in 
Od. 9.171 etc. meant 'assembly'. 

In Solon's context it is impossible to have the word äyopd in its most common 

meaning (dVT1 cannot mean 'in front' of the assembly; for the other implausible 

interpretation 'instead of being in the market place', by Bartol, see Introd. ). This was 

clearly acknowledged by the ancients: see Phot. Lex. a 221 Theod. äyopä" TörrOU 
övoµa. KdL Tä dyopaCöµEVa. 0E6aaXol 8E KdL Töv XLFIEva äyopäv KaX0Ü0L. 
Kpf TES TTIV EKKXT16LaV. Trap' 'Oµijpq Trän depoiorios. Z6XCIW öE äyopäv KaXEI T41 

1TE(({ X6yq) dyOpEÜELV. KdL O T6TTO9 nap' 'Oµrjpw Tl 1ý EKKXTIU[a T'I' TO 

avvaµ. f 6TEpov. Solon's dyopä means 'public speech', 'discourse', as sometimes in 
Homer (Il. 2.275,788,4.1,400,9.441,12.211,18.106, Od. 4.818), though '(place 

of) assembly' is the original (from äyEipw) and prevailing meaning of the word 

already in Homer (e. g. H. 18.497, Od. 1.90,16.361). On the meanings of dyopd, cf. 
[Apion] Gloss. Honn. 212.2 Ludwich äyopij E TÖV T6TrOV T71S EKKXrbo as, KdL TO 

1TXfIOO3, KdL TTIV ß0UXijV, KaL ThV 6ÜVaJ. LLV, KdL T1)V S11µ11yopLaV, KaL TOÜS TÖITOUS 

T(iV (IVI(AV OLOV TC(S dyop& 
, 

Ap. Soph. 4.15 i EKKX1l6La, TO TTXf Ooc, KdL 6 T61TOS, 

Kal TO auvdOpoL6µa-Etynz. Magn. 12.44 which adds Kal ö X6yos; see Martin 1951, 
157, contra Ford 1981,162 and 278, n. 43. 

As for 6E[tEvos, Solon's expression is the first in a long line of phrases 
presenting the production of poetic or prose speech as the work of a craftsman - an 
idea that survives all through Greek Literature in the vocabulary of ancient poetics: cf. 

e. g. Ale. PLF 204.6 ]. aL OEOL3 (cp. Etynt. Magn. 319.30ff. EOfKE 
... 

11 Erroirl6EV. 

äff' oü KdL 6EcL3 rl TroirlcLs, Trapä 'AXK(Zicp), Pind. 01.3.8 (3oäv aiXccv ETr4Cwv TE 
04ULV 

... aUµµELýaL (schol. ad loc.: ThV TrOL11(3LV ETTE0iV OEULV ELTTEV), Ar. Raga. 
1052 X6yov 

... 
ýUVEOTIKa, Isoc. 10.11 Oi 8E KOLVOL KdL TTLGTOL KdL TOÜTOL$ 8[LOLOL 

... XaXETrwTEpaV EXOUaLV ThP 66VOEGLV, etc. ). 

This shift to a new concept where the art of 'singing' of what the Muses inspire 
becomes 'making'/'composing' will continue with Theognis, showing the emergence 
of the poet as a skilled craftsman with a more analytical/rational view towards the 

process of poetic composition as technical making. Indeed, through this verb, Solon 

stresses his craftsmanship as an artist in the very same way that the later poets will use 
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the verb -rroLoUllaL - after all, it is in Sol. fr. 26.3 that we find the first use of this 

very verb TroLELV for the activity of the poet in his address to Mimnermus: 

i¬ raTroiriaov, ALyua(Td8fl, ch8E 8' äEL6E, see notes ad loc. 

3. ELQV &r' TÖT' Eylil: Hom. Od. 9.561 8ý T6T' Ey(iV, 10.100 8ý T6T' Eydv (for 

the use of the particle 8rj preceding temporal adverbs, see Denniston, Greek Part. 228 

§2). 

(POXEyCIV6pLO3 " 2; LKLV4TTIS: Folegandros and Sikinos, being islands of the 

Sporades, are mentioned in a number of sources -and are sometimes accompanied 

with adjectives or comments that hint at their desolation and roughness. Cf. above all 

Aratus, SH 109.1-2 µE GLSTlpElrl cOXEydv6pcý, 8ELXý r'j I'Udpw TrapEXE66EaL 

a1TIX' öµoirIv (cp. Strab. 10.5.1(484) 4)oXEyav6pos, iv "ApaTOc UL811PEC11V 

övoµdCEL 8L61 Trly TpaX6TrlTa and 10.5.3(486) 6 Xoi 8E Täc drropiac a1Twv Kal 

"ApaTos, KTX. ) and Antip. Thess. Anth. Pal. 9.421.1-4 Nfool EprlµaiaL, Tpi ea 

XOov63, äS KEXa6ELV6S CLJQTI]p Aiyaiou Kl LaTOS EVTÖS EXEL, XLýVOV 

E[R[Ii aaß0E KaL aüXµrlpýv coXEyav6pov, TX1jROVE3, dpxa(llv 8' tXE6aT' 

(iyxa rlv; Hsch. ý 726 S. d)oXEyav6pos. vfiaoS Eptj it . 
The inhabitants of the Aegean islands were commonly spoken of with contempt as 

inferior to the r1TrELp(? TaL, presumably because islands would be poorer in resources 

than mainland kingdoms and because of the lonely life the vrlßu; OTal would lead, 

outside any participation in a community: see Eur. Andr. 14 Tw vrJ6ltTr1 
[U 8Op63 yEpac, 210 T1]V SE ZKUpOV OÜSaRRob TLO11s, Heracl. 84 OÜ NEOTMX 

V1]QLGJTTIV, (il ýEVOL, Tplß(0 ß10V, dXÄ' EK MUKT1v6 v aT1V #iyµ. EOa xeova, Ries. 

701 vllaltTr1V ßrropd8a KEKTT]Ta1 1iov, Dem. 13.34 EL ELI V OÜV XL jVLOLS 71 

KUOVLOLS 71 TLGLV CIXXOLS TOLOÜTOLS OÜ6L 6UV116ELV U[ LV, EXaTTOV cpOVELV 

ßUVE1O1 XEUOV äV' ETTEL6I' 6' EOT' 'AOTjVaLOL, TÖ Tijv SÜVa41LV 1Tapa6KEUdaacOaL 

rrapaun , and 23.211 Trcis yap Ok aiaxpöv Aiylv1 Tac Iv TOUTOU6i, vijaov 

OLKOUVTaS OUTGJ RLKpäv KaL OÜ6EV E<OVTaS E4' w µEya Xpý ýpOVELV aÜTOÜS; 

see lastly Aeschin. 2.72 where Athens' hegemony of Hellas is compared to and 

contrasted with the little island of Myonnesus, and the pirates there. For other small 
islands that became proverbially unimportant places see, on Belbina, a rocky island in 

the Saronic Gulf, Hdt. 8.125, Teles fr. 3 Hense (ap. Stob. 3.40.8) övElbiCovßl µEv 

OTL KÜOvLOS 1' O'TL MvKÖVLOS 1' 8TL BEX1LVLT1I3; on Seriphus, see Ar. PCG 

884=Hsch. a 428 S. EEpL4os" 'ApLaTOýdvr13 Ti]v AaKEBaiµova EEpL40V (cp. 

Phot. Lex. p. 151 N. EEpl4ov (codex EEpEL4OV)" Ti v AaKE8ULµ. OVa, SLä TO 

GKXr1p(. 3 Cf V' KaL XpT16[103 aÜTOLS E ETTEUEV), Pl. Resp. 330a, Plut. Them. 18, 

Juv. 10.170. 
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For the paradoxical wish expressed by Solon, cf. Odysseus' wishes in Il. 2.259- 
64 I111KET' ETTELT' 'OSU61iI Kdpq W"1 LOLaLV ETTEL7j, u nS' ETL T1iXEi, LdX0LO TTaTýp 

KEKXIj[LEVOc EiT]V, EL [17 ET(Ö 6E ... 
SÜ6(A, KTX. - similar but different are Hom. 

Od. 2.230-4=5.8-12 j. L1 TLS ETL TrpO pluv dyavös Kai 7ý1TLO3 & Mo 6K11TrTOÜXOs 

ßa6LXEÜ3,11115E ýpE6LV aißlµa E'i& c, 6XX' aLEL xaXETT63 T' EL KaL alauXa 

PE(OL, (dS OÜ TLS [LEHM TaL 'OSuaa joS OELOLO Xa(ýV OL6LV äva66E, TraTýp 8' ('s 

111TL03 TlEv, Hes. Op. 270-2 vüv Si E yd uL iT' aÜT63 EV dvOpuiTrolßL &KaLOS ¬ti1V 

u1iT' E[LÖS vi6g, ETTEL KaKÖV Mpa FLKGLOV E[I[LEVaL, Soph. OT 830-3 µßj Sfrra µ. iß 
STiT', 

... 
L6OL1. li TWITIlV ýµEpav, cLXX' EK ßpOT( V ßa11]V C(ýaVTOS 1Tp6akv 1l 

TOLdVS' [5E-LV KTnXLS' E4. LaUTL) GU4. L4Opd3 dýUY[L6VTjV. 

>LKLVTiTljs: For the form, cf. ZLKLVf TaL IG 13.71.90,287.16; SIG3 147b127. 

4. dvrC y' 'ABrlvaiou: The participle yE gives force to Solon's epexegesis 
introduced with the participial clause, as noted by Denniston, Greek Part. 138 § 12. ii. 

TraTp(8' diEt4d1iEVOs: The verb is used again in 23.6. Solon's idea was not 

going to be shared by Socrates, who before facing the death penalty is indignant with 
his fellow citizens just like Solon is, but in Pl. Ap. 37d äXXrly Eý äXrls Tr6XEws 
d i¬t oµhvgi, declines the perspective which Solon seemingly "threatens" to adopt. In 

reality, Sol. 30.8 shows how much Athens meant to him. 

5-6. Solon is trying to evoke the feeling of shame to his audience, and prospects that 

the fear of ridicule or contempt -a dominant feature in the 'shame-culture' of the 
Homeric time (cf. Dodds 1951,17-8) - would not only be applicable to him 

individually, in case that he had not dared reminding the Athenians of the need to 

(re)conquer Salamis, but collectively to all Athenians for their behaviour, since they 

apparently refuse to deal with the matter. The closest Homeric parallel to Solon's 

gesture is Od. 21.322-6 oü Ti GE T6v8' i ¬aOat 616µE6'' 
... 

ccm' aLGxuvöµEVOL 
ýciTLV (MpWV i 8'yUVaLKQ)V, [1T TrOTE TLS EI Tn cJL KaK(. TEpos XXOS 'AXaL6v'' I) 

TrOXb XEI. POVES äVSPES d[fl [LOVOS dv8p6s dKOLTLV 1VCOVTaL, ... SLä `U' TIKE 

oL5, jpOU'. 
At the same time, he marks some kind of ß#ayis for his exhortation to the war 

and for his poem - though this 64payIS really is the reversal of the 'normal' type 

attested by Thgn. IEG 22f. w8E 8E Träs TLS EpEL'"OEÜyv16os 
... MEyapEwc"; 

Epich. fr. 86.12f. Austin 6UVTLOP[LL TC(V TE)(VaV TdV8' 61TL0S ELTfl TLS' 

"'ETrixapµos aoýös TLS E'yEVETO", Erathosth. CA 35.17f. XEyoi 56 TLS ävOflµa 

XEÜaauw 'Toe Kuprlvaiou TOUT' 'EpaTOoOEVEOS": cf. Wilson 1979,4s. and Vox 
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1984,32s. ), because Solon- cannot 'present' himself and his native city, until the 

shame of Salamis in enemy hands is not averted from the Athenians. 

5. a Isa yap äv ýdTL9 
... yE VOLTO: besides Od. 21.323-6 quoted above, 

possible formal models are Hom. Od. 23.362 a1TiKa yap XiTLS Eißly, and Od. 6.29 

EK ydp TOL TO Twv ()cdTLc dVOptlTOUc ävaßaivEL. 

[IET' dvOpWTTOL6L yEVOLTO: Hom. Od. 18.225 aol K' aLaxOS %wß11 TE . LET' 

dv6pai1roLcL TrdXOLTO in context similar to Solon's tone -cf. also Hom. Il. 

3.287=460 (T1Iu v) r TE Kal, E660IIEVOLaL 41ET' dv@pcurroLaL TrEX1]TaL and Od. 

8.160 IIET' dvOpcnTrOLaL TrEXOVral. 

6. 'ATTLKÖS o1TOs dvtjp: See Hom. Od. 1.406 6Trrr60Ev OTTOS ävr p, II. 3.167 

i6' E6TLV 'AXaLÖc ävrjp, 14.471 oüX oüTOS chip Hpoeorjvopos ävT1 1TEýäoOa1 
äýLOs, 18.257 OUTOS ävi'p 'Ayaµ. Eµvovi [L jVLE 8iw, Tyrt. 9.20 OTTOS dVý p 
cdya063, but above all the formulary phrase before the identification of the Greek 

heroes by Helen to Priam in Il. 3.178 oüTös y' 'ATpEt6fS, Evpü KpEiwv 

'Ayati ivwv, 3.200 OÜTOS 8' aÜ AaEPTLd6Tj3 TTOXÜ[tTITLS 'O6uaa6S, 3.229 oiiTos 

6' Aias EaTL TrEAchpLOS, EpKOs 'AXatwv. Cf. also Simon. IEG 19.1 XLos 
... 

dvrjp, 

Bacchyl. 5.191 BoLwTÖS dvilp, Timocr. PMG 732 ELKEX63 ... 
dvf p. 

Tt; 3v EaXaµLvaýETC. iv: The word, coined by Solon and found only here, is 

something like the correspondent of the demotic: he is Attic, of the tribe of the people 

who abandoned Salamis. Through this `demotic' Solon avoids the presence of the 

names 'Athens' or 'Athenian', as if the name of the city was somehow destined to a 
damnatio nominis because of her coward inhabitants - both by Solon himself and by 

the future generations. 
From this rebuke by Solon it is not clear if the Athenians had held and then lost 

Salamis or they have just given up the attempt to (re)gain it. Plutarch, in Sol. 8.1 

implies with the adverb aü6Ls the second version whereas in 12.5 the first one. 

7. tO1IEV 
... FLaxiia6[LEVOL TTEpt vilQOU: Hom. Il. 2.801 EpxoviaL TTESLOLO 

[La>fu61EVOL TTPOTI 6CTTU, 11.12.216 µri iOi. I. EV ... [tCtXr, 66JiEVOL 1TEpl V1lCJV. For 
I LoµEV 'short-vowel' subjunctive, see Schwyzer, 1,674. 

8. aLCTXos thrcxv p. ¬voI: Hom. Il. 12.276 VE-Kos dTrw6aµthou3, Archil. IEG 

13.10 TTEVeoS dTFWGd$IEVOL. Cf. Dem. 19.252 KaL ThV 11EV xo paV <dV>E YWGE Ti 

7T6XEL, ThV 5' Tr dpXovaaV aL6X6vv dTri UaýEV. 
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This elegy has survived through some MSS of Dem. 19 (De Falsa Legatione), which was 
delivered in 343-2 B. C. to prosecute Aeschines for his alleged misconduct and bribery in 

the second embassy to Philip. The text we have is preserved by several inferior 

manuscripts, which give the 39 verses without any indication of a lacuna (but at least one 
hexameter is missing after 1.10 and 1.11, and one pentameter after 1.25). However S 

and L, two of the best manuscripts of Demosthenes, do not have the poem while A and T 

only include 11. if. and 5f., and only in the scholia. This varying way of transmission, 

and the fact that poetical quotations by the orators are usually short, suggested to 
Wilamowitz 1893,2.306 and Jaeger 1926=1966,78-9 that the preservation of the poem 

as a whole may be due to some ancient grammarian who added a fuller quotation to 

Demosthenes' mention of some initial lines, and maintained that 11.17-29 (where the 
destruction of the whole city is described) could not suit Demosthenes' speech which 

states the permanent protection of Athens and the Athenians by the gods. These doubts on 
the transmission of the poem do not hold good, because, as Jaeger himself admitted, 
there are at least two other quotations from poetry in the orators that are long as well (55 

lines from Euripides' Erechtheus and 32 lines from Tyrtaeus fr. 6 in Lycurgus' Against 

Leocrates); besides the analysis by Rowe 1972 showed that several other points of 
Solon's poem, not only the starting lines on the divine protection of Athens, were plainly 

acceptable and even useful for Demosthenes' concern. 
Poetry was used in the orators' speeches of fourth century Athens, and six of them, 

held in political trials, include more or less extensive quotations from poetry: each of the 

three speeches of Aeschines, Lycurgus, Against Leocrates, Demosthenes, De corona and 
De Falsa Legatione. This kind of quotations reflects not only the general taste of the 

period and the preferences of the audience acquired both in school and in course of 

general attendance at performances but also the literary education of the orators 

themselves. They are, at the same time, essential to the orators' methods since they are 

used not only for refutation of the opponent's arguments (cp. Dem. 19.243-7, where the 

quotations from Hesiod and Euripides are aimed at Aeschines, or Aeschin. 2.158, where 

the quotation from Hesiod is his counter-thrust to Demosthenes' quotations from Solon), 

but could also fill the lack of any concrete evidence by witness to prove the opponent's 

guilt, or even were the only reference points in cases ambiguously in between law and 

ethics: as is stated by Lycurg. Leoc. 102, of t tv yap vöµoL 8Lä Týv 6uvTOµiav ov 
8L8dGKOUßLV, XX' ETTLTdTTOU6LV & SEL TTOLELV, OL 6E TrOLTITaL µLµoüµEVOL TOV 
äv@pwTrLVOV ß(OV, T& KdXXLQTa T(i)V Epywv EKXEýd[IEVOL, I1ETC XÖyou KaL 
d1TO5EiýEC03 TOÜs dvOpwrrous 6uµTrEiOou6LV. Quotations from poetry in oratory were 

also appreciated by Aristotle (Rh. 1375-1376) who considered them to be a repertory of 
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reliable evidence on the moral quality of the actions. See Des Places 1935, North 1952, 

Johnson 1959, Perlman 1964,162. 

Demosthenes makes reference to Solon as a paradigm of modesty, to be contrasted 

with the briberies of Aeschines. After showing the difference between Aeschines' 

behaviour and the way in which Solon had been represented in a statue at Salamis - 
"You ought not to speak with your hands within the folds of your robe (as Solon had 

been represented), no, but to go on an embassy with your hands within. But you there (in 

Macedonia), holding forth and holding under your hands", namely receiving bribes, etc.: 

19.255 - Demosthenes asks Aeschines how he could think of escaping S&KIIV 6w6ELV 

TfXLKOUTWV Ka. TOQOÜTG]V dßLK%LdTWV, even if he 1TLXL8LOV Xaß(wV TTEpi ThV KEcaXTV 

TTEpLVOaTTls Kai Eµoi XOL6Opfi;. This pathetic question is immediately followed by the 

quotation of Solon's lines, which are not expressly presented as a quotation from Solon 

(the audience could guess the authorship only through the reference to Solon's famous 

rrixi6lov in the performance of Salamis), but are introduced by the short XEyE ßv which 

usually was the order to the ypa4 ¬i to read the laws. In such a way, since many of the 

laws which the Attic orators quote in their speeches were ascribed to Solon, these verses 

of Solon, too, might sound to Demosthenes' audience as elevated to the authoritative level 

of laws, and had even more the effect of leaving the impression of having been written 

precisely to condemn Aeschines. 

The structure of the poem is less problematic than that of fr. 1, and there is a general 

consensus about the main sections, with few differences in details (see Maharam 1993, 

320-57). The first four lines are a unity, delimited between the inceptive 6E and the 8E of 
1.5, and show confidence in the divine help to Athens, just in order to emphasise the guilt 

of the mischievous citizens who are going to ruin a city that would be otherwise destined 

to a safe future. The rest of the poem is a depiction of the present dysnomia of Athens (11. 
5-29); after a first person statement by Solon on his duty to warn his fellow citizens (30- 
1), follows the prevision of the effects of a possible eunomia (11.32-9). In the central part 
of the poem (devoted to the opposite situation of (lysnoinia), 11.5-6 state the guilt of all 
the citizens, 11.7-14 the guilt of the leaders. After the statement of the guilt, the 

presentation of the consequences follows; the mention of the violations of Dike (1.14) 
introduces the statement of Solon's certainty about her TIULg. The description of the 

actual situation (11.17-29) both in its length and in its structural centrality strongly 
parallels Hesiod's admonition about the consequences of the violation of Dike, that is the 
heart of the moral part of Works and Days (248-85). In particular, we note the precise 
correspondence between EPXETa1 1.17, which introduces the ruin for the polis, and 
EpXETaL 1.26 which introduces the final destruction of the private fortunes. Solon's first 

person warning in 11.30-1 sets the stage for the abstract definition of the KaKd just 
described, namely the personified Dysnomia - as if by naming them Solon could gain 
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some kind of control, at least conceptual, over the situation. However, as if it was evoked 

in a polar way by the mention of Dysnomia, Eunomia (1.32) and her effects are the theme 

of the last part of the poem - in such a way Solon effectively leaves the impression that 

his own personal 'voice' is more strongly connected with the optimistic prevision of the 

possibility of Eunomia, than with the observation of the Dysnomia; the message implied 

is that Solon as a politician would provide Athens with this eunomia, whereas the present 

ruling class was driving Athens to the deepest ruin. This section (11.32-9) has a 

hymnodic tone, and, by means of some kind of ring composition, reintroduces the hopes 

about the future which had surfaced in the first four lines about the divine protection, but 

had been submerged by the statement of the present misery and the future dangers of the 

city. Also to be noted is the series of punctual repetitions that resume concepts from the 

first lines (or the first part) of the poem, d8(KOL3 (33)/ä8LKo vöos (7); K6pov, vßpLv 

(34)/i) pLOS (8) and K6pov (9); 8LKa3 6KOXLds (36)/DiKr1s 6EµE0xa (14); vlrEpOava 

Epya (36) and TOLS d&KOLs (33)/d6LKOLS Epyµa6L (11); Epya 8LXOaTa6ir13 

(37)/6Tdoi. v (19); cdpyaXE71s EpL803 (38)/Tr6XEi ov (19); KaT' dVOp(ýnous (39)/KaTä 

AL63 ai av (1); dpTLa Kai TrLVUTd (39)/dýpa811, l6LV (5). This kind of ring composition 
is most probably intended to show that "all the previously uttered apprehensions are 

unfounded in a well-ordered state" (so Halberstadt 1954-55,202). 

The relations of this poem with the elegy to the Muses are self-evident. Fr. 1 

expresses Solon's opinions and warnings in the field of morals, fr. 3 in the field of 

politics. In both cases excessive greed for wealth appears to be the main cause that stirs 

up human mischief (1.7-13,71-6; 3.6,11-4). Both poems start with a pious request for 

help from some gods (a direct apostrophe in fr. 1, an indirect one in fr. 3), and in both 

Solon ascribes to a divine principle the responsibility of ensuring the fulfilment of the 

moral or political order that he favours, and of punishing human contravention of the 

established norm, called in both poems acts of hybris (cf. 1.11; 3.7); the divine validation 
that Solon is maintaining for his opinions involves in both poems a marked emphasis on 
the forms of the divine punishments: in fr. 1 it is Zeus' TLaLS (Cf. 1.25), in fr. 3 it is 

Dike's Ti6L3 (cf. 11.15-6). As a consequence, deviation from the norm is much more 
stressed than the norm itself. No wonder: the statesman Solon could materialise the 

positive map of his (=Zeus' or Dike's) norms in his laws, and the poetic messages had 

simply to smooth the way for them, inducing the Athenians to the fear of their absence. 

1-2. `H[LETEPa sE TTdXLs: Cf. Hom. Od. 6.191 ý[IETEpfly TE Tr6XLV, Thgn. IEG 

782 flhIETEPT1V TýVSE .... TröXuV. We cannot rule out that Solon sets his own view against 

another opinion or that a statement existed in the previous (lost) lines of the kind "other 

cities have perished because their gods were unwilling to protect them, but our city ... 
" 

(so lastly Adkins 1985,111; Manuwald 1989,3 and n. 19) or "Athena's wrath against 
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Paris brought Troy to destruction, when Zeus eventually stopped to help it, but in case of 

our city ... 
" (so Nestle 1942,135). However, it is more economical to suppose - as 

was lastly remarked by Siegmann 1975,271- that this line is the beginning of Solon's 

poem, with inceptive 8E. This start would give emphasis to Solon's words and mark the 

song as something deserving special attention; besides, introducing at the very start the 

city as the dearest thing to him and to his fellow-citizens would fit well a poem where the 

community of interests between author and audience is often stressed. 
Some further examples of inceptive 8E are: Hes. Op. 286, Mimn. 7.1, Heraclit. VS 

22B I TOD 8 XÖyou TODS' E6VTOS, Ion Chius VS 36B I dpxý 8E I. LOL TOD Xoyou 

(where the emendation by Lobeck in <i1>5E would introduce an attractive Hecatean and 

Herodotean incipit), Philol. VS 44B 1ä 4ü6L3 8' EV T() K6 JI, P äpköXOrl, the beginning 

of the Athenian Constitution by the 'Old Oligarch' etc. (for more instances of the 

inceptive 8E, or of the quasi-continuative one, cf. Denniston, Greek Part. 172-3; the most 

natural explanation seems to be that inceptive 8E is a weak form of 8rj, cf. de Falco 1949, 

Leumann 1949, Verdenius 1955,17, Chantraine, Dict. erym. 1.255. 

KaTa ... OL6g aLaav: combines the epic abstract formulas KaT' aißav and AL63 

aiai , 
EK AL63 aýßrls, ünEp OLÖS aiaav. Already in Homer, Zeus is said to be a 

dispenser of aiaa e. g. at H. 9.608 AL63 a'Lßrl, 17.321 vrrEp AL63 aLGav, Oc1.9.52-3 

Kadl AL69 aißa ..: 
äayEa TroXAä träOoL[LEV (see below, 1.8 6XyEa TroAXä TraOEIV). 

Here, as well as in the two Iliad-passages, the term means especially what is allotted to 

individuals or people inside the established order within which either Zeus or an abstract 
8aipwv (Od. 11.61, Hom. Hymn Dent. 300)/OE6s (Eur. Andr. 1203) expect human 

beings to act, and actively intervene to see it fulfilled (Bianchi 1953,14-7, Yamagata 

1994,116-9). AIaa appears nowhere connected with a god different from Zeus or 
8atµwv/OE63 (cf. note ad Sol. 1.69); hence, most probably, Solon's distinction between 

the alga of Zeus and the ýpEVES of the other gods. A distinction between OEwv ßouXai 

and AL63 OE LLaTES was already in Od. 16.402-3; see also Hom. Od. 5.7=8.306 ZED 

TTdTEp 7ý8' 6XXol 4IdKapEs O¬oL aLEV E6vTEc. 

ovrroT' OXEtTaL: Epic ending of the formulaic line which states the immortality of 

the glory ... KX OS oü TrOT' 6XEiTai/ (Hom. H. 2.325,7.91, Od. 24.196, Hom. Hynut 

Ap. 156, Hes. fr. 70.7). In spite of the negative situation, Solon's prevision is a strong 
statement of his trust in divine protection, and shows that the poet ranges with the 'party' 

of the gods favourable to Athens against the party of the mischievous citizens who want 
its destruction. This stance of surety counterbalances the emphasis on the concrete fear of 
the danger, which Solon presupposes for his audience, as if he were pretending to 
present his poem as the answer to the preoccupation of the audience on the future of 
Athens. 
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OI. ÖS 
""" KQL IlaKdPWV OECJV ýPEVa$ dOCtVdTWV: Hom. Il. 3.298 ZED 

... KCÜ. 

dOdvaTOl OEOl äXXOL-Il. 3.308, Od. 5.7 ZED näTEp ij8' &XXoL µäKapES OEOL a[Ev 

E6VTES-8.306, Thgn. IEG 757-9 ZEÜs 
... 

6XXOL T' dOdVaTOL [IdKapEs OEOi (see also H. 

4.127-8 6EOL µäKapEs ... 
cdBävaTOL, Thgn. IEG 834 dOaVdTwv 

... 
OEwv µaKdpwv). For 

OE(iV 4pEVac aeaVamiv, cf. Hom. 11.15.194 OIÖS 
... 

ýpEaiv, Thgn. IEG 330 aüv ... 
OEC3v BIKrl düaväTwv (second half of a pentameter, as here). 

3. Precedents for the whole line are Hom. 11.4.390 TOill of ErrippoOos i ev 'AOrjvrl, 

and Od. 4.826-8 Toir1 yap of 1T%L76s C 'W' EpXETaL, 
... HaXAäs 'Aegvairl (see later, at 

least, Callim. Del. 27). Athena is here the instance of the kof favourable to Athens, not 

only because of her strong connection to Zeus, 1.1 (she is remembered as the daughter of 
Zeus in Homer, and ößpLµoTrdTprl also reminds us of this parentage), but also because 

she appears to be in particular the eponymous champion of Athens who assures the city's 

prosperity under the Olympian regime, together with Zeus. In the absence of earlier 
Athenian literature we cannot be certain that this idea of Athena which tactfully reconciles 
the panhellenic and the local goddess with political overtones and features was Solon's 

own invention, but this seems quite possible (Herington 1963,63). This new Athenian 

image of the goddess ('ABrlvä IToXiäs) is always present in Athenian politics throughout 

the period from Solon to Pericles, and, as in Solon, is often joined to Zeus: see e. g. Scol. 

PMG 884 HTaXX&S TpLTOyEVEL' ävaßcr' 'A91]Vd, 6'p0ou TTjV8E Tr6XU' TE KaL 1TOXITac 

ÜTEp dXyEWV QTEII KaL 6TdcrEwv Ka. OaVdTCJV du pow, 6Ü TE KaL 7TaTljp, AEßxrl. Euµ. 
997-1002 XaipET', daTLKÖS XE63, I. KTap f ILEVOL A L63, TTapOEVOU 4(Xas ý(XoL 

aw4pOVOUVTE3 EV Xpövw" HaXXd6os 8' Üirö TTTEpOLS OVTas d(ETaL 1TaTýp, 1044-6 
6TTOV8aL 8' tES T6 1TQV EV6aL6ES OLKWVt laXAd6OS d JTOLS' ZEÜS TTaVTÖlTTac O{JT(t) 

MOLpci TE aUyKaTEßa. TTIE XXOaE TrEpaoVaX XOVVEXTLOV o4 AT1lEVa WLTTI ATTIEVa 

La aÄ60 XXEapXt]3 61iowV ß4i TTIE cpEOUEVT Tpaylx LSLOI. I. ATTIEVa=ITaXXd8OS nOXLS 

(op Tr6XLaµa, op äßTOi), Xc. AEaX-9. TTEpß. 347, Evµ. 79,772,1045, Eup. ME8. 
771, HEX. 466, He 1323, lov 8-9, aV8 TTIE aTTpLIUTEa TQC[T XOXOV aßXPIPE6 TO 

ATTIEVa (LXTOpLOU6 TfpOWEß(J LV (. dap, LVTEXXLYEVXE, BÖE O4 TT)E apTa) CtPE [LOPE Op 

ÄEß6 T1lE CT%tE TTIaT WEPE a6XpLIE6 TO TTIE ATIIEVLQV TrEOTrXE ß4i TIEpLXXEa LV 

T1IE (DUVEpaX ZTrEEXTI, aXXOp6LVy TO TILE PE1TOpT o4 TrluX. 2.354)4). ' X4). 

HEpLVyTOV 1955,56. 
IV8EE6, ATIIEVd(Y EITLTTjETQ (Op TTlE yo88E6a 4LT ATTlEV6 4UVXTLOV6' 

I1EydOuµos La U6E8 LV TTIE HO[I. EPLX ETTLX O4) wapplopa (LL041E6E(J' IX. 6.145, 

AXIILXXE Y IX. 20.498 ETX. ) av8 aoXSLEpa ('AXalol IX. 1.123,08.24.57), av8 4)op 
ATTIEVa 1JEp6EX4), a wapplop yo8SE66, TWLXE LV TTIE 08tI GaE4 (8.520,13.121) XTf. 

aXao BaXXilLX. 13.195 IEyd8uµos 'AOdva. 'ETri6KOrroc in Homer was said of the 
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scout Dolon (II. 10.38 and 342), of traders 'attentive' to their merchandise (Ocl. 8.163) or 

of the shepherd as 'guardians' of the µL jXa (Hes. fr. 217.3), or of the gods as overseers 

and watchers over human compacts (11.22.255), but the passage closest to the Solonian 

idea of protection comes from Andromache's prophecy in H. 24.728-30 for Troy: Tr6XLg 
f 6e KUT' 6KP1lS TTEpQETaL- 1j 76p OXwXas ETriaKOTtos, 83 TE iii' aÜTýV PÜaKEU. 

Solon may have referred to this passage specifically because he wanted to imply that 
differently from Hector's Troy, his city, Athens, has an immortal ETri6KO1ros, but in 

spite of this its internal enemies are doing their best to destroy it (cf. already Anhalt 1993, 
78). Of tutelary gods the epithet only occurs in passages later than the Solonian one: e. g. 
Pl. Leg. 872e 8&Kr1, Pind. 01.14.4 XdPLTES. The epithet 6(3pLµoTräTpri connects Athena 
intimately with Zeus and his might. It is already used of Athena in the epic (Hom. H. 
5.747,8.391, Od. 1.101,3.135,24.540, and Hes. Theog. 587); see later at least 

Bacchyl. 16.20. Also ITaXXäs 'A6rlvair1 is frequently found in Hom. (Il. 10.275, 
11.438,15.614, Od. 4.828,16.298, Hom. Hymn 28.1,16) but the combination of all 
the four adjectives accompanying the goddess's name is Solonian. 

Ar. Eq. 1173-8 w Af i' Evapy(3 i OE63 G' ETTLaKoTrEL, KaL VÜV ÜTTEpExEL 6OU 

XÜTpaV CwiioÜ 1TXEaV. - OLEL 'yap OLKELGO' ClV ETL TTjV& ThV TTÖXLV, E. µr1 ýavEp6; 
T14. Ui)V UTfEPELXE T7 VX Tpav; testifies to the fortune of Solon's incipit, because it most 
probably is a loving parody of Solon's lines on Athena, with a pun between XEipas 
'hands' and X6-rpav 'pot'. 

4. X, EI. pas 21TTEpOEV EXEL: "YTTEpOEV XE-Lpa+a form Of EXELV is a phrase said 

several times for divine protection: Hom. 11.4.249 at K' vµµ. LV ünEp6Xrl XEipa 
Kpoviwv, 11.5.433 of ain bs IMEipEXE XEipas 'ArröXXwv, 11.9.419-20=9.686-7 ZEÜc 

XELpa Eýv nTrEpEcXE - the last two instances are the comment of Achilles on Zeus' 

permanent protection of Troy, which might seem to prevent the Greeks from conquering 
Troy for ever, but eventually it did not: inferring from these two passages that Solon 
implies "Athens' protection cannot be counted upon to prevent the destruction of Athens" 

(Anhalt 1993,78) is in my opinion a bit too far fetched -, Thgn. IEG 757 ZEVS ii 

TfGFE Tr6XflOS inTELPEXOL 
... aLEL 6EýLTEpT1V XElp(a), Eur. IA 915-6 fv bE TOX L1 CFT13 

aÜ [IOU XE-LP' 'iTTEpTELVaL, aEQu i¬O(a), Theodorid. Anth. Pal. 6.155.6 XEipas 
ÜTTEpOEV EXELV, Epigr. Gr. 831.10 (2 B. C. ) XEipa 0' ÜTTEpOEV ExELS, Lucian, Thn. 10 

UTrEpE6XE yap aiTOÜ TýV x¬ipa. Cf. also the epithets ErrlppoOos 'bringing help' said 

of Athena in connection with Diomedes (I1.4.390,5.808=828,23.770) and 
EPUßl1TTOXIS 'protecting the city' (Il. 6.305, Hom. Hymn 11.1). 
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5.8. Here, as well as in fr. 15.1-3 Ei 8E uETrövOaTE Xuypä 
..., µrl OEoiaLV TOÜTWV 

µoipav E7raµcl PETE' a1TOL ... Tl1 1j6aTE KTX. (consider also the parallelism between 1. 

4 8Lä TaüTa KaKTIV EQXETE (5ouXoß6vrly, and 11.23-5 of the present fragment), Solon 

may have in mind Zeus' programmatic statement in Hom. Od. 1.33-4 Eý it wv yap 

4aaL KdK' Ep4IEVaL' OL bE KGL aÜTOL 6ý1i6LV dTaaOaXL7jaLV ÜTrEp i opOV fiXyE' 

EXouGLV: mentioning Aegisthus' case, the supreme god affirms that mortals bring their 

downfall upon themselves by their foolish and wicked deeds, and gods are wrongly 

blamed as responsible (a similar opposition of human and divine perspectives will be also 

expressed in Aesch. PV 1071-9 dXX' oüv µEµvr16O' äy(ý 1TpoxEyw, µ118E Trpös &Tr13 

011pa0ElßaL 41ElU TIGOE TÜXTIV, 11.716E TTOT' ELTTTjO' WS ZEUS iiiiäs EIS dTrp60TTT0V Trf [i' 

EL6EßaXEV' ß. Lh 8T1T', a )TaL 8' ü ids aÜTds' ELSuLaL yap KOÜK EýaL4Vr13 OÜSE 

XaOpalw$ ELS dTTEpaVTOV 6(KTUOV 6TI13 E[MXEXOý6EQ0' inr' dvoias). Other similar 

passages in the epic concern the end of the suitors and that of Odysseus' companions 

who too had perished due to their own dTaoOaXtaL (Od. 1.7,10.27,22.317=416,23.67, 

24.458), or the destiny of the men of the Hesiodic silver race, who were not able to 

survive outside the arms of their hyperprotective parents, and Traupi6LOV CaiE6KOV ErrL 

Xpövov, äXyE' ExOVTES th pa&irls" ü(3pLV yap ä-rdß6alov 06K E8üvavTO &XXi Xwv 

dTrEXELV, KTX. (Op. 133-5). However, in the same first book of the Odyssey (11.48ff. ), 

Odysseus' distress for missing the return to Ithaca is expressly ascribed by Zeus himself 

to Poseidon's anger, and it was a most common practice in the epic and in classical poetry 

as well to attribute to a god the full responsibility for any misfortune for which there was 

no obvious cause (see Il. 3.164-5,19.86-8, Od. 1.347-9,11.558-60,12.371-2 with the 

parody of Eur. Cyc. 285, and Eur. Supp. 734-6), or at least some share in it (for 

instance, Agamemnon apologises for his 6Trl in R. 19.86-7 also blaming Zeus, Moira 

and Erinys, or he regarded the gods as µ. ETaITLOL with himself in the capture of Troy in 

Aesch. Ag. 811, and at Clio. 910 Moipa is considered partly responsible, TrapaLTia, for 
Clytemnestra's crime), or to be in doubt about human or divine responsibility for human 

misfortunes (cf. e. g. Bacchyl. 11.34-6). Even for the very example of Aegisthus quoted 
above, Nestor's 'human' point of view is that Clytaemnestra yields to Aegisthus' 

seduction by µoipa OEwv (Od. 3.269). See further, at least Dodds 1951, Fraenkel on 
Aesch. Ag. 811, Yamagata 1994. 

The result on the audience of this allusion to the 'divine' perspective' of Odyssey 

1.33-4 would be that Solon takes over the function of the prophetic warner which in 

Odyssey 1, or later in Aeschylus' Prometheus, is carried out either by Zeus or by 
Hermes, the messenger of the gods (as lastly remarked by Jaeger 1926=1966,86-7). 
Solon adopts an analogous voice of a warner also in fr. 14, but there he will have a more 

Personal and defensive stance. See for a similar idea Thgn. IEG 833-6 oä86 TLS TIJILV 

ALTIOS dOaVdTC0V KÜpVE 8E6v µaKdpwv, 6XA' dv6p(6V TE ß11Kai KEp6Ea 6ELX Ka. 
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ÜßpLS TrOXX6V Eý dyaOGJV ES KaK6TT1T' EßaXEv, and 855-6 TrOXX KLS ý 1T6AL3 f 6E 6L' 

j yE[16vwv KaKÖTIITa (il61TEp KEKXLI1EVTI vaüs Trapä yily E6pa[I. EV, Bacchyl. 15.51-2 

ZEÜS 
... OÜK aLTLOS OVaTOLS REydXWV a>EWV, aX EV 

LIL6(JA., ) KELTaL KLXEIV ... 
dvOpc6TTOL3 DLKaV KTX. 

It is better to interpret aüTOL ... 
äßTOi as 'the whole of the citizens', 8ýµoS, and 

Xprjµa0L TrEL66µEVOL as 'pursuing (someone else's) wealth' (as in Thgn. IEG 194 

Xprjµa6L TTEL66µEV03, told of a noble who marries a rich but base-born woman), than to 

suppose that dOTOi means a part of the citizens, the rich, who are 'trusting in (their own) 

wealth', though the latter meaning can be underlying as well, see Thgn. IEG 191-2, 

where dOTOi=äyaOoi. As stressed by Adkins 1985,226, "the effect of the rhetoric 
depends not on daTOi clearly denoting the prominent citizens but on the possibility of 
doing so". In this interpretation Solon would imply that a new immorality was spreading 
in between the 8fpoS, which originated from the greed of the rich, cf. Stahl 1992,388. 

Indeed the 'citizens' are here principally opposed to the gods of 11. If.; however, as the 

gods and the leading upper-ruling class of the city are mentioned, Solon may also 

underline the personal responsibility of the whole body of the citizens in relation with 
both the gods and the leading class. In this case, here as well as in frr. 12.3-4 ES 

... 
8lµo3 dt6pEirl SouXoßvvrly E1TEaEV, and 15.1 already quoted, Solon would anticipate 
the 5th century theories of the two opposite social classes, stating the political failure of 
each of the two (rich-poor), and he would imply what he fully maintains in fr. 8 (see ad 
11.3-4), namely that not only rich or powerful people may be affected with hybris, but 

also the demos as soon as it reaches conditions of particular olbos. 
Solon's view is shared by Theognis, who, at any rate, emphasises much more than 

Solon the specific responsibility of the leaders of the demos, cf. IEG 41-5 daTOL µEv 

yap EO' OL6¬ aa64 pOVES, ýyE[ VE$ bE TETpd4 aTal TTOÄÄýV EIS KaKÖTTITa lTE6El V. 

OÜFE[t(aV TTW KÜpV' äyaOo. 1T6XLV WXEaaV äv6pEs' cXA' OTUV UßpLCELV TOLUL 

KaKOi JLV i8i1,8fil16V TE 4 OELpW6L. 

5. Besides the passages quoted above, cf. also Hom. II. 5.648-9 iTOL KELVOS 
ärraiXEGEV "IXLOV ... 

dvEpos d4pa&-Quw dyauoü Aaoµ48ovTO3, said of a different 
destruction of a city, that of Troy, by Heracles for Laomedon's cheating. 

[LEydXily 1rdXLv: Pind. Pytli. 7.1 a. µ. EyaXout XLEs 'A6ävaL, Nem. 2.7 Tail 
µEydXaLs 'A6ävaLs (cf. also Pyth. 2.1 with reference to Syracuse). 

6. cOELpELV ßolXovTal: instead of a less emphatic i XXou6LV or similar, Solon 

underscores the intention with which, pursuing their own profit, the citizens intent on 
destroying the community. For the sentiment, cf. Pl. Menex. 243d 86ýav yap 8L' 

a1TOÜs 1 TT6XL9 E6XEV 111j TrOT' äV KaTCMOXE JOf)VaL µr18' vrro TrcdvTwv dVOpcnnrwv 
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- Kal dXT)Of ESOýEV 
- Tfi SE 1fl1. ETEpGL aÜT(. V 6LacOpd EKpaT1jB%IEV, OÜ)( ÜTTÖ T(JV 

aXXWV' cir TTIrTOL yap ETL KaL VÜV ÜTTÖ 'YE EKEI. VWV ECT[IEV, 71Il. El SE aÜTOL ýµäs 

aÜTOÜS Kal EVLKý6a[. l. EV KaL f TTI O%IEV. 

Xp i taal TrEL96µEVOL: for the interpretation see ad 11.5-8. Solon expressly links 

wealth and 16LKa Epya below in 1.11 TrXOUTOÜ6LV 6' d6LKOLc EpyµaaL TTELO6FIEVOL; 

cp. his view on TrXOÜTOS which OÜ Kath KÖ6ltOV EpXETaL, 6XX' d6LKOLS EpyµaaL 

rrEL06µEVO3 in fr. l. 11ff. 

Euripides, Stipp. 236-7 includes lust for gain in the list of the selfish motives in the 

city that put in danger the public interest and the common good äXXos 8E KE p801)3 

OÜVEK', OÜK cIlTO6KOTr6V TO TTA7j003 EL TL IXd1TTETaL TrdaXOV TÖTE. Regarding the 

self-interested citizen, cp. also Eur. HeracL 3-5 6 6'Es T6 KEp803 X i' Exwv 

dvELµEvov Tr6XEL T' äxpTlQTOS KaL QilvaXXdaaELV (3ap6c, ai)T4 S' äpLaTOs, and see 

the remarks by Nestle 1901,191f., 336. 

6-9. d6LK09 vdos ... 
vßpLOS EK [LEydX71S ... Kdpov: a similar sequential 

relation between injustice > hybris and satiety can be found in the hexameter-oracle 

quoted by Hdt. 8.77.1 Sia ALKTj aßE6aEL KpaTEpöv Köpov, "YPpLog 1)[6v, and in 

Pind. 01.13.10 °"YßpLv, Köpou µaTEpa Opa n iuOov. On the late (most probably 
Solonian) chain Upos-K6pos-ü(3pLs- iT11, well known to us from Herodotus (e. g. 3.80.3 
EyyIvETa1 i l) ydp OL i 3pls ÜTTÖ T(ilV TTapEÖVTWI) äyaOL7iV, ýOÖvo 8E dpX OEV 
EJI. 4 ETa1 dvOpwncp. 8üo 8' EXWV TcLITa EXEL Träcav KaK6Tr1Ta' TC( lLI V 'Yap ÜßpL 

KEKOp1JW1EVOs Ep8EL TTOXX& KüL d1Td60aXa, TCC 8E 4O6vq. ) and the Attic tragedy, see ad 
1.13. 

7-10. Solon's thought and his emphasis on the injustice by the members of the upper 
class are paralleled by the warnings to Perses which follow the ainos of the nightingale 
(Op. 202-24; cp. above all 11.213 6ü 8' äKOUE D(Kr13, µrj8' üßpLv ÖcEXXE and 217-8 

&Krl 8' i MEP vßpLos iaXEL ES TEXO EýEXOoüaa) and are mainly concerned with the 

violations of justice by the EßOXoi, including the ßaatXEis of 1.202 and judges of 1.221. 
At any rate, the scope of Solon's perspective is much larger, because he hints at several 
forms of civic injustice in the following lines, while Hesiod appears to be mainly 
concerned with the injustice in the trials. 

7. Srjµou 
... rjyEµdvwv: all the members of the upper-ruling class, more probably 

than the "leaders of the mass" (the same term, but in a different, less negative perspective, 
can be found in fr. 8.1), cf. Nagy 1985,43, and see below ad 1.19. Af ios means here 
"the free inhabitants of a community, excluding the immediate leadership", juxtaposed to 
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its rulers much more neatly than it is found in the Homeric poems, in Hes. Op. 261-4 and 
in Tyrt. '14, cf. Forti Messina 1956,233ff., and Donlan 1970. 

ETOtµov: 'certain', said of death or other unpleasantness: Hom. Il. 18.96 Tr6Tµo3, 

Anac. PMG 395.12 KaTaßdvTL [-L dva 3fjvai, Hippoc. Art. 66 Xc COCTLs, Eur. HF 86 µiß 
OavELV, Heraci. 502 OVTJQKELV, Pl. Resp. 9.575e UTf11PETELV, Plut. Quaest. coln'. 706C 

TO 6iaýeapT1Va1. 

8. d'XyEa rroXX( TraOcty: Hom. Od. 9.53 quoted ad 11.1-2, Od. 1.4 uroXxä ... TrdOEv 
6XyEa, Od. 13.90 TroXX6 rrdO' tXyEa, 310 TrdaXEwv äXyEa TroXXd, Od. 16.189 TrdG EL3 
6XyEa iroXAä; see also Tyrt. 9.38 TroXä 8E TEpTrvä TraOcwv EpXETaL Eis 'Ai8rly (the 

phrase äXyea TrdcJXELV/rraOEiv is very common in epic: Homer 19x). 

9-10. The ordered drinking-party had already been in Homer a metaphor/instance of a 

stable community of a polis ruled by Evvoµia and E14poß6vrl, on the assumption that 

knowing how to control the drinking-parties and their pleasures is of the same nature as 

the art of controlling/governing a city: see Od. 9.6-8 Eiicpoßüvrl II V EX1I KaTä 6fiµov 

hravTa, 8aLTVµ6VE3 S' ävä 66 iaT' dKOVdCuwTaL CloLBoü iIIIEVOL EýEL1jg, Trapä 8E 

TrXr OwaL TpdrrECaL (dealing with the utopic Phaeacian society); Xenoph. 1, where the 

KpaTýp ... µEuTros Euýpoßüvrls (1.4) is, utter alia, the visible sign of a party (and of a 

society) which hates gigantomachies and avoids the GTdULES acESavai. For more 

passages connecting drunkenness and hybris, well-ruled drinking and peace, cf. Slater 
1981; on the strong connection between hybris and excess in eating and luxury, which 

can be found in authors of fifth century Athens, cf. MacDowell 1976. On the symposium 
as the expression of the aristocratic archaic life and the illustration of the relations 
favouring civic collectivity which are established while eating and drinking together, see 
Murray 1983b, Levine 1985, Nagy 1988 (Engl. reworking in Nagy 1990,269-75), 
Schmitt Pantel 1992,53-113, Fisher 1992,203-7. 

However, in this fragment of Solon, the connection between ordered city and 
ordered apportionment of food and drink in the feast may be something more than a 
metaphor by analogy, as is commonly assumed (see e. g. Gerber 1970,132 "men who 
show no restraint in their greed for wealth and power are compared to men who place no 
curb to their appetites"). Indeed, Solon's metaphor fitted very well a symposiastic 
meeting, possibly the real occasion on which the poem was performed (cf. Tedeschi 
1982), but it also, and more pointedly, called into question the symposium as the most 
important occasion of the aristocratic groups for meeting, being, therefore, also the 
unofficial venue for many political decisions that were made beyond the institutional and 
really public arrangements of the polls - these lines may therefore anticipate the image 
fully presented in 11.21f. For the ties between symposiastic occasions and archaic 
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ETatpEiai, see lastly Vetta 1980, xxxi-xxxvii and Rosier 1980,37-41; for the opposition 
between (most) aristocratic drinking groups and democracy in the fifth century Athens, 

cf. Murray 1990, Rhodes ad Arist. Ath. Pol. 34.3, Bowie 1997,3. Besides, Solon's 

warning against the catastrophic symposium of these lines may have included a hint at the 
idea that the statesman was possibly going to actualise (or had already actualised) in one 
of his laws, which was going to be the forerunner of the Athenian law on hybris we find 

quoted by Dem. 21.47 and Aeschin. 1.16. As shown by Murray 1987, Solon may really 
have passed a law forbidding the acts of hybris by the rich in the KwµoL after their 
banquets, because these revels often ended in offences against other people's TLInI, and 
were, at any rate, instances of social disorder. 

In this perspective of reading, Solon's choice of the word 8ai3 to mean the feast 

seems hardly casual, since its etymology, from 6aioµai, hinted at the 'distribution' of the 

portions - 8ais was a technical term for the religious banquet where meat was equally 
apportioned to the different gods (cf. Nagy 1988,203), and Vetta 1997,208 even 
supposes that a religious feast with a banquet for the gods may have been the real 
occasion of the performance of this poem which suggested the connection to Solon. 
However, this direct pragmatic reference to the occasion is not necessary for 

understanding Solon's emphasis on the opportune aspect of the Sail. In fact, "from 
Homer to Plutarch ... the egalitarian meal, via sacrifices and public banquets, functions as 
an institutional practice conjoined with the social relationships that underlie the isonnonnic 
figure of the city" (cf. Detienne-Svenbro 1979=1989,153): cp. above all the most explicit 
(pre-)history of the human eating outlined by Ath. 1.12c-d: the first men were rapacious 

and violent because they neither knew yet the Homeric idea of 8a1s Etßrl, nor had food in 

abundance, so they all threw themselves upon it together, seized it by force, and took it 

away from those who had it: hence dKoßµia and murders also started, and the 
'wickedness' was called ä-ranOaX1a, "because it was amid festivity (Ev Tais OaXiais)' 

that men first sinned against one another". It is impossible to ascertain how old was the 
ideology of the equal distribution between the members of the society underlying this 

metaphor. At any rate, from a strictly linguistic point of view, the acquaintance with the 
Homeric diction unavoidably led anyone hearing of 8ais to think of the very common 
formula 6avr6c Eiogs - and ißoS 5aagµ6s might (at least might) have already been in 
Solon's time a material image for the ideal of isonomia, as it certainly was in Theognis, 
IEG 677-8 Xprjµara 6' äpird oußL ßi11, K669log 5' Ci rölcOXEV, 6aaµö3 6' o)KET' tQOs 

yivETaL ES Tr µEßov, for which cf. Cerri 1969, Figueira 1985,149f., and in general 
Schmitt Pantel, 1992,45-52. 

9, oü yäp ETr( TavTaL KQTEXELV Kdpov: Both Homer and Hesiod use the verb 
KOPEvvuµL and the noun Köpos in a positive sense to describe a condition of satisfaction 
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and satiety (e. g. Hom. R. 8.379,11.562,13.831,22.427, Hes. Op. 33,368,593), 

whereas only the adjective dKÖprpTOS (e. g. Hom. R. 7.117,14.479, [Hes. ] Sc. 346, 

433,459) indicates the negative value of insatiability, the inability to stop wanting more 

of something. Solon's usage of the noun is different, and the term always takes on the 

negative, dangerous sense of insatiability, excessiveness, incessant greed for more: cf. 
Sol. 5.2-5 and 8.3-4. Thus, while for Homer and Hesiod the component of restraint is 

inherent in the condition of K6pog itself, for Solon the condition is one which requires 

restraint if cessation is to occur: cf. Anhalt 1993,85-7, who explains: "if the pursuit of 
koros has a terminus for Homer and not for Solon, this may largely reflect the fact that 

epic poetry is praise poetry of a certain type and gives relatively little emphasis to faults 

which stem from heroic excess". 
The phrase KaTEXELV K6pov has been reconstructed in Sapph. PLF 68a. 8 Köpov o6 

KaTi6XE (where the verb makes clear that K6pog has already a negative meaning), and is 

found in Pind. Isth. 3.2 quoted below; see besides for the verb Thgn. IEG 322 d paivuw 

KaKir1v Oü 8üvaTaL KaTEXELV. Like Solon, Theognis and Bacchylides, and more often 

Pindar, will proclaim the necessity and the difficulty of restraining the K6pog of the rich 

several times: cf. Thgn. IEG 749-51 ÖTrrroT' di4 p ... 
vßpiCIJ IX06TW KEKOpr [tI vOS, 

Bacchyl. 15.57-8 ä 8' a[6Xols KEp5Eßßl Kai d po6üvaLS EýaLßioLS 0dXXoua' 

äOaµ3 c "Yßpls, and Pind. 01.1.55ff. &XX6 yap KaTairEýaL ii yav 6Xßov O1K 

E6uvdaerl, K6pw 8' EXEV dTUV ÜTrEpOTrXOV, 01.13.10 "Yßply, K6pou µaTEpa 

OpaßüµuOov, 1stlun. 3.1-3 EL TLS (Mp(V ... 6e4VEL TTX06TOU KaTEXEL ýpaßiv aiavý 

K6pov, äýLOS E)XoyiaiS dUT6V [LEµiXOaL. The closest parallel to Solon for the 

connection between the K6pog of the rich, their hybris and the violation of Dike is Aesch. 

Ag. 381-4 oü yäp EUTLV E1TaXýLS 1TX06TOU 1TP6S K6pov dV8pi XaKTlOaVTL I yav 

ACKaS (3wp6v Eic d4dVELav. 

10. EIýpoaüvrl 'merriment' is a specialised term for the pleasures of the lavish 

banqueting: besides Hom. Od. 9.6-7 and Xenoph. fr. 1, quoted ad 11.9-10, see Anac. 

IEG el. fr. 2 oü ýLVCO, b KpgTýpL Trap& TrX& oivOTrOTd(wv ... 
dXX' &JTLS 

... 
EpUTfs 

R1V1j6KETaL E14p06UVrls, Panyas. PEG 16.17-9 T4 6E Xpl Trapä SaLTL 6E6Ey1. LEVOV 

Eik pOVL Ou iii TTLVELV, IITj5E f Opiis KEKOP1II . 
EVOV 1 1)TE yüura CFOUL TrXrlµüpovTa, 

XEXr16µEVOV E i4 poßuvdwv (cp. also Ho, n. Hyinn Herat. 480-2 where the lyre has to be 

EU4poß6vrl VUKT63 TE KäL j 1aTOs for the 8ais OdXEta and the Kddµos, and later e. g. 
Aristid. Rom. enc. 224.31 (JoTTEp Travrlyupi/0ußa Träßa h OLKOUl1 1-') ... Eis 8E 

K&T4LOV Ka . TTdQaS EÜcpOw5Vac TETpaTTTaL 1ÜV EýOUGIa). 

For the phrase Ev rlßuxirl, cf. Thgn. IEG 48 TroXX Ev rlavxir for ýjauxia and the 

sYmposum, Pind. Nenz. 9.48 rlßuXia 8E ýLXCL µCv 6 [iTr6 Lov; on 1 auXia and 
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feasting, Hom. Il. 1.579, Hippon. IEG 26.1-4 (=36 Degani) öiv yap aiTwv ýßuxl 

TE Kat i i'-' OÜVVChV TE KaL [IVCrCJWTÖV rlµ. Epas Trdaas 6atVÜµEVO3 
... KUTEýayE 

KTX. The incipit of Pind. Pyth. 8 is a hymnodic invocation to the personified `Houxia, the 

daughter of AIKa, who is RRE'YL6T6TTOXLS and knows how to annihilate the ü(3pL3 of 

whoever äµEiXIXOV Kapdia K6TOV EvEXdßrl; in Pyth. 11.55-6 envy may be aroused Ei 

TLS äKpOV EXwv ýßux TE vgiö ievOs aiväv v(3ply drr4ýuyEV; see besides Pind. fr. 

109 TO KOLVÖV TLS dOT(ýJV EV E)6( TtOELS EpEVVaUdTW [tEyaXdVOpos `Hauxiag TO 

4at8p6v cdOS, 6Td6LV dTT6 TrparrI6oS ETTLKOTOV CLVEXC6V, TTEVfaS 86TELpaV, EX9p6v 

KOUpoTpoc ov and Pyth. 4.296s. 8ai6aAEav ýöpµlyya (3a6TdCWV TroXiTaLS rlcuXia 

OLyEJIEV, [L T' WV TLVL Triµa rropwv, drraOhs 8' aÜTÖS TTpÖS dGTc v. For KOG[tELV 

'organise in orderly and methodical fashion", cf. Od. 7.13 86pTrov EKÖaµEL; Hes. Op. 

306 aoi 6' Epya ý(X' E JTW [LETpia KOßµEiv, and above all Hippon. IEG 128.1-2 

(=126 Degani) ... 
EilpuµE6ovTLd6Ea 

... Ti l) EV ya6TpL µäxalpav, ÖS E60LEL oü KaTa 

Köaµov, resumed by Lucian, Anth. Pal. 9.367.9 yaaTpL XapL(öµEVOS 'rrdaav Xäply oü 

KaTd Kdßµov, where the connection between excess in food and lack in kosmos is 

emphasised (cf. Degani 1984,197). 

10-2. A hexameter is missing both before and after 1.11, or 1.11 has to be removed, or 
1.11 is a corrupted hexameter. If we share the first idea, either a new period is starting 

with 1.11 ("where indeed unrighteous men ... ": so West), or there is no syntactical pause 
before 1.11, and after 1.10 something like 1.7 followed, while after 1.11 there was a line 
like that of 8.3 - the insertion of these two other Solonian lines in the text of fr. 3 had 
been quite common in pre-Bergk editions, but is no more methodologically acceptable. 
Also the deletion of 1.11 (proposed by Voemel in his 1862 ed. of Demosthenes 18 and 
19) appears to be too arbitrary. Since there is no need of any filling for the sense, I share 
the last perspective, which also appears to be favoured by Diehl and Gentili-Prato; the 

original hexameter might be something like TrXourovaw 8' d6IKoLß(w Err') Epyµaaw 

Ouµöv EXovTEs: Cf. Sitzler 1879,668f. 

11. TTXOUTOÜULV 8' a5fKOL$ Epyp. aßL TTELAdp. EVOL: an internal modification of 
Sol. 1.12 d&KOLS EpyµacL TrEL66µEV03 (TrXODTOS). Cf. later Thgn. IEG 380 

dvOpwnwv, d&&KOL3 EpyµaaL TrELBo L vow. For the combination of injustice and profit, 

see Eur. Med. 87 [ot iv 8LKaiws, of 8E Kai KEp801)s XdpLV, ], TGF 758 KaKO1 TO 

KEp$OS Ti SIKI13 i)Tr pTEpov. 

12-13.0158' LEpWV KTEÜVWV OÜTE TL 8T [LOUL' JV cELsdp. EVOL KXETTTODULV: 

Homer has only the adjective cLXoKTEavos and the dative KTEQTE66L, but the word 
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K-rEava was already in Hes. Op. 315 and Thgn. IEG 1149, and the whole Solonian 

phrase reappears in Xenoph. 2.8 8rlµoo wv KTEdVWV; 8%t6UL03 is here attested for the 

first time. 
On the existence of a distinction between sacred, public property, cf. Sel. of Greek 

Hist. lnscr. 13.1-3 Meiggs-Lewis, a TE8R6c concerning the äv6aieµ6v TTAaK63 '1Aias 

Ka(, AtaKapiac KaL TOP äTrOT6[1OV Kai TOP 8apo6iov of a Locrian colony around (? ) 

525-500 B. C.: according to the editors (p. 25) TOP änoTÖµov is to be interpreted as 

sacred precincts (cf. TE t¬VOS from the same root), opposed to public property; see also 
Rihll 1991,110 and n. 68. 

I would not rule out that Solon is here recalling to the minds of the Athenians a 

recent, specific episode (if we trust in the commonly accepted chronology which dates 

Cylon's putsch between 640 and 623). Cylon with the help of an ETaLpEia of supporters 

attempted to make himself tyrant of Athens, and according to schol. Ar. Eq. 445 

committed a sacrilege in plundering the temple of Athena: he managed to escape, but his 

followers were killed (stoned) though they had sought for protection at the gods' altars, 

and those responsible for their execution (the supporters of the Alcmeonid archon 
Megakies, according to Herodotus and Aristotle) were therefore themselves considered 

EvayCL3 or da¬f3Ei3 (the sources are Hdt. 5.71, Thuc. 1.126, Arist. Ath. Pol. 1, Plut. 

Sol. 12, and schol. Ar. Eq. 445 quoted). According to Plut. Sol. 12.3-4, Solon had to 

perform the task of settling the strife between the Cylonians and the supporters of their 

executors (Tile ßTdaEws dK np' Xaßoü6Tls R dXLQTa, Kal TOD 8ijpou BLaaTdVTOS), and 

he persuaded the Alcmeonids to enter the trial. where they were found guilty of sacrilege, 

and exiled. Both the sacrilege perpetrated by the Cylonians on that occasion (according to 
Hdt. 5.71 Cylon would have relied on a ETa1prJirJ Tcw 1 XLKLWTE(w), and the sacrilege 
which the supporters of the aristocratic family of the Alcmeonids were considered to have 

committed was possibly for Solon exemplary instances of the consequences provoked by 

the contrasts involving aristocratic clans. 
At any rate, such sacrileges were not uncommon (cf. Diod. Sic. 16.56.6 on Delphi), 

and guards were employed against domestic temple-robbing still in the classical age (cf. 
Sokolowski 1969,60), though robbers were heavily punished: at Athens, still in the 

classical age, the temple-robber, like the traitor, was denied burial in his native land, and 
many Greek states chose methods of execution apparently intended to prevent any form 

of burial, and orators, like Demosthenes, commonly accused their opponents of 
sacrileges of any kind and such offences became an ideal device for political manipulation 
(see Dem. 22.69f., 24.111 If., 120,129,137,49.65). Disrespect for sacred money was 
considered a sign of a tyrant's behaviour in Xen. Hier. 4.11, and in Diod. Sic. 14.67.4, 

of barbarians in Hdt. 1.105.2 etc. Temple-sacking or exploitation of sacred property 
provided accusations which led into the first, third and fourth sacred wars (possibly also 
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into the second) - as for the first (ca. 600-590), the holy alliance of Thessaly, Athens 

and Sicyon against Cirrha/Krisa exploited the main themes of "impiety" and of "Greek 

states coming to the god's aid", and according to the accounts of Aeschin. 3.108, Plut. 

Sol. 11, Paus. 10.37.4-8 it was Solon who in the Amphictiony proposed this crusade: on 

the first sacred war, and the problems it presents, see Davies 1994, with references; more 

generally, cf. Parker 1983,170ff. Temple robbery is mentioned in Ar. Plitt. 30 etc. 
Van Effenterre 1977,114 n. 72 argued that the reference to the sacred properties fits 

very well the region of Eleusis and the 6pyds there (cf. Harp. o 27 K. Tä XoX 1u 8rl KaL 

opElvä Xwpia KdL OÜK ETrEpya(ÖFIEva, 60EV KdL ý MEyapLKl 6pyäs TrpoacuvoµdaOrl 

TolafTrl Tls oüßa, TrEpL 1! j E roXEµ1laav 'AOgvaiol MEyapEÜßLV), in order to 

maintain - with no really substantial evidence - the general idea of his that all the 

agrarian problems Solon was concerned with did not refer to Attica, but to this recently 

conquered land (his hypothesis was furthered by L' Homme-Wery 1996). 

On the insatiability of human desire in the pursuit of wealth, see also Sol. 1.71-3. On 

the politicians who 'steal' (most used is the very verb KXETrTELV) the common goods of 

the city see Ar. Vesp. 663f., Eccl. 608, Plitt. 565-9, and Xen. An. 4.6.16 &U6 IL VTOL 

... Kdyd i taS TOÜS 'AOTjva(ouc CIKOÜU) ÖELVOÜS ELVaL KÄETTTELV T& 6lµöaLa, KdL 

ithXa 6PTOS 6ELVOÜ KLV81 L'OU T(i KXETTTOVTL, KdL TOÜS KpaTL6TOU3 [l£VTOL IIdXLGTa, 

E TrEp ÜI. LLV OL KpCITLaTOL CIpXELV dýIOÜVTaL. 

13. KXETTTOUQLV E4' aplrayI : the two words are found side by side in other 

passages which describe rapacious behaviour: Aesch. Ag. 534 äpurayf s TE Kai KXO-rrrls 
BIKrly, Soph. Phil. 644 KXEJaL TE xdprrdaai, Ar. Plitt. 372 oü KEKXOýas cXX' 

ijprraKas. 

Eý' dpTra'yrj : d4apTrayf or dýapTrayfi is the reading of some MSS of 
Demosthenes, accepted by West and Gentili-Prato, while some other more recent ones 
have Eý' äprrayi. The compound d4aprrayrj may be lectio difcilior, namely a new 
Solonian formation from d4apTrd(w (so already LSJ s. v. ), but the parallel of Sol. 29b. 1 
4' äpTraydLaLv, and the possibility that 6ýapTrayfi is. simply a mistake (Eý' a- > dca-) 
favours the reading of the recentiores - being not always deteriores. 

dXXo9EV äXXos: epic phrase=Sol. 1.43 (see ad loc. ); cf. also Sol. 1.76 and 6.4 
aXXOTE &X03 EXEL. 

14. oÜ8E 4wXdc QOVTaL UEEI. Vd &LKils OEREOXa: Cp. Heraclit. VS 22B23 AiK113 

ÖVOlta OÜK aV "8E6aV. OE[iEexa/AE, 1EIÄIa is never attested in a metaphorical meaning 

before Solon. Masaracchia 1958,263, and Defradas 1962,49 link 8E IEOXa to 06µL9, 

which both as an abstract principle, and as the corresponding personification, were close 
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and often connected to AIKTi: cp. first of all the Hesiodic description of the consequences 

on ALKrI of the misrepresentation of the 8EµLGTES by the corrupt judges, Tf SE A(K11S 

P60o3 EXKOILEV1lc K' CIVSpES äywaly 8wpoc dyoL, cKOXL719 SE &K1ýS KPI, V(06L 

OEµLaTac (Op. 220-1), in the context of a passage that Solon had certainly in mind (see 

ad 1.8), Parmenides, VS 28B1.28 6[XX6 OE its TE 8&Kr1 TE. On the linking of the two, 

taken up later by Pind. 01.13.6-8, Bacchyl. fr. 15.53-6 etc., see Stafford 1997,159-60. 

This idea of Masaracchia and Defradas is fascinating, but, at any rate, Solon leaves it 

to the imagination of his audience, and the prevailing sense of the OE IEOXa must here be 

the root of TI0%LL: "what Dike is set in", the basics of Dike, as a metaphor of the common 

idea of the 3d6pov or TruOµrjv of Dike, which can be found, above all, in Pindar and in 

Aeschylus: cf. Pind. 01.13.5-6 EV Tq yap EüvolAa vaiEL Ka6LyVT Ta TE, PdOpov 

TroXiwv da aXES, AIKa, Aesch. Cho. 646-7 DtKac 
... TruOln v, Soph. Ant. 854 ü iiXöv 

ES ALKac 3dOpov. Aeschylus, Eunl. 539-42 (3wµöv a(6EaaL OLKac, [tIJ8E VLV KEp6OS 

I&w dOE(p 1TO6L X& dTiicT ' iioiv I yap ETr&TTal is also a very close passage to Solon, 

since we find there the same connection between lust for money, violation of Dike's altar 

and punishment (there are several passages of the Eumenides which may have adopted 
Solon's Euaiomia as their model, cf. Ameduri 1970-71,18); for other literary references 

to altars of Dike cp. also Aesch. Ag. 381-4 
... i yav ALKaS ßwµöv, [Dem. ] 25.35 Kai 

SLKflS 'YE Kai EÜVOFiiaS Ka. aiSOUS ELcL TTdGLv dv0pcßrroLS ßcwµoi, and see Shapiro, 

LIMC 3.1,389. The thought follows also formally the steps of Hes. Op. 222-4 (when 

Dike is violated in the bad sentences by the corrupt judges) ErrETal KXaiouaa Tr6xLV Kai 

T"OEa Xa6 v, i pa ECTOU[1E1)1n, KaKÖV dvOpWTTOLuL ýEpouaa, d TE [ILV EýeXdaOUQL Kai 

OÜX tOELaV EVELllav, and 238-41 olS 8' UßpLS TE [L. [1 iXe KaKTI Kal 6XETXLa Epya, 

TOLS SE SLKTIV KpOVißfIS TEK[taLPETaL EÜpi oiia ZENS. TTOXXdKL Ka. tüµTraaa TT6XLS 

KaKOÜ äv8p6s ärrflüpa, ÖoTLS ciXLTpaLVEL KTX. See ad 1.8. At any rate, there are 

relevant differences between Hesiod's and Solon's Dike: above all, differently from the 

Hesiodic picture, who appears quite sceptical about the end of injustice, Solon strongly 

connects the situation in Athens to the precise historical factors described in 11.5-14, and 
in the end prospects the possibility of a final triumph of justice (the best treatment of the 

differences between the presentations of Dike by Hesiod and Solon is Manuwald 1989, 

5-9). 

Similar thoughts reflecting the pious belief that Dike is ever a watchful avenger of the 
bad and the unjust are a topos in the Tragedians: besides the close parallel of Eur. TGF 

979 TrpoueXOoU6' Tl AIKT1 
... aiya Kai ßpa6E1 TroB& 6TEL)(oußa IIClptJEL TOÜS KaKOÜS, 

... cf. Aesch. Clio. 61-5 ponä 6' ETTLcKOTreI L IKag Ta)(Ela TOÜS p. LEV EV 4dEL, TCl 8' 

LEVEL xpOVLCOVTaS ... TOÜS S' 
... 

EXEL vÜ, Soph. TrGF 12 Täs OLKaS 6E5OpKEV 

orirla, TOV S' 68LKOV dl. LELIETaL, Eur. Bacch. 882-90, El. 771 OLKI1 TE 1TdVO' Op6 a', 
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jXeES TroTE, Rhes. 876 i ALK1I 8' ETTLQTaTaL, TGF 151 TTjV TOL OLK1]V XEyOUcL TraLF' 

EtVaL ALÖS EyyÜS TE VaLELV TTjS ßpOT(ý V äµapTLas, TGF 255 6oKEig 
... Thv OLKfV 

1TOU µdKp' ärrg)KL60aL ßpOTwv' i 8' Eyyic E6TLV, of 6PW[LEVII 8' 6pä 6v XP h 

KOXaCe V T' OL6EV' dxx' OÜK OL60a 6Ü 6IT6TaV 6( VW RoXoÜaa 8ioX c Tl KaKOÜS, TGF 

555 oi 6IjKTal TTWS KÜVES OL OEOL (quoted by Callim. SH 239.5) cam' ij L LK1] yap Kai 
Sla 6K6TOU PX61TEL (but see also Antigone's denial of this belief in Phoen. 1726-7 oü> 
6p4 AfKa KaKOÜS o56' djIEL3ETaL ßpOT(IV dauvEcl(aS). Besides Dionys. TrGF76F5 6 

Tf S ALKT 3 6400A[1.63 63 SL' i CY6XOU XEÜ6awwV TTpociu 1TOU TrdVO' OILCJS dEL ßXETTEL, 

adesp. TrGF 421 EßTLV OLKY13 ö&OaXµ. ös, 69 Tä TrdvO' 6pä, adesp. TrGF 486.3 dXX' 
i thpac ý VUKTÖS ý OLK71 1TOTE T4 6Uaac1OÜVTL oly' Exouo' Ev1jXaTO, adesp. TrGF 

493 6päS AiKr1V dVaU8oV 0ÜX öpwµEVrly EÜSOVTL Ka. 6TELXOVTL KaL KaO1111 V(q, 

adesp. TrGF 655.19-20 i TOL rrdp[E]8pov BECiv 6p6µov KEKTTjµEVq OLKIl 6E6OpKEV 

ö ü, KdV äTri1 µaK[pdv; some later instances: Cerc. CA 4.18-9=1.12 Livrea µrj TrOT' 01)V 
6 Tä9 OLKaS 6ý8aXµ. 63 cIlTecJuaXdKuTaL, Hynun. Orph. 62.1-4: 6 µia OLKr1S ... 
1TaV6EpKE03 ... TOLS d6LKOL3 TLl. LwpÖS ETTLßp000Uaa 8LKaLa, Nonn. 40.1: OLKTIV ... 
Trav64LOV, Leo, Anth. Pal. 9.362.24 OLKTIV ... Trav8EpKEa, Synes. Ep. 44.164 T6 µEv 
dXl1OES EL6E TE Kal 016EV 1 L(Kll. 

On Dike as a bringer of vengeance, Parm. VS 28B 1.14 calls her TroXüTrOLVOS, Soph. 

Track. 808-9 Li1V GE TTOLVL[ioS OLKf TEL6aLT' 'EpLVÜS TE, and Eur. Bacch. 992 

ýLýrlýöpos while in Hipp. 1172 he speaks of the pörrTpov, her weapon (cf. also Paus. 

5.18.2, who speaks of her pd(38os). For atywaa, cf. also Men. fr. 462 K. -Th. duavTa 

Qly(. OV 0 OEÖS EýEpydCETaL. 

On the personification of Dike in archaic poetry, see above ad Sol. 1.8. The 

representations of ELKrI in art of the archaic period (on the Vienna amphora and the Cahn 
fragment) exemplify her actions as avenging the misdeeds, since she is sometimes. 

portrayed as a beautiful woman beating with a hammer an ugly 'A6LKIa, whose body is 

covered by dotted circles like tattoos, of a type that appears in the vase representations of 
barbarian women, see Shapiro 1993,39-44. 

15. Td yLvyvöµEva Trpd T' EOVTa: such phrases summarising omniscient 
knowledge are usually said with reference to the knowledge of priests-prophets, cf. 
Horn. H. 1.70 OS 1 811 Td T' EÖVTa Td T' EaaÖµEVa TTpO T' EÖVTa for Calchas, Eur. 

Hel. 13-4 T& OEIa yap Td T' ÖVTa Kal ýL6XXOVTa TrciVT' rjlr(GTaTO for Theonoe and Ion 
7 Tä T' ÖPTa Kai 1 XXoPTa OEßrrI w d¬i for Apollo (Apollo is also probably the theme 

of Hes. fr. 204.113 E]QTL KdL 6Tm6oa 41EX<X>EL EcEaOaL); for poets or the Muses, cf. 
Hes. Theog. 32 8EaTTLV, LVa KXELOLIIL Td T' E6cJ IIIEVa TTp6 T' EÖVTa, 38 ELpOU6at Td 

T' EÖVTU Td T' E666[tEVa TTp6 T' EÖVTa, Certamen p. 229.97 A. Moüa' äyE µ. OL Td T' 
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EövTa Tä T' Eßßö! EVa lrp6 T' Eövra. To these we could also add the orac. ap. 

Diog. Laert. 1.33=Thal. VS 11A1 Td T' EövTa Td T' Eoaö iEVa Trp6 T' EövTa, Anaxim. 

VS 13A7 dpa 
... 

c oü Tä yLVö IEVa Kai T& yEyovöTa Kai Tä EßöµEVa, Emp. 

PStrasb. g1". Inv. 1665-6 a(i)8 TrdvT' oa' T' 11V 0'ßa T' EFT' 0ßa T' EQGET' 61T000W. 

As often remarked (see lastly Treu 1955,276f. ), Solon replaces Homer's and 
Hesiod's permanent mentions of Tä Eaa6J EVa with Tä ytyvöµEVa, for the sake of his 

more pragmatic view of the dimensions of the human time, which is to be found here for 

the first time, and anticipates the perspective of the historiographers. A simpler 
interpretation for the omission of the future perspective is plausible as well: Solon's DiKrl 

is aware of what is happening now and what has gone before - if there was, or is, 

injustice, JIKrl will bear it in mind and punish it; unlike the prophets, she does not need 
to know the future. 

16. TC FE xpd1 TTCLVTW 1Äe' ä. TrOTELCFO[. tEV71: 'with time', cf. also Sol. 1.8 

TTdVTW UßTEpOV ijXO¬ &KTI, and cp. Pind. Pyth. 8.15 Ev xpövq , Bacchyl. 18.45 1TdVT' 
Ev T() 80XLXw Xpövw TEXELTaL concerning the destruction of the proud and the unjust 

man respectively. Similar associations between paying the penalty of one's bad actions 

sooner or later occur in tragedy: see e. g. Aesch. Ag. 58,126,463, Cho. 383, where the 

adjective üßTEpörroLVOc is applied to punishment (cf. also Ag. 462f., 700ff. ); Clio. 

61ff., where the fact that one never knows when justice will be achieved is stressed; Cho. 
935 EiioXe 

... 
LLKa 

... Xpövw, Siipp. 732-3 Xp6v4) TOL KUpiq) T' Ev ýfi pa ... TLS 
ßpoT(V MGEL &KrlV, Eum. 498 RETaÜOLS EV Xp6vq , 

Soph. Ant. 303 Xpövw TrOT' ... 
c&LKTIv, Phil. 1041 TELaaGOE TEL(TaGO' .... T(. ) XpÖVW 7TOTE, Eur. Heracl. 941 ELXE a' rl 
ALKTI Xp6v , 

TGF 223 A(Ka TOL A(Ka Xp6VLOS, dXX' öRW ÜTTOTTEaOÜa' EXaOEV, OTaV 

EXT1 TLV' daE(TI ßpOT6V, TGF °1131.5 Xpövcý ... 
MCFEL 81K71V, Antiope GLP 10.55, 

Page SLK[a TOL &]Ka xp6VLO3 dXV 8[IW EXc 3EV ÖTUV L[6]q [T]LV' dcTEITl ßpOT(i)V, 

TGF 624.5 Xpövw 'yap o)TOS vaTEpov &&JEL &Kily; cf. also the epithet ppa8virovS 

said of her in Greg. Naz. Anth. Pal. 8.246.2,247.1. 

On the gnomic aorist r XOE, see ad Sol. 1.8; as remarked by Henderson 1982,27, it 

"indicates a timelessness which, together with the present participle aly6kra, the verb 

66voL8E and the adverb TrdVTQ , presents before the listener a graphic, ever-present view 
of Justice". Furthermore, the abundance of the present tenses in the following lines 

change the abstract character of Dike into an imminent moral principle whose actions are 
cast graphically in the present. This gnomic and general presentation of Dike marks the 

start of a section of the poem where it is hardly possible to ascertain whether Solon is 

thinking specifically of Athens or of the polis in general - and certainly general is the last 

part on Eunomia. 
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In his confidence in the final retaliation of &Krl, Solon is at variance with the 

Homeric epic, where gods' moral functions do not meet much of human expectations and 

beliefs about the divine reward of righteous and pious men and the punishment of the bad 

ones (on which, cf. Yamagata 1994, passim), and also with the Hesiodic perspective (see 

above ad 1.15-7). 

17ff. The presentation in 11.17ff., and of the opposite consequences of the Eunomia in 

11.32ff., all of them concerning social/political aspects, appears to be very different from 

the material, traditional presentation of the harsh disasters or of the blessings respectively 

affecting the Unjust or the Just City of Hesiod's Works & Days (failure of crops, famine, 

plague etc., 11.238-47; good harvest, excellent children, glorious festivals etc., 11.225- 

37; see also later, e. g. Callim. Dian. 130ff. ). Though Solon's Dike is still a personified 

goddess, she is somehow in between Hesiod and the principles ruling the human 

experience that we can find in some Presocratics, for instance the 81Krl-Tiß1s because of 

which, according to Anaximander, VS 12B 1, everything that comes to be has 

compensated with death the 'injustice' of their birth in accordance with the ordering of 

time (KaTä TV TOD Xpövov Td Lv): cf. Jaeger 1926=1966,92f. 

17. TOÜT' ... 
EXKOs a4UKTOV more probably resumes the anti-social behaviour of 

some citizens described in 11.12-4, and presents it as already affecting (1166 EpXETat) the 

whole political body (rräßrl TröXEL) as an inescapable polluting wound. EXKOS ä4UKTOv 

may also refer to the punishment by Dike (as Jaeger 1926=1966,91 believes, and West 

1993, appears to propose in his translation of the poem), but it is hardly possible that 
Solon defines in such a grim way the effect of the intervening divine Justice (cp. the 

luminous and positive simile which describes the intervention of Zeus' Tißls in fr. 1.17- 

25), and the Hesiodic description of the effects of justice and injustice (Op. 225-47 

mentioned above) provides a good parallel for the former interpretation (already 

emphasised by Manuwald 1989,6-7). On ä4uKTO3 see fr. 1.64. 

The closest parallel to Solon's metaphorical EXKOS, in a context where the same 
juxtaposition of public and individual evils is introduced as in Solon (see 11.26ff. ), 

appears to be Aesch. Ag. 640-2 TröXEL [tEV EXKOS Ev TO örjµLOV TVXEiv, 1TOXXOü3 öE 

TroXXwv EýayLGOEVTas 66µwv ävöpas 8LTrXý µä6TLy1, KTX. See also Thgn. IEG 1134, 
Pind. Pyth 2.91, Soph. Ant. 652. According to Hammond 1961,89, the metaphor of 
this major disease in the state would hint at the image of the öpoi, the marks of the 
enslavement of the land which Solon removed in order to free the land from its bondage. 
As for the metaphor itself of the EXKOS, the connection between medical disease (vö(ioc) 

and failure of the ißovoµia of the 8uvdui¬i of the body (namely their 66µRETp03 
KPäßis) and the idea that this failure leads to the vrrEpßoXrj or µovapXia of the single 
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class of the rich (probably the danger of the tyranny is not yet envisaged here: see below 

ad 1.18) can also be found in the philosopher and physician of the late 5th century, 

Alcmaeon, VS 24B4: cf. Vlastos 1947,156-58, Kudlien 1967,51f. and 60, Cambiano 

1982 (especially important on the overlapping between political and medical metaphors in 

the 5th century). Solon's Eunomia was certainly not the same as the irovoµia, but, so to 

say, was the step before it (see below, ad 1.32). After all, Solon himself may have shared 

these metaphors with the beginnings of medical speculation: cf. Introd. to frr. 29-29b. 

18. E3 SE KaKily ... rjXvAE SouXocn vriv: The word 8ouXoa6vrl is found once in 

the epic, Hom. Od. 22.423 Kai SouXocn vrly (v. 1.413) dV4XEßOaL (v. 1. dir-), and after 
Solon only from Pindar and Herodotus onwards. 

The meaning of the word in the Homeric passage has been debated. The reading with 

the accusative, which is usually accepted by the editors, would be said of the Sµwai of 
Odysseus who were educated to spin the wool and "to fulfil their status as slaves", but 

yielded to the suitors and became their concubines. The variant 6ouXoß6vrls has been 

recently defended: it would mean the "sexual bondage" that the slaves would have been 

educated to "contrast" or "cope with" (see Beringer 1960, followed by Fernändez- 

Galiano ad loc. (Engl. ed. 1992), who also accepts the papyrus variant dir4XEoOal, which 

more explicitly that dvExEuBaL has the sense of "to resist to"). Also in case that this 

strained interpretation is correct (but I do not think so) we are not necessarily driven to 
believe that the meaning of "sexual bondage" is the original meaning of the word 
6ouaoßüvrl. Indeed, even if we assume it to be present in Od. 22.423, (for the behaviour 

of some of Odysseus' female slaves), we cannot maintain that the same implication is a 

part of the meaning of the Homeric 6oüXrl, though the context often implies some kind of 
sexual submission of the female slaves to their owner: cf. Gschnitzer 1976,1Of. 

Therefore, through the term - in a meaning not different from the Homeric one - 
Solon may anticipate the idea of chattel slavery to which 11.23-5 refer, but also possibly 

something more. The word could denote, at different metaphorical degrees, the state and 
the conditions of those who had been literally sold into slavery overseas (as in 11.23-5 

and in fr. 30.8-9), or of the hectemoroi "sixth-parter" serfs (Arist. Ath. Pol. 2.2, Plut. 

Sol. 13) - namely the various forms of total subordination or lack in political freedom, 

which Solon had to cope with according to Aristotle, Pol. 1274a15 2: 6Xwv TE EOLKE Tijv 
a11ayKaL0TdT1jV dTro8L86vaL T(, ) 81 I(t) Süvaµly, TO Täs dpxdc ai p¬LGOCR Kai 
EÜeÜVELP (iiri8E yap TOÜTOU KÜPLOS (. V6 5711. LOS 6OÜXOS aV ELTl Kai. 1TOXE[LL03" 

The relevance of debt-slavery in the political thought of Solon has been much debated 

and perhaps overstated. The aim of Solon's reforms appears to have been that the poor 
should no longer be rigidly tied clients or serfs to the rich, and could become mobile 
workers with looser ties to their patrons: one of the effects of the old system may have 
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been the creation of factions in the political body by constraint rather than choice, and the 

nobles could exploit their groups in their rivalry for offices and for the defence of the 

private interest of their own or of their clan (cf. Lintott 1982,46-7). Such a kind of social 
dependence, an almost 6ovXocn vrl, could be presented by Solon in the following line as 

the potential starter of inner wars between opposite aristocratic families. 

Stahl 1992,392f., is perhaps a bit too confident in seeing here a mere reference to 

the danger of the tyranny. We do not know a lot about the chronology of Solon's poems, 
but this fragment most probably precedes frr. 12 and 15, where the perspective or the 

actuality of the tyranny is called 8ovXoaüvrl. Therefore, we cannot be sure that Solon was 

already implying in this fragment that the tyranny, namely the 8ouaoa6vq of the whole 
denios (including the rich) to a tyrant, was the inherent danger of the enmity among the 

aristocratic factions -a danger which was materialised after Solon's departure from 

Athens after the nomothesia, with the anarchy that did not allow the election of the 

archon, and drove Peisistratus to seize absolute power. 

19. Cf. Alc. PLF 70.11 EµaiXw 
... µdXas, and Thgn. IEG 51 EK TC)L' yap GTä6LEs TE 

Kai E µ4vXoi ýövoL dv8pwv; see also Scol. PMG 884.3 quoted above ad 1.3, and Hdt. 
8.3.1; Democr. VS 68B249, Aesch. Eum. 862f. and Soph. Ant. 1263-4. The word 

aTdaLs also occurs in the famous allegory of the ship by Alc. PLF 326 davvvETTJµµL 

Täw dvEµwv cTdoLv, where it may have primarily meant the 'direction' of the winds, but 

most probably also metaphorically included the idea of 'strife'. In my opinion iT6XEµos is 

the open conflict consequent to the enmity between the factions (aTdGLs), and it is not 
necessary to suppose that it had already in Solon the meaning of 'external' war 
(6XX6Tpto3 Kai 6Oveios), which it certainly has in opposition to GTdGLs as a civil strife 
(oiKEios Kai auyyEVrjs) in Pl. Resp. 5.470b (for a different opinion cf. Ferrara 1964, 
74). 

The relative pronoun is usually interpreted as dependent on 8ovXoß6vrly. The attempt 
of Weil 1883 to connect it with Dike is hardly defensible; more interesting is the 

possibility, recently re-proposed by Adkins 1985,118-9, that it is connected with ii öXLv: 
'the city which stirs up stasis ... swiftly comes to slavery' under a tyrant. It is true that 
Athens really suffered this fate in Solon's lifetime, when Peisistratus' success rode on the 

political and social dissatisfaction of the poor, but apart from the difficult syntax 
presupposed by Adkins' interpretation, we do not know whether Solon is foreseeing the 
tyranny here or not (see ad 1.18), and besides the polls appears in these lines to receive 
(and not to cause, as Adkins proposes) all the bad events of 11.17,18,21f., cf. 
Manuwald 1989,5 n. 26. 

The metaphor of the awakening of the fight (ýüaorris, µäxrj) is not uncommon in 

Homer (cp. also "Aprla EyEipE1v: R. 2.440,4.352 etc), but nöXEµov EyELpEIV appears 
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to be an hapax of R. 20.31, uöXEµov 8' dXia6TOV EyELpE (cp. later Thgn. IEG 549 

TFäXEµov ... 
EyELpEL, Hdt. 8.142.2 rjyEipaTE ... TroXEµov), which Solon resumed most 

probably intentionally, since this line marks out the start of the Theomachy, namely the 

moment of the Iliad when the gods fought their internal war, openly against each other in 

two opposite ranks, of l. LEV OEOL &VTa OE(JV Lßav (1.75) - an internal hostility already 

exists, as 11.12f. had suggested: the 5ovXow5vrl simply allows it to be exploded in the 

hardest form (that of a civil war). At any rate, Solon contaminated the Iliadic hemistich 

with the other Homeric formula ünvuiovTas EyEipEL (Il. 24.344=Od. 5.48 and 24.4), in 

order to produce the image of the 'sleep' of the war which is not attested before him. 

20. EpaTfv GJÄEaEV 1 XLKL1jv: an epitaphic expression, belonging to the 

conventional language both for the äwpoL, and more specifically for the young fallen in 

war, which justifies the presence of the past tense (possibly re-interpreted by Solon as a 

gnomic one): cf. [Simon. ] Anth. Plan. 26=FGE 690 06K d&KC03, EPCITrlV 'Yap 

ärrwXEaaµEV VEÖTfTa, [Simon. ] Anth. Pal. 7.258=FGE 878 dyXaöv dXEßav ij(3rly, 

[Simon. ] Anth. Pal. 7.515=FGE 987 EpaTj VEOTIlTL, [Simon. ] Anth. Pal. 7.254=FGE 

890 QEßaO' jf3av, GVI 1226.3 (6 B. C. ) and 305.3 (5 B. C. ) vEapäv hE3Ev öXEßavTa, 

GVI 18.1 (440/39 B. C. ) ärr6XEaav dyXaöv hE(3EV, CEG 732.5 (4 B. C. ) W"XEaac 
r XLKiav (in the end of the pentam. ), GVI 1913.1 (beginning 3 B. C. ) e6XEßa3 ijXLKiav, 

GVI 771.4 (1 A. D. ) EpaTäv d XEQEV äXLKiav; besides Tyrt. 9.23 Ev TrpoµdXoLwL 

1TEG(JV ý XoV QEaE Ouli6v, after Hom. H. 11.342=20.412 ýLAov WÄEUE Outi6v). 

21. TroavrjpaTOV äkTU: See Bacchyl. 19.9-10 rroXurlpdTOLS ... 'AOävais, Ar. Nub. 

300-1 Evav5pov yäv KEKpoTros ... TrolurjpaTov; also Hom. Od. 11.275 Ev Grj 3 

uoXurlpdTCP, Hdt. 4.159.3 Es ALßvrw 1roXurjpaTov, Ael. Phleg. Paracl. Gr. 3.7 p. 190 

Giann. OpwaKirls vi aou 1 oXuqpäTOU, Orac. Sibyll. 5.289 Geffcken 1ToXurjpaTE 
TpäXXi 

. 
SußµEVEwv: certainly the internal enemies of the communal welfare, not the 

external enemies, pace Adkins 1985,119 who resumes the 19th century interpretation of 
the Ev auv68ois (see at the following line) in the meaning of 'hostile meeting of armies', 

and considers 8ußµEVECnv of our line as external enemies. 

22. TPÜXETaL Ev ßuvd6oL3: The verb sometimes denotes physical distress or 
hardship in the epic (see Hom. Od. 10.177,17.387 and Hes. Op. 305), and it is said of 
Odysseus' OLKOS (for the suitors eat his goods in his absence): Od. 
1.248=16.125=19.133: I believe that Adkins 1985,119 is correct in proposing that 
Solon could here imply some equivalence between behaviour of his ill-natured fellow- 
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citizens and the Homeric suitors; cf. also Mimn. 8.12 OLKOS TpUXOUTaL (because one has 

to support a big family). 

This is the earliest extant occurrence of the word 66vo8os with the meaning of 

'associations'/'clubs' or of the actual meetings of these clubs (cf. later Ar. Eq. 477, 

Thuc. 3.82.6, Pl. Tlit. 173d, Isoc. 3.54, Andoc. 1.47). Solon's preoccupation about the 

danger for the community of these clubs is confirmed by Gaius, Dig. 47.22.4 (F76a 

Ruschenbusch), who quotes a Solonian law that gave legal validity to the regulations of 

these societies, provided they were not contrary to the state laws: Sodales sent, qui 

eiusde»n collegii sruit quarr Graeci ETAIPEIAN vocant. his autein potestatena facit lex 

pactionein quart velint sibi ferre, dual ne quid ex publica lege corn unpant. sed haec lex 

videtur ex lege Solonis tralata esse. narr illuc ita est Eäv 8E 8rlµos ij ýpaTÖpES ij 

6pyE(6VES 7 'YEVVf Tat. 1i 6ÜQQLTOL i 6[1 TaýOL Ti OLa6WTaL 71 ETFL XELaV OLx64. LEVOL ý 

ELS E[L TOpiaV, OTL V TOÜTWV SLaOG]VTaL TTpÖS ciXXi ÄOUS, KÜpLOV ElvaL, ECIV [L] 
dnayope cn 81Iµ66La ypdµµaTa. 

There is not sufficient information on these societies of Athenian politics (ETa1p¬iaL 

is their more common designation: see already Phoc. 5), their composition, Organisation, 

activities even for periods better documented than the archaic age. Certainly the word 

seems already to have here a sinister ring, and Solon may be hinting at the subversive 

aristocratic clubs which Mazzarino 1943,41f. called the ETa1pEiaL E1rL Tupavvi&L, 

relying on Hdt. 5.71 Eul. TUpaVVL& EKÖILTlcE, TTp061TOLTJadJ1EVO3 FE ETaLp71l7ll TWV 

71XLKLwTEwV KaTaXaf ELV TýV dKpörroXLV ErrELpýOrl (about Cylon), and on Arist. Pol. 

1311b27 (who described Megakies, the author of the putsch against the Penthelidai as 

operating RETä Twv 4(Xwv). It would be tempting to see an analogous instance of the 

word in Alc. PLF 130: the poet remembers to have been driven into exile far from the 

property he and his ancestors had in Mytilene, 1TE8ä Twv6E0)v Twv [ä]XXaXOKdKwv 

rroXITav (11.21-2); but he has decided to get rid of strife, UTciGLV yap Trpös Kp. [.... ]. o6K 
d tELVOV 6vvEXT1v (11.26-7) and to live keeping his feet clear of the Kath in a sanctuary 

where Lesbian women hold their beauty competitions: 11.30-1 xXL. [. ]. [. ]. [. ]V 6UV6801, ui 

µ' avTaLs 0 tKrlµ<11>1. K[ä. ]Kwv EKTOS Exwv rr68a3. The syntactical connection of 

ouv66oLßi µ' ai)TaLS with what remains of 1.29 and with 1.30 is not clear, and a 

political meaning of 66vo6oL 1.29 cannot be ruled out. Indeed, it is maintained by 

Rodriguez Somolinos 1992,145,165,185, and by De Martino-Vox 1996,3.1259, but 

most modern scholars appear to agree in interpreting ai vo8oL as the meetings of the 

women in the sanctuary. See further Calhoun 1913, Sartori 1957, Talamo 1961,302-3, 

Ghinatti 1970. 

TOis d8LKOÜaL 4 (Xai$: the hemistich has been variously dealt with. Most MSS 

have ýIXoLS, which is unacceptable; ýiXouc of F, also kept by West, would be the object 

of T013 d8LKOÜoL, a dative of the agent: 'by people who injure the 4(XoL'. In that case 
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poL has been sometimes intended in the meaning of '(political) friends' of Solon, 

namely the class that Solon favours while opposing the rich 8uo icv¬ts, but it is hardly 

possible to believe that any reader would recognise who the ýiXoL are and whose friends 

they are (Linforth 1919,203), above all in a distich where the main theme had been the 

political clubs, whose members could also be called ýiXoL (cp. Thuc. 1.126.5 and Arist. 

Pol. 1311b27 quoted, and cf. Ghinatti 1970,16). If we try to keep the MSS text, it 

would be better to consider ýiXOL-daTOI: the (members of the) clubs would "injure their 

fellow-citizens (friends and relatives)". The word iaTV is mentioned in the previous line 

by Solon, and for this equivalence in meaning see Levy 1985,55-6; as a matter of fact, 

civil strife usually involved the devastation of the land of fellow-citizens, ýiXot: cp. Pl. 

Resp. 5.471b, see also 5.470d. The idea would be attractive but syntactically a dative of 

the agent is normally found only with passive perfect and pluperfect (otherwise it is 

virö+genitive). Another possibility would be to intend this hernistich as describing the 

cause, not the consequence of the civil strife, as West 1993,75 appears to interpret: "for 

if men injure their own people, they soon find their lovely city scarred and faction-torn"; 

but this interpretation is syntactically difficult, and above all our hemistich would be 

overlapping with Eic SUG JEVEÜW 1.21 (both are supposed to mean the same persons: the 

translation cit. by West meaningfully supresses EK 8uaii¬v v). 
For these reasons, Bergk's emendation of ciXouS in ýiXais qualifying ßuv68ois, 

accepted by Gentili-Prato, is preferable (for a full review of the emendations proposed, 
Maharam 1993,290-2). 

23. Ev Stjµw: usually interpreted as 'at home', opposing the pains that the poor citizens 
have to suffer when sold as slaves abroad. 

Demos is better interpreted (with Halberstadt 1954-55,201 n. 16) in the meaning of 
'inside the whole body of citizenship', which is recurrent in Solon (see ad 1.7), and the 

phrase would therefore mean more or less 'at a public level': the city in its entirety is 

reached by the evil so that no single individual can escape, and the evil roams through the 

public. In the line(s) which Demosthenes left out between the first and the second 
passage, Solon may have provided further details on the other calamities which were 

affecting the TrEVLXpoL or, beyond the TrEVLXpoi, other classes of the Athenian citizens. 
The i v-SE opposition between 8ijµos and the TrEVlxpoL sold abroad would be 

between the general distress of the former, and the extreme consequences of this situation 
for the latter. 

aTpEýETaL KaKd: aTpEýo11ai was already in Homer with the meaning "to go 

round", "to circulate". Sol. 30.27 th EV KUGIV ... 
EQTPdl TJV X'KOS. 
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24-5. Cp. Sol. 30.8-15 1T0XAoüs 6' 'AOr vas, TraTpiS' ES OEÖKTLTOV, dvi yayov 

7ipaOEVTaS, 
äÄÄOV EK&I. K(i S, C(ÄÄOV 6LKai(. üs, TOÜS T' dVayKal. TlS U1TO XPELOÜs 

4UyÖVTaS, ... tS aV TroXXaXT1 1TXavw[tEVOUS, TOÜS 6' EVOd6)' aÜTOÜ 6ouX(iV dELKEa 

ZOVTQS, 1 Oq 6EaTTOTCJV TpO[1EVj1l VOUS, EXEUOEpOUS EOfKa. 

In Homer fetters are "painful"/"strong" (dpyaXEa, 6u6r1XEyrj, KpaTEpd, xaXETrd 

etc. ), but already in Hes. fr. 37.4 the 6Eßµ63 is ethically qualified as dELKEc-Aesch. PV 

97,525. Solon calls the fetters "degrading" because in his view it is shameful (a shame 
for Athens) if free citizens are enslaved. By preventing the enslavement of the Athenians 

with his Laws, Solon created a legal boundary distinction between free (Athenian 

citizens) and slave (non-citizens): on the implications and the importance of such a 
boundary see Finley 1981, Brook Manville 1990,132ff. Demosthenes 59.88 attests that 

the Athenian citizenship was considered something very valuable, KaMv Kai 6Eµv6v. 
Generally, the Greeks were strongly opposed to the enslavement of their own fellow- 

citizens, cf. Callicratidas' statement at the siege of Methymna in 406 that no Greek would 
be enslaved (Xen. Hell. 1.6.14), and the general compassion for the Greeks enslaved by 

Philip at Olynthus in 348 (Aeschin. 2.156, Diod. Sic. 16.53.3). Enslavement was 

excluded for full citizens in classical Athens, where the only penalties applicable were 
fines, political disqualification (dTLµ(a), imprisonment, exile and death. 

Solon speaks here about the selling abroad of the citizens lower-down the economic 

scale in a context that points more to social inequality than to anything else, and certainly 
does not mention the idea of debt', cf. Harris 1997,105-6). The entire passage (17-26) is 

valuable for revealing the close connection in Solon's poetry between stasis (discord) and 
doulosyne (slavery): it does not describe the economic exploitation of dependent labour in 

some kind of quasi-feudal system, and the enslavement of the poor is not linked to any 
failure of the hectemoroi to make payments to their lords or to the foreclosure of 

mortgages on land held by poor farmers, but comes about from a breakdown of law and 
order described in 11.5-22. This breakdown of law and order (1.31 Dysnomia) has 

produced the kind of raids for plunder and slaves found throughout the Odyssey and Iliad 
(e. g. Il. 9.328-36,664-8,11.623-6,21.40-1, Od. 7.7-11,9.40-2). As a matter of fact, 
in Solon's poems the reference to debt is not explicit, at least in the ones transmitted to 

us. It is only a logical inference to suppose that the 'slavery' Solon is speaking was a debt 

slavery -a condition which, as we know from later sources, took place in later Athens: 

see a collection of sources in Rhodes ad Atli. Pol. 6.1. The practice of self-enslavement 
for debt continued to exist in Gortyn in Crete and in other places, cf. Lenger 1966, no. 
22,42-5, Lintott 1982,27; it is also found in the Hellenistic period at least at Delphi, in 
Egypt, and in the Peloponese. Cf. Ar. Plut. 147-8 8Lä µLKpöv dpyupLBLOv 6oDAos 

yEyEVrlµal; also Lys. 12.98, Isoc. 14.48. At any rate, export markets existed for the 
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debtor slaves in other Greek cities in later times, see Westermann 1955,3, Garlan 1988, 

53. 
As for fr. 30.11 quoted above, the London pap. has (dvayKaLrlc ütro) xpEious, the 

Berlin pap. has (ävayKair13 i uo) XpEwv. Most of the modern historians who support the 

indebtedness-theory read dvayicairj Vino XpE(ous, interpreting the latter as the genitive 

of TO XPEios 'debt' and ävayKairl as the common epic substantive=äväyKrl, 'through 

the necessity of debt': cf. Hammond 1961,89f., Chambers 1967,56. However, this 

assumption does not appear to be solid at all. All the recent editors of Solon - none 

excluded -print XpELO perispomenoiz, and imply that dvayKai-9s is an adjective 

dependant on it, some of them quoting the relevant parallel of XpEioi ävayKairl Hom. Il. 

8.57f. (Gentili-Prato add Ap. Rhod. Argon. 3.998: LKdV Ü XPELO ävayKairJ 

yovvoüµEvos; the syntagm appears in many more instances so far as I have checked). 
Faced by the linguistic evidence, XpetoiS, in concordance with dvayKaLrls, has to be 

considered the better reading, and I do not see how and why we would have to stretch 

XpE. oüs to be=XpEiouc and to mean 'debt', as Defradas 1962,63 tries to do out of the 

few passages where XpEos means 'need' (not only Ar. Ach. 454f., quoted by Defradas, 

but also Hom. Od. 11.479 and Bion fr. 5.2), and is therefore equivalent to XpEiai. 
Nowhere, as far as I could check, is the reverse true, that is XpEtw meaning 'debt'. As 

for the reading of the Berlin pap. it can be considered, safely I think, as a gloss on 
Solon's dvayKairjS ürrö XpE1oü3 which later entered into the text. Therefore, we do not 
have any reliable evidence on any Solonian mention of 'debt' (slavery) in connection with 
Solon's reforms. 

24. yalav ES dXao8atr4v: Cf. Sol. 30.8ff. For the phrase see Hom. Od. 9.36 yai-q 
Ev äUo6aný, GVI 1043.3 (2 A. D. ) yair Ev äXXo8an[ý], 2029.14 (2/3 A. D. ) yaiav Es 

dUo8arrr v. 

26. SrlµdQLov KaKO'V EpXETaL o'LKa6' EKdaTQ: The lacuna of at least one 
pentameter after 1.25 was most probably not long, and 1.26 resumes and more vividly 
personifies Ev 6 iw Kath of 1.23 (the pentameter preserved by the single ms. Matrit. 
4562, apart from unmetrical Cü-, is too oddly repetitive, and may be a forgery by the 
humanist Constantinus Laskaris, cf. West). 

The phrase örlµöaiOV KaK6v also appears in the cenotaph of the Corcyraean 

proxenos Menekrates, 625-600 B. C., CEG 143.4 8aµ6aiov 8E Kay6v po[, where Tro[Tl 

ndVTas h[KavE] and 1ro[ri TrdvTas dVLKE] were proposed by Hoffmann and Peek to fill 

the end of the line. Cf. Hom. Od. 20.367-8 KaKÖV it IU) EpXöµEVOV, Od. 2.45 ö riot. 

KaKÖV E I1TE6EV OLK(il, Thgn. IEG 50 KEp8)Ea 6Tl[IOcJ 4) UÜV KaKW EpX6ltEVa. 
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OLKaö' EKdcT(Q: Hoin. Hyinn Dem. 302 o a8' EKaaTOS. Contrast 8rlµ6ßiov 

with EKd(YTW: "public" disease affects the individual. The "visionary" strength of the 

image of the public disease entering everyone's house is probably intended as a warning 

that the final effect of the excessive greed for one's own house-wealth could involve 

everyone's house, room after room. 

27. aiXEioL ... 8üpaL: they are the doors of the gate of the court-yard into the street, 

cf. Harp. a 263 K. aüXEtos' 1 dTr6 Týs 68oä TrpuTrl 66pa Týs oiKias. The phrase Err' 

aiXEi-qGL 66prlaLv is a common epic hexameter-ending, cf. Od. 18.239,23.49, 

Hom. Hymn Henn. 26, see later Pind. Nem. 1.19, Hdt. 6.69, Theoc. 29.39. 

oütc EOEXouai: with the meaning oü 66vavTaL, possibly already in Homer - see 

e. g. Il. 9.353 or 21.366, where the schol. ad loc. (Aristonicus) interpreted oü5' EOEXE 

rpopEELv, dXX' '(xE-ro as äv-ri TOD 011K rl6üvaTO -, but certainly in this passage and 

often in Attic: cf. LfgE s. v. E04X w (3). 

28. üiIrlXöv 
... 

ünEp EpKos iirrdpOopEV: The verb ürrEpOp4oKCu is used four 

times in the Iliad, in three references to horses leaping or fearing to leap over the Greek 
ditch (8.179,12.53,16.380) and once by Phoenix in his discourse to Achilles at 9.476 

(im6pOopov EpKiov aiXis) in relation to his leaping over the courtyard wall when he 
fled his home to take refuge with Achilles' father, Peleus, after having quarrelled with his 
father. Solon may have combined this relevant precedent for the diction with the image of 
the Homeric similes in which lions attack domestic animals in the fold (cf. e. g. H. 5.136- 
42), which had been lastly suggested by Adkins 1985,118. 

We have scanty information on the domestic architecture of archaic and classical 
Greece (we know something more about that of the fourth century, from the excavations 
at Olynthus). From the Homeric epics we can draw a picture of the Homeric house, 

where indeed the avxrj is surrounded by a perimeter wall called either EpKiov avXi s (Il. 
9.476) or EpKOs a iXijs (Od. 22.442,459); see also H. 24.452-5. The general description 

of the palace in Od. 17 mentions some 8l paL ... EÜEPKEEs (1.267), and the same 
adjective is usually grouped with aiXrj in the meaning "well-enclosed" in H. 9.472, Od. 
21.389,22.449; see also Hes. Op. 732 To-LXov ... EiEpKEos aiXis, and Archil. IEG 37 

Toiov yap aiXrly EpKos dI L8E8poµEV. In the Olynthian houses also the main entrance 
to the house regularly opened, where possible, directly into the court, and whenever the 
court was contiguous to the street the court was enclosed with a wall. 

The emphasis on the 'barriers' of the aale, the Oüpai and the E pKOs, was most 
probably intentional: the Srlµöctov KaK6v also invades the sphere of the private property 
of the house: cp. the commonly joined cult of Zeus Herkeios and Zeus Ktesios, on which 
see Sjövall 1931,41-8,55 and RE 15,1978,1049-51 s. v. Compare the similar -but 
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comically excessive- emphasis on the barriers and the borders of the house in the Wasps 

of Aristophanes (above all, 11.126-55), where Bdelycleon copes with the huge danger 

represented for his household by the insane passion for trials and tribunals of the father 

Philocleon (though in Aristophanes' case Philocleon is a danger if he manages to go out 

of the house, not if he enters, as Solon's 8r]µ. 6aLov KaK6v): cf. Crane 1997,218f. 

TrdVTaS: The emphatic contrast of 1.26 between 8rlµ6aLov and EKäam - "public" 

disease affects every individual - favours in my opinion the conservation of the reading 

of a part of the MSS (v. 1. lydVTWV) against the correction -rrdVTW of the recentiores. 

29. Degani-Burzacchini 1977,111 note the rare omission of äv, and compare Callin. 
1.12f. oÜ 'Yap KWs OdVaT6v ')YE cVYEIL , ELRap[IEVOV EßTLV äv8p', oÜs' ¬1 lTpoy6vwv 

'YEVOs ÜOavdTwV. 
I'l 

Ev µuX3 i OaXdpov: r'j 6axd[i(p MSS. Schneidewin's emendation is right, 
because µuXös 8aaäµou is an almost idiomatic phrase of the poetic language - Hom. Il. 

17.36 µuxw OaXdµolo, Od. 16.285 ES µuX6v OilXoü OaAdµov, 22.180 OaXdµolo 

µUX6V KäTa, 23.41=Honi. Hymn Dein. 143 µvXw eaxa wv E 1111 KTwp; And. Nein. 

1.42 Es OaXäµoU µuX6V Eüp51) (cf. also Simias, CA fr. 26.17 Ev K6XTrcp OaXaµäv 

µuXoLTdTw) -, but nowhere do they appear juxtaposed as synonyms (Hsch. 0 21 L. 

OdXaµos' ... µuXös, and schol. Aesch. Ag. 96 RUX69EV" r'jyovv EK Twv µvX6v, 

TOUTEcTL T(' OaXdµwv can be better considered as instances of the typical use of the 
lexicographers to explain a member of a syntagm with another one). 

The word 0daaµos signifies in the epic any of the private rooms of the house (the 

sleeping room and the store-room) as opposed to the megaron (see, above all, Od. 
22.143): cf. Pesando 1989,39. The inegaron, with its central hearth, was the common 
space of the house for dining and entertaining guests, and was connected with the most 
typical male activity of the symposium, while OdXaµos is usually mentioned in connection 
with female life and activities (see e. g. the opposition between battlefield and 0daaµoc 

regarding the coward Paris of 11.3.382ff. ). Solon's expression describes the most natural 
thing the ill-natured citizens, whom Solon had just described as intemperately enjoying 
the symposiastic pleasures (11.9f. ), would do as a reaction to the spreading of the 

punishing 6rlµ6alov KaK6v consequent to their guilt: also in the Odyssey, after the first 

spears thrown by Odysseus, Telemachus and Eumaeus, the suitors feasting in the 

megaroh vainly try to retreat to the inner part of the megaroh itself: dve uSprlaav 
IEydpoLO jivXöv&e (22.270). 

30. TatiTa SLSdýat OuµöS 
... KEXEÜEL: The verb &&i aL points to a didactic 

stance, and also suggests that Solon himself saw this poem as a lecture in verse. Solon is 

not speaking to a younger brother, as Hesiod was in Works and Days, so the Athenian 
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statesman devises a strategy of presentation which understates the position of superiority 

which he is keeping. KEXdCO is often used to describe inner motivation in relation to the 

Ouµös (or to KpaBirl Ouµös TE in the parallel constructed phrase Kpa&rI Ouµös TE 

KEXEÜEL); KEXoµaL also appears with Ouµös as its subject, cf. Hom. 11.7.68,349,369, 

8.6, Od. 7.187,8.27,17.469,18.352,21.276, Hes. Theog. 645 etc. The choice of the 

word is meaningful: as is clear from the formula KaTä ýpEVa Kai KaT& Ovµöv, the 

Ovµös was considered to be mainly the seat of the emotions (cf. Caswell 1990): that 

implies, as remarked by Stahl 1992,396, that "the warnings of Solon are not only a 

matter of understanding, but also have their roots in the depth of the soul". 

32-9. The mention of the personified Dysnomia leads to the mention of Eunomia. 

Solon's final short hymn to Evvoµia was most probably conceived after the model of 
Hesiod's Hymn to Zeus in the beginning of the Works & Days (3-9). The resemblance is 

striking in size, in style (the asyndeton, which is a common feature of prayers - see for 

instance the beginning of Hom. Hymn 8 or Hom. Hymii 19, and cf. Fraenkel ad Ag. 163, 

Jaeger 1926=1966,97-9 -, but in Hesiod and in Solon it is exceptionally persistent; 
besides the polar antitheses, the anaphora of TraiEi and the rhymes of aüaivE1-XE1aivE1 
(cp. above all the repetition of pEa in Hesiod), and the tone (both passages are theodicies 

of the divine justice administered by the god Zeus in Hesiod, of human justice ruled by 

the personified abstract principle of Eunomia in Solon). 

The word Eüvoµia appears first in the Od. 17.487, "a passage strongly reminiscent 
of Hes. Op. 249-55" (so West ad Hes. Theog. 902), where gods in concealed identity 

visit certain mortals to test their hospitality and to discover their Üßpi or Evvoµirl. In 
Hesiod, Dysnomia is sister of Ate and daughter of Eris (Theog. 226-30), while in Theog. 
902 Eüvoµia is one of the three Horai, daughter of Themis and Zeus, and sister of Dike 

and Eirene. This Hesiodic genealogy had a lasting influence on the poetry up to the fifth 

century, cf. adesp. PMG 1018b6-7, Pind. Ol. 9.15f. and 13.6-9, Bacchyl. 15.54f., but 

Alcm. PMG 64 offers an alternative genealogy where Uyij is called Evvoµias <TE> Kai 
IELOc d8EXý& Kai IIpoµaOrjas OuydTflp. 

As noted by Jaeger 1926=1966,89, Solon's fr. 3 has two clearly distinct 

components that recall Hesiod's contrast of the just and the unjust city: the negative part 
(11.1-32) where what is brought to the city by injustice is described, and the positive part 
(11.33-39), where the blessings of eintomia are exalted. However, the more 'modern' 
level of abstraction of Solon's Evvoµia and 8vuvoµia has to be underscored, comparing 
the mythological presentation of the two goddesses in Hes. Theog. 226-30 and 903 

referred to above, which had included the traditional genealogy, cf. Manuwald 1989,8f. 
(Adkins 1985,124 overstates in my opinion the divine status and features of Solon's 

eunomia). As was well put by Meier 1980,79f., Solon's eunomia is the fruit of a 
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"religious realism", that transforms the conscience of the need for a solution of the 

disorder and of the aristocratic hybris and the optimism about the possibility of this 

solution into a divine principle of renewal and in the faith in divine assistance. 
Already the Hesiodic Eirene-Dike-Eunomia are clearly personifications that hint at 

"social virtues which cannot be usefully practised by the individual in isolation, but if 

widespread make possible the collective life of the city" (so Andrewes 1938,89), but the 

political value of the eumomia is explicit at least, in the archaic age, in Hom. Hymrn 30.11 

aüTOL 6' 6VOµ. LT16L rr6XLV KdTa KaXXL'YÜVaLKa, Xenoph. 2.19 (where athletic 

achievements are said to add to the Eüvoµia of the polls), Pind. Dl. 13.6 EÜvoµia 
... 

paepov TroXiwv dub ctXES, Bacchyl. 13.186-9 Eüvoµia TE oaöýpwv, ä OaXias TE 

X XO'YXEV äGTEd T' EÜQEfECJV dv6pCw EV EL[p]ýVa ýuXda6EL, adesp. PMG 1018b 5-9 

TrE[LTTET(E) ... 
EÜvoi. LLav ... T' d6EXc63 OIKaV Kal. ... 

Eipävav, 1T6XLV TE TC V6E 

ßaOu4p6vwv XEXd00LTE ßUVTUXLdV. Eunomia is also the title that according to Arist. 

Pol. 1307a1 and Str. 8.4.10(362) was given to the elegiac poem by Tyrtaeus, whose 

subject was obedience to the existing law and the loyalty to the Spartan kings, who are 

presented by Tyrtaeus as Sparta's guarantee to her claims on the land, since their 

authority would have sprung from Zeus' award to the sons of Heracles, and as the best 

reference point in a period of social discontent and fear for disorder in Spartan history 

(see on the poem Andrewes 1938,95-102, and Wade-Gery 1944). Solon's ideal of 
Eunomia is not concerned with the city's past nor has the sense of a divine act as the one 

which established the Spartan order, and is certainly not equal to the idea of TrELOapxia, 

which probably had a strong relevance in Tyrtaeus' defence of the established order (cp. 

Soph. Ant. 672-6 ävapXiaS sE µELCOV OÜK EßTLV KaK6v. UÜTTI TTÖXELS 6XXVILV, 116' 

dl'a. 6TdTOUS OLKOUS TL01l6LV, 718E 6UµµtXOU 6Op6S TpOTräc KaTapp1j'YVUaL' TCJV S' 

öpOou i vuw 6ciCEL Tä 1roXXä G`( i010' rl 7lEL9apX(a). The term in later times was more 
often connected with the Spartan political and educational system (Hdt. 1.65.2 etc. ), but 

there is evidence for a worship of Evvoµia together with EiKXELa in Athens, which goes 
back at least to 400 B. C. (a temple of Eu'KXELa was one of the many Marathon dedications 

according to Paus. 1.14.5). For her depictions on vases see Shapiro 1993,80-5. 

As a political ideal, Solon's Eüvoµia is still distinct from the principle of 
egalitarianism, the Lcrovoµia (see above all fr. 29b. 9, where Solon denies to have wanted 
the iaovoµia of the land between poor and rich), though it anticipates some of its features 
(see above all v(3ply äµaupoi, aüaivEL 6Tr1S ivOEa): according to Meier 1970,15ff. and 
1980,278-88 Solon's idea of eunoinia is the premise to the idea of isonomia, and the 
latter the premise to the concept of deinokratia. 

32. EOKOQµa KaL eipTLa Trävrr' dlro4aivEL: for the combination of the two 
adjectives, see Hom. Od. 8, where after Odysseus' speech against Euryalus who had not 
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spoken KaT6 Kößµov about his athletic virtue (179), Alkinoos apologises saying that 

nobody would really blame him, ÖS TLS ETTLJTaLTO 1 CYL ýpEULV dpTLa Pd(ELV (240). 

Solon's line was imitated in Cleanthes' Hymn to Zeus (CA fr. 1), 11.18-9 au Kal Tä 
1TEpL6aC 

ETrLaTaaal dpTLa OELVat, KUL Koa., LELV TCIKooiIa. 

äpTLa: The adjective, from the root of the verb dpapitKw (see Calame 1977,216-8) 

is a favourite word and concept for Solon, see also 1.39 and frr. 5.5 and 8.4 which 

perfectly synthesises the political ideal of Solon as being in the middle between rich and 

poor, and trying to "fit" both classes (see fr. 31.9). See later Thgn. IEG 946 äpTLa 

irävTa voEiv, where, at any rate, the meaning appears to be simpler, virtually the same as 
BIKalos, cf. van Groningen 1966, ad loc. As remarked by Treu 1955,274-5, this 

adjective expresses an ideal of 'conformity' which is strongly opposed to the Homeric 

ideal of nrEipoXov E LIIEVaL äXXwv. Therefore, the phrases EuKO6µa Kal dprta 1.32 

and äprta Kai TrLVUTd 1.39 themselves are emphasised by the ring composition that 

forms the frame of the hymn to Eunomia, and in both pairs dpTLOS is the constant element 

expressing the idea of "conformity" to the same principle of an "ordered wisdom". 

33. Tots dSCKOLs ap4LT(9rlaL 1rd8as: Tr &q is used only once in Homer, of the 

foot-hobbling of the horses in Il. 13.36 dµ(i 8E Troßßi TrESas EßaXE Xpu6Eias; later 

usually with reference to men: e. g. Thgn. IEG 539 oiTOs dvilp ciXE KvpvE rrESas 

XaAKEÜETaL aü-rý. For the combination of TrhSrI to the verb, see Semon. IEG 7.116 Kai 
8E6[I6V d! 14E0nKEV äpprlKTOV rr4Sllv, and Lycoph. Alex. 1344 TpaxiXq) (EVyXav 

cijiýLOdS7 "RESatS. 

34. Tpa)Ea XELa(VEL: presents the lowering of the over-powerful / over-rich people 

affected by Köpos to the level of the other citizens through the image of the flattening of 
the raggedness of a landscape. Cp. Pl. Ti. 66c AEaivrI ... -rä TpaXuOEV-ra. 

iravEL Köpov: Cf. besides 1.9 above, Sol. fr. 8 and note there. Greg. Naz. Cann. 

de se ipso 1319.1 yaa'rpi µEv üßpLV Eiravaa Köpov. Anhalt 1993,93 notes that 
Eunomia stops the insolence which in 11.9f. was described as a threat for the banquet, 

and that such an association of Eunomia with festivity is taken up by Pind. fr. 52a. 9ff., 

and Bacchyl. 13.186-9. 

34-5. On the use of withering of the evil, Hes. Op. 7 (ZEÜc) äyrjvopa KdpýEL. Plant- 

growth imagery is often associated with äTfl or madness, cf. Aesch. Pers. 821-2 vßpls 

... 
EýaV0oÜ6' EKdpTU 

LGE OTdXUV CiT713, OOEV TTd'yKXaUTOV E aýlCl eEpoc, Sept. 601 

6TrIs äpovpa OdVaTOV EKKapTTL(ETaL, Soph. Ant. 959-60 Td3 µavias 6ELV6V 

ärroßTd(EL dv0rlp6v TE µEVOS, Trach. 999 µavias 610os, TrGF 786 i 3pLS ... 
dvOE1 
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Kai TrdXiv ýOivEL, and cp. Pl. Pol. 310d EýavOEiv TravTduaaL µaviais (cf. Michelini 

1978 for the opposite metaphor of hybris in connection with vegetable life). For other 

similar constructions cf., for instance, Asclep. Anth. Pal. 12.163.4 rrELOOOS ävOEa Ka. 

ýLX(r)s and Sol. 27.6 ad loc. 

36. EüO1 VEL SE 8(Kas aKOXLäs: For the plural S&KaL in the meaning 'judgements', 

cf. already in Hom. II. 16.542, Od. 3.244,9.215,11.570. Cp. Hom. H. 16.387-8 

oKOXLäs KpivwaL 9EµL6TaS, EK FE 8LKT1V EXdauGL (possibly an interpolation from Hes. 

Op. 219 quoted below: cf. Leaf ad loc. ), Hes. Op. 7-8 (Zeus) pda 8E T' iOvvEL 

6KOXL6V, 219 GKOX1fcYL &K71CFLV, 221 6KOXL7i3 SE 8LK713 Kpivw6L OE1LLaTa3,250 

GKOXLT]OL 81K7JULV dXXI XOUS Tpg3OUaL OELJV 'TLV OÜK dX yOVTES, 263 ßa6LX713 

'LOÜVETE n OouS BwpOýdyoL, GKOXL(1) 6E 6LKEWV ETTL TrdyXU XdOEoOE, Thgn. IEG 40 

EÜOUVTi pa KaKfS ÜßpLOS 7 [LETEpflS, Pind. Pyth. 4.152 &XX KaL 6KdTTTOV p6vapXov 
KaL 8p6VOS, W TFOTE KpflOEL6US E yKaOi(WV LirTrÖTaLS EÜeUVE XaoLS &Kas, Pl. Prot. 

326e EÜOUVOi (JT1 T? S 61K113, Callim. Joy. 82-3 OL TE 6IKq6L XaÖV iM6 6KOXL116' OL T' 

Eµ iaXLv LOüvovaLv. 

37. Epya 8LXoaTaa(1)s: a common periphrasis, see Sol. 1.16 and note there. 

8LXOaTa6L1 s: The same political use of the term in connection with civil strife is 

found in Thgn. IEG 78 ä LOS Ev XaAEnrl I{vpvE 6LXoaTaßir1, adesp. el. IEG *12 Ev 8E 
81>(OGTa6LTj KaL 6 TrdyKaKOS EXXaxE TL[tfS, Eur. TGF 173 OLKELOS dvOpuTroLaL 

'YL'yVE6AaL 4LXEL Tr6XE[103 EV dUTOL3,7jV 6LXOaTaTi TT6XL3. 

38. Trai5El ... 
dpyaXErjs EpL8os XoXov: Hom. Il. 1.192 X6Xov TraüaEiEV, 19.67 

rraüw X6Xov; Il. 18.107-8 pis ... KaL XöXos. For dpyaXEi Epts, cf. Hom. Il. 11.3-4, 

17.384-5,21.385-6, Ap. Rhod. 1.773, Dio Chrys. Or. 12.78.7-8. 

39. äpTLa Kai TrLvuTa: For the phrase see above, 1.32. rnvuTös is an Odyssey- 

word, said of Penelope. 
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According to the testimony, Arist. Ath. Pol. 5.1, this fragment was the incipit of a 

political elegy where Solon would have stated his position as a µ69o3 TrOXITrls between 

the opposite needs of the classes of the rich and of the poor who were 8ovXEVOVTE3 TOtS 
6Aiyois, and therefore rebelled against of yvWpiµoL: after criticising both parties, he 

would have recommended them to stop with a common agreement the present ýLXovLKia 

(for the problem inherent in Aristotle's presentation, see Introd. to fr. 5). Sploesteter 

1911,18-34, has good remarks on the features of this elegy and its possible analogies 

with the thoughts of fr. 3, but his attempt to reconstruct a single poem including frr. 

4+5.1+3+ 5.2-5 does not seem persuasive, because Solon likes to repeat the main ideas 

of his political program (see ad fr. 6). 

1-3. 'YL'YV(LFKW Kai ... 
EaOpLiV yaLaV .. KXLVOI. LEVI1V: 'YLyvuaKw+a nom. 

participle of öpdw followed by an object (+acc. predicative participle) is quite common in 

epic, in the meaning of 'to identify at sight something/someone (as this or that)': e. g. H. 

7.189 yvw 8E KArjpov ßýµa i&wv; Od. 15.532 Eyvwv ydp µLV EaciVTa 'MwV OIWVÖV 

E6VTa; see also Hom. Hymn Dena. 94f. OÜBE TLS äv8pcw EiaopÖLJV yCyvC0GKE (but I 

think we cannot assume, with Vox 1984,51-6, that this last passage is the model of 

Solon, who would be paralleling his personal observations with the impossibility to 

recognise goddess Demeter disguised as an old woman: the evidence for an allusion is 

really too scanty). 

)LyVüSQKü means intellectual, objective acknowledgement, and here it is strongly 

connected with the visual element of Eßopciv (cp. H. 8.52=11.82 Eiaopöwv Tp(hwv TE 

Tr6XLV Kai of aS 'AXaLwv) and with the subjective feeling expressed in the parenthetical 

second hemistich of 1.1. The juxtaposition of the two perspectives is not only reinforced 
through the "slight anacolouthon" (so Linforth 1919,178) which focuses on the first 

person of the persona loquens, instead of connecting the participle öpwv with h oL as 

would be more natural, but also through the apo koinou construction of yaiav, which is 

the object both of yVyvu cr w and of Eßopc iv (I do not believe that the isolated YL YVC66KW 

was going to be completed, and its object expressed, somewhere else in the following 

lines, as Masaracchia 1958,273 prefers to intend). The resulting implication is that 'it is 

enough to see (the city reclining, lying down) to realise and to feel pain'. 

1. ýpEVÖS Ev6oOEv 6XyEa KELTaL: the final phrase adapts the common epic 
formula äXyEa+a form of rrdßxELV at the end of a hexameter, but follows for the content 

the model above all of Hom. Od. 24.423 EvL ýpE6L TrEVBoc EKELTO and possibly of H. 

24.522-3 dXyEa S' Eµtrrls Ev Ou toi KaTaKEIQ6aI EdaoµEV (where the verb may mean 
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"to rest"). These Homeric passages could be something more than a formal model for 

Solon, because they both deal with paternal pains for the children, and Solon could 

exploit this connotation here, to imply that the depression he feels for his fatherland 

ranges among the close and intimate father-son feelings (so already Vox 1984,53f. ). As 

for ýpEv63 Ev6oOev, it is paralleled by several epic lines where the adverbs Ev6oOt, 

Ev6ov, Ev6o6EV occur near a term for an organ (which syntactically is independent of the 

adverb) - see above all ýpthas Ev6ov, 4x in Od. 

There are several passages of lyric poets that mention ýpEVEc being affected by 

outside objects and emotions, and at least twice besides Solon ýprjv is the location of 

negative, painful feeling (Mimn. 7.7, Thgn. IEG 387; cp. also Thgn. IEG 593,657): cf. 
Sullivan 1988,59f. For more general discussions of the identification of the ýprjv, see 
Onians 1951,23ff., Ireland-Steel 1975,184. 

2.1rpEVIUTdTI1v ... yalay ['I]aovLas: In Hom. H. 13.689 the Ionians mentioned 

at 1.685 are equated with the Athenians, Bacchyl. 17.3 Koüpouc 'Iaövw[v, 18.1-2 

ßaa1X¬D Tdv ... 'A6aväv, T(V 6 3poßiwv ävaý 'Iwvwv (cp. also 1.15), Aesch. Pers. 

178 'Iaövwv yijv OZXETaL rrEpaaL OEXwv (564 &ä ... 'Iaövwv XEpas), Ar. Ach. 104 

'Iaovaü, 106 'Idovas (the only uses of the term for Athenians in Aristophanes, see 
Sommerstein ad loc). 

We seem to have here for the first time the tradition that Asia Minor had been 

colonised from Athens (by Neleus the son of the Athenian king Codrus according to Hdt. 
9.97, cf. 1.146f. ): the idea that 'Iaovias is a specifying genitive, and not a partitive one 
(cautiously prospected by Vox 1984,50), or even the correction of 'Iaovias in 'Iaoviav 

(Richards 1893,210) cannot be taken in consideration, since there is no reason in the 

context for calling Athens 'Ionia' rather than 'the oldest land of Ionia'. 

Trp¬ßßuTdTlIv may be ambiguous in meaning: both "the oldest" and "the most 
important" - the latter being a linguistically possible nuance that Solon would let 

surface, as a propagandistic evaluation, though from an objective perspective Athens 

could hardly be considered the most important Ionic city at the beginning of the 6th 

century. 
For Athens' role as mother city of Ionia, cp. Hdt. 5.97.2 (on the Ionian revolt of 

499) and Thuc. 1.6,1.12.4,1.95.1-2. The claim seems to have a kernel of truth but it 

was inflated later, in the time of the Delian League for the Athenian propaganda purposes: 
cp. above all Pherecydes the Athenian and Panyassis, who respectively maintained that 
the Athenian colonisation of Asia Minor had started from Ephesus or from Miletus. Cf. 
Sakellariou 1958,27, Barron 1962,6 and n. 40, Barron 1964,46-48, Mazzarino 1966, 
I, 92, Alty 1982,12 n. 8,9 n. 46, Parker 1987,205-7, Hornblower ad Thuc. 1.95.1. 
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No matter how the term was interpreted, as already remarked by Maharani 1993, 

365f., its role was essential, because the antiquity of Athens was the objective reason 

why every Athenian, not only Solon, had to regret about the present situation of Athens. 

3. KXLVOJ1eVT1V: Blass 1892,572 (approved by Richards 1893, Kenyon in the Berlin 

ed. of Atli-Pol. of 1903 and O. C. T. 1920, Mathieu in the Paris ed. of 1922, Rhodes 

1985,123 and Chambers 1990,162) read KaLVOµEVfIv in the papyrus, but the reading of 
Wilcken 1895,620f., KXLVOµtVrly, which Kenyon considered not impossible, has been 

accepted in all the modern editions of the text after Linforth. Indeed Katvoii vrly would 
introduce too hard a metaphor, since Kaivw is never said of a land anywhere else. 

Almost the same problem applies to the easy emendation in KaLOµhVrly 'being burnt', 

'in flames' (printed in the text by Hudson-Williams), that would seem to be paralleled by 

Hes. Theog. 693f. dµýi 8E yaia cEpEGPLOs Eßµ. apdyL(E KaLOIEVf (where however 

Ka(E60al is a first degree metaphor, since the earth is really burning because of Zeus' 

thunder), and above all by Lys. 33.7 (ap. Dion. Hal. Lys. 30): TIM TrOTE yVC6µrl 

XpcýµEVOL (seil. the Spartans) KaLOF1 Vflv Týv `EXXdda TrEpLOpcißw. Lysias' passage is 

certainly crucial, because it may involve an allusion to Solon's (cp. 'rrepLOpw6LV and 
Solon's Eaopwv), but even in Lysias the hyperbole looked excessive to the editors: 
Dobree had emended KatOµEVrly in KaKOUµthrly, and as soon as the papyrus of the 
Ath. Pol. was published, Kern 1918, proposed to correct Lysias' KaLOµEVflV in 

KXLvo[t6v11V. Nowhere else Solon presents the consequences of the strife so fiery as to 
justify the image of the land being 'burned' and, objectively, the internal rivalries of the 

aristocratic families or the social contrast of Solon's time could hardly drive the Attic land 

to look like a burned territory. 
The most economic solution is to opt for KXLVO[L. VIlV: the metaphor "to lie 

down"="to be oppressed/depressed" (parallel to the technical expression of boxing EIS 

yövu TrEaELV: see 'Simon'. Antli. Plan. 24) is a more moderate image (cf. Maharam 

1993,362), and better fits the real conditions of Athens. The same verb is also attested at 
least in Aesch. Pers. 929-30 'Aßia 8E X665v ... 

ETrL y6VU KEKXLTaL, and in Thgn. IEG 

856 (CYTrEp KEKXL116VTI vaüs Trap t yI v EBpaµ. EV (where the meaning 'to go off course', 
'to loose one's own balance' seems more probable than 'to be inclined': cf. Masaracchia 

1958,274). Other parallels (unexplored so far for Solon) for this kind of metaphor about 

a city are Hdt. 6.27 rl vauµaXirl vnoXa(3oüaa Es y6vu TýV Tr6Xu' EßaXE (for the 

equivalence of Eis y6vu TrEaEiv and KX(VEcOaL Eis TýV yýv, cf. Phryn. Praep. soph. 
71.11f. ), Euph. CA 18=Etym. Magn. 687.33 6 8E E 4opiuw OvK öpOcils XE'YEL TrEpt 

TOD OLOVÜ60u, O'TL Tals yUVaLKELaLc TdýEcLV E'YKEXEUOd[iEVOs ETrpýVLýE T1 t' 
EÜpuI. LE80VTOS ITÖXU), TOUTEJTL TO "Apyos (cp. SH 418.41 TTpýLVLýE 80pU6600i), 
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Nonn. 47.668 "Apyos ETTEp6E ica. ETrp7 VLýE MVKrjvas (for the equivalence of 

TrprlvixOfjvaL and Eis yövu icXLOfivaL, cf. Zonar. 1585 T. ). 
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Ll. 2-5 of this fragment are quoted by Aristotle, Ath. Pol. 5.3 as evidence of Solon's 

ýiecÖTTIS, just after the quotation of fr. 4 (cf. also Pol. 4.1296a18-20). Aristotle 

continues to say that Solon blamed Athen's situation on the rich, Kai öXws dE'L Trly 
aiTLaV TfS aTd6EC09 dVdTrTEL TOLS TFXoU(YLOL3' &L6 Kal EV dp)( TfS EXEYE(aS 

5E5oLKEVaL cT161 'TýV TE ýLX{ouXO]UTLaV TO 0' nrEpilýaVtaV', (JS ßL6 TaÜTa Ti' 

EXOpaS EvEcT60*113 (Ath. Pol. 5.3.12). However, the surviving quotation fails to prove 
the point of Solon's µEcOTr1S. This may be a hint that the source of the Ath. Pol. gave at 
this point other poems of Solon which might have proved his µEaöTrls, but Aristotle cut 
the number of the instances (Rhodes, Ath. Pol. ad loc). Indeed, we are promised 

rroLrjµaTa: the best attested and oldest meaning for Troirlµa is (short) composition 

embodying poetic features and above all the 1 Tpov (cf. Arist. Rh. 1408b30), often 

opposed in the Hellenistic and Roman period to Troi1l6L3 which is the large poem with a 
96JTa6LS T(V npayµäTwv (Arist. Poet. 1447a7f. ): cf. Dahlmann 1953 and Greenberg 
1961. As for our passage, Arist. Ath. Pol. 5.3, we can assume that the later attested 
meaning of -rroL1 LaTa=distichs was already in use in the fourth century (following 
Ardizzoni 1953,47 n. 9, who quotes Varro, Pa»ii. 398 Bücheler distichon 

epigra nnzation vocant poema), or, preferably, we can share Rhodes' suggestion that 
Aristotle would take the word without alternating it from his source, though, in 

abbreviating, he quoted only one of the 'small poems' he found in it. 
The other testimony, Plutarch, Sol. 14.2, would seem to solve the problem of 

Solon's pE6öTrl3. Referring to the situation before his election to archonship, Plutarch 

says that he feared the ýLXoXpilµaTiav of the poor, the b rEpfl aviav of the rich. 
According to Manfredini-Piccirilli 1977,179 Plutarch would do a lapses memoriae in 

attributing one fault to the poor the other to the rich, because, they state, in Aristotle the 

rich are most probably charged with both faults. However, the text of Aristotle, as we 
saw, speaks about Solon's favouring the 1Ea6Trls, and therefore might be understood 
also by later ancient authors as implying a charge against the poor for their 
ýLXOXprlµaT(a: either Plutarch is mislead by Aristotle or, similarly to Aristotle (according 

to Rhodes' interpretation), he cuts out of his quotation the relevant poems for the point of 
[. Ea6TT1S. 

On the basis of the surviving evidence, Solon's views in our fragment coincide with 
what he had identified in other elegies as the source of the disastrous situation of the polis 
(at least before his archonship): the comparison of fr. 3.7-10 6i iov 0' 1 yEµövwv 
a6LKOS V6O3, OL6LV ETO14.1OV Üßpios EK µEydXrls äXyEa TToXX& 1Ta0ELV' oÜ yäp 
ETTIOTaVTaL KaTEXELV KÖpOV OÜSE rrapoüßas E1 po6ÜVas KOa[LELV 6aLTÖS EV 

1ß)X[-q, and of fr. 8.3-4 TLKTEL yap K6pos ÜßpLV, OTaV uoXi, s 6X 0 ETnniTaL 
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dvgpwTroIS ön6ß0LS µßj vöos äpTLoS 
, with the 11.2-3 of the present fragment üµeLs 

S' hau dgaVTE$ EVL ýpEcJL KapTEpÖV -'TOP, d. uoXX v dyaO v ES KÖpov [TI]ÄdaaTE, 

suggests that in all these lines the common denominator is the relation between the Köpos 

of people who are already rich and its consequence (üßpLc) in a civic context. Already 

Linforth 1919,179 correctly remarked that Solon had in mind the quality of 

i yaXo#o6vvrl which characterises those rich citizens who can combine the qualities of 

IEyav vöov and KapTEpöv r1TOp: admirable in instances of restrained conduct but 

deemed dangerous if exercised with no restraint over their pursuits, and above all when 

not keeping their appetites under control. 

1. TijV ýLXoXpTj[LaTLaV TTjV 8' ÜTTEp71cav(av: TTjV TE 4. ].. [.. ].. Tlav is the 

papyrus reading of the first of the two words, which were recognised as a Solonian 

pentameter by Jackson and Mayor 1891,107. The reconstruction is based upon Plut. 

Sol. 14.2 6E8OLKd TG1V I. LEV ThV ýLÄOXpTIjLaTLaV, T(IV sE ThV ÜMEp1I(paVtaV; cp. also 

Diod. 7.12.5, of the oracle given to Lucurgus, ä ýLXoXprlp. aTia ETräpTav 6XEt, äXXo 8E 

66Ev. Other proposals for the papyrus lacuna include 4LAapyup1av (Kenyon), 

4LXOTTXOVTiaV (Blass3, Chambers 1965,34: 4 LXolrXouTiav does not fit the metre, and if 

it is the correct reading, this might suggest that possibly Aristotle was quoting from 

memory here). Solon, 30.21 uses 4LXOKT1 1WV in a negative context: on the compounds 

with ýLXO- , see the discussion by Cozzo 1991,29-30,91-2,94-6. 

From the context in Aristotle and Plutarch we can safely infer that the two accusatives 
would have been introduced in Solon's text by a perfect tense of a verb of fear, pointing 
to the firmness of Solon's persuasion. 

VITEprlcavLav: new. Cp. 3.36-7 (Eüvoµia) ürrEpi avd T' Epya 1TpavvEL. The 

wealthy are censured in Ar. Plitt. 559-64, among other things, for arrogance. The two 

vices are distinguished by Plato, Resp. 391c5 6UT' EXELV Ev aiTw VOa1jpaTE 66o 
EVUVTICJ (IXXi XOLV, CIVEXEUOEpLaV [LET& cLXOXpT IaTlas KaL al') ÜUTEp1]4aVLaV OE6V TE 

KUl ävOpo'Trwv. 

2. For ic uyd(W transitive, cf. Pl. Resp. 572a5 ic uxdßas µhV TW' 8üo ELSA, Philo, III 
Flacc. 51.1 dXX' 6 4thv 4 XdKKOS Ta. TE XEKTEa ic uxd(WV Kal TC( 1 GV)(C 6TEa XEquV 

OUTWS ELS r [Idg EýrlµdpTaVEV, Joseph, AJ 7.147.6 TdS [L v Trapä TOD OEOu 

YE'YEvrllIEVac dTTELX&3 T GUXd(ELV EKpLVEV, Dio Cass. Hist. Ronz. 59.30.2 ävýp 

UTTaTEUKd)S 0C1V[. aaT6V 8T' TLVa Tp6TTOV aÜTOÜS ýGt Xa6EV, C(VEXed w ES TTEpLýaVEc 

TL XWpiov, Palladius, Dialog. de vit. Joan. Chrys. 41.4 TrapaKaXEaas 8E Toüs äv8pas 
ýLXO06 6L'Y fi Trpös TrdvTas i cruxdaaL TV aiTiav TfiS Trapouaias. 

Solon's ijauXia represents the restraint of spirit in the face of success, an idea that 
can be already found in Odyssey 18.142 where Odysseus advises Amphinomus that one 
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should hold the gifts of the gods silently, GLyrl, and not to do ä-rdßOaXa as the suitors, 

and in Hesiod, Op. 119 where the golden race is enjoying many goods i JuxoL in 

contrast with the men of the silver race who suffered ills, as they could not keep from 

wanton üßpt. s, 11.134f. (cf. Dickie 1984,84-5). 
EVI. 4 pi¬at KapTEpoV liTOp: A- possibly Solonian - fusion of various epic 

expressions, as Hom. I1.17.111 Ev ýpEaiv dXKLµov 1 TOp, Hom. Od. 15.486 Evi 

ýpEßi Ouµöv 6pLvas, Od. 20.38 Ou1i6Evi ýpEßi 1Epµrlpi EL, Od. 21.87 Ouµöv Em 

6Trj0EaaLv öpivETOV; cp. Thgn. IEG 646 KEiµEVOS Ev µEydXrl Ouµöv dµrlxavtrl, 

Panyas. PEG 17.13 Evi ýpEßi Ouµöv d4pcrl. For Evi 4pEßi as a local dative, Aesch. 

Supp. 606 with Johansen and Whittle ad loc; for phrases mentioning ýpEvEs in a 

positional relationship to another organ, as seen in Hom. Il. 8.202 Ev ýpEßi Ouµös, 

Tyrt. 7.17 äXKLµov Ev 4pEai Ouµöv, Thgn. IEG 122 86XLov 8' Ev ýpEaiv rjTOp, 

Aesch. Cho. 831-2 Ev ýpEßiv Kapdiav, see Ireland-Steel 1975,190. 

The adjective KapTEp63 included both positive and negative qualities (for the latter 

see above all, Hom. Il. 5.757 where the term chastises the deeds of Ares as an 64pcov 

who bs oü TLva o16E OE LUJTa, or 5.872 for Diomedes' violent act that Zeus is asked to 

deplore, ob VEi ¬aI(TI 6p6iv Td6E KaPTEP& Epya; besides e. g. Aesch. Supp. 612, PV 

212), but in the Homeric poems it almost always synthesised the positive values of heroic 

'strength' and 'courage'. Here, in combination with the verb 1 uuxä(w, Solon makes it 

clear that he is thinking above all of its negative connotations: another instance of the 

reshaping of the epic values by the means of Homeric expressions, for which see, for 

instance, ad 1.3-4,3.9,7.5. 

3. dya6 iv Ec KOPOV [Y ]XdaaTE: Cf. Tyrt. 8.10 dRcOTEpwV 8' ES K6pov 
1 XdcraTE, Hdt. 2.124.3 ES rräßav KaKÖTIlTa EXdaai, and for the phrase dyaOc; iv ... 
Köpov, Aesch. Ag. 381f. (fully quoted above ad 3.9) oü yäp EcTLV ETTaXýLS 1TXOÜTOU 

rrpös K6pov - if TrXOÜTOV is connected with K6pov, as some recent scholars (Fraenkel, 

Bollack) agree, and not with ETraXýL3. Besides Fraenkel ad loc., cf. Dopchie 1968. 

4. Ev LETpioLVL: In Solon as in other early archaic poets (cf. Sol. 14.2, Thgn. IEG 

335, Phoc. 12, Pind. Pyth. 11.52) JI TpLOS and its related concept REaos express the 

notion of moderation, reflective attitude in a political content, which will produce in 

fourth century sources a concept of the polls as a community of of l1 aoL, the middle 

class (e. g. Eur. Supp. 244-5: 
... ij 

'V 41Eaq 6WCEL IT6XEL3, K6 JIIOV ýuXd6QOU6' ÖVTLV' 

äv Td rl rr6XL3; see further Morris 1996). 

J. yav vöov: this very combination of words is usually attested for the mind of 

gods: see Hont. Hymn Dent. 37 T6 #a of (Demeter) EXTrls EOEXyE p yav vöov 
dxtu[i6vijs TTEp, Hes. Theog. 36-7 TaL OLL Tra-rpi ... TEp1TOUQL II yav vOov EVT63 
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'OXvµTrou, Pind. Pyth. 5.122 Diös Toi vöos [t yas Ku(3Epvä 8aiµov' dv8pwv 4(Xwv, 

Theoc. M. 30.30 OEos 6s Kai Dios EaýaXE p yav vöov; differently (but still with a 

very positive value) only in Pind. Nem. 6.5 cßä TL rrpoa4 po t¬v EµTrav r'j jt yav 

vöov 7ITOL cfULV dOavdTOLs. 

However, in parallel with the case of KapTEpöv (see ad 1.2), we can guess that 
Solon's use of the expression possibly balanced this highly positive connotation of the 

phrase (or of the similar idiomatic expressions µEya/µEydXa 4poveIv or 

i¬yaXoýpovEw, which most often in epic and in later Greek positively describe the 

greatness of mind of the heroes) against the negative meaning of 'arrogance' which the 

µEyaýpov- expressions are sometimes attested to have had in the Greek prose writers at 
least from the fifth century onwards, and which most probably already surfaces both here 

and in fr. 12.3: cf. Bissinger 1966,307. 

5.1TcLadµEO(a): The first person plural was thought by nineteenth century scholars to 
be proof of Solon's being a Trpo6TdTr13 TOO 8rjµou. However, as Masaracchia 1958, 

276 lastly pointed out, far from being so, Solon rather uses some kind of powerful 

rhetoric in his attempt to check the greedy rich: the plural would better convey the idea of 
isolation the rich are going to face in relation to all the other Athenians. 

oiiO' ÜµZv dpTLa 
... 

EOETaL: the arrogant rich are driving Athens to an 
instability that might lead to tyranny (not mentioned in the text) and that certainly cannot 
be 'suitable' to their interests. By using the key-term of his ecuiomia in its basic sense 
(äpTLa from dpapicmco), Solon manages to imply that also the 'future' interests of the 

ruling class he tries to rebuke coincide with his own project for 'conformity' and kosmos 

inside the polis (see ad 3.32,39, and ad 7). 
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The whole fragment with small changes is found in the Theognidean corpus, 11.315-8. It 

appears to be a variation of the ideas of Solon's fr. 1 (see above all, 11.3f., 7-10,67-70) 

describing the destruction which derives from human wealth as well as the instability of it 

(note also the same polyptoton in frr. 1.76 and 6.4). 

However, Solon's criticism of the wealthy is in the strongest terms here, because, 

unlike fr. 1, which, somehow, 'offered' to the audience a theory of ethics, this fragment 

does not have such an 'ambition', but looks like more connected to the specific and 

urgent events of Athens. 

1. TroXXoi ... TTXOUTOÜQL KaKOC, dya8oi, 
... TrEVOVTaL: it is difficult to ascertain 

the meaning of the distinction äya6oi and KaKOL. One possibility is that it points here 

expressly to the `technical' opposition between nobles and non-nobles (as a consequence 

of the developments taking place in pre-democratic Athens of Solon's age, many of the 

nobles, who traditionally in the aristocratic society of archaic Greece had also been the 

wealthier class, had become poor, and many non-agathoi rich, see e. g. Mitchell 1997, 

143-4): in this case, as is clear from 11.2f., Solon would number himself among the 

nobles who were poor and would be rejecting the new wealth of the non-dya8oi in 

favour of aristocratic arete. It is much better to believe that the opposition points at the 

ethical distinction between, on one side, people who because of their merits and qualities 

would deserve to be rich (the 'men of account') but are not, and, on the other, the 

unworthy, evil people who, nonetheless, gain fortunes (a less historically plausible 

paradox provoked by the unforeseen characteristics of the destiny). I agree with Donlan 

1968,112f. that the latter possibility is better, because, after all, in the other poetic 
fragments preceding the reforms, Solon prefers to avoid the use for the ruling aristocrats 

of the term dyaOoi which, though being technical, could still imply the original positive 

value, and hints at the distinction between the powerful and leading class on one side, and 

the rest of the demos on the other side, in terms of possessing or not power and wealth 

(wealth which usually has negative connotations): frr. 3.7ff., 7.3,8,5.2-3; also fr. 12.3 

äv8pwv 
... ieydXuw, fr. 31.4 µELCOUS Kai (3iav äµEivovEc; see Donlan 1973,366-7, 

n. 4. On the meaning of dyaOoi/KaKOi in the poems following the reforms, where the 

dichotomy appears more technically to apply to the aristocratic (and usually rich) class 

and to the non-nobles, cf. Introd. to frr. 29-29b. 

What is more important, in my opinion, is that in this fragment Solon surely `turns 

around' the social values underlying this terminology (rich-ruling-aristocratic 

class=virtuous people) and presents himself as an 'anomalous' agathos, namely a non- 

rich one, and at the same time dramatically disjoins his own new idea of dpETrj from 
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wvealth: contrast Solon's attitude to Hesiod, Op. 313 TrXO JTqj 6' dpETý Kai. KD803 
örrrjBEi (cf. Fränkel 1975,232). Theognis appears to have gone far beyond in this 
direction, since he registers the economical emergency of the new (namely not 

aristocratic) rich as an 'unnatural' possession of wealth by evil people: 57-8 of SE TrpL V 
EßOXoL VÜV 6ELXOL, 683 TroXXOL TrXOUTOV EXOU6LV d[5pLE3' O. 8E Tä KaXä C1lTOUaLV 

XaXETfý TELpÖ 1¬voL TTEVLT (321 
... KaKdi äv8pl ßLOV KdL 1TXOÜTOV 6 dace 

, 749-52 
6Tm6T' C(Výp G(E)CKOS Kal dTd60aXo3, 

... UßpI(lj 1TXOVT(q KEKOp1I[I VOS, OL SE SLKaLOI 

TP I)(OVTaL XaXETT71 TELpO IEVOL TTEVLi ;, 1061-2 OL [thi' yap KaK6T1jTa 

KaTQKpÜ iaVTES E)(ouaiv 1TXOÜTG), TOIL 6' dpET7jv OÜÄ041EVTj u¬vi j (see Cerrl 1968, 

and Lahr 1992,19-23). See later Bacchyl. 1.160 TrXoOTOS sE KdL 8ELX6LaLV dvOp6rrWv 
ÖýLLXEI, 10.49-51 OL6a KdL TTX06TOU [tEydXav 8ÜVa6LV, ä KdL T[6]v dXPELOV TL[6f6]L 

xprr6Tdv, Eur. TGF 247 TL 6' dK äv EtrJ XPTICT63 6X(3L0S yEyü ;, TGF 641 

1TXOUTEL3, T& S' äAXa x. t1 66KEL ýUVLEVaL' EV T4i yap 6Ä1W cauXÖTfS EVEQTL TLS, 

1TEVLa SE aO4LaV EXaXE 6tä TO aUy'YEVES, Ar. Plitt. 502-4 TrOXXOL [t iv yap T(; V 
dVOp6TTWV OVTES TTXOUT000L 1TOVflpOL, d8lKWS aÜT& IUXXE i[LEVOL' TTOXXO'L 8' OVTES 

TTdVU XPT16TOL TTpdTToUaL KUK(i)S Kai. TTELVCJJLV, Men. Kol. 43 OÜOELS ETFXOÜTTIQEV 

TaXEWS ÖLKaLOS div, fr. 84 K. -Th. TrXoüTOS SE TTOXX(V ETTLKdXV1L[L' EcTLV KaKWV, 

Crates, PCG 48 spoke of the man who had become rich through wrong-doing, 
d6LKOXprj11aTO3. Compare also the type of class/status expressions in Eur. TGF 326 äp' 

OlaO' ÖOOÜVEX' OL [I. EV E6TEVEL9 ßpOTCOV TTEVT1TES 6VTE$ OÜ8EV d44dVOUQ' ETL, OL 6' 

oÜSEV 7jaaV TTp6o0EV, ÖÄILOL 6E vOv, 66ýav 4EpOVTaL TOD VOJ1L6]. LaTOS XdpLV KaL 

6U4. L1TÄEKOVTES 6TTEp[Ia KdL 'Yd4IOU3 TEKVWV; 60ÜVaL 6E TTd9 TLS [IdXXov 6X3LU) KUKCJ 

1Tp60U1. L63 EJTLV j TrEVf TL KdyaB4 . KaKÖS S' 6 [1i EXWV, OL S' EXOVTEs OXILOL. 

Cercid. fr. 1.1-11 Livrea=1.41-50 Lomiento (with the note ad loc. ) 

TTEVOVTal: With the meaning `to toil' in Homer, here for the first time `to be poor 
or needy'; see later Aesch. Ag. 962, Eur. Hec. 1220, etc. 

2-3. oi) SLaµEU öµ. E9a T1js dpETrjs Töv 7TX0 TOV: The plural of the first 

person is here most probably a mere variety for the singular of fr. 1- the inclusion of 
the audience as subject of this choice would not find any sure parallel in Solon's 
fragments. For the medium form, cf. Sol. 7.2,23.6 and Tyrt. lb. 6. 

dpETrj (still in a martial sense) and richness are two prerequisites for happiness 

commonly considered to be joined, and concretely combined e. g. in Homeric Hymns: 

15.9=20.8 &6ou S' dpETIIV TE Kai Upov. For the idea, cp. Solon's statement at 1.7-8, 

Sapph. PLF 1486 TrXOVTOS 6VEV t dpETas oüK dßivrls TrcipOLKOS ä 8' dµ(OTEpwv 

Kpd(YLg ' EÜ6aL41OV1as EXEL T6 6Kpovl, adesp. PMG 961 of 417jv TTOTE Tal) äpETav 

cXXd oµal &VT' d&&KOV KEp6ous, Thgn. IEG 149-50 XprjµaTa µhv SaiµcOv Kai 

nayKdKC) dV8pL 8i6wßly Küpv'" dpETfs S' ÖXiyOLS dV8pdcL IOip' ETrETaL, Callim. 
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Joy. 95-6 OÜT' CIPETfjS üTEp EXPOS ETrkJTaTaL C(v66pas d4ýELV OUT' dpE-d d(p6VOLO' 

8i6ou 8' dpETr V TE Kai öX(3ov, with McLennan ad loc. 

The reading of Plutarch, aüTOLS, has been more often accepted than TOÜTOLS of the 

codd. of Theognis and Stobaeus. Certainly, when a list of items precedes, OVTOS 

commonly resumes the last of them (what in our case would be absurd). If, however, we 

consider that the polemical target on which Solon focuses are the bad-rich of the first 

hemistich of 1.1 (here as several times elsewhere in Solon), and suppose that äyaOoi 8E 

TrEVOVTaL consequently has a semi-parenthetic marginal relevance, the reading T01TOLS 
(accepted by West) may not be desperate at all. It would have the emphatic connotation of 

contempt that 0bTOS often has, in order to refer to the bad-rich who are the real enemies 

of Solon (cp. the use of OUTO3 with reference to the opponent or the hostile party in Attic 

juridical or political prose). 

3-4. The idea of virtue as the safest possession is often paralleled in the fifth century: cf. 
Bacchyl. 3.90-1 dpETd[S 'YE [L]EV Ov µLVÜOEL (3pOT6v äµa a[ch[L]aTL 4 yyos (most 

probably opposed not only to youth but also to EOPOCFüva 6' 6 Xpuaö 1.87 as a non- 

permanent possession: see Maehler ad loc. ), and 13.176 'ApETä ... 
EµrrE80V 

... 
GTpu 4öTaL, Soph. TrGF 201d dpET? 1EßaLaL 6' EL6LV a. KTTj6ELS 116v q3, Eur. El. 

939-44 111)XELS TLS ELVaL TOOL XprjµaaL 60EVwv' TCl S' 068EV EL ß. L71 ßpaXüv 
öinXfvai Xpövov. ý yäp cü6LS (3E(3aLOS, Ob Tä Xp1jµaTa. rl µEV yap aLEL 
Trapa'1EVOU6' a(pEL Kath' 6 6' 6XP0S a6LKWS KaL ýLETet 6KaL@V ýUVthi' EýETTTaT' 

OLKuW, ßµLKpOV ävOi craS Xpovov, TGF 53 O1K E(TLV EV KaKOL6LV EÜ'YEVELa, Trap' 

äyaeoi6L 6' äv6pcov, TGF 542 oiTOL vöµ. Lßµa XEVKÖS äpyupoS µövov Kai. Xpußös 
EGTLV, c1XX t KdpETi ßpOTOLS vöµLaµa KELTUL TTdßLV, rl Xpij60aL XpEuV, TGF 734 
apETTI 8E K&V 0äV71 TLS OÜK cLTr6XXVTaL, 6' OÜKET' 6VTOS a tCtTOS' KaKOLUL SE 

a1TawTa ýpoü6a auveavovo' ÜTr6 XOov6s, TGF 1029 011K E6TLV dpET71S KTII[Ia 

TLII. LGITEPOV' o1 yap TTE4UKE SOÜXOV OV'TE XPT1IIdTWV Oi. T' E&YEVELac OÜTE OWTUELaS 

OXÄOU. C(pETTI 6' ÖGL TTEp µäAAov äV XpýaeaL 06X713, TO(J@8E 41ELCCJV ai ETaL 

TEXOui vif, TGF 1030 dpET71 41E'YL TTOV T(uV EV CIVAp(; JTTOLS KaX6v, TGF 1066 ij TOILS; 
EV OLKq XprjµaaLV XEXEI. µµEOa, Tl 6' EÜ'YEVELa KaL TO y¬vvaLOV µEVEL; besides 
Lucian, Anth. Pal. 10.41.1-2 TrXODTOS 6 TýS tVXi 3 TrXODTOS µövoS EaTLV 6Xr1OT 

TdXXa S' EXEL XÜTTTIV TTXE(OVa T(. lV KTEciVWV. 

Solon's statement is not a banality to be taken for granted, because the opposite 
notion that wealth guarantees and maintains one's social standing - otherwise reduced as 
a result of lack of it is also widely expressed. Cf. Ale. PLF 360.2 XP1 1IaT' ävrlp, 

rTEVLXpoS 8' oü8' ELS Tr4XET' EaXos o18E TiµLOS (Solon may have been in a polemical 
strain with the perspective of the persona loquens in Alcaeus' fragment, some 
Aristodamus: he says that a man is one's richness; Solon maintains that richness and the 
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man are well distinguished), Scol. PMG 910 oü8Ev iv äpa TäAXa nXrly 6 XpUaös, 
Thgn. IEG 621 Träs TLS' TrXOÜ6LOV äv8pa TIEL, cTLEL 8E TrEVLXpöv, Bacchyl. 10.49 

(quoted ad 1.1), Soph. TrGF 354.6-7 Eµoi S' ob8E'Lg 60KEL EivaL TrEVrls dÄiv ävoaos, 
6XX' dEL VOaELV, Eur. El. 37-8 XprIIIdTCJV 6E 8h `T VT1TEs, EVOEV rp5y VEL' dTrÖXXuTaL, 

Phoen. 442 -rrEvrls yap ov6EV EüyEVrls ävr p, TGF 95 dXX' oJBEV rjüyEVELa Trpös Tä 

Xpri aTa" T6V Yap KdKLcTOV TrXOiros E15 Trpu'TOUS äyEL, and also later, Crantor Sol. 

SH 345 OÜK ETTL TTEVI, as OÜSEV dOALWTEpOV EV T() ß[(P 6Ü[LTrm ta' Kai. 'yap äv 

4ÜOEL 6TTOU6aLO3 1 S', TTEVII3 86, KaTd'YEÄG]S E671. 

3. E µnE5ov aiEi: at the beginning of the line also in Hom. H. 16.107 (in a different 

position also in 15.683), and Thgn. IEG 1084 E ITrE6ov aiEV. 

4. XprjµaTa S' äv8pthrwv dXXOTE 
... 

EXEL: Thgn. IEG 918 XprjµaTa 8' 

dvOpcuucov (in the preceding hemistich of the pentameter). 
For the gnomic notion of the instability of wealth, cf. Hes. Op. 326 rraüpov 8E T' 

ETTL xp6vov 0Äß0S 6TTT16EL, Thgn. IEG 157-8 ZEÜS yap TOL T6 TdXaVTOV EiTLppETrEL 

CIXXOTE äÄX(5,6XXOTE J1EV TTXOUTELV, äXXOTE Ifl16EV EXELV, Pind. Pyth. 3.106 ÖÄßos 

{6'} OÜK ES µaKpöv dVc8p(1V EPXETaL KTX., Men. fr. 116.1 K. -Th. TrEpL Xpr)µdTwv 
XaXet , 

dßEßaiou TrpdyµaTOS, fr. ep. ad. CA 4.9-15 6XXOTE yap äXXols O'Xl3oU Xdxos 

dvOp6 rolßly' OYr TOL TrEoa0L0 &LKII, TOLT18E KaL O'Xf OU' TTE6a6S aµELlÖ IEv63 1TOTE 

ithv TOLS, &XXOTE TOLULV ELS dya06v TrI1TTEL KQL dt VEÖV aita TLOT1QL Trp6UOEV 

dvoX ELOVT', EÜI14EVEOVTa 6' CivoXPOV' TOLOS 6LVIjTT16L TTEpLUTpE4ETaL 

TTTEpl5yE6aLV O'X103 ETr' dvOpuirous, Wov 6' Eý äXXou 6 XEL. That wealth - not 

only the unrighteous one - is short-lived is a common-place in tragedy, cf. Soph. TrGF 

646.4 Ev yäp ßpax¬I KaO¬LXE K(i)XL'YW Xpövw 1rdµTrXOUTOV 0Äß0V 5a111OP03 KaKOÜ 

86UL3, ÖTaV I. I. ETaaTT KaL OEOIS BOKý Td6E, Eur. Phoen. 558 6 8' ÖÄIOS OÜ f EßaLOS 

dXX' ýiiEpoS, HF 511-2 6 8' 6X13os 6 thyas ... OÜK o18' O'T(. q 1EßaL63 EGTL, El. 943 
6 6' EXPOS 

... 
E ETrTaT' OLKWV, ßµLKpöv dvOrjaas xpövov, TGF 618 T6V ö)(3ov oiu8Ev 

oü8aµoü KpiV( ßpoTO'ic, 6V y' EýaXELýEL päov ij ypaýýjv OE63. As for its fast passing 
from one to another, cf. Eur. TGF 420.4 where vanishing wealth is called ürroTrTEpoS, 

and TGF 518.2 TOO [, IEV (TrXOÜTOV) 6KEIa TTTEpu . 

dXXOTE äXXo ' EXEL: Cf. Sol. 1.76 and note there. 
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The picture we draw from this poem can hardly be reconciled with the interpretations 

which have either celebrated Solon as a revolutionary leader championing the cause of the 

poor or criticised him for showing a paternalistic attitude towards demos. His objective 

was a more just, though still a stratified, society which sought to retain the co-operation 

of its elite: cf. Hornblower 1992,228-9. As Solon puts it here, he gave as much as was 

sufficient to each of the groups in seventh- and sixth- century Athens (cf. Arist. Pol. 

2.1274a15-18, who says that Solon only gave to the demos the very minimum of 

power), as his intentions were to preserve order and not to change the social position of 

either side. 
Y 

1. öiuii p ... 
EB)Ka Tößov yEpas ... 

öaaov thrapKEt: For the thought, cf. Eur. 

TGF 626.1 6ij iqý äE II1 TE TFC(V dVC(pT1 cT c KpdTOS jl1 T' C(U KGKCi16119. 

Literally yEpas means every kind of privilege, which someone has as an inherent 

feature of one's situation (old people, deceased or gods; in this case verbs of 'bestowing' 

are nowhere attested) or which someone is bestowed with because of one's social status; 
in this second case it either concerns the privileges of the kings, or of the military leaders, 

above all, the special share bestowed by the soldiers to the military leaders in the 
distribution of the booty or in similar cases (the most common verb of bestowing used is 

8i8wjiL, as in Solon, both in the Iliadic occasions of division of the prey, cf. 1.123,135, 

138,163,276; 9.334,367, and in the acknowledgement of Arete's kingship by the 

people in Od. 7.150). In this second meaning, which clearly better fits Solon's passage, 

yEpas always implies a kind of relationship in which the recipient (the leader of a group) 
is in a position of marked superiority to the donor (usually the group-members) - apart 
from the sarcastic parody of the equal gift-giving from beggar to beggar in Od. 20.297. 

For the etymology of the word, (probably Mycenaean in origin) see Chadwick-Baumbach 

1963,180, and Scheid-Tissinier 1994,234-4. For the acquisitive heroic society, where 

yEpac is the material prize/rightful privilege from the standpoint of TL nj 'honour', which 

confers moral consideration to the one who possesses, see Riedinger 1976, and Bottin 

1979. 

Solon is inverting the Homeric organisation of sharing/redistribution by offering a 

geras not to a basileus /'king' or to an outstanding warrior or to a person of exceptional 

social standing, but to demos: as remarked by Anhalt 1989,10 through this inversion of 
the donor and the recipient, Solon underscores his intention to distinguish the demos as 

an actor in the political process. I would also add a relevant detail of Solon's use of the 
Homeric cultural model, which Anhalt appears to have missed. 
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In by far the most numerous instances, the bestowing of the yEpac concerns the 

typical scene of the distribution of the booty, reflecting the 'tribal' use to put in common 

and afterwards dividing the spoils (cf. Borecki 1965,12-4). But the premise of this 

distribution, and therefore of the bestowing of the yEpas, is obviously that something 'in 

common' exists to be distributed, as Achilles pointed out in H. 1.123-4 Tress yap TOL 

& crouUL yEpas REyäOuµoL 'AXaloi; 068E TI TTOU L6[LEV cuu4 a KEC/lePa TTOÄAd. 

Therefore, in this line Solon was also most probably implying (in order to cope with the 

dissatisfaction of the demos) that not only he had given the suitable yEpac to the demos 

(and not the leaders) but also that he, Solon, had put in common political rights, and 

started the distribution. 

öaaov äirapicEt: For ETrapKETL, preferred by West, cp. Soph. El. 354 

ETrapK06VTws expressing also a sense of sufficiency, or Ant. 612 EnapKEaEL vöµos 

which is the only instance of the verb without an object as in Solon, but ETrapKEoEL has 

the different meaning of 'will hold good' or 'endure'-5LapKEaEL. 

Besides, dlrapKEL (which was already conjectured by Koraes before the discovery of 

the Athenaion Politeia) is by far the most idiomatic verb in this meaning: cf. Aesch. Ag. 

379 (see the substantial note by Fraenkel ad loc. ), Pers. 474, Soph. OC 1769, Eur. TGF 

892.4, Ar. PCG 474. Ziegler 1963,656 (after Bergk2) argues for a consecutive 
infinitive, rather than an indicative but I do not see the need for this. 

2. EtropEýdµEvos=Hom. Il. 5.335, where the participle is said of Diomedes 'leaning 

out to'. Lloyd-Jones (in Rhodes 1981,172) interpreted 'not reaching out for it' (Solon 

would not be 'exposing himself too much). However, here the recipient of the participle 

has to be the demos as it is understood from its opposition to dýEAwv with which it is 

connected by the Oi TE ... OÜTE: cf. also Vox 1984,58. It is better to interpret, as 
Hudson-Williams 1926,19 translates 'not handing out more than their due', in the sense 

which the verb has in the active voice and in tmesis in Hom. Il. 5.224f. E1 TrEp äv avTE 

ZENS ETfi Tu6EL61,1 OLolu 6cI KU8OS 6PEý11. 

3. Xpý ltaaLv ... 
dyri-oL: First in Solon with the instrumental or causal dative (aliter 

Theoc. 1.126 TO Kai µaKäpEaßiv äYIIT6v, where the dative is an indirect object). It is 

worth noting that Solon characterises the 'respectability' of the group opposed to demos 

(which was traditionally labelled by the technical term dyaOoi, see ad 6.1) purely in 

materialistic terms. 

4. Kai Tots E4paadµ. rly ... 
EXELV: For the use of the article as demonstrative in 

elegiac and lyric poetry, see e. g. Sol. 1.6,1.58, Tyrt. 6.7, Thgn. IEG 33-4,395,871, 
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pind. 01.6.75. For the syntax ýpdCw+infinitive, cf. Hom. Il. 9.347 in the sense of "to 

plan". 
p. ii6Ev dELKES ExELV: Sol. 30.13-4 6ouXir1y dELKEa ExoVTas, cf. also 3.25. 

For the pattern, cf. Hom. Il. 19.133 Epyov äELKES EXovTa; Hdt. 3.15.2 EXwv oü8Ev 

3iaLOV. 

On the mediatory ethos of a correct ruler and of the correct political system in the later 

Athenian political ideology, cf. Eur. Supp. 403-8,434-5, IA 339-45, TGF 626.1-2, 

Thuc. 2.37.1. 

5. dµfLpaXwv KpaTEpÖV adKOS dµ4OTEpOLUL: Compare Sol. 30.26-7 TciV 

OÜVEK' dXKT VT dVTOOEV 1TOLO6[LEVOs 63 EV KU6LV TroXXc i6LV EcTpd4TpV Xl KOS, and 

Sol. 31.8-9 Eyth SE TOÜTWV W6TTEp EV l ¬TaL('ligJ Öpos KaTE6T1lV. 

Though being formally dependent also on Hom. Il. 17.742 KpaTEpöv i vo 

dL1 aXövTEc, the shield-image was more probably reminiscent of Hom. Il. 3.334 

(Paris)=16.135 (Patroclus) a is i 8' äp' (tOLOLV ßdXETO ýos 
... 

ET ELTa ß4K03 µ. Eya 

TE QTLßap6V TE (pace van Effenterre 1977,115-6, who maintains that aäKos alludes 

specifically to Ajax in the Iliad, whose 6äK03 is never called darns). Jaeger observed 

that the use of the Homeric language shows that Solon felt he was a Homeric heroic 

warrior of his times, a protector of his people (most probably against internal political 

disaster and not against outsiders, as was proposed by Linforth 1919,180). 

Furthermore, Solon's version of the Homeric image is surprisingly original as Solon 

covers with the shield not his shoulders but the two opposing factions, äµ4oTEpoLcL, 

protecting one from the other. Solon's image constitutes a paradox also when compared 

to the Hoplite-tactics of his own time: E6Trly evokes the image of the phalanx, (see Tyrt. 

8.28-38, Ar. Vesp. 1081-3) but on this battlefield Solon stands alone: Loraux 1984, esp. 
206, has many good points on the metaphor, see also Anhalt 1989,129. I would add the 

remarkable absence of the mention of the sword, which was present in both the 

armouring scenes quoted above: Solon is armed to protect both existing parties, and not 

to kill any opponent. 

Vian 1960,275 proposes to read EaTT1V=dVTEYTr1V, 'I opposed both parties, posing 
myself between them', and therefore 'covering myself with the shield'. However, 
Solon's line shows that his aim was not self defence (pace Rhodes 1981,172-3) but, as 
the following line confirms, not to allow either of the two conflicting parties to prevail 
(cf. Masaracchia 1958,284). 

6.0Ü8ETEpouS" Hom. Il. 14.18 has OÜ8ETEpW6E, OÜ5ETEpos is first found in Hes. 
Theog. 638, and [Sc. ] 171. Cp. for the thought, Sol. 30.22-5 EL yap r'j9EXOV Ci TOLS 

EVUVT[OL6LV Tjv8CIVEV TÖTE, C(ÜTLS 8' ä TOLßLV OÜTEpOL ýPCKMICaTO, uoXX V äV 
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ävgpcov rj6' EXTjpc@Tj Tr6XLS, and see Eur. TGF 21 80KEIT' äv O'LKEiv yaIav, EL TuEVrIS 

äiiac Xaös TrOXLTEÜOLTO TTXOUcLWV CITEp; OÜK C(V yEVOLTO X(')PLS EGOXe KaL KaKC, 

äXX' EaTL TLS 6Ü'YKpauL9, Ck6T' EXELV KaX(ý3. Et µrß yap E6TL To TTEVIlTL TrXOÜ6LO3 

6[6W9" & 8' OL TTXOUTOÜVTES OÜ KEKT1ý EOa, TOL JLV TTEVT16L Xp(1')F1¬VOL TL[16[LEOa. 
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With the opposition between demos, the whole body of the citizens (cf. Forti-Messina 

1956, quoted ad 3.7) and their chiefs, Solon had dealt with also in fr. 3.7. However the 

perspective from which Solon considers the leadership of Athens in this fragment is 

different from fr. 3. In fr. 3 the demos was stupidly being allured by wealth, and the 

leadership, which appeared to be rapacious and deliberately unrighteous, was the most 

negative pole of the opposition. Instead, in this fragment the leadership is not expressly 

told to be the worse element of the opposition, and though the conclusion that the citizens 

ought to follow their leadership is not drawn, it seems to be implied. A plausible 

explanation of this difference would be that fr. 8 belongs to a stage of Solon's political 

action later than Eunontia and Solon's archonship (cf. Ferrara 1954), or however a time 

when Solon was considering the dangers from an unruly demos no less than from an 

unruly noble-ruling class. 
In Homer and in Hesiod hybris and ate are almost always connected with powerful 

and rich characters - for the variance of Solon with Hesiod in the sequence of the two 

factors, cf. ad fr. 1.12. In this fragment it is not sure at all that Solon is simply only 

concerned with the hybris of the leaders (pace Masaracchia 1958,276,286, and Ferrara 

1964,138). I agree with Santoni 1981, that Solon is most probably warning both 

classes, the demos and the leaders, not to exploit too much the situation and to loose the 

qualities of conformity/order (expressed with artios). Solon would first attest here the 

possibility that persons of the demos may be affected by hybris, when acquiring positions 

of olbos; taking evidently into consideration the increasing importance of the "new" 

mercantile wealth of Athens of his age, Aristotle, who was convinced that hybris, the 

exhibition of superiority, affects above all young and rich people (Rh. 2.1378b28), is 

very correct, when he 'glosses' the maxim first attested in Solon in connection, above all,, 

with the "new rich" (Protr. fr. B4 Düring TiKTEL yap, cris ýr16L 1 TrapOLµia, KOP0S [ tv 

vßpty, d7rat&uo, Ia 8E 
. LET' EýOUalac ävoLav, KTX., and Rh. 1391a14ff. 8LaýEpEL 8E 

TOLS VEC46TL KEKTflIL6VOL9 KaL TOL$ TrdXaL TC( O T(il &ITaVTa R äXXOV KaL ýauXOTEpa 

T& KaKC EXELV TOÜS VEOTTXOÜTOUS (&nuEp yap diTatSEvoia TTXOÜTOU EcTL T6 

VE6UXOUTOV ELVaL), KTX. 

1-2.8f µoS [L jTE 
... 

dvEOEis L1jTE PLaCdµEvoc: The lines most probably were 
the model of Aesch. Eum. 526-8 µ7T' 6VapKTOV iLov 1U TE 6EaTrOTOÜ11EVOV aiivi o¬L9, 

and 696-7 TO [Ll T' ävapXov [LýTE 6EGITOTO6[. LEVOV &YTOLS TTEpLaTEXXOUaL f OVXEÜLJ 

cJ IELV (where respectively the chorus and Athena warn against the danger of anarchy); 
Cf. also Eur. TGF 626.1 8rjµw 8E [11ýTE 7TQV ävapTrjßrls KPC[TOS µ1T' aÜ KUKCk61]S. 
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For dVEOEis, see Plut. Per. 11.4 µ. äXtGTa To 8rjµw Täs i viac dv¬'i 6 TTEp1KAfiS 

E 1TOXLTEÜETO Trpös XdpLv. 

UÜV il YEVoVE6ULV ETTOLTO: Horn. II. 12.87 and 13.801 äµ' 1 YqI. vEQ6LV 

ETi OVTO. 

2. dvEOEL9: for a similar use of the verb, cf. above all Hdt. 2.129.3 Töv AEwv 

TETpUIIEVOV 
ES TÖ EGXUTOV KaKOÜ aVELVaL, and Eur. Andr. 727 dVELµEVOV TL Xpfi a 

7TpEQf UTLJV 'yEVOs. 

3-4. Cf. Sol. 3.5-10,3.34 where the idea is expressed in a more general/absolute way. 
On the causal chain olbos-koros-hybris-ate, see 1.12-4 and 3.6-9, with notes ad locc. 

The kinship KöpoS-vßpLc is stated in Thgn. IEG 153-4 TiKTEL Tot Köpos iißpLv, 0'Tav 

KaK4 OA(3os Errr1TUL dvepcMrw Kai ÖT4) µiß vöos dpTLoc ij which reproduces Solon's 

passage with some changes and, in a different order, also in the oracle quoted by Hdt. 

8.77 KpaTEpöv K6pov, "Yßptos viöv, and Pind. 0!. 13.10 cit. ad 3.6-8. 

3Tav 
... 

Aß03 ETrr1TaL dv8painoLs örröaoLs µßj vöos dpT1os : Cf. 

Axiop. CA 5.2-3 xwpos oLKia Tupavvis TrXotTOS I6xüs KaXXOV& äýpovoc dvOpu rov 

TUXÖVTa KaTa'yEXa6Ta 'yiVETai. For iroXivs öX(3os, cf. Sol. 29b2. 
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The testimony, Plut. Sol. 25.6, quotes this line while making a personal comment on 
Solon's decision to leave Athens for a long trip soon after completing his reforms, in 

order not to have to cope with the opposite complaints against his legislation provoked by 

the different needs of the various classes. However, we do not have to assume that this 

line necessarily reflects Solon's personal experience after the reforms, and comments on 

the different dissatisfied responses he had got from the Athenians. 
In fact, in this line Solon may have also simply pointed out (programmatically) how 

difficult it was for him to be in the middle between rich and poor, and to try to satisfy 

both: see fr. 7 and the testimony of Arist. Ath. Pol. 5.1-2, who says that in the elegy 

beginning with fr. 4 and including fr. 5 Solon would have presented himself as a ruler 

who Trpbg EKaTEpou (=rich and poor) &rT p EKLTEpU]V jth<TUL Kai. 8LC[[t L61T]TEL. 

Solon was not interested in taking sides and acquiring personal friendships and political 

partnerships (which would also involve enmity towards the enemies of the side he would 

have chosen or particularly favoured, see e. g. Hom. Il. 9.613-5 oü6E TL GE Xpý T6V 
ýLXEELV, LVCL jiL iiOL thr OrralL ýLXEOVTL. KaXÖV TOL GbV EI OL TÖV KTj6ELV ÖS K' E[LE 

KTjSI, J). 

EpyµaaL<v> Ev µE'ydXot : Hom. II. 10.282, Hdt. 1.14.4 µEya ... 
Epyov. 

Epyµa is not used by Homer but occurs in Hesiod (2x) and the Hymns. 

TräcLv d8Eiv xaXETrdv: A traditional characteristic of the archaic society is the 

importance of being positively considered among one's fellow citizens: apart from 

Solon's prayer in the beginning of the Elegy to the Muses, also Archil. IEG 133 warned 
that OÜTLS ai6OLOc 4. IET' d6T(iV OÜ5E 1TEpLýfl LOS OaV(JV yLVETaL' XdPLV 8E päXXov 

TOD COOÜ 8L6KO[LEV <ob Coo(, while Pind. Nein. 8.38 wished for himself to die d6TOIs 

ä6wv (for a fuller collection of passages see Levy 1985,58). 

Solon's concession that the difficulty to please everyone arises out of EpyµaaL<v> EV 

[LEydXoL3 gives place in Theognis to a trend of general and more negative thinking on 
common opinions and likings, cf. 11.23-4 Träv-ras' 8E KaT' ävOpaiTrovs övoµaGTÖs' 
d6T0261v 8' oiTr(t) rräcty 65civ 66val. LaL, 11.25-6 oi6E yap 6 ZEÜs ... rrdvTEßß' 
GV8dVEL 

..., 
11.367-8-1184 a-b ... VOOIV Ct6T6 P OVTLV' EXOU6LV' OÜTE yap EV' E P8WV 

av8ÜVW OV'TE KUK(iS;, 11.801-4 of 8d$ CLVOpCýii uv OÜT' E66ETaL GÜTE TTE(ýUKEV 06TLs 

1TaaLV 68(d)V 6 5aETaL ELS 'AL6EW' OÜ8E yap 63 0VT1TOL6L Kai dOaväTOlaly ävdaoEL, 
ZEÜ3 Kpovi8rls, evrlTOis Trdaly ä6E-LV 85vaTal; see also e. g. Bacchyl. 13.202-3 
1POTWV 8E [1W1ios TrdVTEaaL 1. LEV E6TLV ETT' EpyoL[s, adesp. Anth. Plan. 84 rravfL 8' 

En' Epyw µoµos. 
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The tradition on Solon's trip to Egypt most probably derived from this short fragment or 
the poem it comes from. The chronology of this trip is much debated. Plut. Sol. 26.1 

connected this trip with Solon's emoSqµia after his legislation. Hdt. 1.29 says that Solon 

travelled to Egypt, and was a guest of Amasis during his d-rro8rlµia, the ten years he 

spent travelling abroad after the archonship - ostensibly for Oewpia, the pleasure of 

getting in touch with different peoples and cultures, but in reality to safeguard himself 

from the risk of being asked to change his Laws. But the same Herodotus - 
inconsistently with himself - presents Solon at 2.177 as including in his legislation the 

so-called vöµos dpyiac which had been passed by Amasis (F 78a Ruschenbusch). The 

chronology of Amasis' reign (from 570 or 569 to 526) is also inconsistent with the date 

of Solon's duo6rlµia, which is said to have taken place more or less soon after Solon's 

legislation during his archonship (the canonical date for the archonship is 594-3; Arist. 

Ath. Pol. 13.1 dates Solon's nomothesia to 592-1: cf. Hammond 1940,71-83; the 

attempts of Hignett 1952, and Miller 1959, id. 1963, id. 1968, id. 1969, to question the 

reliability of the ancient archons' list and to move the date of Solon's archonship down to 

the '70 of the 6th century did not find favour). 

We do not have enough evidence to solve Herodotus' inconsistencies. It is possible 
that the reference to Amasis as the pharaoh at the time of Solon's trip is an invention 

induced by the fact that this pharaoh was the first and most important interfering with 
Greek archaic history, and even got the title of ýLX XXTly (cf. Hammond 1955,396 n. 1). 

Nonetheless, it is also possible that the whole story of Solon's dTro8rlµia after the 

archonship was fictitious, made up by Hecataeus or by Herodotus: the trips of Solon 

might therefore have taken place in different periods of his life (cf. Podlecki 1976, and 
Wallace 1983,88f. ). After all, Plutarch, relying on Hermippus (fr. 7 Wehrli), speaks of a 
series of trips of the young Solon (unknown, or at least never mentioned by Herodotus 

and Aristotle), and it is plausible that also Herodotus' report about the law on the idleness 

as being inspired by the Egyptians and inserted in Solon's laws, reflected a tradition 

about juvenile trips of Solon, and specifically about his stay in Egypt (on this cf. 
AlessandrI 1989, esp. 191-215). In any case, the absence of any historical context does 

not allow to decide whether fr. 11 belongs to Solon's youth, or to the period after the 

no/notlzesia. 
Also the problem of what town Solon's topographical allusion refers to cannot be 

solved in a definitive way. The town most often considered the best candidate is 
Naucratis. Naucratis was a trading town which lay according to Strabo on the east bank 

of the Canopic branch of the Nile some fifty miles from the open sea and the later 
Hellenistic capital Alexandria; archaeological evidence indicates that Naucratis was 
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founded before Amasis' reign and that the Greek settlement on the site dates back to 630- 

10: Bissing 1951; Braun 1982,37-8, Boardman 1980,121; Cook 1937. Therefore this 

town may well have been the city Solon is referring to here, as is maintained by von 

Bissing cit., 48 and Boardman cit., 132. 

Another possibility should be discussed. In Plato's Timaeus (21c ff. ), while 

reporting the Xöyos 'ATXavTLK6 - the story of Atlantis which Solon would have 

brought back to Greece from Aegypt (cf. also Critias 108d ff. ), and started to sing in 

verses (cf. also Plut. Sol. 26.1) - Critias precisely starts with a description of the delta 

of the Nile, which culminates in a reference to the voµös EOITLK63 and the city of EdLc: 

"EaTL TLS KaT' AiyurrTOV, 
... 

EV T4i 84XTq, 1TEPL Ö KaTC KOpUýT]V 6XLCETaL TO TOO 

N¬(X0V PEÜi. La, 2: aITLK6S ETTLKaX0V[LEV03 vo 163. Sais fits the geographical specifics 

presupposed by Solon's fragment (though it is a bit more distant than Naucratis from the 

Canopic Nile), and Plato's phrase might be a reworking of Solon's line - one might 

even dare to conjecture that our fragment was the beginning of Solon's started but never 

concluded poem on Atlantis. However, Plato's testimony cannot lead to any certain 

conclusion, because Plato's report on Solon and Atlantis may have been fiction (cf. 

Weber 1927,270-4) - in this case the philosopher, while attributing to Solon the tale of 

Atlantis, may have found it very profitable to exploit an 'Egyptian' line of Solon on an 

originally different subject for his own fictional reconstruction. On Solon and Atlantis, 

see further Griffiths 1991. 

NELXOU ETTL 1TpoxO7' 6L: Cf. Hom. Il. 17.263 ETfL TrpoxoljoL 6LLTTETEOS 

TroTaµoio, Pind. Isthin. 2.42 NEiXou Trpös äKTdV, Aesch. Supp. 1024-5 NELXou 

TrpoXoäs aEPW[LEV vµvoLs, Ar. Nub. 272 E'(T' äpa NEiXOU rrpoXoaIc 56d wv 

Xpu6EaLs dpÜTEaOE rrpö oL(7LV. However, much closer to Solon are the parallels GVI 

33.12 (beginning of the 2nd cent. B. C. ) NE1XQU T' Ev vrpoXoais NaüKpaT4I 

ELgä[[I. ]EVOL, GVI 1080.1 (Roman period) NiXou Ei L Trpoxoais, Epigr. Gr. 1078.12 K. 

NEiXou Trpoxoäs (EVýav d rELpEßious, cf. also GVI 904.1 (3-2 B. C. ): f KE1 ... 
NEdXou 

Trpoxoäs. 

The Nile is named first in Hes. Theog. 338 (Hom. Od. 4.477 has Aiy1TrTOLO, 

8LLTrETEO3 TroTaµoio). The reference here is to the Nile Delta: cp. Aesch. PV 846-8 
EQTLV TröXls Kävwßos, 

... 
NEIXOV Trpöc a1'T(ý aT611aTL KaL TrpOaXCilIIaTL, a passage 

which may have been influenced by Solon's description. 

Kavmßt8os dKTýs: The Canopic branch of the Nile; the homonymous city, said 
to have been founded by Menelaus in memory of his pilot who died there of snake-bite 
(Tac. Ann. 2.60) on the furthest north-west edge of the land of Egypt, is mentioned in 
Aesch. PV 846-8 (quoted above) and likewise in Supp. 311, Hdt. 2.15.1 etc. 
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Solon departing from Cyprus bids farewell to the king and the citizens of Soloi in 

Cyprus. The chronology of Solon's journeys has been variously debated (cf. Alessandri 

1977/80, and Id. 1989; Reeker 1971; Markianos 1974; Podlecki 1976), but it falls 

completely outside the concern of the interpretation of Solon's poems. However, there is 

a general agreement about the date of Solon's stay in Cyprus after his noniothesia, 

sometime between 569 and 560, and not in the period of his travelling as a young man 
(cf. Plut. Sol. 2.1-2, after Hermippus) - the latter chronology appears to be solely 
favoured by Alessandri. 

Post-Hellenistic sources inform us that Solon was connected with the foundation, or 
the re-foundation of Soloi by a king named Cypranor or Philocyprus (the latter name 
being confirmed by Hdt. 5.113). According to Ach. Tat. Vita Arat. in schol. Arat. p. 
7.14ff. Martin, the town was called Soloi after Solon because of his advice to the king 

Cypranor during the foundation; in another source, Plut. Sol. 26.3-4, Soloi was the new 

name that king Philocyprus gave to the pre-existing town of Aipeia, again to honour the 
Athenian statesman who had advised him to re-locate the previous, ugly settlement in a 
fertile plain, and Solon himself planned what Plutarch calls the 6uvo1KLßµ6s of the town. 
For a suggestion about the location of Soloi, see Karageorghis 1973, and for 

Philocyprus' dates, Hammond 1955,396 n. 2. 

Linguistic history disproves beyond any doubt that the name Soloi was really 
connected with Solon, as the place-name is an Aramaic word already attested in Assyrian 

texts one century before Solon, cf. RE 3A, 938f. Besides, the antiquity of the tradition - 
as well as of the other (false) tradition regarding the foundation by Solon of an 
homonymous Soloi in Cilicia, which in fact was a Rhodian colony (both stories can be 
found flanked in POxy. 680 of the second half of the 3rd cent. A. D., cf. Gallo 1975) - 
has to be assessed taking into consideration that Hdt. 5.113, while mentioning the stay of 
Solon in Soloi, did not hint at any eponymic connection of the statesman with the town. 
As a fact, the traditions about the eponyms of both towns are not attested before the 
Hellenistic age, a period when many legends concerning the foundation of poleis arose as 
the result of the Hellenistic taste for aetiology. 

Taking into consideration this doubtful evidence, Sykutris 1928, thought that the 
story of Solon being eponymous of Cyprian Soloi was a late fiction derived from the 
tradition of Solon being eponymous of the Cilician Soloi, and that the third distich of our 
fragment (which by the way is omitted by Ach. Tat. Vit. Arat. cit. ) was a spurious 
addition introduced to record this story - indeed he took for granted that ohKtßµös 1.5 

alluded to Solon's role as a synoikistes. 
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The authenticity of the whole fragment has been reaffirmed by Wilamowitz 1929, 

459f. on the grounds of a reappraisal of the possible historicity of some kind of re- 
foundation (otKLaµös)/resettlement of Soloi by Philocyprus (cp. Gelon's auvoLKLßµös 

of the inhabitants of Camarina and of Megara into Syracuse: see Hdt. 7.156); cf. also 
Reeker 1971,103 and n. 27. Above all, it has also been observed that Solon's word 

oiKLaµös need not necessarily be intended as implying any reference to the story of 
Solon's participation in the foundation of the town (cf. Masaracchia 1958,83-7,288); 

quite on the contrary, the ambiguity of this and other expressions of fr. 11 may have 

started, as part of a'political mythology', some fanciful reconstruction by a later scholar, 
for instance either an Attidographer (as we learn from Plut. Sol. 26.10-1 and Str. 14.68 3, 

Athenian propaganda singled out the Athenian Demophon son of Theseus, or Phaleros 

and Akamas, brothers of Demophon, as ktistai of Aipeia or of Soloi, respectively), or one 

of the Peripatetic biographers dealing with Solon's life, like Phainias or Hermippus, who 

appears to have been the first to treat Solon's journeys extensively (cf. Gallo 1975, cit. 
189 n. 20, and Id. 1976). Furthermore, the absence of the last distich in Vita Arati proved 
to be a very weak argunientum ex silentio against its authenticity; as remarked by 

Alessandri 1977/80, cit., 172f., the interest of Achilles Tatius was on the name of the 

citizens of Soloi, being both Z6XLoL and EoXEis; therefore he may have cut out lines of 
the poem which were not relevant to him. 

This fragment is one of the most 'literary' of Solon, in the sense that the re-use of the 
Homeric models is most frequent and emphatic, consequently to the 'aulic' function it had 

as a farewell to a king. The poem would have been recognised in late antiquity as a (self- 

generated) propernptikon of equal to equal, according to Menander Rhetor's distinction 
between the sorts of the genre (Men. Rhet. 395.4-32). The equal standing of both is 

stressed by the way Solon employs the personal pronouns (11.1,3), prominently in the 

starting positions of consecutive distichs and how he pairs the wishes for the king and 
himself in the clausida: the first couplet offered to his host is succeeded by the second 
containing a prayer and invocation of Aphrodite for his own protection and a good 
voyage; then the last couplet is equally divided between the good wishes for his addressee 
and the reiteration of the asking for diyine help for the journey. 

Some compliments and praise (being typical of the propeniptikon from inferior to 

superior according to Men. Rhet. ) appear to be implied in the first three lines, with 
Solon's wish about the king's long reign in Soloi and the mention of the island as KXE1vý 
vijcos. At any rate, even this very deferential reference to the island is also revealed in the 
following line as functional to the introduction of the idea of Solon's sea-voyage to 
Athens (and the dangers it implies). 

Besides, the mention of Aphrodite is two-folded in this elegy, as was already 
remarked by Masaracchia 1958,289. To say that it is explained by the regular association 
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of Aphrodite with Cyprus is to point out the obvious: she was traditionally KulrpoyEVELa 

and here appears with her name KürrpLs (possibly intentionally adopted by Solon, as this 

name is rare in archaic Greek epic, see ad 1.4). Solon's mention of Aphrodite also points 
to her function as a marine goddess, protector of navigation and of the merchants: on 
Aphrodite's connection with the sea, cf. first of all Sappho's prayer to K1TrpLc (PLF 5) 
for granting her brother Xdpal; os a safe passage home from Egypt, the possible reflection 

of the paretymology of her name from d pös 'sea-foam' and 681-n1c 'wanderer' in the 
Hesiodic story of the birth of the goddess, Theog. 188-206 (for which see Kretschmer 

1895,267-68, and Boedeker 1974,8 and 14-7), and her cult titles as EvuXoia, ALµEVia, 
ITOVTIa, FaXrlvairl, EivaXirl, eaxaaaairI, 'IßTorrövoc (on which cf. Pirenne-Delforge 

1994,433-437). This association of Aphrodite both with Cyprus and with Solon's return 
journey is fully exploited in the third distich. It not only resets the tone of general good 
wishes of the propemptika for the king of Soloi (this ring-composition was emphasised 
by Fränkel 1960,71), but also in my opinion gives a very prominent final position to the 

author's v66TOc towards his native city. 
It is difficult to escape the temptation of seeing in the use of the word vöaTos a hint 

at Odysseus' attitude which would fit Solon perfectly here. The possibilities and the 

implications of this analogy are evident. Philocyprus is a wonderful host, and Cyprus is a 

wonderful island (Calypso was in deep love with Odysseus, and promised immortality to 

him, Od. 5.209 / Alkinoos was so fond of Odysseus, that he promised Nausicaa in 

marriage to him, Od. 7.311-5; besides, Calypso's island was so beautiful that "even a 
deathless god who came upon that place would gaze in wonder, heart entranced with 

pleasure", Od. 5.73f. / Phaeacian Scheria is another paradise on earth, Od. 7.86-132 - 
Cyprus could still appear as a locus anzoenus to the Athenians of 5th cent. Athens, cf. 
Eur. Bacch. 402-16); even so, I, Solon, have the duty to continue my journey back 

(vö(rro) to my fatherland (TraTpis), like Odysseus who told Calypso that he wanted to 

0 LKa6E T' EAeEliEVai Ka. V66TLIIOV ijpap i8E66aL (Od. 5.220) / Odysseus had told 
Alkinoos that he had to go back to his TraTpLc, Od. 7.332; nevertheless, I, Solon, am 

aware of the danger of the sea trip (on Odysseus' fear about the sea trip before leaving 

Calypso, see above all Od. 5.221-4 / even after listening to Alkinoos' guarantee that 
Odysseus would experience that the Phaeacian ships and sailors are the best, Odysseus 

prays to Zeus to fulfil this last promise of Alkinoos, Od. 7.329-32). Again, in accordance 

with the twofold structure of fr. 11, this kind of implications would not only please 
Philocyprus, but also reinforce the meaning of Solon's final invocation to the goddess, 

who would have to ward off from Solon the shipwreck which, instead, Odysseus had 

actually suffered after he left Calypso's island. After all, also from a formal point of 

view, the last distich appears to adapt the combination of the requests that we find in the 

phrase with which Odysseus expresses his intention to leave from Scheria (except that 
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Solon prays for the king's prestige and not for fame): ZED TTdTEp, atO' öaa ELTTE 

TEXEVTf 6ELEV CiTTaVTa 'AXKLVO03' TOD [IEV KEV ETTL CELSCOpOV äpovpav kJ ecrTOV 

KXEOS EILT I, Eyd) 86 KE TTaTp(H' LKO(111'1V, 0(1.7.331-3. 

1. TroXüv Xp6vov E0d8' dvdßßwv: a combination of epic formulas for the second 
hemistich: Hom. 11.2.343 TroXbv Xp6vov EvOd6' (EÖvTE9/), Od. 4.594 (µiß) ... TroXüv 

Xp6vov Ev9d6' (EpuKE/), 15.68 rroXbv Xp6vov EvOd8' (Epvýw/), 15.545 iroXüv 

Xp6vov Ev9ä6E (i(pvois/) with several expressions where ävdaowv, at the end of the 
hexameter (the typical position of almost all the various forms of this verb), is preceded 
by the name of the persons who command authority. 

2. TT1VSE 1T6XLV: Horn. Il. 24.728 rr6XL$ T18E, Od. 6.177=6.195 T7jVSE TT6XLV KCII 

yaLaV EXoUaLV, 7.26 TT'jVSE TTÖÄLV Kai. Epya VE[LOVTUL. 

'YEVOS iip rEpov: For üI TEpos referring to one person cf. Hom. Hyniiz Herm. 

309-10, Callim. Del. 203-4. See Floyd 1970,122 n. 9. 

3-4. To Solon's wish compare the one made by Sapph. PLF 5 for the return of her 

brother. 
TÜV viii 9oý: Hom. 11.1.389-90 am ' vrii 6oý, Il. 16.123 vrji Aofi, Od. 3.61 Ooý 

ßvv vrIi µEXaivrj (=10.332), Hes. fr. 43(a)67 vrji 00i. 

4. dw 710 j TTE [1. TTOL: together with the logically connected specification TraTpt6' ES 

TIjiETEPTlV of 1.6, this phrase resumes in an allusive way an Odyssey-phrase of book 

5.26=144 63 KE µäX' ä6KrlOrls iV TraTpi6a yaiav'LKr1TaL (-168), and book 9.79 Kai 

vü KEV daK1Bf1S iKÖµrly ES TraTpi8a 'yaiav (differently Il. 16.247 d6Kq8rjs µoL 
ETrELTa Ooäs E-rri výas YKOLTo), and varieties it through two other epic expressions, - Od. 

5.263 rrF, un-' drr6 yr aov Sia Kaavxc. i and 15.65 p' d7T67T61_C1TE ýIArly ES TraTpi8a 

yaiav. As remarked by Alessandri 1977/80,190-1, the use of cd6K1IO in the Homeric 

model Od. 5.26,144-168 was more 'logical' than in Solon - one arrives 'safe', does 

not leave 'safe': by using the adjective as 'proleptic', Solon means "so that I am safe" (on 

arrival), and the word hints at the sentimental focus of his on that very moment. 
KvirpLS i'oaTe avos: The goddess' name Ki rpLs is found five times in the 

Iliad, all in book 5, once in the Hymns, and once in the Hesiodic fragments, never 
receiving an epithet. Its limited use as well as the lack of epithet systems, suggest that it 

was not a traditional part of Aphrodite's names in archaic epic, cf. Boedeker 1974,18-22 

and Pirenne-Delforge 1994,310-318. 
Apart from the EÜaTEýdVOU T' 'Aýpo&Trls (Od. 8.267), or EÜaTEýaVOS KUBEpELa 

(Od. 8.288,18.193), the equimetrical variant io6TEýavos is only posthomeric 
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(Hom. Hymn 5.175,6.18, Thgn. IEG 1304,1332,1383, Polystr. Anth. Pal. 12.91.6; cf. 

also CEG 368 (ca. 600-550? or ca. 500? ) FLOaTEýdVOL 'A4po8iiTa1, Hom. Hynzn Dent. 

102 ýLXOGTEýcivou 'Apo&&Trls, CEG 454.3 (ca. 535-20 or 525-20) KaXXLaTE [ýd]vo: 

'Alpo&&TEc on 'Nestor's Cup'). Aphrodite shares this epithet with several other divine 

figures, but according to Cook 1900,5-10, and Boedeker 1974,28, the epithet may refer 

to the garlands often worn in the sacred dances in cults associated with vegetal or animal 
fertility (the evidence for such cult functions of Aphrodite is gathered in Farrell 1896- 

1909, II, 642-53). 

5-6. The distich addresses Philocyprus and what Solon intends is that, besides this 

(re)foundation (which the goddess has already permitted), she should also give future 

prestige (to the new city and to the king) and safe return (to Solon). The parallelism 

established by Solon can be found again in Pind. Pyth. 1.33-8 vaUaLýOprjTOLc 8' 

dv8päßL TrpthTa XdpLS. ES TrX6ov dpxoµEVOLS Troµrraiov EXOEiv ovpov" EoLKÖTa yap 

Ka. TEXEUT L ýEpTEpOU VÖßTOU TU <¬1V. O SE XÖyos Ta1)TaL3 EfL QUVTUxLaLs 56ýav 

ýEpEL XOLTTOV EaaEaeaL GTEýdVOLQL V<LV> ITMOL3 TE KXVT&V KaL 6ÜV EiOW'VOLS 

OaX(aL3 6VU Ia6Tdv. The striking similarity, and the fact that Pindar's passage is also 
thematically close to Solon in celebrating a new-founded city, Etna, in connection with its 

founder Hieron (see below, ad 1.5), suggest that these lines of Pindar may have been 

directly influenced by Solon, where the combination of the two wishes reflected, 
however, the pragmatic situation of the poet and of the propemptikon-nature of the poem. 

tc08oS ... 
EaOX6v: Solon exploits again the practice of bold conflation of Homeric 

formulas, which we saw operating in other lines of this 'aulic' poem. Indeed, the obvious 
Homeric models for XdpLV Kai Kv803 öirdCoL (see ad 1.5) appear to be varied through 
the reminiscence of the widespread formula KAEOS EaOAöv, possibly provoked by Od. 
7.331-3, a passage of relevance for the poetic ideology of Solon's poem (see Introd. ). 

The meaning of Erri+dat. ='on the basis of (Solon: 'given that you have founded this 

city, may the goddess' etc. ), with the "dative of the motive" is certainly less frequent than 
the final value of ETri+dat., but it is well attested from Homer onwards: see e. g. R. 2.270 
E1T' a )T6i rl6v y6Xaaaav and 9.492 Eni ooi ithXa rr6XX' ETraOov (cf. Gonda 1957,7). 
One might also accept here for ETri+dat. the meaning 'in addition to', 'besides' (LSJ 

s"v. ); for the verb öird(w with this secondary meaning 'give besides something else, 
add', Hom. Hynin Herrn. 120, Hom. Hymn 24.5, Pind. Isthm. 6/5.67, see LSJ s. v. 
II. 2), cp. also the much later attested Errond(ao 'bestow besides' (LSJ s. v). 

5, oLKLaµw: Casevitz 1985,100 paraphrasing Plut. Sol. 26.4, connects oikismos with 
Soloi and its population (oiketores), and adds that the simple oikismos=operation of the 
foundation (of a new city) is the poetic equivalent of synoikismos. The most ancient 
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instance of the word after Solon is Plato's Leg. 4.708d, where Tr6XEuw oiKLßµoi refers 

to the (historic) operations of foundations of cities. Oikismos cannot mean anything other 

than foundation=re-foundation / resettlement with the inclusion of new citizens, taking 

into consideration what Plutarch says. However, as already stated by Masaracchia 1958, 

288, this does not imply any direct connection of Solon with the arrangements of the re- 

foundation of Soloi and the consequent eponymity with Solon (see Introd. ). I would add 

that the mention of the foundation is justified on its own, without implying an 

involvement of Solon in the foundation, because references to the more or less recent 

episode of the foundation of a city is a very common feature in eulogistic poetry about 

cities and rulers of the choral poetry of the late sixth and fifth centuries, for which a real 

"poetics of colonisation" (see Dougherty 1993) may have existed: cf. above all Pind. 

Pyth. 1.59-63 (Etna), 5.55-61,72-81 and 89-95 (Cyrene), 01.7.27-33 (Rhodes); 

Bacchyl. 11.64-72 (Tiryns). In the opinion of the author of the Vita Aeschyli 9 (Ti-GF III 

p. 34), Aeschylus, too, in his tragedy celebrating the foundation of Etna, ELS ELKEAiav 

'IEpLJVOS TÖTE T1 L) ALTVflV KTLCOVTOS ETr¬6EIýaTO TCLS ALTVas Oi(0VLC6[1. EV03 iLOV 

äya06v TOTS auvOLKi(ouaL Týv rroXLV - exactly the motivation which appears to have 

underlain this short poem by Solon. 

XdpLv Kat K080S öirdCoL: resumed by [Sol. ] 40.2 Tvx1v dyaOijv Kai KD803 
örrd66aL. The models are Hom. Od. 15.320 dvepc6rrwv EpyoLaL Xdply Kai, KD803 
öndCEL, and Il. 4.95 xdply Kai KD803 äpolo (more common is the simple KD803 
6TrdCEL, cf. H. 8.141,16.730,17.566, Hes. Theog. 438; for Xäply önd(ELV cf. 
Hom. Hymn 24.5). In the Homeric epic the verb is used of abstract notions and usually 

refers to divine interventions, as it does here: cf. Scheid-Tissinier 1994,20. 

Solon's request for KD803 "strength", "power, " "prestige" refers to the king, (cp. 
Alc. PLF 70.13 (PLTTdK(il SE SCSOLS KD803 ETrýp[aT]OV), and in this way, KD803 takes 

up rroXbv Xpövov dvdaoowv (1.1) in ring composition. 

6. TraTpt6' ES 7j [LETE pTJV: Cf. Thgn. IEG 1044 TraTpi6os 1 IETEp11S; Sol. 3.1 
1 [IETEpa 6E 1TÖÄLS. 
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The wishful statement expressed at the beginning of fr. 3 is about to be overtaken by the 

worsening of the situation, and because of the actual ruin of the polis by the aristocratic 

ruling class (the äv6pEs µEYdXOL of 1.3, more derogatorily called Ile oUc Kai. (3iav 

äµEivovEc in fr. 31.4), the hfl ios, the whole body of the citizens who did not trust any 

more these traditional ijyEµövES of theirs, are on the point of resorting to give the full 

autocratic power over the polls to a µövapxos. 
The p övapXos Solon speaks about must still be identified, if not with Peisistratus, 

with a tyrant like Peisistratus, whose access to absolute power would really be a 

consequence of the political disaster which Solon charges against the irresponsibility of 

the 6i iov 1jyEµ6vE3 in fr. 3 and here, first of all, against the µETdXoL äv8pEc of 1.3: it 

is hardly possible to prove that Solon is not referring to the same people (see further ad 1. 

3). Therefore, I think that the point of frr. 3 and 12 has to be the same, namely a 

prospective fear, and I do not believe that Solon's fragments (12,14,15) dealing with the 

autocratic danger may be the retrospective reflection, product of Solon's youth on the 

extraordinary office given to Drakon for his law-giving, as was suggested by Rihll 1989. 
Plut. Sol. 3.23-9 reports the initial distich of this fragment, together with fr. 13, in 

order to show Solon's "simple and old-fashioned" knowledge Ev 8E TOLS ýUGLKOLS, in 

contrast with his keen interest in, and love of the ethic-politic thought (4LXoaoýias SE 

TOD ýOLKOU [1dXL6Ta TO TTOXLTLKOV, ... 1 ydrrrl6EV). Plutarch considered this passage as 

a versification by Solon of 'naive' principles of coming-into-being, since he most 

probably shared the picture maintained by Dicaearchus (frr. 30,31 Wehrli=T 106 and 
112 Martina; cf. Manfredini-Piccirilli 1977,122f. ), according to whom the Seven Sages 

would have been concerned with the OEWPTITLK63 (3(os, and therefore would have been 

mainly 6UVETOL Kai voµoOETLKOL. This perspective led Plutarch to misunderstand the 

thoughtful and skilful use of the meteorological images by Solon. 

We cannot see here either a simple re-use of Homeric imagery. Masaracchia 1958, 
298-99, tried to connect Solon's meteorological allegory with Zeus, since in the epic Zeus 

oversees the meteorological phenomena - e. g. Il. 2.146,10.154,13.796 -, and Solon 
himself in fr. 1 had explicitly compared Zeus' punishment with the spring-wind. 
However, at least here, in my opinion, Solon's approach to the physical aetiology of the 
natural phenomena is evidently profane, since Solon does not connect them at all with 
Zeus, and to see Zeus behind the allegory is over-stressed: as was already remarked by 
Fränkel 1975,228 it is not Zeus who sends tyranny, and the calamities of the actual 
situation are human faults: cp. Solon's remarks and ideas on responsibility for the 
situation in Athens in fr. 15. In fact, Masaracchia, somehow, contradicts his remarks, 
when he points to Il. 15.170 as the main model of Solon's 1.1 (see below), where, in 
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contrast with the other Homeric passages he had quoted before, there is no mention of 
Zeus. 

Certainly Solon uses here the meteorological images first of all to "bring out the 

elemental power of the process described but also to reveal the iron law of causality that 

governs political and social life corresponding to the absolute necessity of nature", as 

remarked by Jaeger 1926=1966,93 (see also Müller 1975,135), and Solon's allegory 
itself belongs to a tradition well established in archaic poetry which explains in terms of 

meteorological phenomena negative ideas (war, civil disorder, discord, e. g. Archil. IEG 

105, Alc. PLF 326; see Edmunds 1987,9 for later instances and bibliography). At any 

rate, in my opinion, far from simply touching on the subject of nature in a simplistic way, 
Solon skilfully exploits the popularity of the meteorological speculations among the 

Ionian philosophers, and a correct appreciation of Solon's implications reveals a 

competence the subtlety of which has not so far been noticed. 
At first sight the two meteorological phenomena in 11.1f. appear to be co-ordinated to 

each other at the same level - from the clouds come the snow and the hail, just as from 

the lightning comes the thunder -, and as a consequence the responsibility of the dv8pEg 

µEydXoL in ruining the city and the ignorance of the 8iµo3, resulting in empowering a 

µövapXos, would also seem independently co-ordinated facts. Instead, Solon was most 

probably referring to the contemporary theories of nature which had stated that the 

lightning and the thunder were a product of the clouds, no less than, more obviously, the 

snow and hail (for which cf. e. g. Anaximen. VS 13A7.7 and Anaxag. VS 59A85). 

Indeed, we know that at least a younger contemporary of Solon, Anaximander, had 

acknowledged that the thunder, lightning, thunderbolts, and hurricanes are all produced 
by the interaction of winds and clouds: according to the testimony of Aetius (-Sen. QNat. 

2.18: VS 12A23) TTEPL 1POVT(ä)V dUTpaTTLJV KEpaUV6 l) ... 
'A. EK TOD TTVE4LaTOS TQUTL 

TrdVTa 6UE1ßaiVELV" 8Tav yap 1TEpLXy OEV VEýEL TraXEL PLaad[LEVOV EKTTE61] TTj 
XETTTO[LEPEIa KaL KOU46TTITL, TOe' Tl Jtt Lv PI L3 TÖV i 63 oV, Tl SE 6LaGToX1 Trap& T1 1' 

REXCU)lav TOD VEýOUS TÖV 8Lauyaßµ6v dTTOTEXEL. The point was destined to be 

reaffirmed by other naturalistic philosophers: after Anaximen. VS 13A17 see Heraclit. VS 

22A14 FPOVT1 V 11. EV KaTä 6UaTpOý6 th) 1WWv KaL VE4)(xV KaL EJLTTTGl6EL3 

TrVEU1IdTWV E1 TCI. VEýTI, ciGTpaTTC 8E KaTC T63 T6 V OU[I. L(AlLEV(AV EýCIJELs, and 
Anaxag. VS 59A1.9 ßpOVT6s af'YKp0UaLV VE(PV daTpa1T& EKTPL&IJLV VEýCov (Cf. 

also A42.11). 

Therefore, if Solon shared this naturalistic interpretation - which is possible in 

terms of chronology - he would have meant that, as the vEOXa1 are responsible not 
only for the snow and the hail, but also for the thunderbolt and the thunder, so the 
aV6pE3 REydXoL, the Athenian elite, were explicitly responsible for the ruin of the polls, 
but implicitly also the main cause of the despair (cf. 3.21-5) which was going to lead the 
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giµos, because of its äi6pE(11, to look for a tyrant (pace Masaracchia 1958,298 who 

thinks that Solon is blaming the faults of both classes). 

1. XLdvos [1V09 
... xaXdC-qs: See Sol. 1.23 i EXIOto II vos. Of natural/inanimate 

forces already in Homer, where µthos is a metaphor from the vitality of a human being 

or animal: Hom. Il. 15.170 ws 8' ST'äv EK VEýEWV TTTi TaL vuuäs ý XäXa(a is 

particularly close to the Solonian imagery. For hail and snow combined in the same 

passage, see Il. 10.6-7,15.170-1 (quoted), 22.151-2. 

3. av6pc3v 
... 

EK REydXwv TALE; ÖXXUTQL: note the use of EK, which is not the 

preposition we would expect with ÖXXUGOaL (nTr6 is more common), but contributes to 

stress the parallelism with 1. If. (cf. Römisch 1972,166f. ). With [LEydaoL 61v6pEc Solon 

means the aristocratic ruling class which in fr. 31.4 is referred to as i¬(ous Kai ßiav 

d ¬iivovEs, and in fr. 3.7 as 8i iou rlyEµövEs. Theognis, IEG 43-52, in a similar 

context, will exclusively blame the KaKOL ävöpES for the plight of the city and the demos, 

EK Twv yap GTC[ULEs TE Ka. ... 
ý6VOL ävSpciv LoüvapXoL TE' Tr6XEL 11jTrOTE TijSE 

ä8oL. For the negative implications of I1EydXOL, cf. ad 5.4. 

p. ovdpXov: Hsch. µ 1604 L. µovdpXou" Tupävvou. Alc. SLS S271.5 ]9v 

µovapX[ / ]TUpavv[, and PLF 6.27 µovapxiav; see besides Thgn. IEG 52 quoted above 
(in plural, to criticise the growth of tyranny), Pind. 169a10, Aesch. PV 324, Hdt. 

3.80.2,5.46.2 (other instances of the word in Berve 1967,5 and Lanza 1977,236). The 

word was used again after Solon by Alcmaeon in a similar context, to define the loss of 
the taovoµia between the opposite elements of the human body, and its consequent 
sickness, cf. ad 29b. 9. 

3-4. The verbs 6XXu-rai, ErrEGEV (a gnomic aorist, as was already remarked by Mühl 
1956,317 n. 3), and 6JTL refer to statements of universal applications while j8rJ Xprj (1. 
6) points to the unavoidable consequence of the parallelism for the actual state of affairs in 
Athens: see Linforth 1919 ad loc., and Masaracchia 1958,299. 

4. Sýµos 
... 

äLSpEt1 ETTEaEV: For the thought of 11.3-4, cf. Eur. Supp. 423-5 i 
Sly V06(JSE$ TOÜTO TOTS C1IELVOGLV, O'TüV Trovflpös d IwIL' ävýp Exil 'X aarl 
KaTaQX(. V Sf µ. OV, OÜSEV 6V TÖ TrpIv, Eur. TGF 200.4 abv öxXq S' äµaOia ITXEi6TOV 
KaKÖV. 

On the favour and support of the 6i ios towards the tyrant, besides Sol. fr. 15, cf. 
the contemporary Alc. PLF 348. Aristotle, Pol. 5.131 Ob 14-16,29-31 considers the early 
tyrants demagogues, meaning that they enjoyed popular=non-elite support. He also states 
that the tyrants acted as champions of the people against the rich (rrXo6a1oL), and that they 
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were trusted by the people because they attacked the yvwpLµoL (Pol. 5.1305a22-3, 

1310b12-16); see also Pl. Resp. 8.568e EK TLJV TTaTp({WV OpE#TaL aÜT63 TE KaL O. 

al4lTTOTaL TE KaL ETalpoL KaL ETaipal 
.... 

6 8kLO3 6 'YEVV ý6as TÖV TÜpaVVOV 

OpEtEL aiTÖV TE KaL ETaipovs" On the tyrants as orientated by the aim of putting an end 

to the arbitrary rule and privileges of the aristocrats, see Salmon 1997,62-4; on the 

dialectic relations between aristocracy and tyranny, see generally Stahl 1987. 
dLSpEir]: often in epic with the extension genitive v60LO (e. g. Hom. Od. 11.272 

c i6pEirlßL v60LO, Hes. Op. 685 dL6pirlßl vöolo), but also twice alone, Od. 10.231 and 

12.41=dTrELpia (which is the usual explanation of the word: Apoll. Soph 17.3, Hsch. a 

1794 L., Suda a 677 A. ). Solon may have intended to allude specifically to the two 

Odyssey-passages, because in both of them Odysseus' companions by their dL6pEir1 

(ignorance, stupidity) are bewitched by Circe or lured to their doom by the song of the 

Sirens: Circe Oüpas wL E ýaElVäs KaL KdXEI, the companions di6pEI 3 ( LV ETTOVTO; as 

for the Sirens, ös Tic ä-(SpEfrl TrEXdQU Kai ý86yyov dKo a does not escape death 

(Römisch 1972,166f. had already pointed out the latter passage, but missed the similar 

relevance of the former). Such an allusion by Solon is all the more probable, because of 
the image of entrancing fascination also implied in fr. 15.7f. 

The formation of the name, from LBpLc, is far from being sure: di6pL-rl (with 

lenghtening of L in EL, by analogy to the formations from the themes in a-: LfgrE s. v. ), or 
d16pL-Lrl (from the weak vocalism of the root and contraction: West ad Op. 685), or 
dL8pEj-La (from the full vocalism: Solmsen 1909,250). No choice is, therefore, possible 
between the two different readings of the MSS. 

8ouXoaüv7jv: Solon is fond of using the term, for the meaning of which, see fr. 

15.4 and the remarks at fr. 3.18. Here the dL8pEir1 of the demos consists in believing that 

the tyrant leads them to freedom from the µETdXOL äv6pEc, whereas a tyrant leads 

everyone - rich and poor - to slavery. 
ETTEUEV: probably a gnomic aorist (cf. Masaracchia 1958,299, and Maharam 1993, 

395), hinting at the certainty of the features of a tyrannic rule, which the demos ignored. 

5. Xiav 8' EtdpavT': XEirls 8' EýEpavTa V, which makes no sense. Bergk corrected 
in XEiws 6' EýdpavTa which he translated 'si queen plane extuleris', comparing Phot. 

Lex. p. 383 N. TO yap XEws E6TL TEÄEws. However, apart from Archil. IEG 226 X ws 

yap oi5E ' EýpövEOV, and a series of testimonies in the lexicographers (see West ad 
Archil. fr. cit. ), Vws is only found in compounds (e. g. Xewpyös). 

Most recent editors of Solon adopt Schneidewin's correction aiav 6' EtdpavT' 'Si 

queen nimis extuleris 'which better conveys the idea of supreme power a tyrant was 
vested in: cp. Sol. 15.3 a TOIL T06TOUs 71i CJaTE. 
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KaTavXELv: Here said of the demos who is going to be powerless in stopping the 

emerging tyranny. In frr. 30.22 oüK äv KaTEUXE hfl iov, 31.6 ovK äv KaTEaXE 6ijµov 

the verb is, instead, seen from the perspective of the one towards the many. 

6. <TTE pL>: voEw means 'to acknowledge', more than 'to consider well' in order to 

devise. When this latter meaning is needed, which clearly best fits Solon's context, it is 

usually emphasised by coupling the verb with a co-ordinated or a participial form of 

ýpdCoµaL or complementing it with 6 ii (see the instances in LfgrE s. v. ): in Solon we 

would expect something like 1TETrvuI1 va TrdvTa vof ßai (Hom. Od. 18.230). To avoid 

this lack in emphasis on the devising strength of the verb, one could accept West's <Kax > 

Träv-ra voELv, or Dindorfs <rrEpi> 1rdv-ra voety. I favour the latter, because it does not 

present the structural problems noted by Gentili-Prato, namely that the pattern 

monosyll. +bisyll. +bisyll. +bisyll. is never found in Solon. For rrEpLvodw, cf. schol. 
Tzetz. in Ar. Ran. 958 Trepi. vo¬iv: Travoupy6TaTa Kai (3aO ws rrdv-ra voEiv. 
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Regarding the choice of the metaphor, Solon is clearly near to Alcacus who singled out 

the winds as the beginning cause of the allegorical storm at sea against the ship of State: 

pLF 326.1-4 d6UVVET71I I1L Tdfl' dVE[IWv QTd6LV, T6 µ. EV yap EVBEV Küµa 
KUXLVSETaL, TO 6' EVOEV, äµµES S' 6V TO [i acoV väi ýopT I ¬Oa aÜV REXaivq. 
However, in the case of Alcaeus, we cannot say anything else about the context. In the 

case of Solon we can, because of fr. 12. Indeed, the naturalistic colouring and overtones 

of this fragment have to be understood allegorically, as it is clearly shown by the formal 

correspondences between EK vEckXI13 TrEXETaL XL6voS IIEVo3 ri6E XaXdCris of fr. 12 

and Eý dvEµwv 8E OdXaßßa Tapd66ETaL of fr. 13 (both the clouds and the winds hint at 
the irresponsible ruling aristocrats), as well as by the instances of other parallels which 
take up Solon's implicit (or, at any rate, not-reported to us here) reference to the Athenian 

demos as sea: cf. fr. iamb. adesp. 29 D. 3 6f µos äaTaTOV KaKÖV KaL 6aadCTCF TrdVB' 
ö1io1ov üir' ävEµov ptTriCETaL, KaL yaXrlvös ijv Tvxrj rrW3,1rVEVµa ßpaXb 

KOpÜ66ETal, Hdt. 7.16 T& 6E Kai dII46TEpa TrEpLT KOVTa dvOpu rrcwv KaK6h) öLI. LÄLaL 

o4dXXOUaL, KaT6 TrEp T1iV TTdVTWV XpflOLjALTdTTjV &VOpüTTOL6L OdXaQ6aV 1TVE6liaTC( 

ýa6L dvd[taw E[11TLTTTOVTa OÜ TTEpLOpäV 4Üßl Tý LOVT71S Xpaaeal, Dionys. Hal. 

Ant. Ro»n. 17.12 TrapanX1 crLÖV TL TrdgXou6Lv al 6fl[LOKpaToi IEVaL 1T6ÄELS TOLS 

TTEXdyEGLV' EKELVCL TE yäp 'i1T6 T(ýV dVEµwv TapdTTETUI cÜQLV EXOVTa ýpE[IELV, 

aÜTUL ÜE ÜTTÖ T(IV 8rlµaywy6v KUK(ýVTa1 [LT18EV EV a5Tais EXOU6al KaKOV (where 

the uncommon verb KUKdW for humans, cp. Sol. 1.61, may reinforce the possibility of a 

reminiscence of Solon), Polyb. 11.29.9 öBEV atEL TO TraparrXrjßlov TrdOoS 6Uµ(3aiVEL 
iTEpI TE TOÜS ö>XOUS KaL T71V OdXaTTaV. KaOdTrEp yap KdKELVTIS ý [L. V [5(a 46JLS 

EGTLV dßila1T 3 TOLS Xp(j)41EVOL3 KaL aTdcg1OS, öTaV S' ELS aÜTTIV E[TF OT] TCt 

1TV6[L Ta ILa, TOLaÜTIl 41L VETUI TOLS XpW l VOLS OLOL TLVES äV WCTLV 01 

KUKXOÜVTES aÜTiiV CtVE. tOL, TOV aÜTÖV Tp61TOV Kal TÖ 1Txf eoS dEL KaI XaLVETaI KaL 

yLVETQL TTpöS TOÜS XP(j) VOUS OLOUS aV Ex71 1Tp06TdTac Kai 6U[13O6XoUS, Liban. 
25.44.3 r'jv 8E KUµaTiaS 6 6f ioS yEVrr-rau KTX. (on which see Lomiento 1987); also 
Liv. 28.27.11 sed ntultitudo oninis sicut natura marls per se iminobilis est, [et] venti et 

aurae cient; ita auf tranquillw, i auf procellae in vobis stat; et causa atque origo omnis 
fitroris penes auctores est, vos contagione insanistis, 38.10.5 qui volgata sintilitudine, 

'nari tranquillo, quod ventis concitaretur, aequiperando nutltitudineni Aetolorum, uses, 

ctun in fide Romanae societatis mansissent, insita gentis tranquillitate quiesse eos aiebat, 
Cic. Cht. 49 ex quo intellegi potuit, id quod saepe dictum est, ut mare quod stta natura 
tranquillum sit ventorttm vi agitari atque turban, sic popolumn Romnanum sua sponte esse 

placatunz, ltontintun seditiosorion vocibtts tit violentissinds tentpestatibtts concitari. 
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Masaracchia 1958,300 notes the Homeric influence of the wave-similes in R. 2.144- 

6,394-7,4.422-8, where the noise of the crowd of the Achaeans is compared with the 

surge and noise of the waves, but the Homeric examples account for a single detail of 

Solon's imagery, which at least in its main idea of natural 'justice' could not have derived 

from Homer, but was probably conditioned by the thought of the naturalistic philosophy 

and the theories on nature (cf. Müller 1975,135f. ). 

According to the testimony schol. Nic. Alex. 172, Heraclitus (VS 22A14a) would 

have said that the sea is SoOXos of the winds. Besides, certainly Nicander, and possibly 

also Heraclitus, said that the sea, only as a consequence of the intervention of the ExOpol 

winds on it, becomes a 8E6ir6Tr13 ýLXopyr g of the sea-men (Kai p' i µhv 

dKOG[tu Ecca, ýLXOp'YT 3 8Ea1T6CEL V1l(JV TE KaL ElLý00PE V aiCr v). If Solon was 

already aware of this kind of imagery, and his distich belonged to a longer poem where 

the comparison of demos to the sea was furthered, the following context of the fragment 

might have been articulated in analogous terms to fr. 12, and the evolution of Solon's 

thought may have run somehow like this: "it is because of the winds (the troublesome 

leaders), that the sea (the demos) is now in the storm (the tyranny of a µövapXos - the 
demos alone would not have, otherwise, resorted to a tyrant)". 

Besides, the opinion that the sea, when it is not stirred by the winds, is "naturally 

smooth", may have had its beginnings in the concern of the naturalistic philosophers for 

the definition of the qualities of the elements: see the much later Anon. Introd. ad Arat. 

schol. p. 92.20-23 Maass 
... Ka9dTrEp Kal Ev Tý 6aXäßßrl yivETaL' Tö <yäp> ü5wp 

Üirö T(. IV dVELLWV KLVOÜ I. EVOV dvthil. aXOV 5ELKVU6L T11V E1TL4dVEtdv 1TOTE [1EV 

KUpTOUlLEVÜV KU[LdTWV 6L& ThV TOD Trv6[taTO3 6RO6p6T1]Ta, ELe' UTTO TýS ýUaLKfS' 

dvdyKrls ELS XELÖTllTa 8LaXEO1iEVwv. At any rate, it was certainly a standard point of 

popular thought: see Aesop. fab. 178 Hausrath, where a shipwrecked complains with the 

sea being calm after the storm, OTL 'YE SEXEdCouaa TOÜS dVepltUOUS T1i TrpaOTI1TL Ti 

&! JEWS., T1viKa äv aüTOÜS TTpOO`56 llTal, dTraypLOUµEVTl 6Laý9EipEL, and OdXaoaa, 

personified as a woman, answers with the specification: µßj EµE 1Eµcou, cAX ToiS 

avE1101)3. Eyth ILEV yap (üUEL TOLQÜT71 EL[Ii, öuoiav KaL VÜV [1E 6pä3' Ol 8E 

aicvi6tÖv [LOL EµTr1TrTOVTES KUl1. aTOÜ6L KaL EýaypLa(voU6LV (cf. Jedrkiewicz 1989, 

327); Varro, ling. Lat. 7.23, p. 259 Traglia Mare aequor appellatur quod aequatum cunt 

commotu»i vento non est; Cie. Acad. 2 (fr. 3) quid tann planuni videtur quarr mare? e quo 

etiam aequor illud poetae vocant; Serv. ad Verg. G. 1.50 terrain ... ab aequalitate dictain 

" ". ende et maria aequora dicuntur. 

The naturalistic philosophy certainly provides a key to understand Solon's 
identification of the "stability" of the sea, namely the absence of the disturbing winds, as 
a state of 8CKT1, whereas when winds appear, the sea loses its natural balance and the 
result is injustice (the winds are something like the sickness that makes KUKwµEVOS the 
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patient whom the LTJTpös tries to heal in fr. 1.61: cf. Vlastos 1946,68-70). The whole 
imagery would parallel the fact that, in a political/social context, B&Krl is the healthy 

absence of those turbulent factors which disturb the demos and the city, and are expressly 

mentioned in fr. 12. To call 'justice' the absence of perturbing factors in the realm of 

nature may strike us (cf. Masaracchia 1958,302) but such a response only reveals our 
distance from Solon's time (cf. Vlastos 1947,156). To assume that it is simply a literary 

metaphor, an example of interaction between the 'tenor' and the 'vehicle' of an image (cf. 

for the terminology Silk 1974,79), would presuppose a radical difference between the 

world of nature (where justice is not really found) and the world of humans (where it 

actually is): the two worlds would be distinct one from the other, they would operate 

according to different rules, and consequently, social, moral, evaluative language would 

apply only in the human world. 
This interpretation is somehow inappropriate for the pre-Socratic philosophers who 

place humans squarely in the natural world, and for Solon who is contemporary with the 

oldest of them: cf. Gentili 1975, and Edmunds 1987,11. For Solon the alteration that the 

winds operate to the sea by changing its natural state is of the same kind as that which the 

bad powerful citizens commit to the demos and the polis, and 6LKaL6TaTOS (and its 

implied opposite) describes and evaluates all kind of acts, regardless of the nature of the 

agent. Not very differently from Solon, his contemporary Anaximander maintained the 

notion that natural elements may be "unrighteous" in the cosmological process, and that 

justice is maintained only when the rival principles alternately prevail over one another in 

a uniform, impersonal and inevitable manner: cf. above all VS 12B 1 8L86vaL yap a&Tä 
&K11V KaL TL6LV dXXi XOLs Tf S d6LK1as KMT& T71V TOD Xp6VOU TdýLV (aÜTd most 

probably are the opposed world-masses of the opposite elements: cf. Kirk 1955,33 and 
Kahn 1960,178ff. ). In Solon as well as in Anaximander, d&LKia is the temporary 

prevalence of one element on its opposite (see Kahn 1960,178-83); besides, the 

coincidence between the idea of some &Krl being given KaTä THIS TOD Xp6VOU TdýLV in 
Anaximander and Solon's Ev BLKrI Xpovou, fr. 30.3 should be noticed (cf. Jaeger 1947, 
207 n. 60). Compare the analogous way of thinking in Parmenides, VS 28B 1.14, who 
maintains that D1K1I TFOXürrolvos EXEL KXIfLBac dµoL(3oüs of the "doors" of Day and 
Night. On the natural state as the "just" one, examples from medicine are collected by 
Vlastos 1946,66 n. 19 (cp. in prirnis Alcmaeon's iaovoµia, for which see above, and ad 
3.17). 

1. OdXaaaa TapaißaE-ral: For the use of the verb with reference to the stirring up of 
bodies of water, Hom. Od. 5.291 ETdpaýE 6 Tr6VTOV, 304 ETdpaýE 6 1T6VTOV, 
Archil. IEG 105 -rapdoae-raL Tr6VTO3, Pind. OI. 2.63, Aesch. PV 1088 etc. The 
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opposite state, that of a non-disturbed sea, will provide the most prominent metaphor for 

the Epicurean doctrine of dTapaýia, cf. Clay 1972. 

For a survey of the semantics of -rapdTTEu) in its earliest occurrences as well as in 

the fifth century literature where it characterises the negative behaviour of the 
demagogues, see Edmunds 1987,5-16. 

2-3. rjv ... TLS aüTrjv µßj KLv1 : Cp. Sol. 1.19-20 äv¬pos 
... 

ös rrovTOv 

TrOXUKVµovos ... TruO I Va KLVrjßas. In our fragment the point of the image is on the 

one, Tis, who is able not to move the sea, namely not to be a wind. I agree with 
Maharam 1993,413-5 that this 'one' must be identified with Solon himself, who would, 
in this way, present once again his political action in favour of Athens but opposite to the 

solution of a µövapXos. 

2. TTdVTuw E6Ti 6LKaLOTdTI1: Thgn. IEG 314 TrdVTWV dvüpc'rrwv Elµ. l 

5LKaL6TaTOS, 'Cleobulina' IEG 2.2 (in the end of the pentam. ) ToDTO BLKaLÖTaTOV. One 

may expect 5LKaL6TaTOv as Mimn. 2.2 dXTIOEir1 
... TrdvT&)v Xpijµa 6LKaL6TaTOV, but for 

the construction ridVTCi)v (everything)+fem. superlative, Arist. Eth. Nic. 1097b16 and 

Protr. 62.2 During. 

8LKaLOTdTI1: cp. the opposition between µaivEoOal and being 8&KaLOS in Thgn. 

IEG 313f., and Xen. Mein. 4.4.5 `innov Kai POOP 
... 

BLKaiouc TroLrjaaaOal. Of the 

summer-sea which stands quiet and therefore is harmless, Hes. Op. 670 Tiµos 6' 

EÜKpLVEEs T' aZpal Kai Tr6VTO3 är icov, and Semon. IEG 37-9 OdXaaßa. TroXXdKLS 

I. LEV c1TPE[ 1cE JT71K', dTr1 1. WV, xdp[la Va6TT16LV IIE'Ya, eEpEOS EV GlplI 

For the fortune of B&Kaloc said of the sea (possibly after this very fragment of 
Solon), see Ar. Nub. 1290-2 -Týv OdXaTTav E0`0' ÖTL TrXEiova vuvL voµi(ELs ij rrpö 

TOD; - µä Di' cam' ißrly. oü yäp BIKalov 'rrXEiov' EivaL (where BiKalov is banalised 

by schol. ad loc.: of yap Xu6LTEAE3 OÜ8E au i4 pov TfS 'YfS TrXELOVa ELVaL TT1V 
OdaaTTav). 
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The source for this fragment, Diog. Laert. 1.49, presents it performed in the assembly 

(ecclesia) by Solon, shortly before the events that led Peisistratus to seize the absolute 

power, as his response to the accusations made against him by the bowle=the Peisistratean 

supporters. The truth of this late testimony cannot be accepted unquestioningly (see 

Introd. to fr. 15), and it has more the characteristics of an 'enriched' anecdotal 

reconstruction rather than of a historically reliable information -the details on Solon's 

dressing the arms recall the testimonies, at least partially fictional, on Solon's dress while 

performing Salamis. Besides, Diogenes Laertius' reference to a ßouXi uttering comments 

on Solon's actions may be thought to have been influenced by the practice of the Roman 

senates, whose duties had really included some kind of evaluation of the actions of the 

various magistrates in the republican age, and afterwards the consecratio or the damnatio 

rnemoriae of the dead emperor in the early imperial age (about the Solonian bowle we 

know scarcely anything and, on the sources we have, it is not possible to say whether it 

is a historical fact or myth: some scholars have been so sceptical as to deny its existence; 

on the historical improbability of the four hundred ßouarj which Arist. Ath. Pol. 8.4 and 
Plut. Sol. 19.1.2 ascribe to Solon, cf. lastly Ruze 1997,350-68; on Solon's boule, see 
further, Cloche 1924, Hignett 1952,64-92, Rhodes 1972,208 n. 2, with bibliography). I 

would add that Solon's reference to his audience by the term daToIs hardly makes any 

sense if the occasion was a public speech, as the narration by Diog. Laert. explicitly states 
(tiaLvE68aL EÄE'YOV 6T6w 80EV EdTrE TauTL). Indeed, in such a context, the daTOL 

were most probably going to be the audience itself, and we would rather expect 
something like the personal pronoun üµiv. 

Regarding the metaphorical image of the truth coming to the centre, the centre is 

obviously for Solon the place of the greatest visibility and control, which is common for 

everyone (cf. Cerri 1969,102f. ) - the place where everyone can see and hear you, as in 

Hom. Od. 8.262 KP ES i ov (of Demodocus who prepares to start singing) or in Plut. 

Agis 9 ELs 1. aov TTpoeX0CiV (of Agis who goes to speak in public); see also Hdt. 4.97 

Es It aov cEpu ('to make public'). 4.161 Es 11E60V TCJ 8iß is EOl)KE ('to make public'), 
6.129 ÄE'yELV Es T6 I1 aov ('to say in public'), or the place where, when something is 

there, everyone can control it, as in H. 23.704 yuvaIK' Es I1E660V EOTJKE (of a prize in 

the games) and 23.574 ES t crov äµ4OTEpOIAL 8LKä66aTE, or everyone can share it, as 
in the symposiastic imagery of Lycoph. TrGF 100F3 ws EK ßpaXEias 8aLTÖ3 i Gala 

KÜÄLý aÜTdlg KUKXELTaL TrpÖs IIETpOV, Tp6yrflia SE 6 au4pOVLaTý3 TraaLV EV 'L cJ4 

X6yos, and Plut. Conv. sept. sap. 156d ai MoüaaL KaOdrrEp KpaTijpa Vql dXLOV Ev 

FtEaq rrpoOEµEVaL Töv Xoyov. However, the formally closest and most idiomatic 

precedents for Solon's phrase are also the Iliadic expressions meaning the spatial, 
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physical 'middle' of the battlefield, where Hector goes twice to incite his soldiers and to 

start a duel, cf. Il. 3.77 Es L-a6ov 16v=ll. 7.55, or where the warriors go when they 

want to start the duel: cf. Il. 6.120 ES [1£QOV d[II OTEpWV QUVLTIlV 1LE[LCLdiTE 

µdXE68aL=20.159-23.814,18.263-4 Tp(ýE3 Kai 'AXaLo. EV µE M) dµL ý6TEpoL I VOs 

"Aprlos 6aTE0VTaL (see later e. g. Soph. Trach. 514 Laav Es [L aov, and Theoc. Id. 

22.183 6 6' ELS j. LEoov 11XuOE AuyKE63). I would not rule out the possibility that the 

pacific Truth which Solon wanted (or at least advertised) to be shared by every party of 

the community is here deliberately balanced against the martial-exhortatory meson, place 

of the Homeric leaders, or the starting point of the fight between opposite armies, and 

enhances Solon's usual self-image as a politician and a ruler who redefines and intends 

the idea of the centre as the place of the peaceful resolution of the contrasts, instead of a 

place for fight. After all, this second level of meaning, though more implicit, is closely 

parallel to the one presupposed by the use of µETaiXµiov (a post-Homeric technical term 

of the military language with exactly the same meaning as TO 1I aov of the Iliadic 

expressions quoted above) in fr. 31.8 Eyck äE To1Twv 66TrEp Ev µETaLXµic; ) öpos 

KaTE6TrIv. Solon goes where the general or the warriors go in order either to urge to 

fight or to start fighting, but he goes there to prevent the strife between the two opposing 
factions: see also ad 7.5-6. 

The relevance of the metaphor ES µEßov as an item of the imagery of politics was 

already pointed out by Cerri quoted, in connection with Theognis 678, but there is space 
for remarking that Solon is at the origin of this metaphor, which is exceptionally 
functional to Solon's self-image as politician. The "centre" between the opposite social 
factions (the powerful privileged rich and the demos) is the position which Solon 
'invented' to place his action for social unity; therefore, Solon's metaphor also implies 

that the personified Truth will eventually reach and join Solon in his own political stance, 
after being 'hidden' for a long time where no-one could profit from her. 

1. The emphatic 6ij, without a verb of saying, thinking etc., often denotes words that are 

not to be taken at their face value, objectively, but express something merely believed, or 
ironically supposed to be true (cf. Denniston, Greek Part. 214 §8f., 234 §6). Therefore, 
Solon might be correcting his opponents' statement by giving to it the effect of inverted 

commas, 'my so-called madness'. 
Indeed, the idea expressed in the fragment is rather close to the one of the long 

trimeter poem (fr. 30), though in the latter Solon appears to have lost every concrete 
support, and to be resigned emotionally only to the criterion of Time for the defence of 
his political actions: cf. 30.3ff. ßuµµap rupoiT) raür' äv Ev 6(K1 Xpövou [I1 T11p 
µEyißTri KTX. In fr. 14 the epanaphora of the verb at the beginning of the lines still 
shows Solon's certainty, and emphasises his voice as a "warner" (on the difference 
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between Solon's stance here and in fr. 3, see ad fr. 3.5-8). On the verb, besides Sol. 1.8 

and note there, cp. also the impersonal use of 6EiýEL 'reveal' in Ar. Vesp. 994, Ran. 

1261, and Dem. 2.20 80KEL 5' Eµoly' 
... 

6EIýELV OÜK ¬t 4IaKpdV. 

Other poets and philosophers of the sixth century B. C. besides Solon offer semi- 

personifications of Time as being endowed with the power to vindicate the exact truth: 
Thales, VS 11A1 (=Diog. Laert. 1.35) 6o(t)uiTaTOV XpövoS' dvEUpicKEL yap -rrdVTa, 
Thgn. IEG 967 TOÜTwv 8' EKýaIvEL TrdVTWS xpövos T ý0oS EKdaTOU, fr. eleg. adesp. 
IEG 22 OÜK E6TLV [tECCWV ßdcavoS XpövoU OÜ8EV63 EpyoU, ÖS Kai Ü1TÖ 6TEpVOLS 

dv8p6s E6ELeEV v6ov; see later Pind. 01.10.53-5 o' T' EýEXEyxwv IiI vOS dXd0ELaV 

ETTITUýLOV Xpövos (also 01.1.33-4 äI paL S' ETr[XOLTTOL [LaPTUpES a0( (ilTaTOL), fr. 

159 dv8p6iv 6LKaiwv Xpövos aw-r p äpLaTOS, Bacchyl. 13.204-7 ä. 8' dXaOEia ýLXEI 

VLKdV, 0' TE rrav8[a)µäTw[p XpövoS T6 KaX(. )S E]py1I, EVOV aiLEV d[EýEL. Opposite 

considerations of oblivion, the other result of time, are more occasionally presented: 
Pind. 01.2.15-7 TGJV FE TTETrpayý1EVWV EV 6CKCI TE Ka. Trap& FLKaV CITTOL1lTOV oÜ6' C(V 

XpÖvos 6 TTdVTwV 1TuTfip 86VaLTO OE[IEV Epywv TEXOS, Paron VS 26 OL [LEV 

aocJ TTaTOV EXEyOV (SCI!. TÖV Xpovov), 6 6E TIUOay6pELO3 llapuV d[taOEaTaTOV, 8TL 

Kai E1TLXaV0CiVOVTaL EV TOÜTüL, ÄEywv 6p66TEpOV, Simpl. in Arist. Ph. 4.13.222b 17 

... 
ÄEyoV EV 'OXuµrria XL tWV(6OU TÖV Xp6vov ETraLVOÜVTOS 63 60c6TaTOV, ELiTEp 

EV aÜT(ý at 1Iae1 GELS TLVOVTaL Kal at dVU[tVTJ6EL3, TrapOVTa TLV& T6 V a0(ýýV 

E[TrELV `Ti SE, 6 >LimwVL61i, OÜK ETrLXavOavÖ IEOa IIEVTOL EV T4) Xp6v(p; ' (cf. Simon. 

PMG 645). 
The same cultural orientation can be found in tragedy, where oblivion is seldom 

emphasised, while usually Time and revelation of the truth are explicitly connected (this is 

shown by the verbs that are used, hinting at the idea of 'discovery': besides BELKVÜVaL 

we find dVaTTTi ouELV, EKKaXÜTTTELV, dVEUp(6KELV, EIS (KS YELP, EýEUp(cTKELV). 

The discoveries concern small details in Aeschylus (cf. Stipp. 993, Ag. 727), but in 
Sophocles and Euripides time eventually shows up the good and the evil: cf. Soph. OT 
614 XpövoS 8&KaLOV äv8pa 6EiiKVUaLV µövog (see also 1213), TrGF 62 &A' o'BEv 
Ep1TEL t EO6OS Eik yijpac Xpövou, and TrGF 301.1f. ws o TrävO' 6pcýv Kai. TrdVT' 
dKOl WV TTdVT' 6VCMTÜ66EL Xp6vos, TrGF 918 TrdvT' EKKaXÜTTTwv 6 Xp6PO3 ELS <Tb> 

4UJ3 äyEL, Eur. Hipp. 428-30 KaKOÜS sE OVfT(. iv EýEJ11V' O'TaV T6XI1, TrpoOELS 

KdTOruTpov ... Xpövos, 1051 µr1vUThv Xpövov, HF 805 XaµTrpäv 8' E6EIý' 6 Xpövos 
T&V `HpaKAEOS dXKäv, Antiope, Greek Literary Papyri 101-2 Page ilüpE µflvUTýc 
xp6voc tl3EU663 ii v ijµds, TGF 60 Xpövos sE SEI. ýEL <a'>' (il TEKII1]pI(, ) µa0(wV 
XPIlaTOV ÖVTa 'yV(&Jo taL a' ý KaK6v, TGF 112 6 XpÖVOS hTravra TOLaLV ÜaTEpOV 

4pd6EL, XdXOS EcTLV 0ÜTOS, OÜK EpWTW6LV ÄE'YEL, TGF 222 TT V TOL L (KIIV XE'YOUaL 

lrals' EI. VaL XP6vOU, SEI, KVUaL 8' ýRCuV ÖaTLS E6TL [L71 KaKÖS, TGF 303.3-4 6 yap 
O EV63 EKcÜS Xp6vo3 SLKal, OUS Eirdyun' KavÖPaS 6ELKVUaLV ävOpciirrWV KaKÖTTITaS 
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j, 101., TGF 441 XpövoS &p nv rrdvT' dXTJOEVELV 4LXEi, adesp. TrGF 511 XpövoS Tä 
KpuTTTa TTcVTa tEic ýdOSt aYEL (see later e. g. Dem. 18.310 ESCOKEV 6 TrapEXOdw 

Xp6vo3 noXAäs d1ro8EiýELS dV5 L KaX4 TE Kdyae4 , Xen. Hell. 3.3.2 

jVVEIlapTÜp1l6E 
6E TaÜT' W)T(. KaL 6 dXIjOEcTaTOS XEy61lEVOS Xp6VO3 ELvaL, GVI 

33.13-4 (beginning of 2nd cent. B. C. ) µupioS aiwv µdpTUS ... TdV T' dpETäv 6EIýEL 

T(ä6LV ETfEaa[o]ppEVOLS). Cf. Accame 1961, de Romilly 1968,35,51,107,117, and 

Strohm 1949/50,148ff. 

ßaLÖS: Homer has only the compound ý3aLÖS, but already in Hes. Op. 418 

ßaL6v='for a short time'; the phrase (3aL63 Xpövos is again found in Soph. Ti-ach. 44 

Xpövov yap oüxl ßaL6v, and OC 397 ßaloü KOÜXL µupiou Xpövou. 

2. dXBBEii}S E3 p. tßov E pXogEvlls: On the granted results of the affirmation of 

truth, cf. e. g. Pind. fr. 205 dpxä µEydXas dpETd3 cdvaou' 'AXd0Eia and Bacchyl. 

8.21-2 ßüv dXa6Eia 6E irdv XdµurEL XPE03. 
As most often in archaic Greek (cf above all Krischer 1965,161-4, Maehler ad 

Bacchyl. 3.96), dXiiOEia has to be understood in its etymological meaning as absence of 

the 'oblivion' veiling the reality of things- it is more the opposite of 'defect in recording' 
than of 'falsehood'. Therefore, we do not have to imply that this distich had to be 

followed by some kind of self-defence and explanation of Solon's true intentions. In my 

opinion, Solon neither displays here (yet) the auto-apologetic attitude that he certainly 
displays in the tetrameters nor explicitly charges his citizens of being not true, namely 
'false' in saying that he is mad: he still has hopes in the future, and in the plain visibility 
of the meaning of his actions which will be achieved by means of the unveiling operations 
of Xpövoc. 
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Though the ancient testimonies associate these lines with the context of Solon's reaction 

to Peisistratus after his seizure of tyranny (Solon tried to oppose it according to some 

sources but the exact scenario of his reactions to Peisistratus' coup varies considerably: 

see Podlecki 1987,9), the prevailing tendency among modern scholars is to refuse to 
follow these sources: Wilamowitz 1893, II, 312 insisted that there is no reason to believe 

such an association, as the reference in 1.3 (TOÜTous) is made to a plural group 
(Peisistratos and his party? ). Linforth 1919,207, added that since püµaTa 56VTEs, 

which Diodorus and Plutarch understood as the body-guard granted to Peisistratus by the 
Athenians, is in plural, it must refer to something more than the body-guard alone. 
Masaracchia 1958,292-3 attempted to reconcile ancient interpretations and modern 

objections, suggesting that the plural ToüTouc could be referring to Peisistratus and his 

faction. More recently, Podlecki 1987,9 denied that there is anything in Solon's verses 
themselves that shows his warnings pointed specifically at Peisistratus and attributed the 

whole episode to the fiction which grew up to heighten the contrast between the two men; 
he added that similarly monitory statements can be found at frr. 3.7f. and 5, directed 

against the 'leaders of the people', whoever these may have been. Rihll 1989,279-80 

also gave several reasons against the association of the lines with Peisistratus and even 
argued for their association with Drakon (for which see the criticism in the Introd. to fr. 
12). Lastly, West 1993 believes that since Solon speaks of plural tyrants we may have 
here reference to some earlier junta of which we know nothing. 

Apart from the too speculative identification of the alµvXos dvtjp of this fragment 

with Drakon, Rihll 1989,280 has well pointed out that there is no obvious reason that 
this fragment should be considered as an example of anti-tyrannical rhetoric (aiming at 
Peisistratus). Instead, Solon's criticism would be aimed once again at the choices of the 
people who put themselves in harsh conditions by superficially putting their trust in men 
they should not. Fr. 15 could be seen as the last, culminating piece of the sequence 
started with Eunomia and followed by fr. 12: the fact that the Athenians did not manage 
eventually to avoid the tyranny shows that Solon's aim of awakening his people was not 
achieved: the Athenians remained superficial and possibly they may have once again 
ridiculed Solon's concern and fears (fr. 14). A co-examination of the three poems will 
clarify better the issues at hand. 

Here, as in Eunomia, Solon speaks of the Athenians' responsibility: after charging 
the leaders because of their rapacious behaviour in fr. 3, in our fragment Solon would 
concentrate on the responsibility of the demos, both from a past and a present perspective 

the difference in perspective is made clear by the shift in the verbal tenses, which is 
crucial for my own interpretation. After his first statement, which strongly parallels fr. 
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3.1-2, Solon presents the historical mistake of the demos, namely to have kept in power 

the aristocratic leaders (TOÜTOUs) and allowed them his support (püµaTa 66vTEs); 

consequently, they had lived in a condition of 8ovXoßüvrl (which had been mentioned in 

fr. 3.18,24-5). The plural To 1Tovs would mean the &6pES pEycdXoi of fr. 12.3, and 

8i iou ýyEµ6vE9 of frr. 3.7 and 8. Although the demos had tasted bitterness and 

hardness in the past because of their stupidity (the past tenses have to be acknowledged in 

11.3f. ), even now the Athenian people do not change their way of dealing with the 

welfare of the state (11.5-6: present tenses) and now again (the last distich has verbs in 

present tenses) they are wrong in committing themselves to some leader of theirs: the last 

distich (11.7-8), which points to a singular dvi p, would either be a generalising statement 

of the Athenians' readiness to be seduced by demagogues, or a more specific allusion to 

the danger of a tyranny (like that of Peisistratus? the specific reference to him is unsure). 

1. EL' SE TTETTÖVOaTE wypd: Hes. Theog. 276 )wypä Tra8ovßa, adesp. Ant/l. Pal. 

7.483.4 dXX' OLKOL Xuypä X4XOLTTE Trcier, Jul. Aegypt. Anth. Pal. 7.577.2 Xvypä Tra9civ 

Tvµßov µ118' O'Xiyolo TvxoL, Leon. Aiith. Pal. 7.662.5-6 aiai, Xvypä Tra8oüaa 
llEpLoTEpii, 63 EV ETOIII) dVBp(iTrOL3 SaiµWV 8fKE T& 6ELv6TaTa, Orac. Sibyll. 
11.281-2 Geffcken Ev TroV[IOL9 6E a&r Xuypä TraOovca VEOTp('TWV KaOÜTrEpOEV 

4EÜýEL 6ELÄaIIl, GVI 1395 (2 cent. A. D. ) L1JTf p µE068ou, 'A6LaTLKE, TrpoaTdTa, 

xaLpE, 'r oXX6 µEV Ec OX t TfaOCJV 4pE(A, TTOXX 8E [Xuypd, Greg. Naz. de se ipso 

1005.2 "Q Xuyp& Kal C(VTLTa Epya TTaOOÜaa WUXTI; (cp. also Hom. Il. 3.99 EITEIL KCtK6[ 
T OXX& 1TETTa6eE, H. 22.431 aivä TraOovaa, Od. 23.53 ETrEIL Kath TToXX& TTETTOaOE, 

Sapph. PLF 94.4 BEiva rrETr[övO]aµEV). 
Si' 1 LETEpaV KaKOTIlTa: the closest parallel both in form and in content is 

E I KaKÖT1ITL, ýXOL, TÜSE Epya YEVOVTO' OÜ yap to HOm. Od. 24.455-7 üµETEpr L 

ii¬W¬aO', OÜ M6VTopt TTOL11EVL ÄaCJV, U[tETEPOUS Traihas KaTa1raUEl. LEV 

d poauvdwv, where the seer Halitherses charges the responsibility of the murder of the 

suitors to the 'I9aKrjaLOL as a whole, who had not paid attention to his warnings and had 

not restrained the young suitors, their children, from their arrogance: I believe that Solon 

implicitly keeps the role of Halitherses, who oioS Spa rrpöouw Kai 6TTIaatü (1.452), 

and had warned the Athenians not to go on protecting their leaders, but they did not pay 

attention. See also R. 13.108 717E iÖvOs KaK6T11TL µE6rlµowivIjai TE XaCOV, Thgn. IFG 

855 8L' rlyEµövc V KaK6Tr1Ta. 

2. The Odyssey's opening speech of Zeus (1.32ff. ) has been correctly considered the 

model for Solon's Eunomia (11.5-8), where we find the antithetical pair OEOi/(a1To1) 
PPOTOL: see ad 3.5 for the other parallels and a discussion of the relevant differences 
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between Homer's and Solon's stance on the problem of human/divine responsibility. The 

same antithesis is also operative here, and responsibility lies again with human action. 
ia') OEOLaLV 

... 
ETra1. LýEpETE: Eur. IT 390 ES T7jV OEÖV T6 ýaüXov dvaýEpELv 

6OK(. ý1, Ar. Nub. 1080 ES TÖV OLD E1TaVEVEyKELV. For later uses of the verb in relation to 

god or supreme power, cf. Them. paraphr. in Arist. de anima paraphr. 5,3.103.10 ETTEL 

Kai OTaV X YTS, TOÜW E6T1 [L6voV C Odl-'aTOV Kai. d(6iOV, OÜK th) XE YOL ETTL TÖV 

7rp(6TOV eE6v ETrava(Epwv, Greg. Nyss. Contra Eunom. 2.1.185.6 Kai TO TfS aLTLac 

Xpy(p TTdV TO EÜPLGK6FIEV6V TE Kai. KaTOpOO1 [LEVOV ELS TO'V C(pXTiyÖV TýS 6UVd LEWS 

TaÜT113 E1TavacEpETal, 3.1.131.7 OÜ yap (d)'6TTEp Ui6V TOD 7TaTp6g, OUTws i XiOOV F 

dvC aTaaLV 1j TroL4. va ý q)(. i)S 1 TL T(JV äXXG]V E1TL TÖV eEOV T(ýV OÄwV 

ETTavac1 pOVTES XETOi. IEV, Greg. Nyss. In Eccles. 5.301.11 ÖTL aÜTÖS E& t)KEV O OE63 

TÖV TrovflPÖV TOLS dVep(iJTTOLS TrEpL6Traßµ6v" ij yäp dv E13 EKELVOV 7 T(. OV KaKWV 

aLTla ETTaVac pOLTO, Eust. ad Il. 3.878.19 TLVOS 8E dv ELl'1 O KÖÄaý EKELVOS 

dVTdýLOS, ÖS TL TOD KWILLKOÜ TraIyvi A) ELS GITOU871V dTTEXpTjßaTO; Kai a1T63 ydp 

T1OU KaT' EKELVOV ELS TÖV L. ia ETTavaýEpEL TL ýa iXiis TTpdýEws dITLOV. 

For the apocope and assimilation, cf. Mimn. 5.2: dµ. Trau6L3. 
TOÜT(oV toipav: Thgn. IEG 356 T06TWV µoip(a) (in the same metrical position). 

Linforth ad loc, gives some examples of the appositional genitive: 23.18 µoipav 
AavdTOU, Thgn. IEG 356 already quoted, 592 dµ4OTEpWv TO XdXO3. 

3. aü'roi ... rp) TlcTaTE: Sol. 23.5 has d¬ op vwv. The verb had been used in epic 

only twice and always about divine 'magnification' of humans: cf. Hom. Od. 13.359-60 

al KEV ECL 
... IIE ... 

dYEXELI1 WiT6V TE (W'ELV KaL µoL ýiXov uiöv dEýrl and Hes. Op. 6 

(Zeus) pEia 8' dpi(rlXov µLVÜBEL Kai ä511Aov dEýEL; see also Pind. 01.8.88: (Zeus) 

a'TO T' dEýoL Kai Tr6XLv. This is very relevant to the interpretation, in a context where 
the problem of human responsibility for the events has just been stated: Solon may 
somehow imply that the Athenians are doing with their leader(s) what usually the gods 
do; he will be resumed by Thgn. IEG 823 µ1ITE TLV' aüýE Tüpavvov E1r' EArrLBL, 

KEp6E6LV ELKQW KTX. See also Eur. TGF 420.1 Tupdvvous 6Lä LaKpcin' rlÜýrlµEvoUS, 
Pl. Ly. 206a ETTELMV TLS aÜTObg (SCH. TOÜS KaXoÜg) EiraLVfi Ka. aiJ)]. 

püµaTa: The form in Solon is new, but for the verb with the meaning 'to defend' 

see Hom. 11.4.138. Hes. Op. 536 has Epvµa Xpo63 of the body-protection. For other 
instances of the meaning 'defence', 'protection' see e. g. Aesch. Supp. 85, TrGF 353.2, 
Soph. Aj. 159, Eur. Heracl. 260; Gal. Ling. sect dict. Hippoc. expl. 19.136.2 K. 
PuµaTa: rrapä TO püeaOaL, Tä (3or O1ij1aTa, Hsch. p 486.1 S. Püµa" 

... 
ývXaKrj, drrb 

TOD büEaOal, Schol. Soph. Aj. 159a <c aXEpöv ... 
püµa: > dVTl Toü daO¬v ýs ýuXaKrj). 

The line was commonly taken to refer to the body-guard given to Peisistratus, a 
typical feature of the archaic tyrant: cp. Ar. Eq. 852ff. where the sausage-seller in his 
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attempt to connect Cleon with the charge of tyranny (see Edmunds 1987,15-6) warns 
Demos of the young men Cleon has around him, implying a tyrant's body-guard; besides 
Hdt. 1.59.5, Thuc. 6.56.2,57.1. Both this interpretation and the word itself pü iaTa 
have been doubted. Rihll 1989,279 wrongly overlapped the two meanings which püµa 

has: both 'defence' (from the middle pvoµaL) and 'what is drawn', therefore arrow or 

spear (from the active E pvw), and considered a problem the fact that in the ancient 
tradition (Hdt. 1.59.5, Ar. Ath. Pol. 14.1) the body-guard Peisistratus had been voted 

was composed not of archers, but of 'club-bearers', Kopuv1]ý poL. This argument can be 

fairly dismissed, because the Solonian word has undoubtedly the meaning 'defence', as 
the Hesiodic Epuµa quoted above. Linforth 1919,207 prefers the reading of Diog. Laert. 
püaia 66vTES 'giving pledges or hostages', namely putting yourselves in the power of 
the o1TOL: Solon would have had in mind the hectemoroi system which he himself had 

abolished; he would have employed the figure to describe exactly what the Athenian 

people must have done in their relations with Peisistratus in analogy to how they were 

acting in the previous system of the self-enslavement for debt. But Linforth's 
interpretation assumes references which are not sure: on the problem of the debt-slavery 

see ad 3.18. For my different interpretation, see Introd. 

An economic choice is to believe that in the second distich Solon is reflecting on the 

situation he had depicted in Eriomia: after the criticism of the leaders, in our fragment 

Solon would concentrate on the responsibility of the demos, who had driven these leaders 

to power: the expression PüµaTa 66vTEs would simply point to the protection or support 
offered to the upper ruling class of citizens, and 6ouXoai vrl as the 'almost slavery' of the 

complete lack in political freedom that the demos has been ready to suffer: cf. ad 3.18 and 
24-5. 

4. EUX, ETE SoUocn VTly: Sol. 3.18 7lxUeE 50UX06ÜVgV. 

5-6. Solon pointedly contrasts the Athenian resourceful way of behaving in private to 
their totally opposite public attitude: cf. Eur. TGF 886 µLacZ TroV-Trly 66TL3 C4EXELV 

TTdTpaV ßpa8i) (paVELTaL, ii¬ydXa 6E f Xd1TTELV Ta)(ÜS, KaL TTÖplF . oV aÜT4 , T71 Tr6XEL 

8' d njxavov. 

5. dXWTTEKos LXVEUL IQLVEL: 'walks with a fox-tread' - possibly from 

observations of the characteristics of the fox when hunting?: cf. Schul. In Aristid. 

160,5.1-2 ((A c ir¬p LXV(i V EL)(ETO T& I EP'YWV TOD 1TaTP6s): LXV(ýV, CIVIL TOD 

R1ii. tdTWV. EOTL SE dTrö [tETC(copd. s T(JV OfPEVTLKCJV KUV(OV. Solon's line was imitated 
by Cratinus, PCG 135 Ü[Uu V ETS Iv EKC(6TO3 dXWTT1uý &WPO8OKELTaL. 
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Masaracchia 1958,293, and Jedrkiewicz 1989,327 see here an allusion to the 

Aesopic myth of the old lion and the fox (147 Hausrath), the lion being Peisistratus, the 

fox the Athenian people: such a reference seems much too vague to my mind, and 

unconvincing firstly because in the fable the lion is too old and unable to feed himself and 

this image would not fit a newly-established and totally powerful tyrant; most 
importantly, such a parallelism would clearly weaken Solon's message because the fox is 

not deceived in the fable. Solon's point of reference is rather to the animal's celebrated 

astuteness and shrewdness in the way of e. g. Archil. IEG 185.5-6 dXthm1 KEp6aXf ... 
TrUKVÖV Exouaa vöov; it had become proverbial already in the sixth century, model for 

the type of behaviour of Pittacus (see Alc. PLF 69), and for other unscrupulous 

politicians: see Ar. Vesp. 1241f., where Philocleon quotes the skolion: oiK EaTLV 

dXwrTEK(CELV, oü8' d1 OTEpo1aL yiyvEoOai 4IXov, to point to the perjurer Theoros as a 

traitor of the dya8oi whom he pretends to join, while he holds the right hand of Cleon 

and the KaKOI (on the problem whether the skolion which Philocleon quotes pre-existed 

to Aristophanes or was an invention of his, cf. Vetta 1983,129). For dXwTrEK((ELv 'to 

deceive in an alluring way' see Babr. 95.64 and Hsch. a 3369 L. dXWTrEKi(ELV" ärraTäv. 

On the cunning intelligence (metis) of the fox, see further Detienne-Vernant 1974,41-5. 
tXvEßL ßa(vEL: For the dative, see Strattis PCG 71.2-3 TrEVTT KOVTa Tro8cuv 

LXVEaL ßaiveT(E); more generally for the expression, Hom. Od. 

2.406=3.30=5.193=7.38 6 8' ETTELTU 'IET' Zxvia (3aIVE OEdio, Meleag. Anth. Pal. 

12.84.5 ßaivw 6' ' (vos Err''LXvos; later, e. g. Philo, gigant. 39.2, migr. Abrate. 128.4, 

fuga et invent. 130.1-2, Nonnus, Dion. 34.2. 

6. For XaüvoS, cf. Sol. 29b. 4 and note there; Xaüvos vöos is the opposite of the 

Homeric'rruKLVa. cpEVES; cp. Pind. Pyth. 2.61 xaüvq rrpaTri8L TraXULLIOVEL KEVEd and 
Nein. 8.45 KEVEdV 6' EX718 V XaÜVOV TEXOS, Eur. Supp. 412-3 EKXau kIw X67OL3, 

Andr. 931 Toü0*6' EXaüvux av X6yous. Frequent in Aristophanic comedy, it creates 

metaphors politically allusive of how gullible and uncritical the Athenians are, such as that 

of the XauvolroXCTric in Ar. Ach. 635, who swallows open-mouthed all that is told him 

(cf. also Eq. 1263 rl KExrlvaiwv 1rUL3, scil. Athens, Nub. 875, Vesp. 721): see 
Taillardat 1965,264-7. 

The pattern adjective+verb+vöoc is a structural formula of the second hemistich of 
the pentameter in Theognis (IEG 74,88,142,196,498,580,622,698,792,1082d; see 
also Marc. Arg. Anth. Pal. 5.116.2), and EtEaTL voOS will become a common phrase in 
Euripides (e. g. Andr. 667, Hipp. 920, TGF 212.1). 

7-8. For the construction öpäco ES, cf. Hom. R. 10.239 ES yEVE1jv öpöcov, Eur. Rhes. 

114 c öv 1ÄE1TOVTa3 ES 66pu, Supp. 318 ES KpdVOS PVE C VTa KQ1 XÖy)(TTS dKIn t', 
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Phoen. 596 Es XEpas XEÜaaELc Eµä3 (a preposition was apparently regular in such 

expressions, cp. Soph. El. 9721rpös Tä Xp716Tä rräc 6päv, Eur. El. 377 Trpös X6yyrly 

(3AErrmv, and see Page ad Med. 247). 

The metonymy 'to look at the glossa of someome' instead of 'to pay attention to 

someone' not only mimetically hints at the orientation of the eyes of the Athenians while 
listening to a speech, but also introduces the ävrjp by whom they are attracted as a mere 

talker (having a mouth, and giving a series of wily speeches), but nothing else - indeed 

it anticipates and reinforces the consideration of 1.8. 
The antithesis between Errol and E pyov became conventional in sophistic rhetoric 

but is already present in Homer in pairs with Eros, ßouXai, IDOL: cf. e. g. Il. 1.395, 

5.879,9.374,11.703,15.234, Od. 2.272,3.99,4.329,15.375, Honi. Hymn Dena. 

117,199, Honi. Hynin Ap. 540, Honi. Hyrn Herat. 46 etc. In the Homeric aristocratic 

society, the pair represented the fundamental qualities a man of value should possess - 

cf. Il. 9.443 [LAOV TE prJTýp' EµEVai 1rp11KTrlpä TE EpyWV, with reference to Achilles' 

education (instances in the Iliad of being good at fighting and in council: Achilles and 
Agamemnon at 1.258, Agamemnon at 3.179, Diomedes at 9.53f. ). See later Democr. VS 

68B82 KIP89XOL KaL cLya004avEEs OL XÖyW l. I. EV CITTaVTa, EP' /(q 6E 0 f5 ' EpSoVTEc, 

Soph. TrGF 201a «7i> yXw66', Ev OLmLV dV5pdaLV TL[I1V EXEL9, ÖTTOV XÖyOL QOEVOUai 

T(fV Epyuw TTXEOv, Dem. 9.15 dXX'EaTLV 
... 

Ö6TL3 
... 

EK TWV ÖVOlldTWV µäÄÄ0V f TCOV 

TrpayµäTWV TÖV Ci ovT' ELp7ýV1JV 7j TTOXE[LOÜVO' Eau c 6KEýaLT' CIV;. See also the 

notes ad Sol. 29b. 3. 

For Solon's criticism of the Athenians' gullibility, cp. Ar. Eq. 1115-20 &U' 

EülrapdywyOs EL, OCOTTEv6[LEV63 TE XaipEls KdýaTTaTcß4IEV03, TTp63 TÖV TE ÄE'YOVT' 

ad KEXr1vac, said of the Athenian demos for becoming the dupes of the demagogues, 
Eur. Supp. 243 (oi s' OÜK EXOVTES) yX aaaL$ 1TOVflp(ä)V TTpOO*TaT(OV ýr1XOÜ[LEVOL. 

7. ail. Xou dv8p6s: Hsch. a 1969 L. aiµvXos' 6ýüs Ev Tw AEyELV, Sud. at 212 A. 
Aiin Xa. KaL AiµvXos, KOÄaý, &TTaTEWV, Ety, n. Magn. 35.30 TTOLKLXOV, 7TVKVÖV, 

navoüpyov, 6oXEp6v. In favour of the v. l. ai6Xov (scil. Eiios) would be passages with 
derogatory uses of the adjective as Hes. Theog. 511 TrOLKLXOP aioXö LflTLV, äµapTL'voöv 

T' 'ETTL}. L1JeEa, Pind. Nein. 8.25 [1EyLQTOV 8' atÖX tJJE66EL yEpa$ cVTETaTaL, Aesch. 

PV 661-2 aioXocTÖµous XprIaµoüs, but the word seems to point more to shifty wiles 

rather than to a charm of eloquence and persuasion which is needed here - and 
demagogues/Peisistratus (? ) were most probably considered to be clever in speaking 

rather than quickly changing their statements. Besides, dv6p6s would be left very vague 

without a qualifying epithet. 
Contrast the praise for the EiOIyXwaaos dvrjp in Pind. Pyth. 2.86-8 Ev rrdvTa 8E 

V6ý1OV EÜeÜyxwaaos dv p Trpo4EpEL, napä TUpaVVL8L, XthlTÖTaV 6 Xdßpo aTpaTÖs, 
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X(ijTaV TTÖALV OL 60ýOL T1IPEWVTL (also Pyth. 1.86 (#EU5EL SE Trpös 6KjI0VL XdXKEUE 

yXck(T6av), and compare Soph. TrGF 683 ov yäp il OT' äv yEVOLT' da aXi 3 rr6XL3 Ev 

rý Tä µEV S&Kala KaL Tä cm c pova Xdydrly TraTElTal, KWTLÄ03 8' di41p Xapwv 

rraVoüpya XEp6L KEVTpa K1]8EÜEL TTÖXLV, Eur. Or. 907-13 8Tav ... 
7 863 TLS XÖyOLS 

ýpOVCJV KaK(? 1TELOT] T6 TTXf OOs, TTY Tr6XEL KaKÖV i ya, Supp. 412-5 
... 

ÖaTLs 

EKX, aUVWV XÖyOLc TTpÖs KEp60s L8LOV äXXOT' 6XXOGE aTpEcEL, TO 5' aÜTL>' 1 8Ü3 Ka. 

5L6oi u OXXÄ V <dpLV EaaiiOL$ E1Xa4s(E), Supp. 423-5 TI 6 V066i6Es TOÜTO TOLS 

Cl4LELVO6LV, ÖTav Trovflpös ä iwµ' dvf1p Ex 1 yX(kYoT] KaTaß)(WV 6fijIAV, OM V Co TÖ 

irpiv, and Hec. 132 rl8uXöyoc 8rlµoXapLcTtjs (of Odysseus seen unfavourably as a 

manipulator of the unsophisticated), 254-5 dXdpLaTOV üµwv ßTrEpµ', 86OL 8-qµrly6pou3 

CrlXOÜTE TL µäs; for the description of Peisistratus' charms in speaking (which, however, 

we cannot be sure that Solon is alluding to here), Simon. PMG 607 ETr6119EV GELpfiva 

TOV rlEL6LaTpaT0V, Plut. Sol. 29.3 aL4uoV TL KaL TTpOacLAES ELXEV EV TCO 
BLaXEyEaOaL, and Per. 7.1-2 where a comparison is drawn between the two men). 
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A much too short fragment containing an explicit reference to male homosexuality (µrlpc; ýv 
jµEipwv) and contemporary with the earliest depictions of homosexual courtship on Attic 

black-figure vases (ca. 560-475): see Dover 1978,98,195, Shapiro 1981,135f., 

Bremmer 1990,142. Other poetic references to homosexuality more or less contemporary 

with Solon are Mimn. 7.9 (where the old man is said to become EXOpös 
... natßiv), and 

Alcaeus PLF 430 (Alcaeus would have sung of a boy) and (possibly) PLF 431. See 

further Vetta 1980, xxxvii-xliv (a very neat assessment of the ancient testimonies and the 

present evidence of paederotic themes in archaic elegy and lyric), and Percy 1996,176-81 

(with an examination of the laws attributed to Solon on the love of the youths). 
Plut. Asiat. 751e ascribes fr. 16 to a young Solon (vEos wv ETL Kai `6TrEpµaTos 

TroXXO ILE(TT63' cis 6 IHXd-ruw ýrlai), and considers fr. 24 the result of a more mature 
age (W"( MEP EK CdX113 Ka. XEL[lCOVOS T(1) TTaL8LKC0V Epü'TüM) EV TLVL 'yUX1jVi Tý TTEpt. 

ydµov Kai caLXoßo4iav O IEVos T6v ßiov). Indeed, the two fragments deal with two 

different aspects of the sensual sphere, 66ipa 'Aýpo&Tr]s and Epya 'Aýpo&Trls: 

according to Calame 1992,16, since Aphrodite's gifts, the EpaTä 6VOrl (beauty, charm, 

sexual strength) are granted for a short span of time in the bloom of youth, the passing of 
time fades them and therefore the (also aesthetic) 6i pa 'A4po8ITr13 are eventually 

reduced to the more exclusively sexual dimension of the Epya 'Aýpo8&Tr1s. However, in 

fr. 16 Solon appears not to speak about himself, therefore to believe that fr. 16 is by a 

young Solon, and fr. 24 by a mature/old Solon would mean to follow the usual 
biographical fallacia of the ancient readers. 

1. EaO': the conjunction GTE is not attested in Homer, but it is already in Hes. Theog. 

754; cf. later Thgn. IEG 959, and Xenoph. 5.4. Also the use of temporal conjunctions 

with the subjunctive without äv is not Homeric, but it is not rare in Attic poetic language 
(cf. Kühner-Blass 2,449f. n. 4; Soph. Aj. 1183 is an instance with EGTE), and there is 

no reason to emend uaL80 LLX jw] codd. in -GEIs (Brunck, Gaisford) or -GEL 
(Boissonade) - in fact, the future ind. can be found after these conjunctions in Homer, 
but always with äv (cf. Kühner-Blass 2,447 n. 2). 

rjprlS EpaTOtaLv ETr' dvüEaL: The metaphor of the "flower" of the youth refers 
in Homer to the full martial strength of a young soldier: see R. 13.484; later on, 
Honz. Hynui Herat. 375, Pind. Pyth. 4.158, Aesch. Stipp. 663, (Ag. 197-8, Pers. 59, 

252, PV 420), but here, as usually from Hesiod onwards (cf. LfgrE s. v. 3a-b), it means 
the full bloom of the youth (with sexual or aesthetic connotations), as in Hom. Hy171n 

Den,. 108 Kouprjlov ävOos, Hes. Theog. 988 TEpEV äV809 EXOVT' EpLKUSEOS fiß71S, 
Tyrt. 7.28 6ýp' EpaTrls ijßrls äyXaöv äv003 Ex-q, Mimn. 7.3-4 KpUnTaSirl (ýLX6T119 
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Kai µECXLXa K pa Kai Eüvrj, oi' ijßrls 6VOEa YLVETaL äpiraXEa, and 8.3-4 ävOEßly 

iI3iic TEprroµEOa; see later e. g. Thgn. IEG 1007-8 ijßrls dyXaöv ävOoc (cf. also 994 

KaXbv äv0o3 Exuw), 1348 TraL8ELr13 äveos 
... 

EpaT6v, Simon. IEG 20.5 äv003 EXELL 

1roXurjpaTOV rj13rls, Theoc. 30.20 yXuKEpas äve¬1iov dßac; adesp. Aiith. Pal. 12.151.1 

Ei TLva Trou Trai8(, )v EpaTwTaTOV 1VO03 EXovTa; GVI 942.1=119.1 CEG (5th cent. 
B. C. ) a .. " 

Eßas, 1410.2 (roman period, 2/3 cent. A. D. ) ijßrls 
... ýiXTaTOV dvOos, 

1420.2 (1 cent. B. C. ) äßa3 KaXXi6TOLS dvOEaL, 1501.4 (beginning 3 cent. B. C. ) j ac 
ävOos etc. 

The floral metaphor stands for the boys' beauty. I agree with Roth 1993, that the 

meaning of the preposition ETrL with reference to the ernstes is certainly not temporal. 

Indeed, differently from the eromenos-youth who will always be reminded that the 

charms of fi3rl are granted temporarily (cf. e. g. Thgn. IEG 1303-4 OÜKETL 81lp6v EELS 

KKUTTpoyEVOD S(IpOV LO6TE4CdVOU, 1305-6 TTaLFELac 1TOXU1lpCdTOU 6VO0s (J. )KÜTEpOV 

aTa&LOU, Xen. Symp. 8.14 T6 [L V Tijs cÄipas ävOos TaX J 6ijTT01) TrapaKµä(EL, Strat. 

Anth. Pal. 12.234 EL KdXXEL KaUXCI, YLVCJ0*X', 6TL KaL 00601) dVBEL" cßä µapavOEv 
64 vw 6ÜV KOTrpLOL$ EplýTl. 6v803 yäp Ka. KdXXOS IUOV XpÖVOV E6TL XaXöVTa' 

TaüTa 8' 6[11 ýOOVEWv EýEµäpaVE Xpövos), the erastes must be older than the 

eromenos (he cannot be very young, a pals) in the etiquette of Greek paederotic love. A 

causal-local meaning for Earl is appropriate, for the erastes loves alighting on the single 
boys-in-bloom, like the bees who nETOV-raL En' ivUEaLV ELapLVOioLV of Homer H. 

2.89. For the etiquette governing the erastes, see Pl. Symp. 180c-185c, and Cantarella 

1992,18. 

TraL8oýLX1jcn]: In Solon for the first time; for the ending see above. Cf. Thgn. IEG 
1318,1345, (1357), and later e. g. Seleuc. CA p. 176, Mel. Anth. Pal. 12.137.4, 
12.164.2, the adjective in Glauc. Anth. Pal. 12.44.4, adesp. Anth. Pal. 12.145.1; cp. 
Strato, Anth. Pal. 12.1 EL yap Eyci TratM3 TE ýLX6 Kai Tralßiv 6µLX6. 

2. p. i p 3v iµEipwv: Though the celebration of the beloved does not often dwell on 

characteristic and individualised features of his figure, any references of this kind usually 
deal with the eyes (e. g. Pind. fr. 123, Mel. Anth. Pal. 12.109,110,113, adesp. 
Anth. Pal. 12.130, Strat. Anth. Pal. 12.196; Arist. fr. 96 Rose=43 Gigon) or the µ11poi 
(Anac. PMG 407 dXXä rrp6TrLVE Pa&LVOb3 L ýiXE µrlpoüs, Aesch. TrGF 135 c aas 8E 

µrlpcýv C yvV v OÜK ETTTISE6w, (i) SU YX6PLaTE T(. V TTUKV(v 4LX%LdThV (Achilles for 

Patroclus), TrGF **136 µrlpcly TE Tcjv ac1v EÜQE1fic öµLAia tKaXXiMJt (Achilles for 

Patroclus), Soph. TrGF 345 µrlpois ürraIOwv Thv AL63 TUpavvi8a (of Ganymedes), 

cf. Buffiere 1980,307, and Dover 1978,70. 

'YXUKEpOÜ UTdp. aTOS: The pattern appears here for the first time; yXVKEp63 in 
Homer (Il. 13.637, Od. 23.145) and Hesiod (Theog. 83-4,97 yXUKEprj Oi (IT T6 
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(TTÖµaTos 
5EEL aü8r =Hom. Hymn 25.5) was used in connection with singing and 

speech, and with no sensual/erotic connotations, see Paschalis 1995,181-3. For the 

sensual meaning, see Paul. Sil. Anth. Pal. 5.281.6 XdOplov FIXE K'XLý Trüg yXvKEpwv 

6TOµäTWV, Marc. Argent. 5.128.2 yXUKEpois XELXE6L, GVI 746.4 (3/4 A. D. ) KaL 
)'XuKEpOÜ aT6[LaTO3 ÖTra XLpL6E66aV iEL6a, "Molch. " Bion. Epit. 72 TTjVO T6 

KaXXL61Tas yXUKEp6V QT64ta, Long. Soph. 1.18.1 XELX 1 iiEV 5Ö& 
1w 

Cl7TaX6TEpa KaL 

aT6[ta KljpIWV 'YXUKÜTEpov, Nonnus, Dion. 35.48 a(. ily yXUKEp(i)V QTO[LdTwV. 
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This is the fragment where Solon's aristocratic ideals, consequent upon his birth, surface 

in the most evident way. Paederastic love was a well known component of the aristocratic 

way of life (cf. fr. 16). As to horses, the connection of horsemanship and rich classes is 

another fact: as remarked by Arist. Pol. 1289b35-8, one of the criteria providing 

distinction in wealth among the yV(LpLµOL was hTruoTpoý(a, since TOÜTO yap oü pd8LOv 

g. TrXOUTOÜVTac TFOLELV' SLÖTTEp ETTL T6'V dpxatcov Xpövwv ÖaatS TTÖXEßLV EV TOLS 
LiTUOLs ý Süvaµ. Lc rlv, 6XLyapXiaL rrapä TO TOL3 Yjaav (see also 1321a5-11; besides 

Thuc. 6.12.2; Xen. Hipparch. 1.9-12, Isae. 5.43, Isoc. 6.55 and 16.33); the family of 

Philaidai, claiming to descend from Ajax, were given the epithet TET6pLrrrroTp6ýos (cf. 

Hdt. 6.35.1), and the names of many Athenian aristocrats included the root iTrTr- (cf. Ar. 

Nub. 60-7). The second richest class of Solon's system, the iTrrrEis, were so called 

because they were expected to serve as cavalry in the army and be able to equip 

themselves with horses, and the highest class, the pentakosionzedimnoi, had to serve also 

in the same corps (cf. Spence 1993,180f. ). After all, later, in order to reduce the military 

relevance of the landowners and to limit the power of the aristocrats, both Hippias and the 

post-Peisistratean democracy adopted at different levels the device of restricting the role 

of the Athenian cavalry in war actions (cf. Anderson 1961,128-130); Regarding the 

passion for hunting with dogs and horses it was a typical sport of well-off people, see 

e. g. Pl. Ly. 205c, 21 Id-e, and cf. Meautis 1972,37-9, Lilja 1976,42, Stupperich 1977, 

177. 

The themes of the fragment are very traditional, yet the personal mark of Solon's 

ideology can be seen through a comparison with a close parallel to Solon's fragment: 

Hom. Hymn Dem. 486-9 µ4y' 6XPL0s O'V TLV' EKEIVQL (Persephone and Demeter) 

1TPOýPOVEW3 4LXWVTaL 
... al4a SE oL TTElLTTOUQLV EýE6TLOV ES 1L6'ya 8(C [a TIXOÜTOv, 

8s dvepö6lroL3 ä4EV03 OVIITOi6L 8i8cx6LV, a text on the blessed condition of the 
initiated, whose terminology is also paralleled in fr. 18 (see Introd. ). Although the 
frequency of the topos of the makarismos (see ad 1.1) does not allow any confidence in a 

concrete intertextual connection, and in the Hymn the agrarian dimension of life is 

obviously stressed, the parallelism illustrates well how much Solon favours a rather more 

modern view of wealth than the agrarian surplus of corn with which the author of the 
Hymn and, more generally, the archaic Greek culture were concerned - cp. the common 
genealogy of Ploutos as the son of Demeter and Iasion, and the passages quoted by 
Richardson ad Dem. 489 and by West ad Tlzeog. 969. The result would be to refuse the 

concept of richness as accumulation of food-stuff or generally of surplus (the idea of the 
`house full of EaOXä' of Hom. Hymn 30.10, which Solon appears to understate while 

speaking of TrEpICJ6La XprjpaTa in fr. 18.7f. ), and to favour a more 'mobile' idea of 
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wvealth, which includes in itself the moment of the enjoyment of it in the social dimension 

stressed by the references to the iicii8Es and the ýEvos. 

1 öXßlos, ci: The poetic construction usually labelled inakarismos, often in the form of 
öX(3Los/µäKap followed by a clause defining the respect in which someone is happy, is 

very common in archaic poetry: cf. Hom. Od. 11.450, Hes. Theog. 954, Hom. Hymn 

Dem. 480-2,486-7 quoted, Hom. Hymn 25.4f. and Hona. Hymiz 30.7-8, Alcm. PMG 

1.37-9, Hippon. IEG 43 (=5 Degani) and *117.6 (='196 Degani), Thgn. IEG 934,1013, 

1173,1375, Pind. 01.7.10, Pyth. 10.22 and fr. 137, Bacchyl. 3.10, Choeril. PEG 2.1, 

Soph. El. 160, Eur. Bacch. 73, Cyc. 495, TGF 256, TGF 793, TGF 910, TGF 1057 

(this poetic idiom was already in Homer settled enough to be reversed: cf. Hom. Od. 1.8 

vrjTnoL öi, KTX., 3.161 6XETXLO3, ös KTX. ). See on µaKapLa lös Norden 1913,99f., 

Dirichlet 1914,1967. 

nat6E3 ... 
ý(XOL: The phrase Trai6E3 ýLXOL is Homeric (Od. 19.455='dear 

sons'), but I do not believe that the meaning here can be the Homeric one ("happy the 

man who has dear children"), as was maintained by Harrison 1902,111, Linforth 1919, 

176f., and Frankel 1975,230. In favour of an erotic interpretation of the distich (see at 
least Bowra 1938,74 and de Heer 1969,33) is the possibility that Solon's TraIBEs ... 
4IXoL=Tra &s KaXoi, amasii (cf. at least Anac. PMG 378.2 oü yap Eµoi «Tals E>BEXEL 

auvrißäv (with Porson's integrations) and Thgn. IEG 1369 -rraLBös EpWS Kalös LV 
EXELV (where ii(fs alone= rail KaXös), and above all Solon's verb TraLöoýLXEIv of fr. 

16.1. Besides, Hermias ad Pl. Phdr. 231e seems to have understood the fragment in an 

erotic sense (KaXov TOD Epäv FLVTWOVEÜEL XEywv (Z6Xwv) and the variant V40L Of, 
Theognis' text point to this direction as well. 

4iXOL can be taken (with e. g. Hudson-Williams) as an attribute to rrai8Es ("happy is 

who has beloved boys... ), as Lucian's quotation certainly implies, or as a predicative to it 

("happy is who likes boys... ), as Plato's quotation most probably implies (ýIXoL would 
be4(XoL Eißi, to be connected not only with -rraI6Es, but also with the other subjects 
irrrroL and Küve : cf. Landfester 1966,41 n. 4, and Skiadas 1966). I favour the former 
interpretation, though the latter seems to be supported by "Thgn. " IEG 1255-6 ÖOTLc µiß 

1Ta M3 TE ýLXEL KaL µwvuxas YTrTrous KaL KÜVas, GUTTOTE OL eu11e EV E 4p00`6VT1, 

but the Theognidean distich more probably operated a stretching inside the LETarroirlcLS 
of Solon's poem which the Theognidean author made after having quoted it (1253-4): 
Theognis' 11.1255-6 would therefore be a good instance of the symposiastic repartee 
technique, and the Theognidean author of this distich may be 'answering' the makarismos 
of Solon ("happy is who... ") with a more emphatic exclusive statement ("the only happy 

"'an is who ... "): cf. Vetta 1980,58f. 
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µuivuXES LTriot: a common epic formula, see e. g. Hom. 11.5.236,9.127, 

11.708, Od. 15.46, Hes. fr. 30.4 µ[(LV]uxas irrrrou[S (always at the end of the 

hexameter). 

2. d'ypEV-raC: the word is used for the first time for dogs, but cf. OflpEuTdL KvvES in 

Horn. Il. 11.325 and 12.41. 
ýEvos dXXo8aTrdS: Cf. Hom. Od. 17.485 ýEivOLaLv 

... 
dXXo6a7Toioi. Beyond 

the sense of 'foreign', ýEvos already in Homer had acquired the second meaning 'friend 

of a foreign land/city' (Hsch. ý 29 L. ý¬Ivos' 6 dire ýEvr1S ý[Xos), to define the ties of 
hospitality which made friends of strangers (e. g. Il. 17.582ff., Od. 19.191ff., 

24.262ff. ), or celebrated an existing formal bond inherited through one's father (e. g. Il. 

6.215ff., Od. 1.175ff. ), in a society where strangers were not always welcomed (e. g. the 

episode with the Cyclops, Od. 9.175f., or Od. 21.27 where Heracles kills his host). See 

further Kakridis 1963,86-105, Donlan 1981/82,148-51. Solon's emphasis on the 

foreign status of the ýEvos is probably a hint at the mobility of Attic aristocracy, and the 

aristocratic 'networks' between individuals beyond a city's boundaries, created by 

marriage alliances, guest-friendship: cf. Lewis 1996,27-9. 
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The structure of the poem is simple. Solon's starting axiomatic statement introduces the 

two comparable case-examples of traditional "goods", wealth/gastronomic and erotic 

pleasures, so as to maintain that they are equal TrXODTOS C(1öv TOL TrXouTOÜkLV) - an 

utterly unconventional stretching in the meaning of the word, which, somehow, parallels 

Solon's use of the term dya0oi in fr. 6 (see ad loc. ). Though wealth and physical 

pleasures look like equalised at the beginning, the different length of their descriptions 

anticipates which of the two Solon really favours (material possessions which 

conventionally characterise abundance in wealth occupy two lines of the poem; the 

enjoyment of food, physical pleasures the next four lines). Then comes Solon's further 

statement, given in a typically apophthegmatic, nominal phrase in the first hemistich of 1. 

7: only the latter goods are real äýEVOS. 

The inescapability as well as universality of death simply proves the futility of 

material possessions - but also, one could think, of the pleasures: in Hades you can 

neither take your money with you, nor enjoy food or love: cp. e. g. Thgn. IEG 973-88, 

Asclep. Anth. Pal. 5.85, Strat. Anth. Pal. 11.19. The last two couplets were even 

athetized by Jacoby 1918,302, who considered them extraneous to Solon's thought, and 

a later addition rather reflecting Mimnermus' orientation about old age - for a good 
defence of their authenticity, see already Masaracchia 1958,312-4. 

In fact Solon is careful to avoid the impression that the last statement about death 

would invalidate his own option of the pleasures, and for this reason, in my opinion, he 

stresses from the beginning of the poem the contrast between excess of wealth and 

simplicity in one's acquisitions: the former carries in itself the connotations of effort and 

endless toil that Solon had already emphasized elsewhere more than once (cp. fr. 1.43ff., 

1.71-3, etc. ), and, possibly, also implies the idea that such an amount of wealth is not 
directly enjoyable, differently from the physical pleasures; the latter descends from the 
ideas of moderation and measure, so dear to him, cp. fr. 5.4-5, and implies the idea of an 
easier life. 

The best parallel for Solon's text is provided by an archaic but not Greek text, the 

epitaph of Sardanapalus, which according to a testimony would have been translated in 
Greek verses by some Choerilus, most probably the one of lasos: SH 335.1-5 El) Ei8(ý3 
OTL OVgTOS Eýus 66V OU116V aEýE TEpUT IIEVOS OaXLT16L' Oav6VTL TOL OUTLS' OVTIGLS. 

Kai. -yap Eyd) aTTo663 EL J. IL, N[vou [LEydX713 ßaatXE66ac. TaÜT' EXw 066' Eýayov Kai 

E'kÜßpLaa Ka. 1IET' Ep(i. )TOc TEAT V' ETTaOOV' TCL SE uoXXX Kal OAILa KEIVa X XELTTTaL; 

all three much shorter prose versions of the same epitaph, which are recorded by Ath. 

12.530ab-Strab. 14.5.9(672)-Arr. Anab. 2.5.2-4=FGrH 139F9 included the invitation: 

Eß9LE, TiiVE, TTaLCE, 63 TäX1a TOÜTOU OÜK äýLa or ... 
63 T&XXa T& dvOpoTrLVa OÜK 
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6VTa TonTOU &eLa (the poetic version of Sardanapalus' epitaph was credited with the 

relevance of a real manifesto, and provoked the 'correction' by Chrysippus, SH 338.4-5 

EL E16(i)S OTL 8V1ýTÖS EýUS aÖv OupL v 1¬ ¬, TEpTrÖ EVOS µ'Ootci ' ýaY vTL 60L 

OÜTLS 6V1I6L3 
... TaÜT' ExW, Ö66' E[. LaOoV Kai E4p6VTLßa Kai. IIET& TOÜTWV E6OX' 

ETTa00V' TC( SE XOL1TC KdL i 6Ea TrdVTa X XELTTTaL). Parallels to the message of 

Sardanapalus are also real epigraphic epitaphs of the imperial age: GVI 1978.17-22 (2/3 
A. D. ) TOOT' ... Trapalvuw' Ti ýU)(f IIETd6OS KCtX<&V' ... Kai. TOV 1LOV TpU4fi 

Traprlyöprlaov ELFGIS, 7V KaTa1T13 ES rrwµa Ai Oric, oÜBEV TG)V ETTdVW KdTÜ) TTOT' 

Ö JEL t VXfis ... 
dTrOTTTaOELQT13,2015 (2/3 cent. A. D. ) E1 d poaüvil, TroOos, oivos, 

i irV[OS TaÜT' LFTL ßpOTOLQL] TTXOÜTOS* dVEU4pdVTWV TaVTdX[ou 67TIL 0L03], 

1905.14ff. (3 A. D. ) [U18Eis 8' Ev TrXOVTw TVcWOE'Ls [yaü]pa ýpOVELTw, ITeCuL 'Yap 
Eis "ASr)s Kai. TEXOS ECTLV LCOV. EUTLV TLS 1 yas C)V EV KT1 1a6LV' OÜ TrX ov 

OUTOS, TaÜT6 1I1 TpOV yaLi13 TrpÖS Td40V EKSEXETaL. 0TTE! 6ETE, TT Vi UXT1V 

EÜ4paLVETE TTdVTOTE, OVTI[TOL], d)S i 6U3 PLOTOS KdL I. I. TPoV E6T1 (Of c. TaOTa, 

4 LÄOL' 1I. ETC( Tal1Ta TL yap TTXEOV; OÜKETL TaUTa. ßT1 XX 1 TaÜTa XaAEL Kai, Moog' OÜ 

yap Eyw. 
Considered in itself, with its references to (homosexual-heterosexual) love, to the 

enjoyment of what lies ready to hand, this poem would seem to produce a kind of carpe 
diem philosophy - the carefree attitude towards life which can be found in Mimn. 7 and 
becomes a topos later, see e. g. Anacreont. 36.1-16 6 IIXODT03 ET 'YE XpUaoü TO CfiV 

TrapEL)(E OV1lTOLS, EKapTEpOUV (UXCTTWV, LV' ta60EVELV Eu Xii1 (äv edVaTOs 

ETrEA071: Wakker) Xdß71 TL Kal 1TapEÄO1I. EL 8' OÜV p TÖ 1TpLa68aL TÖ Ci EVEGTL 

OVflTOLS, TL Kal 1_1CTT1V GTEyY LO; {TL KdL 'YÖOUS TrporrEpJrc); ) eaVELV yap EL 

TrETTpC0TaL, TL XPUJÖS (4EXEL [IE; E[IOIL 'YEVOLTO TTLVELV, TrL6VTL `U' OLVOV i 6Ü11 E[ioLS 

ý1XOLS cruvetVaL, EV 6' ärraXai6L KOLTaIS TEXELV T&V 'Aýpo6)LTav, CEG 482 (5 cent. 
B. C.; cf. Sassi 1981) TroXXä p¬O' l XLKLaS Ö io jXLKOS 116Ea 1Taucac EK 'Ya(ac f Xacr thV 

'Pala 1TdXLV 'yE'yOVa' El[L FE 'ApLcTOKXils HELpaLEÜS, TraLS FE MEvuwo 
, Eur. Supp. 

953-4 ßµLKp6V TO Xpf [Mt TOD 1LOU' TOÜTOV SE Xpll thS bdGTa Kai 1II GÜV 1T6VOLS 

61EKTTEpc v. 

However, to believe that the poem simply is 'an affirmation - even an arrogant one 

- of the individual, an almost cynic hedonism' (Marzullo 1965,126) is extremely 

wrong. Nor have we to read it as a manifesto ante litterain of the Hellenistic ideal of the 

a1TdpKELa - for which see e. g. Alph. Anth. Pal. 9.110 ov 6TEpyW PaOuXiious 

äpovpas, Ok O'Xßov TroXvXpvßov OM N 'Y113* a'TdpKOUS EpaµaL ßI01), MaKpLVE' TO 

µr16EV' yap `äyav' äyav µE TEprrEL, or Crates' Hymn to Eutelia, SH 361. 

In fact, the poem has to be read in the broader context of Solon's constant criticism 

of the traditional over-evaluation of wealth that was synthesised e. g. in Alc. PLF 360.2 

Xp1IpaT' ävrlp, 7TEVLXPO3 6' of 8' ELS TrEXET' EaXoS 06K TiInoS (see ad 6.3-4 for later 
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instances). In this perspective, frr. 6 and 18 will rather appear to be a pair of attacks on 
the idea of material wealth, the former focusing on the social idea of dp¬ rj, the latter 

from the individualistic point of view of personal well-being. 
Textual clues of this intention can be detected. Solon uses the verb ITXOUTOvßLv and 

the substantive i EVOS to define his new "goods" in the first hemistichs of 1.1 and of 1. 

7, and this combination might resume the traditional epic use of this couple of synonyms 

which define the most blessed human 'happiness': besides Hom. Il. 1.171 c EVOS KaL 

rIXOUTOV Ci l ELV, see above all Hes. Theog. 969-74 i IU TI1p µhV IHXoÜTOV EyEivaTO 

... 
ECFOMV, 

... T() SE TUX6VTL KaL 01) K' ES XEI, paS LKTlTUL TÖT) Fly C( VELÖV EOfKE, 

iroXvv Be of dTra6EV öaßov, and Honx. Hymn Dent. 486-9 [&Y' O'Xßlos O'V TLV' 
EKELvaL (Persephone and Demeter) irpoýpovCws ý[XwvraL 

... aiia 8E of 1rCµrrovalv 
E4EOTLOV ES µCya 8cß to TTXOÜTOV, 63 dV0P6TroIS CI4EV03 OVrTOLQL FL8W6LV. The 

concept of äýEvos/rrXoÜTOS as life's unsurpassed ideal, which surfaces in all these epic 

passages, is exactly the one that Solon seriously challenges while proposing to call 
6ýEVO3 the enjoyment of pleasures: Solon's disapproval for the excess in wealth appears 

so sharp in this poem, that it could be understood by Stob. 4.33.7 as an instance of 

QU'YKpLaLs 1rEVias Kal TrXoüTOu. Stobaeus' interpretation is certainly wrong, since 
Solon himself in other fragments is clearly not indifferent to and does not ignore wealth: 

see e. g. 1.7-8; furthermore, the key word for our understanding of this poem, the 

adjective -rrEpLwala, exactly points out that Solon's emphasis is once more upon his 

condemnation of excess and his belief in moderation and simplicity. Solon most probably 

presents the same belief and aim which can be found in Hes. Op. 40-1, where the 

exclamation výTrLOL, oü6E iioaoiv, 86W 1TXEOV fiµL6v TTavT63, o18' 5 ov Ev iiaXdx7J 

TE Kal dc o6CXq [iCy' 6VELap is part of an attack against the avidity of the bribed 

judges. 

The poem looks specifically designed for a symposiastic performance. That is 

obvious from the eulogy of the physical pleasures, but also the warning context about the 
impartiality of death would easily be much more effective on the audience when compared 
with the actual warmth or the sensuality of a symposium: indeed, the two situations are 
often compared, from Alc. PLF 38 to Thgn. IEG 973-88 cit., from anon. PMG 1009 to 
Asclep. Anth. Pal. 5.85 cit. and 12.50, Strat. Anth. Pal. 11.19 quoted. 

1. LQOV TOL TTÄOUTOÜßLV: cf. Hom. Od. 15.72-3 latV TOL KUK6V Eo9', 63 T' OÜK 

EBEÄOVTcL VEEaOC(L ... K& 63 
... KaTEp1 KEL, see also Bacchyl. 1.172f. and Eur. Supp. 

862f. For the frequent use of TOL in gnomic writings where it forces the general truth 

Upon the consciousness of the individual addressee in the sense of 'do not forget, please', 
cf. Denniston Greek Part., 543. 
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1-2. äpyupös 
... Kai Xpu60s: Silver and gold are often mentioned together as 

precious components of luxury ornaments or of the most remarkable goods (see e. g. 
Hom. Il. 10.438,17.52,18.475, Od. 10.35,45, Honi. Hymn Herat. 249), and in Thgn. 
IEG 77,119, adesp. PMG 988 they are contrasted with different ethical values. They are 
also deprecated when moralists praise the simple life: Musonius fr. 20 p. I 11.1ff. Hense 
EK KEP%LE(uV TTOTI]p1(JV 'rrapöv, h TÖ TE &ýOS 6PEVV6ELV 1rapaTrXrlßiws TTEWUKE 

T(AS XPU60L3, Kal T6V EYXEÖý. LEVOV aÜTOLS OLVOV OÜ XI)[LaCVETaL, 66ii1 v SE 'YE 

i 81W T(iV XPUcCOV TrapEXETa1 Kal Tc3v dpyupwv, Philo, soinn. 2.61 TL SE dpyupc3v 
Kal XpU(J()V KUÄLKWV dcfeoVOV TrXTlOOS KaTa6KEVd(EGOaL, E. [17 6L& T6V 

4pUaTT6l. LEVOV i. I. EydXa TÜcOV Kal TTV ETT' at(i)pac ()OpOUl. LEVgV KEVT V SOýav;, ps. - 
Lucian, Cyn. 9 T(. V 8E xpuoopöýwv OLKU(V OÜ8EV TL µ. dXXov GKEuoua6JV, T6V sE 

EKTMO LdTwV T6V dp'YUp6 v OÜK (4EXOÜVTCJV T6V Tr6TOV OÜSE TWV XpUaWV. 

2. yfjs Trupoý6pou 1rE5ia: Sol. 1.20 yýv KaTä irupoý6pov. The adjective is 

common in Homer with dpovp-q: Il. 12.314 or with ii¬&ov: R. 21.602, Od. 3.495, 
Hom. Hyntn Ap. 228; see also Thgn. IEG 988 Trupo46pcp ... TrE8icp, Stesich. PMG 
222. ii. 7 X06va rrupoý6pov, Simon. PMG 591 dpoüpaLßL rrupoýöpois, Eur. Bacch. 
706 TrESov ... yrls, Phoen. 644 TrEBia ... -rrupoý6pa, Eur. Hel. 1327 -rrE8ia yäs, 1485 

nE8ia Kaplroc6pa ... yäs, Eur. HF 620 yýs ... 1rE8ov, Supp. 260 yijv Trjv TE 
Trupýopov OEäv, 829 KaTä ... TrE8ov yds. 

3. tTrTrOL 0' i p. CovoC TE: Another Iliadic phrase (23.260 Yrrrrovs 0' rl LLövovs TE, 
24.350 1 tLövous TE Kai (1TIrov3-24.362,24.442 irrrrotcl Kai rlµlövoLc, 471 (1 Trous 
ý nL vows TE-576=690 `irrrrous 1uµ vows TE), often resumed: Pind. 01.5.7 i iOLc 
1 t1L voLs TE, Theoc. Id. 16.67 -rroXXwv 1 [ILövwv TE Kal LTTTTwv. On the possession of 
horses as a sign of wealth, cf. ad fr. 17. 

pdva TaüTa TrdpEaTL: Hor. Epist. 1.12.4 pauper enim non est, cui rerun 
suppetit uses. 

Despite Hudson-Williams' approval, Tä 6 ov-ra of the MSS of Theognis looks like 

a banalisation of µöva TaüTa. 

4-5. Eating, drinking and having sex are cited side by side as natural pleasures by Arist. 
Eth. Nic. 1118b8-12, and the pleasures of the table are also central in Epicurus's thought 

about natural and necessary pleasures, which excluded sex as a natural but not necessary 
pleasure: fr. 456 Usener. Solon's reference to the rrXEVpa c Kai Troßiv concerns the 

clothes and the shoes: cp. the parallel of Epicurus, who included dressing among the 

natural-necessary pleasures. 
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Solon's lines are usually considered to be the source of Hor. Epist. 1.12.5-6 si ventri 
bene, si lateri est pedibusque this, pail divitiae poterirnt regales aridere inaius. 

4. äßpä na6Eiv: 'to luxuriate' in eating, drinking, etc. =Thgn. IEG 474; see also 
Archestr. fr. 61.1 äßpöSaLTL TparrEC1 . The idea is similar to -rroXXä ... 

ý5Ea iraiaas of 
CEG 482 quoted or to TEprrv' E-rraOov 1.5 of the epitaph of Sardanapalus, Ea6X' ErraOov 

of SH 338.5 quoted above. For the meaning of the adjective, first attested in Hes. incert. 

fr. 339 6ppý TrapOEvos, see also Verdenius 1962, and Kurke 1992,93. 

Lombardo 1983,1085-7 remarked that as the concept of the aristocratic luxurious 

life-style is applied in Solon to simple every-day comforts, it becomes available to a wider 

range of citizens. 

5. iraLSös T' 1JR yuvaLKds depends on äßpä TraOEiv and the whole has to be 

considered as a periphrastic verb of enjoyment: compare Thgn. IEG 1009 Twv ... 
KTEdVWV El) rra6XE11EV. Solon puts on the same level homosexual and heterosexual love 

(like e. g. Mimn. 7.9, Ar. Nub. 1073). 

5-6. Eirf1V KaTa Ta 3T' d4LKT1TaL dilp'{j' UbV 8' ijßiJ 'L'yVETaL CLpitdßLa.: The 

emendation of Kai TaüT' in KaT& TaUT', first proposed in Bergk's 4th ed. (1915), and 
later maintained by Hudson-Williams (1926), seems preferable to the text of the two most 

recent editions by West and Gentili-Prato, who keep the text of Plutarch's MSS, since I 

cannot find any satisfactory interpretation for Kai. For KaTd with the connotation of 
"moving to", see e. g. Hom. Il. 1.424 E(3fl KaT& 6aITa, and Sol. 23.17 Kara t Tpov 
`LKOLTO. The text which certainly appears the easiest, but is also most probably a 
banalisation, is the one of the MSS of Theognis (and of Stob. ) öTav 8E KE Twv(8'). 
Indeed, diprj often means the fitting time for something, which is indicated by a gen. (e. g. 
Od. 3.334,11.379,15.126 etc. ); Twv would be recalling rrai66s and yuvaLK63. 

For 1.6 I accept d pr" aüv ijßrl (dat. ), because ij13r1 is the specific term to denote the 

strength and vigour of youth (van Groningen ad Thgn. 724; LSJ s. v. b), namely the (Ä pry 

whose full bloom has strong sexual implications: see ad 16.1, or Aesch. Pers. 543-4, 

where sex is called r`jpfls TEptLc. The pentameter, then, intends to complement Solon's 

previous line, and his thought moves from the general term wprl to the more specific f iii. 

As for the text of Plutarch's MSS, ijpry ßüv 8' wprl(L), as far as I could ascertain, ßvv 
wprl (Gentili-Prato) 'combined with charm' appears only in the prose of the imperial 

period - see Aristid. Panath. 23 (p. 16 Lenz), Philostr. VS 1.510.8 -, and might 

therefore be a later banalisation. 
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6. dpµ08La suggests both that there is something desirable to be enjoyed and that if 

time is wasted the pleasure will be lost. Furthermore, since the basic idea underlying "PT) 

is ripeness (see e. g. Hom. Od. 5.69), and ripeness may become over-ripeness (cf. 

Verdenius 1962), Solon completes his idea with a form of the carpe diem motif, the 

warning about the appropriate time for love: 'when one is young, neither too young, nor 

too old' (the latter idea being alluded in the later mention of death and physical decay: cp. 

above all Mimn. 9.1 TO Trpi v Ewv KdXXLßTOS (qua young), ETrrly TrapaµEißETaL wprl, 

ov6E naTýp Tralßiv TL4_LLOS; besides Alc. Mess. Anth. Pal. 12.29 TIpuiTapxos KaX63 
E6TL Kal. OÜ OExEL, &U& OEX716EL UkTEpOV' Tl 6' üiprl Xaµnrd8' EXOU6a Tp6yEL, 

adespp. Anth. Pal. 11.51 Tr13 pas dTr6XauE" TrapaKµä(EL TaXi rrdvTa, and 11.53 TO 
p68ov dKIIdCEL ßalöv Xpövov, r'jv 8E TrapEl6rl, C1]T6 V EÜp1ý6ELs oü p66ov, &W 

3dTOV). On the appropriateness of Time for physical pleasure, see also the similar 

expressions in Pind. fr. 123.1 Xpýv µEV KaT& KaLpO'V Ep(iTWV 8pETTEG0aL 
... aüv 

&XLKIa, Eur. TGF 897.9 TO 8' Epäv TrpoXEyU) TOIaL VEOLULV 111 TrOTE cEL yELV, 
Antiphan. Anth. Pal. 10.100.3-5 ÖT' 0 Xpövos dpLOS 11µN, TrdVTa X'8rIv E6TW, 
Ja)µös, EPC'S, TTpoTrÖaELS. XELIIW' V TOÜVTEUOEV yrjpcoc ßapü3, Phan. Anth. Pal. 

12.31.6 KaLpös EPÜ)TL ýiXos, Philostr. Ep. 17 ýOovEpö yäp 6 xpövos Kai Trly 
6v00US c5pav dcav(CEL Kai Tily KdXXOVS dKµrly dTrdyEL, Aristaenet. Ep. 2.1 BLKaia 6' 

üV ELT13 dTr' aÜTOU'yE TOD Ep'YOU aUVELVaL OTL 06 6El TflpELV OTraipav. TOLS aOLS 
8idov ö pu')vaLS TIjv wpav Tpvyäv. RET' 6XiyiIV EaTJ 'YEpdV6pUOV. 

7-8. The lines present a very common topos: Pind. Nem. 7.19-20 d4vE6S {TE } 

1TEVLXp63 TE OaVC(TOU Trapd aäµa vEOVTaL, and 30-2 KOLVÖV yäp EPXETaL Küµ. ' 
'Also, TTEUE 8' d66K1lTOV EV Kal 5OKEOVTa' TL4. Lü SE yLVETaL CJV OEÖS C1ßp6v aV"ýEL 

Xöyov TEOVaK6Twv (where immortality - through athletic victory and celebratory song - 
is described as a value more worthy than wealth), Aesch. Pers. 842 To1S OavoüaL 
ITXODTOS OÜ6EV th4 EXEL, [Phoc. ] 109-10 Derron TTXOVT(ý V 4L. ýEI801) t tvrlß' O'TL 

OVTjTOS U1TdPXELS OÜK EVL ELS "ALSrp 0Äß0V Ka. XprjµaT' äyE66aL, GVI 1655.3 (3 
B. C. ) [Ell 8' TV dpyupioU Kal XpUQLOU 6TO' TrpiaoOal, [0Ü8]ELg äV 1TXOUTCi1V Eis 

'Aii6ou KaTE 3r1, Phoen. Col. CA 1.22 Ey6 8' ES "AL811V OUTE XpuaÖV OÜO' LIFTTON OÜT' 

dpyupf vd iaýav wxöµrly EXKWV, Leon. Anth. Pal. 7.740 6 lrpiv Kai Fi 71,1 

rrapLaEVµEvos 6X(3ov, 0 TO Trpiv (3ourrdiiwv, 6 rrpiv 1TXOÜcLO3 aLuoXCols, 6 Trpiv - Ti 
1TXEIw 11UOEÜµ' ETL; TräaL µaKapTÖS, ýEU, yairl ' ö66r1S ößßov EXEL I. LÖpLOV, Crates, 
SH 355 TaUT' Ex w, Sau' '[La80V Kai, Eýp6VTLßa Kai. µ. ET6 MOVUCOV 6E[. LV' E86I1V' Th 

8E rroXXd Kai UpLa TiýoS EµaptiEV, fr. lyr. adesp. CA 37.32f. 6X L09 ijv 6 Mihas ... 
dXX6 Tis E13 'Alba öpoXoü TrXEov r'jXUOEV EXwv;, GVI 1245.8-10 (2/3 cent. A. D. ) 'rroü 
6TOXaL, TTOÜ XpUala, K06l1T10LQa UTr6 TraTpÖS; OLKTPÖV [tl V TO <e>aVELV, TTdGLV sE 

1POTOl3 ETrEKXÜ'KJOfl TOUTO, 4UyELV 8' 0Ü8ELS OVT1TÖS Edit/ &lvaTaL, Pall. Antli. Pal. 
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10.60.1-2 TrXOUTEL9. KC(L TL TO XOLTTÖV; d1TEpX6iicV03 µETCC GGUTOÜ TÖV 1TXOÜTOV 

66pEL9 dc uopOV EÄKÖIIEVOs;. See also Hor. Caren. 2.14.21-4, Prop. 3.5.13, Ov. Tr. 

5.14.12, Mart. 8.44.9, Sil. 5.265-7, and Lucian Dial. mort. 20(10). 1. 

7. TaIT' ü4EVOs OveyroLaL: For other parallels where the importance of the presence 

of sensuous joys in one's life is emphatically stressed, see e. g. Mimn. 7.2 TE8VaLflV 6TE 

[1OL 4LTIKETL TailTa ýtEAEL (seil. the pleasures of love), Pind. Isthm. 7.40-3 ÖTL TEpTrvöv 
Eýd11EpOV 5L()KWV EKaXOS ETrEL[LL yijpas ES TE TÖV [16PGL IOV alwva. OVckYKO[LEV 

yap ö[1( tiTravTES" Saiµwv 8' äiaos, Pind. fr. 126 µ. r18' dµaüpov TEptlJLV Ev ß(w" 

TroX TOL ýEpLGTOV dv8pi TEp7TV63 alc6v, Antiph. PCG 318 TLS A1ß1 TOÜS Epci1VTas 

0>(i. VOÜV EXELV; 
... EL yäp dýEAot TLS TOD ILOV Täs i SovdS, KaTaXELTTET' 068EV 

ETEpOV 7 TEOv71KEVaL, and more generally Simon. PMG 584 TLS yap d8oväs 6TEp 

OVaTGJV ßL03 uOeELVOS f TTOLa TUpaLwLS; TäcJS' äTEp OÜSE OEWV C1IXÜ)T63 aLCiIV, 

Soph. Ant. 1168-71 TTXOÜTEL TE 'yäp K¬LT' OLKOV, El POO X, 
.I ya, Kai (i TÜpaVVOV 

axýII' EXwV, E&V s' 61TT T06TWV TÖ XaL. pELV, TäÄÄ' E'ydJ Ka1TV0Ü 6KLäS OÜK dV 

TrpLaiµrly dv8p . Trpös Trly 1 5OV1jv. 

8. EPXETaL ELS 'AC6EW: Od. 10.512 Eis 'AI6EW I. EVai 66ilov, 23.322 Eis 'AL8EW 

86µov r XVOEv, Hoin. Hymn Henn. 572 Eis 'AiSriv, Tyrt. 9.38 EPXETaL EiS 'Ai611v, 

Mimn. 8.14 EPXETaL Eis 'AL6rw, Thgn. IEG 802 HaETaL Eis 'At6EW. GVI 1508.16 

(ca. 201) (KEO 
... Eis 'A16EW. 

9-10. The gods of the underworld are conventionally inexorable: Hom. Il. 9.158 'Ai6rls 

TOt äRE(XLXos i 5' d8äµaaTo3, Thgn. IEG 1187 OtTLs iTroLVa SLSoüs eävaTOV cüyOL 

ov6E ßapEiav 8u6TUxirly, Aesch. TrGF 161 µövos OECýv yap OdVCtTOs oü Swpwv 
EPq, OW 61V TL UWV OW ETTLIJIT4V6ü VC VOLS, 0ÜS' E6TL PCO[t6S oÜSE TTaLwVL(ETav' 

It you SE TIELOdJ SaLµövwv dTroaTaTEI, Hymn. Orph. 87.9 (to OävaTOS) OÜTE yäp 
EÜ)(aLGLV TTELO1,1 [t6voS GÜTE XLTdLULV. 

OdvaTOV ... papEias voüaous ... KaKÖV yi pas: For other examples of the 

triad: Mimn. 8, Semon. IEG 1.11-4, Simon. IEG 20.7-8, Pind. fr. 143.9. 

ßapEias vovßous: Cf. Thgn. IEG 727f., Pind. Pyth. 5.63, Soph. Phil. 1330 

(see also Trach. 235), "Simon. " FGE 986, GVI 1713.4 (3 cent. A. D. ). 

9. &rroLva 8i6oi3: cf. Horn. Il. 9.120 dpE6aL BöµEVaL T' ... 
ä'rrolva, Hom. Hyilun 

Aphr. 210 818ou .... 
äzrolva. 

OdvaTOV ýv'yoL: Horn. 11.16.98 OdVaTOV ýüyoL (in the same position)-Od. 
4.789 and 15.300, Callin. 1.12-3 oi ydp Kws OdvaT6v 'YE ýuyELV Eiµap L VOV EOTi, V 
äv8p(a), Simon. 139.2 D. OaVdT(p TrdVTEs 64ELX61EOa, Simon. PMG 520.4-6 6 8' 
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CI4UKTOs Öp i3s EurLKpE IaTal OdVaTOS' KELVOU yap LOOV XdXOV µ4pO of T' äya0oi 

OOTLS TE KaKÖs and 524 0 8' aÜ OdVaTOS KIXE Kal TÖv ýUyöµaxov, Bacchyl. 20.7 

ýVywv OavdTOV T[EÄOS, Pind. Nein. 10.83 OdvaTÖV TE ýUywv Kai ytjpac 
CLTTEXOÖiievov, Eur. lon 1229 OÜK E6TLV OavC TOU 7TapaTpOTTCI. 

10. KaKÖV yrjpas ETTEpXÖiicvov: For yijpas with EpXEaOaL, see Thgn. IEG 1132 

dpyaXEOV ytjpac ETrEpX6 EVOV. 
On Solon's more positive attitude towards old age in a different context, see frr. 

26.4,28, where physical decay is somehow overshadowed by the positive element of the 

increase in wisdom. Here, however, Solon is considering old age as a problem of 

physical decay (1.9), in a perspective which, therefore, is not so far from the one he 

sanctioned by his law according to which the children had to take care of the parents in 

their old age (OpETTTpa c'uro8L86vaL): Test. 454-6 Martina and Gal. Protr. 8.2 Wenkeback 

(cf. Ruschenbusch F104b). As a fact, Galen Protr. 8.2f., just after referring to what 

seems to be a detail of Solon's law about the matter (ETTaLVE JELE 8' äv TLS Kaff T6V 
'AeýVrjm V%l. 09ET1lV, b TÖV R. &6cýavTa TEXVTIV EKÜ XUE TrpÖs TOD iraL66S 

TpEýE69aL), remembers a definition of old age by Solon which sounds no less gloomy 
than the one expressed here: TrELOE6eai 8E Kai E6XWVL TI V a1Týv yvcLµrly 
EV6ELKVU[l. EVCJ, <[tgiaOfKÖTaS +V TOD ß1.0U) TEÄEL yijpas KaOänEp XaxEIT6V 
EýE6pEÜOV[Ta] x¬1II6Va, 6E6[IEVOV OÜx &ITO811[tdTWV [t6VOV Kai E(JO TOS dXX& Kal. 

OLK1 aEü)S ETTLTTl8cIa3 Kal }iupiuw iXXU)V, 1TapaaKEUd(EaOaL TTp6g aÜT6 KaOdTrEp 

äya06v KUPEpVTiT11V EK TroXXov- Trpöc xELµc; )va (that this testimony cannot be 

considered as a clue to another poetic fragment, but to a passage of Solon's laws, 

Barigazzi 1978,215-8). 
The same attribute for old age can be found e. g. in Mimn. 1.1-2, Thgn. IEG 728, 

1011, and Archil. IEG 188.2 (Byl 1976, and Allen 1993, ad 1.1 provide lists of the 

negative adjectives that accompany yf pag in the works of Homer, Hesiod and the other 

early elegists). On the disadvantages of old age, see also Soph. OC 1237-8 yi pag 
i4 LXOV, YVa Trp6TralTa Kath KaKwv ýUVOLKE1, Aj. 473-4 aiaXpöv yäp äv8pa Tov 

µaKPOD xp1ICELV ßLOU, KaKOLOLV OßTLS LI18EV EýaWGUETaL, TrGF 556 oiu8Ev yap 
äXyoS oiov rl TroXArl CörI, and TrGF 949 TrdVT' EFLTTE(UKE T6 [LaKp(j yTjpa KaKC, VOÜS 
ýpOÜ603, Epy' d pE-La, ýpOVTL8E3 KEVai,, Eur. TGF 575 oUTLS 8 OVfTG]V ßOUETaL 

6UaCVU[IOV ELS yi pas EXOLV, 06 XO'YECETaL KUX6 S [LaKpÖS yäp aLCJV [tvpIovc 

T(KTEL rrövouS, TGF 637 4 Eb ýEb, TO yýpaS 63 EXEL TroXXäs vöaous, TGF 805 ci 

yf1Pas, OLOV TOLS EXOUQLV EL KaK6v, Antiph. PCG 250 rrp6 yäp TO yýpac W"UTTEp 
Epya6TrjptOV i1TavTa TdVOPW'TrELa 1TpOßýOLTä KaKd; Lys. 24.8 yf pas Kai voüQOL Kai 

T& TOÜTOLS ETroµEVa Kath TrpoßyiyvETai µoL, Men. fr. 644 K. -Th. 6 Xrgpöv 6 
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xpÖvoc ÖT Tors. (J'j yi pac ßapv, d oii6 v äya06v, 8U6XEPý FE TTÖXX' EXELS TOLS 

C6 cJL KaL XUiT1jpCl. TFdVTE$ d3 6E & EÄeELV Ö tWS EÜXÖi. LEOa Kal, aTrov8 (%LEV. 
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The fragment presents the common topos of the laborious unhappiness of the human life 

(for which, cf. already Hom. Il. 17.446-7 oü µhV ydp TL rroü E(YTLV 6 Upc&iTEpov 
dv8p6s TrdvTwv 866a TE yaiav ETTL TTVELEL TE KaL Ep1TEL) evoking (cf. ßpoTÖS, 

OvflTOL) the bliss and lack in troubles of the gods (for which e. g. Pind. Pyt11.10.21 OEÖS 

E(ll thrrjµwv KEap, and Aesch. Ag. 553-4 TLS 6E TrXr V OEwv dITavT' ä1TTj 1V T6V &' 

ctuivos xp6vo ; ): cp. Eur. TGF 1075 8vIlT63 yap d3v KaL OVTlTa TTEL6EßOal 66KEL- <1i> 
BEOÜ (3iov Cliv dýLOis äv0pwiroS (Ä)v;. The poem from where this fragment comes was 

most probably the starting point of the Herodotean logos of Solon and Croesus (1.29ff. ). 

On the topos: no mortal is (really) happy in the archaic age, see e. g. Thgn. IEG 441 

O J8ELS yap 1TdVT' EoTL Trav6XPL03, Bacchyl. 5.53-5 ov ydLp TLS E1TLX00V1WV TTLdVTJa 

y' EÜ8aI1wv Eýv; Pind. Nein. 7.55-6 TUXEIV 6' EV' d6ÜVaTOV EÜ8aLJ1oviaV &rrauaV 

dvEAöµEVOV. On the topos 'humans are bound to suffering', Mimn. 8.15-6 o'66 TLS 
E6TLV dP0pa6Trwv, w ZEÜS µr1 Kath uoXXX &L8oi, Semon. IEG 1.20-2 of m) KaKC iV dir' 

OÜ6EV, cßä µupiaL ßpOTO YL K1lpE3 KdVETr(cpaßTOL &aL KaL Tr1141aT' E(jTLV, Thgn. 

IEG 167-8 dXX' CIXXq) KaK6v EcTL, T6 S' dTpEKEs 6XPLO3 OÜSELS dV0p6u v 6TT660U3 

ýEXLOS Kaeopä. 

For both cliches in tragedy, e. g.: Aesch. Pers. 706-8 dvOpoSTuELa 8' äv TOL 11 IaT' 
dV TÜXOL ßpoTOLS* TTOXX 1 

... 
EK OaXdaß113, TroXXd S' EK XEp6OU Kath yL'YVETQL 

evflTOls, 6 41C166&JV ßLOTOS 1"V Tao 1Tp60w, Soph. OT 1195-6 (3pOTwv OÜBEV 

µaKapiCG, OC 1722-3 KaK6 v yap 6UodXwTO3 OÜ6EiS, TrGF 680 ... OÜ6' GV ELS 
c yot ßpOTCJV TTOe', W Ka. ZEÜS Eýop na KaKd, TrGF 681 T6V EÜTUXOÜVTa TTCIVT' 

dptOp aaS ßpOT(L' OÜK EUTLV O'VTWS ÖVTLV' EbpT (JELS Eva, Eur. Hipp. 189-90 ßäS 6' 
681)V1Ip63 lioS tVOp6TTCJV KOÜK E0TL TTOvwv dVdTTau6L3,207 iio OCLv SE ßpOTOLaLV 

6Vd'yKTI, Ion 381-3 TroXXaL 7E TTOXX LS E10L 6Uµ4opal ßpOTcw, µopýal SE 
6LaýEpoUaLV' EVa 6' dV EÜTUXl [t6XL3 ITOT' EýEÜpOL TLS dVOpGl1TwV ILOV, Phoe11.85- 

7 ZED, 
... XpT1V ... OÜK EäV ßpOTWV TÖV aÜTÖV a1EL SUCGTUXl KaOEOTdVaL, HF 1314 

OÜSELS 6E OVT1T6V TaLS TÜ)(aLS CLK1jpaTOS, TGF 45 w6T' oüTLs dv8pwv ELS dTravT' 

EÜ6aL[LOVEL, TGF 273.3 KOÜöELS 8L TEXOUS EÜ8MJ. OVEL, TGF 300 O [LOL' TI S' 
OL[LOL; O111ITd TOL TTETTÖVOaIIEV, TGF 392 Ei 6' C(TEp TT6vwv 8OKEL3 Eo¬oOal, µc3poc 
El, Ov1)T6S 'yE'y(A)S, TGF 418 iyvu 6KE TdVOpU TrELa it 8' Ü1TEp[LETpCJ3 dXyEL KaKOLS 

yap OÜ 6Ü TTp66KEL6aL p. vii, TGF 661.1-5 OÜK E0TLV ÖOTLS 1TdVT' thi p 
EÜSaLIIOVEL' Ti yap 7TEýUKthS E6eX6S OÜK EXEL 1I. OV, i 8Ua'YEVT13 (JV 7TX0Uoi. aV dpoi 

TTldKa. A synthesis of these commonplaces can be found in 'Sotad'. CA 6. 

I. µd Kap: For [tdKap, cf. Hippon. IEG 43 (=5 Degani) and "117.6 (=°196 Degani), 
Mimn. 5.1 with Gentili's note. In this form the attribute has strong religious implications, 
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and remains mainly connected with the gods, who by antonomasia are the µäKapES, till 

the tragedians, whereas for men µaKdpLOS is more often used: cf. de Heer 1969,52ff. 

Trovlpoi: with the meaning "miserable, full of labour", first in Hes. frr. 248.1,249 

(of Heracles), [Hom. ] Epigr. 13.20 Markwald=Hes. fr. 302.20 (of E pya). Cp. above all 
Simon. PMG 526.3 thrrjµavTOV t8' OÜ8EV EJTLV EV aÜTOLSE (ßpOTOIS), Simon. PMG 
520.1-4 dvOp(uirwv 6XiiyOV [t. V KdPTOS, iTrpaKTOL 6 jLEX ISÖVES, al(iVL 6' EV Travpw 
uT voc äµßi TrÖvw, Bacchyl. fr. 13 OVaTOLaL 6aiµwv ETTETaýE TrÖVOUS 6XXOL6LV 

äXXovs. 

2. öaous Ovr1TOV3 ij Xios KaOopä: the complete correspondence of toil with the 

whole span of human life is made more effective by means of the image of the sun, which 

marks the beginning of life (for which, cf. e. g. Bacchyl. 5.160-2 6vaTOi6L [III ýÜVUL 

ýEPLGTOV µflS' dEA(OU TTpOaLSELV Oyyos)" The picture gets even more bitter, because 

it also implies that a troublesome life is destined to be followed by the absence of 
light=death. Cp. Thgn. lEG 167-8 and 615-6. 
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There is one single measure for everything, by which limits and features inherent to 

everything are established. It is very difficult to grasp the measure of prudence since it is 

not evident (the measure of human life, fr. 23.17, can be grasped because there are 
inherent physiological limits: a start, evolution and end of life for all human beings). The 

measure of prudence is a direct reflection of the noos itself, and Solon reiterated this idea 

in fr. 5 Ev [LETp oLC'L T(OE6AE i ya vöov, by implying that "noos works best within 

measures", cf. Prier 1976,165. 

Solon's specific concern for the extreme difficulty (though not impossibility) of the 
intellectual perception, understanding and appreciation of L Tpov 7vw[tou6vgg can be 

understood since it is essential to a sensible guide to conduct, and thus can be of benefit 

to the individual no less than to the polis: if limits are recognised, injustice will be 

avoided, retribution averted, social cohesion promoted as the communal civic bonds are 
harmonious (cp. the hymn to Eunomia); more specifically, this 11 Tpov yt' ioavvrls is 

also the solution to the problem of insatiable, unrestrained and indiscriminate human 

acquisitiveness and its regulation: Solon states this view a number of times (1.71,5.4, 
8.3-4). 

If we acknowledge that the II Tpov yvwµoai vrls of this fragment and 1 Tpov 

aoýirls of fr. 1.51-2 are very close concepts, we may possibly be driven to suppose that 
1.51-2 is somehow integrated with the thought of this fragment, and therefore that in the 

elegy to the Muses Solon was hinting at the revelation of the Muses-Gods as the 

necessary guide to understand the invisible i rpov aoýirls/yvwµoßüvrls. Theognis 

echoes Solon in 11.1171-2 where he says that the gods give to mortals äpi6Trly yvu n1v 
(7rp6rrov ELp1141EVOV) which has TTELpaTa 1TaVT6s. 

1-2. yvwµoai vTTS ... i -rpov: for similar patterns of I Tpov+genitive, cf. ad 1.52. 

yvwµoßvvrl is an absolute hapax in the whole of the surviving literature. Its opposite 
dyvwµoaüvrl, with the meaning 'want of sense', 'foolishness', is found in Thgn. IEG 

895-6 yvoSµrls 8' ov6EV äµELVOV 
... o68' dyvwµo riivrls ... 

66uvTlp6TEpov, Democr. 

VS 68B 175 8Lä. VOÜ TU4XOTr1Ta Kai dyvwµ066Vrly, Hdt. 9.41.4 EyLVETO 
... YVC6 Lq... 

Map50VIOU 6E L JXVPOTEPT1 TE Kal dyVW[LOVEOTEpfj Kal. O68%tc S' CTUyyLVw6KOIiEvn; 

with the meaning 'ignorance' in Antiph. VS 80B 104 dvElTLGTrJµOßnVrl, äyvola, 
dyvwßia. 'APT. 8' ETT1 T06TOU Kai dyvwµovüvrly XEyeL, Pl. Tht. 199d2 Trpc)TOV µtv 
TO TLVOS EXOVTG ETTLUTýR1]V TOUTO aÜTO CI. yVOELV, [171 dyv w4. L0(JÜVT, j dXXGt T71 EaUTOÜ 

E1TL6TTjý1T). 
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1. d avEs: Solon uses the same adjective for the gods' mind (fr. 21). 
XaXETrWTaTÖV EUTL vof cal: Hes. fr. 324 xaXETröv SE vofjcaL. 

2. TrävTwv nE(paTa µovvov EXEL: The word TrEipaTa entails here the meaning 
'boundary, end, limits' which define and determine the coming-into-being or the fullness 

of each thing, and this is consistent with the use of the word in the epic (e. g. Il. 6.143 
6X Opou 1TEl. paO' I, K11aL, 7.102 VLKTls 1TELpa-r' EXOVTaL EV dOaVdTOLaL BEOLaL). For 

17ELpaTa+TTaVT63/7rdVT(AV ExELV, cf. Hom. Od. 23.248 TrdVTuV ETrL TrELpaT' dEexwV, 

Thgn. IEG 1172 TTELpaTa TraVTÖS EXEL, 'Pigres' IEG 1.2 TTdaTls TrElpaT' ExELs 

ao4 i S. 

Solon attributes the control of ends and outcomes to Zeus and the gods in fr. 1 (1.17 

in a general consideration, 11.63-6 in opposition to men's minds) but here - at least in 

the text transmitted - he tactfully diverges from the Homeric pattern of Il. 7.102 

(quoted) or of Archil. IEG 111 v1Krls 6' EV eEOLaL TTELpaTa, because the contrast 

between divine nature (which should determine the rrEipaTa since it possesses 

completely the yvwµoßüvrl) and the human one (which has to struggle to perceive it) 

remains implicit (and suggestive): cf. already Bergren 1975,135-9,168. In fact, the 

testimony of Clem. Strom. 5.81.1 that Solon yEyparrTaL TatTa TrEpL OEOÜ may be 

misleading, since the distich seems much more appropriately said with reference to the 

ability of the human mind to catch this measure. Clement notoriously quotes from 

anthologies (without context), so his remark TFEpL OEOV may well be his own invention. 

However, in the absence of context nothing certain can be stated, but certainly the other 

testimony, Theodoretus, Graec. affect. cur. 1.73.3 does not imply here any reference to 

the powerful wisdom of the gods. 
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A well-established axiom: Hom. Od. 23.81-2 xaXETröv GE OEwV aiELyEVETduw 8rjvEa 

EipuaOal, iciXa TrEp TroX6'15ply Eoüßav; Hes. Op. 483-4 äXXoTE 8' dXXoios ZrIv63 

vöos a[ylöxoLO, dpyaXEOS 6' äv6pEaal KGTaOVrlTOIGL VOfIGaL, fr. 16.7 dXX t OL63 
KpUTr[TÖS TrEXETa1 v6o 

, oü6E TLS dv6p(. V ýpdaaaaAal 86[vaTal, 43(a) 52 ä]XX' oü 
TTwS f 6EL Zr1V63 v6ov aiyLÖxotO, fr. 303 j1dVTLS 6' oÜ6' ELS EOTLV ETTLXOOVI. WV 

dvOpairruw ö6TLS äv E16EIT1 ZTIV6S v6ov a[yLö> olo, Pind. fr. 61.3-4 oü yap EaB' 
81TÜS T& OECOV 1OUXEÜ[IaT' EpEVVdcE1 ßpOTEa ýpEVI., Xenoph. VS 21B34 Kal TO FLEV 

OUP 6aýES OUTLS thi p LÜEV OÜ86 TLS EGTGL ¬t8c lS d iýL OE(i)V TE KaL äßßa XEyw 

TFEpL TrdVTwV" Ei yap ... T1 OL TETEXEUJI VOV E[MTT V, aÜTÖS ÖIWS 0ÜK O'L6E' 66KO3 

... TETUKTa1; Aesch. Stipp. 1048-9 AL63 oÜ 1TapßaT63 EGTLV j1EydXa ýpýV dTrEpaTOS, 

1057-8 Ti 8E ii XXw 4 ptha Diav KaOopdv, ötJLV ä(3u66ov; Eur. IT 475-6 TrdVTa yap 
T& T6V eEWV ES dl4aVEs EpTrEL KOÜ6EV OL6' OÜ8E[ tKaK6vt, HF 62 63 o'8EV 

äVOpCITrOLGL TWV OELWV uacES, TGF 947 rl iroX 6 Ka. Süayvw6Ta ßOUXEÜEL BEÖS, 

adesp. TrGF 168 OE63 oü<Xi> X71TTTÖS* EL 8E XIVTT6S, of OEÖS etc. 
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This distich is preserved by two contradictory testimonies, so that there is no way in 

which to tell if the lines are praiseworthy, condemnatory, or neutral for the Critias 

mentioned. 
Proclus (in Pl. Ti. 20e), who elaborates on the positive testimonies of Plato 

regarding the family of Critias (Ti. 20e, Chrm. 157e), which was related to Solon (see ad 
1.1), gives us the reading EITrEµEVaL KpLTia ýav06TpLXL KTX. From his testimony, one 

would assume that the distich was part of a longer elegy where Solon would have spoken 
in detail about his yEvoc (Masaracchia 1958,322), showing that it combined mind- 

qualities as well as physical beauty: in this context, a word such as ýav96TpLý would 

stress Critias' beauty. Indeed, ýavOöv was a colour admired in hair (e. g. Long. Soph. 
1.17.3 TOTE TrpC? )TOV KaL TTIV K6Rily aÜT1js EOaÜ[IaaEV O'TL ýaVOTi KTX.; schol. Hom. 

Il. 4.141c. 2 Oau[th ETaL 6E TrapC& AdKW6L XEVK63 XpWS Kai ýavOf KÖp. rr; Hsch. ý7L. 

ýaVOLCEaOav *KO6IIELGOaL Tä3 TpiXaS f IdTTTE6eal 6T63; Eust. ad Hom. Il. 
1.680.5 ETTaLVOS sE K6I. I115 TTapa TOI. S TraXaLOLS TO ýavOÖv. 6L6 KaL i XLL s71S KOp. TI 

Kai. i XUc Ga i TOLa6TTI KaL XPU6Ea 8E, Kal. Ö TaÜTTlV E)(WV XPU0EOK61. tac), and even 

produced artificially (as it can be seen from the numerous vegetal prescriptions which can 
be found in the medical writers on how to make the hair blond). 

This interpretative context for the elegy is not supported by Aristotle, Rh. 1375b31, 

who quotes only the first line as EinEiv p. OL KpLTia Trupp6TpLxL KTX. among the 

examples of the use in court of the authority of the poets or other distinguished authorities 
(on which see the introduction to fr. 3). Solon's verse would have been exploited in the 

public action brought by Cleophon against Critias KaXXaIaXpou, later one of the Thirty 

Tyrants, as evidence of the do XyELa of this Critias, which Cleophon traced back to his 

homonym ancestor, Critias OpWrr(6ou. For the background of the prosecution we are 

virtually ignorant; however, since Xenophon (Hell. 2.3.15 and 36, Mem. 1.2.24), and 
later Philostratus (VS 1.16.502) mention Critias' exile in Thessaly, most likely after the 
battle of Notium, and during the Trial of the Ten Generals in 406 B. C., modem scholars 
have supposed that he was banished on the prosecution by Cleophon (Nemeth 1988, 

175, Avery 1963,166-7, Wade-Gery 1945,25,33 and n. 1, Krentz ad Xen. Hell. 

2.3.15, and 2.3.36, Underhill ad Xen. Hell. 2.3.15). 

The charge of da XyELa belonged to the repertoire of the orators (e. g. Dem. 4.9.2, 

9.35.5,10.2.1,21.1.1, Isae. 8.43.1, Lys. 24.15.1). It was connected with licentious 

(cf. Hsch. a 39 L. d(JEAyi äK6Xa6-ros, dKdOap-ros) and brutal behaviour 

(Synag. lex. chres., in Anecd. Gr. 1451 Bekker daEXyEs, trdv Tö 94 oßpöv tcaL ßiaiov. 

Kai doEXyEta 1 LET' EiT p¬ao toü Kai 6paß6-rrl-ros 131a), usually that of a tyrant (Dem. 

22.52.2, Plut. Marc. 2.5.5, Plut. Still. 13.1.8, Plut. At-at. 51.4.4, Plut. De mud. vir. 
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253. C. 8; Aristotle, Ath. Pol. 36.1.2 uses it of the acts of the Thirty Tyrants: Onpaµhvrls 
Cd'YaVaKT6n) EL TOLS 'YL'yVOµEVOLS, T113 ýtEV daEXyc(aS aÜTOLS TrapijVEL TTa1aaaOaL, 

jiETa8oÜvaL HE T6V TTpaypdTWV TOLS IEXTl6TOLS). 

-rrupp60pLý would fit better than ýavO6OpLý the context of such an accusation, since 
red hair and complexion in men and animals could imply a licentious disposition: [Arist. ] 
Phgn. 812a. 16 of ýavOoL EiiiUXOV " dVacj pETaL ETrL TOÜS AEOVTaS. OL TruppoL äyav 

TravovpyoL" dvacEpETaL ETrL T63 dX61TEKa3, Ael. NA 15.14.12 Kiivas yEVVaiou , 
ÜTTEp WT ävW µOL XEXEKTUL, KaL TTLOTjKOUS XEUKObg Kat l. LEXaVTdTOUS CXXou * TOÜS 

ydp TOL TruppoüS ds yuvaLµavEic ES TCS 1TOXELS OÜK (I OUGLV, 6), X Kai: 1TOOEV 

ETrLTri15TjcaVTE9 dVaLpOÜaLV, 6 [t0LXOÜ3 [. LEµLcrflKÖTES, Long. Soph. 1.16.5 OÜTOS 

SE Ka. Trupp63 d)S dXt1T1 Ka. TrpO'YEVELOS WS TpdyoS KaL XEUKÖS WS Eý a6TEOS 

yuvrj, Adam. Phgn. 2.33 Truppöv 8E Tö a is Trav 8OXEpoü KaL TrroXuTpölrou dv6p6S 
EUTL 8Eiyiia, 2.37 i XaLVa K64L1l SELXLaV KaL 1TOXUKEp8ELav dyy XXEL, i SE a'yav 
ýaVOh KaL Ü1TÖÄEUK0S, öuoLa >KUOWV KaL KEXT(JV, äµaOiav KaL 6KaL6TTITa KaL 

dypL6T7lTa 
... TTUpp6T11S SE äKpaTOS KUTC( TO TfS POLCIS 6V809 Ok äyao6v, WS E77L 

1TXELaT0V 'yap E6TLV W1TWV TCt 7IOfl ellpUil511 KaL dVaiaXUVTa KaL 4LXOKEp671, Anon. 

Plign. 25.7 ävOpwrrog rruppöc, cii4 p Kai yuvrj, öpyiROs Ka. 4OVLK6S KaL 
IETEWPOAEcXTIS EßTI. V. 

However, according to the confusing paraphrasis of Anon. in Arist. Rh. (=Comm. in 

Arist. Graeca xxi 81.15ff. Rabe), Cleophon's point would have been Critias' alleged 

effeminacy (cp. Aeschines' accusation against Timarchus that he had misused his body 

for shameful purposes and activities, see Harris 1995,102-4 and n. 51). Effeminacy is a 

plausible implication, though not the prevailing one, of the semantics of daEAyrjc (cf. 

above all schol. anon. rec. Ar. Nub. 678 rrdaty UK(L7TTEL ö 1TOLr)Tr1S EvTaÜBa 
... 

8L6TL 

SE 1'jV dGEXy S', OflXUK(ilS ÜTTO4 pEL TÖ övoµa ýW6TpdT1JV TLVCI KaTaKÖpWS 

KW iq)6EL wS Trävu 8rlaurrpErrrl övra, and schol. rec. Ar. Nub. 684), but never a 

connotation of TruppöOpLý, so far as I have been able to check; rather, instead, it is part of 
the semantics of ýav96BpLý. 

In modern editions of Solon, Truppö-rpLý is usually kept in the text by those editors 
who consider it lectio d jcilior (after all it is not in the epic, as lastly remarked by 
Masaracchia 1958,321), while ýav6öTpLý would be its gloss. Nevertheless, on the basis 

of what survives, we cannot deny that either word might have been used by Solon and 
both words would have been new. In the epic, ýav063 is mostly used of hair (Hom. Od. 

13.399 ýavOiS TpLXac, Hes. fr. 25.5 ýavOoKÖµrlS), and a word such as ýav@äTpLý 

would match Solon's tendency to coin new words out of pre-existing ones (cf. also Il. 

19.125 #tha I3a6Eiav - Sol. 29a. 1 ßaO64puw). On the other hand, Trupp6TpLý might 
have been one more example of Solon's new words (the word is not found earlier than 
Bacchyl. 18.51 Trup60Xa(Trj3 (of Theseus), and Eur. IA 225 rrupßöTpLý (said of 
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horses), but the idea of hair-colour of the fire is possibly as early as Sapph. PLF 98a6f. 
ýavOoTEpa<L>s Exfl[ Tads Köµa<L>s 6dt6os; see later Xenoph. fr. 18, Hdt 4.108, Ar. 

Ran. 730, Eur. Cret. fr. 4.14-5 Cantarella; this hair-colour was possibly not very 
common in Greece, and is often connected with foreign people (see Maehler ad Bacchyl. 

loc. cit. ). Besides, the lines do seem to be addressed to a boy or a very young man as 

admonition, and Trupp6TpLý could have been used by Solon as a mark of age, since it 

characterises the colour of the first beard (cf. e. g. Eur. Phoen. 32, Theoc. Id. 6.3, 

15.130, Parmen. Byz. (? ) CA fr. 8). 
At any rate, the choice between the two readings becomes even harder - but at the 

same time also less relevant and useful for the interpretation - if we consider that ýav06s 

and Truppös appear to have been close in meaning, since ýav06s denotes yellow of 

various shades, frequently with a tinge of red, according to LSJ s. v.: cf. Pl. Ti. 68b, 68c 

Trvppöv ýav9oü TE Kai ýaloü Kpd6EL 'YC'YVETaL, Arist. Metaph. 1054b13, Mete. 

375a11, [Color. ] 797b30, Gal. 9.599 EyyUTdTW TýV cÜOLV EGTL TO rruppöv Xpwµa 

TLS ýaVOW' 6LaýEpEL 8' daX XWV T4) TO 4LEV XEUK6TEpOV ELVaL TO SE aTLÄTrv6TEpOV; 

besides Hsch. ý9L. ýavOöv" rrvppov. KaX6v. Ev EipyaaµEVov. XXcopöv, rr 1310.16 S. 

Trup6ais ythUaL" Tairs ýavOais Oplýi, Suda ý 10 A. ýavOös 8E 6 iruppös. 

1. E! TrEµEvaL KpLT(q 
... 

dKoiiELv: The infinitive with the value of an imperative: 

Hom. Il. 7.373,14.501-2 ELTrEµEVai µ. oL, Tpc; )ES ... TraTpL ... yo iEVa1. Aristotle has 

ELTTELV jiol, which may have been mistaken for EtTrhµEVaL: I suspect that the kind of text 

given by Aristotle, where 11OL would serve as an introduction of the name of Solon, 

would be of more value for Cleophon's purposes who could, thus, further remark on the 

worth of Solon as a moral figure in complete contrast with the old and (by analogy to) 

with the younger Critias: this was a quite usual argumentative point of the orators, cp. 

e. g. Aeschin. 3.257.4 &TrOXaµßdVETE öpdv ErrL TOD (31 iaTOS, oÜ VUV EaTTp cths E7(. d 
AE'yw, dVTL1rapaTETa'y[tt4VOUS iTpÖS TýV TOÜTWV d6EX'yELaV TOÜS Tf g TrÖXE(A)S 

EÜEp'YETas, Z6Xwvct 1L V TÖV KaXX(aTOLc V61. LOLS K064n aavTa TýV 6TflloKpaTLaV, 

äv6pa 4aXÖao ov KaL VOI1OeET1]V dyaeöv, 6L44p6Vü)S, wS TrpOaýKOV aÜT4 KTX. 
Furthermore, Cleophon could also have used Solon as the image of a democrat and anti- 

tyrannical leader (e. g. Ar. Nub. 1187 refers to Solon as ýiX66-%tos; see further Hansen 

1989,88 and n. 73) to be juxtaposed to the oligarch Critias, who became one of the 

"Thirty Tyrants". 

KpLT(q: The stemma of the main line of male descent from Dropides I, archon in 

645/4 (Cadoux 1948,90) to Critias IV, the tyrant, would be according to Davies 1971, 

322-9 like this: 
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Dropides I 

Critias I Dropides II 

Critias II 

ýll 

Leaides 

Critias III 

Glaukon Callaischros 

u 
Critias IV 

Dropides II, friend and contemporary of Solon according to Pl. Ti. 20e (later authors 

made the two men brothers), was archon LETä Z&wva (Philostr. VS 1.16.2), seven 

years after the archonship of (his brother) Critias I. Assuming a sequence of thirty-year 

generations, Critias II may have been born "by 590 or by 580 in any case, for him to 

deserve a rebuke for head-strongness before 560" (Davies 1971,326), which was the 

year of Solon's death according to Plut. Sol. 32.3, Ael. VH 8.16 etc. Leaides is totally 

unknown, but his son, Critias III, was a candidate for ostracism in the 480s, and 
Anacreon's lover (cf. schol. Aesch. PV 128a ('AvaKpEWV) ETTEftIIiaE 'yap T71 'ATTLKý 

KpLTiou Epwv; Plato, Chrm. 157e also reports that rj... TraTpwa üµIv oiKia, ij KpLTiov 

TOD Opwrri6o1), Ka. ÜTr6 'AVaKpEOVTOS Kal iM6 Z6Xwvo 
... 

E'YKEKW[LLacµ. EV1J 

TTapa6E6oTaL ... 
63 SLaýEpouaa KdXXEL TE Kal. C(pET7I Kai. ... Eü8aLµovia). However, 

as remarked by Rosenmeyer 1949,408, the juxtaposition of the names shows that in 

Plato's eyes the Critias who was loved by Anacreon was the son of Dropides who was a 

friend of Solon. In other words, Plato telescoped the happenings of the sixth century; 
Solon, for his purposes, lived just before Anacreon, and Anacreon in turn was active in 

the early fifth century. 
eavOOTpLxL: new. Later, Bacchyl. 5.37 of a horse ýavOöTpLXa, Pind. Nenz. 9.17 

ýavOoKoIiäv Davawv, Arist. Mir. 846b. 36 6 SE Kpä8L3 TOÜS dVOpL)Trovs ýavOöTpLXas 

Xovoµhvou 
, Theoc. 18.1 of Menelaus ýavOöTpLXL etc. 

2. oÜ yap a apTLvöc ): litotes, intended both to emphasise Dropides' qualities, and to 
hint at Critias' limits. On the adjective, see Horn. Od. 7.292 oü TL vO1 taTOS ýµßpoTEV 
E66Xoü, Hes. Theog. 511 äµap-rivoöv -r' 'E1TLIn OEa, Aesch. Supp. 542-4 ýE6yE1 
äµap-rivoos rroXX& ßpoT(ýv ö&aµEißo i va 4OXa, Rhian. CA 1.1-2 TrdvrEc äµapTivooL 

rreXö 1EcOa ävOpwTroL. 
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TTELQETQL rjyEµövL: Tyrt. 10.19 nEi6 i¬O' hygi[ö-, at the end of a pentameter. 
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The testimonies of the elegy - Philo, Opif. Mundi 104, Clem. Al. Strom. 6.144.3, and 
Anatolius, IIEpL 6EKd6O3, p. 37 Heiberg, also often quoted in Censorinus, DN (see 

above all ch. 14) - are good evidence of the antiquarian interest that the elegy had 

excited among its ancient readers. Despite some doubts about the authenticity of the poem 

raised by 19th century scholars (Porson, Gaisford, Ahrens, Usener), a very early 

reflection of one thought expressed by Solon in this poem hardly allows suspicions: Hdt. 

1.32.2 ascribes to Solon, in his conversation with Croesus, the phrase: "I set the 

boundary of human life at seventy years" (cf. also Diog. Laert. 1.55). Herodotus, as well 

as Diogenes Laertius, could not refer to fr. 26, where Solon expresses the wish 

personally to die at the age of eighty (in opposition to Mimn. 11, who had wished to die 

at sixty), and, therefore, they had to acknowledge Solon's statement of seventy years as 

the "mature" age to die in fr. 23.18. Besides, Aristotle's reference to the "poets" 

[LETpOÜVTEc Talc E380[1daL Trly i XLKiav (Pol. 1335b32f.: see ad 1.13) certainly 
involves Solon (and might even be a generalising plural for Solon's poem). 

The structure of the poem is very careful. Every hebdomas gets a distich, with the 

exception of the seventh and the eighth, concentrated in two lines. This very regular and 
linear structure of the poem, as correctly remarked by Steinhagen 1966= 1972,276-7, is 

intended to be the formal mirror of Solon's idea of life as a regular succession of stages, 
functional to each other and ruled by an internal [L Tpov, the principle of order and unity 

expressly evoked at 1.17. 

The hebdomades 1-4 are concerned with the physical growth. The 5th hebdomas 

deals with a passage-event, the marriage, that has both physical (sexual) and social 

relevance. The 6th hebdomas meaningfully emphasises the full maturity of human vöoc 
"in every aspect", a culmination furthered on in the seventh and the eighth hebdo»mas. 

This structure implies in all probability some literary polemic with the lyric perspective 

about life, and above all complements Solon's 'reply' to Mimnermus in fr. 26. As was 

already emphasised by Römisch 1933,67-9, and Steinhagen cit., 269f., the idea of life 

divided in the positive phase of the bloom of physical and sexual powers in youth, as 

opposed to the pure negativity of their decline in old age, which can be found in 

Mimnermus, Alcman, Alcaeus, Anacreon, Simonides, is effectively challenged by 

Solon's presentation of the maturity and old age as the years of the progressive 

acquisition of the vöoc, something like a new start after the progressive acquisition of full 

physical maturity in the first four hebdo»nades (see also Siegmann 1970). 

However, the intentions of the poem were not limited to the dimension of 

contemporary controversy. After all, as was well shown by Schadewaldt 1933=1960, the 

complaint about the perspective or the coming of physical decline was typical of the lyric 
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poetry: the Homeric poems had not acknowledged anything like this fear, but considered 
the faults of youth (lack in intellectual ability) no less than the lack in strength as a feature 

of old age, and old Nestor (11.4.310-25) could be proud of his skills in decision-making 

and eloquence (ßovXý and µtOoL) as merits of his age, in a way that does not appear to be 

very far from Solon's consideration in 11.11-3. Was Solon simply looking back to the 

epic considerations of some balance between faults and merits of every age? 
I agree with Falkner 1995, that the poem's numerical approach of the human life with 

its chronological quantification is embedded in a set of social and political values. At the 

same time, Solon's idea is possibly to propose to his audience a piece of didactic poetry 
that is by far shorter and less ambitious, but somehow parallel to the periodic division of 
the year in function of the agricultural activities by Hesiod in the Works&Days. 

In this perspective the emphasis on the vöos may have not only been intended to 

point to a biological parameter that would make old age more tolerable than it was for 

Mimnermus (and for other lyric poets, not to mention Solon himself, in a different 

context: fr. 18.10). The growth of the vöos was also most important in order to define 

the prime of the citizens' ability to decide well in the political assemblies, or the idea of 

personal responsibility in family law and in criminal law. 

Certainly, as already noted by Falkner 1995,166, Solon's transitional years do not 

coincide with those of political or military life, nor are they usually described in terms of 
these institutional structures ("military training begins somewhere in the third hebdontas, 

which is described simply as a time of physical growth, eligibility for political office 
begins in the fifth hebdomas, which is defined here as a time for marriage"): avoiding 

specific social allusions makes the periodicity of man's life more generic and so more 

persuasive than focusing only on man's dimension as individual citizen. However, the 

very definition of vöos in 11.11-2 provides, in my opinion, a most probable internal 

indication for the civic-political function of Solon's poem. 
The maturity of "thinking", which culminates Solon's description of human maturity, 

is specified as the stage when someone is no longer willing (oü6' 
... 

E6' 
... 

EOEAEL) to do 

dTrdXaµva E pya. Differently from the Homeric and Hesiodic meaning 'shiftless' or 
'helpless' (11.5.597, Op. 20; later e. g. Alc. PLF 360 a'ºS yäp 6 rroT' 'ApLarT66aµov 

ýaLa' ovK drrdXaµvov Ev ZTFdpTa X6yov EtTrrlV, XprjµaT' ävrlp, rrEVLXpoS 6' ov6' Eis 

TTEXET' EcXOS OUSE TL11L0S, Simon. PMG 542.33-6 [EµoLyE EýapKEI ÖS äv µiß KaKÖS 

T, 11 [1118' äyav änäXaµ. voc Ei&, 3 y' övrlß±TroXLV 6iKav, ü'yLtS ävrjp, Pind. Ol. 1.59 

EXEL (Tantalus) S' durdxapvov (3iov TOITOV Eµii¬66tioXOov), in several of its archaic 

and classical occurrences drrdXaµvo' appears to define wicked or inconsiderately foolish 

actions, which people do either because they are morally 8ELX0L (cf. Thgn. IEG 279-84 

EiKÖS T6V KaKÖV dv8pa KaKwS Tä 8(KaLa V%tICELV, ... 
SELX(il ydp T' diräXaµva 

(3poTw Trdpa IT6XX' dvEAEcOat Träp nro66s; Pind. 01.2.57-9 OavövTwv µEV EvOd6' 
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aOTI. K' äTTäXaµvOL 4pEVE9 1TOLV61s ETELQaV 
- Tä S' EV T48E A L69 dpXq dXLTpä KaT& 

yäs 8LKd(EL TLs EXOpä), or because they do not control their mind, when drunk or too 

young (cf. Thgn. IEG 479-81 ös 8' dv üirEp(3dXXr1 Tr6GLOs I1 TpOV, OÜKETL KELvOs 

TTjs aÜTOÜ ' WCF(711s KCLPTEP63 OÜ6E vOou, ALU LTaL 6' äTräXaµva 
... aLBELTaL 6' 

Ep6uw OÜbEV 6Tav 41E0671, T6 Trp'LV E(OV ao pCJV, TÖTE Vi TROS; Callim. fr. inc. 737 

vEOS ovK drräXaµvos). The last meaning is evidently the one which better fits Solon's 

context: Solon's definition of the maturity of the vöos may really have implied the issue 

of determining at what age a citizen can be considered fully responsible for his actions. 
The organisation in hebdomades is an abstract model to divide into periods the 

human life, and most probably Solon uses it to avoid the traditional terms of vEos, Trail, 

KOÜpos etc., and the fluctuation in meaning which was inherent in their traditional use (it 

is significant that as early as the 3rd cent. B. C. Aristophanes of Byzantium felt the need 

to publish a collection of the X6ýELS denoting the various stages of life in men and 

animals: TJepi dvouao as i5Auctciv). Solon never uses any of them in this poem, with the 

exception of dvrjp, 11.8,9,11, which, at any rate, does not have a technical meaning. 
Cp. the comparatively lower need for abstraction in the IHEp. 'Eß5oiid8wv (5 West=VIII 

p. 636 Littre): even though he keeps the division in hebdomades, and most probably after 
Solon's model (see below), the Hippocratic author refrains from getting rid of traditional 

terms, and divides the life of man into seven ages each with its name Trai8iov, Trail, 

41ELpdKLOV, vEdVLaKOS, dvi p, TrpE6tlTT13, yEpun' (that these terms were traditional can 

be inferred from the presence of a more or less equivalent denomination in a seven-fold 
division of human life in the schol. vet. in Aesch. Sept. 665a ppEcos, bail, LELpdKLOV, 
vEav16KOS, dvrjp, yrlpaios, npEOPITr13). 

The abstract and exact quantitative model may have suited Solon's taste for numerical 
quantification, which can be inferred from several laws of his and was most probably 
intended to limit the abuses typical of the discretionary power of the judges (cf. Falkner 
1995,157-9). Looking through the list of Solon's laws in Plutarch (Sol. 20-4), we notice 
an overwhelming preference for the number "three", wherever numerical details are 
specified, which does not reflect objective market values and does not involve different 

and practical needs: the husband of an heiress has to make love to his wife at least three 
times a month; the bride could not have more than three dowry dresses; slandering was 
punished with the fine of three drachmas to be paid to the defamed; women were not 

allowed to walk outside wearing more than three clothes, and the deceased could not be 

buried with more than three dresses; a dog that bites has to be put on a leash three cubits 
long. 

"Three" is a well known 'magical' number for the Greeks, no less than "seven" (cf. 

e. g. Usener 1903). In the laws as well as in fr. 23, Solon would have profited from the 

conventionality deriving from the cultural relevance of the numbers: the mentality that 
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leads Solon to prescribe "a three cubits leash" instead of "a leash not too long" is 

consistent with Solon's division of human life in periods founded on two numbers seven 

and ten, which had also a no less anthropological value as 'magic' numbers, and most 

probably had been anthropologically connected with transitional moments of human life 

already before Solon. Cp. for instance the Athenian practice of giving the name to the 

new-borns on the seventh or tenth day after their birth, a rite that merged into the 

SpoµRäµýLov ýjµap/äµýL8pöµia, namely the rite of taking new-born children round the 

family hearth on the seventh or the tenth day after birth (Arist. Hist. an. 588a7f., schol. 
Ar. Lys. 757a, Harp. E2K. Eß8oi ¬uo tEvou, Hsch. a 3995 and 6 2400 L. ). The 

division of life into ten phases, destined to a wide fortune in the modern world, does not 

appear to be attested in the ancient world until late, in a poem anthologised in the 6th cent. 

A. D. (Poetae Lat. min. IV. 217, p. 257f. Bachrens), cf. Zacher 1891. 

In the case of fr. 23, at any rate, it is certain that Solon exploited also the wide-spread 
beliefs that this or that number would have been dominating all things -a belief that was 
the premise of the theory (mainly Pythagorian) that numbers are the principles of 
intelligibility of all things: cf. Philol. VS 44B4, Arist. Metaph. 987b1 if. and b28f., 

Aristox. fr. 23 Wehrli. The magical properties of number "seven" are found from early 
times (see lastly Vogel 1966,173ff. ): the seventh was for instance mentioned as Apollo's 

day in Hes. Op. 771 (Plut. Quaest. cony. 717d attests a title Eß6oµayEVrjs, cf. also 
Aesch. Sept. 800-1 Eß6oµayETac ävat 'A-rröXXwv; Apolline festivals were most often 

celebrated on the seventh: see West ad Hes. Op. 770), and the seventh is one of the three 
days of the month that Hesiod calls "holy" (Op. 770). The Pythagorians stressed the 

relevance of both numbers seven and ten: for the former, see at least Hippon VS 38A16 

and Philolaus VS 44A12 (a Hellenistic or post-Hellenistic treatise TIEpi Eß8opä8oc was 

also ascribed to the Pythagorian Prorus of Cyrene: VS 44A6); for the Pythagorian seven 

and the TETpaKTÜs, besides Arist. Metaph. 986a8ff., see above all Philolaus VS 44A13 

and 16, B 11, and Archytas, to whom a treatise IIEpi rqc- &Kc Soc was ascribed (VS 

47B5). 

The numerology of the physicians provides the best parallels to Solon's framework 

of the human life. The theory of the "seven" was very popular in the analysis of the 

critical days (e. g. for the author of the ITpoyvwanKdv), but the main medical writers 

who contributed to the idea of the "seven" as ruling the whole human life, from the 

embryo to the growth of the body, are the "Hippocratic" authors of 17cpi QapKwv (dated 

to the end of the 5th cent. according to Deichgräber 1935,27 n. 4,30,54, Diller 1936, 

377: in ch. 19 also "ten" takes part in the calculation of the critical days, and it has to do 

with tens of hebdoniades), and of IIEpi Eßäopd8wu, the long tract which in the twelve 
initial chapters establishes an analogy between human physiology and the patterns of the 

whole universe based on arithmology of the "seven" (re-edited with a comm. by West 
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1971, who believes it belongs to the 5th cent.; Mansfeld 1971, thinks it goes back to the 
Hellenistic period). 

An important point of contact between Solon and these "Hippocratic" tracts most 

probably was, in the 6th cent., the Pythagorian physician Alcmaeon, who coincides with 
Solon in saying that the production of the sperm starts Ev Toic ETEGL To13 6l3 ETrT& 

TETEXEOILEVOLS (VS 24A15), cp. Solon's 1.4 r`jßrls ... a iaTa yLyvoµEVrls in the boys 

who are fourteen years old (for another possible point of contact between Alcmaeon and 
Solon, cf. ad fr. 3.17). For the Pythagorian Hippon (second half of the 5th cent. ) the 

child is mature to be born when it is seven months old, and, as well as for Solon, the 

child looses his first teeth when he is seven years old, whereas puberty starts at the age of 
fourteen (VS 38A16). Post-"Hippocratic" hebdomadal divisions of the human life, which 

also include the ten-fold framework of Solon, were accomplished by Diocles (5th cent. 
B. C. ) and Straton (4th cent B. C. ), whose theories are known to us thanks to Macrobius 

(ad Cie. Somn. 1.6.65-76) and to the Theologumena arithmeticae by Nicomachus of 
Gerasa, partially known to us in the peudo-iamblichean tract with the same title (pp. 64-6 

De Falco): the human embryo is mature after seven months, the seventh hour after birth is 

crucial for death or survival of the new-born, and their eyes are able to follow the light 

after 7x2 days, etc.; they have their milk teeth after seven months etc.; children are 
beginning to get their permanent teeth when they are seven years old, etc.; puberty and 

sexual maturity starts at 7x2 years, the first traces of beard and the fulfilment of the 

growth take place during the third hebdonzas, etc.; at 7x5 years the humans reach the 

maximum of the physical strength, and decline starts during the eighth hebdomas; full 

intellectual maturity and perfection coincides with the age of 49; the span of human life is 

completed at the end of the tenth hebdonzas: clam vero decas, qui et perfectissinnus 

numerus est, perfecto nuinero, id est EJTTä&t, iungitur eat auf decies septeni auf septies 
Beni computerstur anni, haec a physicis creditor meta vivendi (Macr. 1.6.76). For a more 
detailed synopsis of the post-"Hippocratic" hebdomadal framework of the human life, cf. 
Mansfeld 1971,156ff.; see also Vincentelli 1990. More generally on the divisions of 
human life, Boll 1913=1950,171-224, Eyben 1973,150-90. 

1. Aals Lev ävilßoS EWV ETA v1j rLos: ävrl(iog new, not in Homer and Hesiod. 

The traditional epic phrase is 1rrdL li TrLOs (cf. Hom. Il. 22.484=24.726 -rrdis ö' ETL 

vrjTrLOs, Od. 19.530 Trail ... 
E1lV ETL vrjTrLOS, 21.95 Trä(s 8' ETL Vi Trios rja), where 

V1 Tnos refers to the intellectual immaturity of the Trail (cf. Hom. Hyntn Henn. 163f.; the 

opposition between being vrjirtos and voeiv or being Et &6! 3 was already common in 

Homer and Hesiod: cf. e. g. Il. 9.440, Od. 9.442, Op. 40,456). Solon adds ävrlßos to 

specify the physical immaturity (cf. Römisch 1933,65), and to stress the pure negativity 
of the age of childhood as the age of the "not yet". However, ävrlßos might also be for 
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Solon a modern legal term, as we can infer from its presence in the Gortyna law 
inscription (early 5th cent. ): Inscr. Cret. 4.72 col. XI. 19 Guarducci: the law prescribes 
that a woman or a person below the age of puberty cannot adopt - probably implying 

that adoption was allowed before the adopter was adult, but after the age of puberty: cf. 
Guarducci ad loc., and Willetts 1967,79. The word also appears in a later fragmentary 
inscription from Axos, Inscr. Cret. 2. V 25. A. 7 Guarducci which may have had a legal 

concern as well (see Guarducci ad loc. ). 

1-2. EPKOS 686VTWV EKf dXXEL: The connection of the verb with "teeth" was 
probably idiomatic (cf. Hippoc. Hebd. 5.3 West 686vTUw EKßoXf s, Eur. Cyc. 644 Kai 
Toffs 686VTac EKßaXEiv), and EpKOS 686VTWV was a very common Homeric formula 

for the end of the line: Il. 4.350,9.409,14.83, Od. 1.64,3.230,5.22,10.328,19.492, 
21.168,23.70. The use of such an epic traditional phrase may seem to be 
disproportionate for a physiological event destined to happen in the life of every human, 
but several other hints in the first lines of the poem (cf. ad 11.3 and 4) lead us to believe 

that resorting to typical Homeric phrases is the way Solon transforms the landmarks of 
human life into heroic events checked by the divine control. 

In the Athenian society the age of seven years was certainly an important event, as 

well as the loss of the first teeth which used to be the sign of that age: cf. Ar. Ran. 417 

bS EITTET11S (JV OÜK E4UaE ýpdTEpas, where "members of the phratria", as remarked 
by the schol., is a pun rrapä 1rpoa6oKiav for ýpa6Tijpas "the signal-teeth" of the age of 

seven, when an Athenian child, if entitled by his parentage to full citizenship, was 

enrolled in one of the ancient Athenian tribal divisions, the phratriai (on the much debated 

details of presentation of children to phratries and the procedures of admission see 
Labarbe 1953, Roussel 1976, Cole 1984, Golden 1985; generally on the phratries, 
Guarducci 1973). 

3. Tovs 8' ETEpous: For fourteen years as the age of puberty see Hippoc. V, p. 700 
Littre, Arist. Hist. aizi»n. 5.544b26f., 7.581a 11ff., Gal. VI p. 387, XVII, 637 and 792 
Kühn. 

ÖTE 5f1 TEXE91] OE63 ETTT' EvtaVTOÜS: the idea that gods watch over the 

accomplishment of a span of time is a specific instance of the broader concept that gods or 
Zeus or, seldom, a more abstract OE6g, are the ultimate inspectors of the TEAos of every 

event (see ad 1.17). The latter concept was very common in Homer - see e. g. Hom. II. 

18.8 (gods), 74-5 (Zeus), 116-22.366 (Zeus and the gods), and Od. 8.570 Tä 8E KE v 
6E6s ij TEX crELEV, j K' (! TEXEcT' Eiri). On the other hand, the former idea is only 

paralleled in Homer by the formula Tpi-rov rlµap 
... TEXEa' 'Hc63: Ocl. 
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5.390=9.76=10.144, where, by the way, the subject is, obviously, the god 
'professionally' in charge of starting the day. 

Looking for divine control as a validation for the hebdomadal landmarks described 
by Solon as the framework of human life is consistent with the more explicit seeking for 
divine validation that can be found at the beginning of both the other poems of Solon 

which are most concerned with paraenetic/didactic points of view (see Introd. to fr. 3). 
For the more general intention of Solon to raise his age landmarks to the sublime level 

which divine intervention and epic language can provide, see ad 1.2 and 1.4. 

4. EK4 aivEL vrjµaTa: A common Homeric expression: H. 2.308 Eýdvrl VEya o Ia; 

see also 2.353 of IiaTa ýaivcwv-4.381,9.236, Od. 21.413, Hymn. Honn. 7.46. In 

Homer, at any rate, the expression was specialised for the portentous ai ta`ra sent by 

gods to humans, as was acknowledged by the ancients (cf. schol. ad Il. 2.308), and the 

same specialisation is kept by Hes. fr. 141.25-8 of raTa daivwv Z¬i äfOLTa n 6Ea 

Eiachs ... OL60EV TEpas 'EV. Solon probably used such a phrase intentionally to stress 

again the divine control on the landmarks of his framework of the human life and to 

elevate them into the level of 'heroic' events. 
rj 3i s ytyvoiEvr s: Among the main signs mentioned by the physicians on the 

coming of puberty there was the development of the genital organs: Hippoc. Epidem. 

6.4.21 (=V p. 312 Littre), Heraclit. VS 22A18, Arist. Hist. ani, n. 5.544b23-25 and 
7.581a25-27 etc. Cp. Archil. IEG 196a. 50 ijßflc Ein Xuauv (the meaning is debated: 

arrival of puberty, Slings ad loc.; "bewitching, spell, charm" of youth, Burzacchini 1973- 

74; approaching of the youthful "sexual strength=penis, Casanova 1976,20). 

Labarbe 1957,67 says that since the adolescence was a bit different among certain 
individuals, Greeks had to keep a limit superior to fourteen years, when determining at 

what age a young Athenian could be considered to have reached this stage. Such an age- 

class exists in the laws of Gortyn, where the adolescent who has just completed his 

sixteen years is called ijßiwv. This idea of ijßrl as legal puberty can be met with again in 

classical Athens, where it starts at the sixteenth completed year: the orators (Isae. 8.31, 

10.12, Dem. 46.20,24) often mention a law-regulation according to which one should 

necessarily be an adolescent for two years "Eni &LETES i 3fjcai" before being able to 

enjoy one's family rights. 

5. de oii vu v ... yufwv: Hes. Theog. 492-3 µEVOS Kai ýaLBLµa yuia 1IÜýETO (of 

the new-born Zeus). For the third hebdomas as the age of the full growth, see Hippoc. 

Hebd. 5.5-6 West VEIIVLCKOS K CIXPLS ai ic tOS ÖAOU TOD a(ü[iC(TOS ES Ta TETPdKLS 
ErrTd. 
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6. XaXvoiTaL: the verb is only here and in Strat. Anth. Pal. 12.178.1-3 EýEýXEyr1V, 

OTE OEÜ8LS EXd[UrETO TTaL6LV EV 6UOL3 
... TOÜVEK' ETL ýAEyoµal KaL VÜV, O'TE 

VUKTI XaxvoüTaL (same position in a pentameter). For the first beard as a symptom of 

the coming of puberty, cf. Hom. Od. 11.319 iipiv ... 
io6Xous dvOfaaL TruKäaaL TE 

yEvus EvavOE'i XdXvrl and 18.269 rrai6a yEVELrjßavTa, [Hes. ] Sc. 167 µEXdv8rlcav 6E 

'YEVELa, Pind. 01.1.67-9 ÖTE 
... 

XdXVaL VLV i. LEXaV 'YEVELOV EpEýOV, Aesch. Sept. 

664 OÜT' Ec11ß1jßaVTd 1Tw, OÜT' EV 'YEVELOU ýUXXO'Y71 TPLX61laTOS, Eur. Phoen. 63 

'YEVUS ... ßKLd(ETaL, Callim. Lav. Pall. 75-6 dpTL 'yEVELa 1TEpKd(wv. 

XpoLtjs ävOos dliELßo11EV11c: the expression is ambiguous. The verbs 
äµEiPELV or äXXäTTELV with Xpws as object usually mean to "change" the colour of the 

"skin": see e. g. Aesch. Pers. 316-7, Eur. Med. 1168, Men. Epit. 887. Is this change 

positively considered by Solon as an "acquisition" of the beard, metaphorically called 
ävOos (so DGE 2.187 s. v. äµEißw; cp. Lucr. 5.888-9 tanz demuin puerili aevoflorente 

iuventas occipit et molli vestit lanucgine malas), or is it described negatively as a loss? The 

latter interpretation seems preferable, taking into consideration that this is the meaning 

implied in two parallels of Solon's Xpolf s dvOos, Aesch. PV 22-3 6TaOEUT6S 8' ijaiou 

ýoißrj ýXoyi XpoLäs äµEi4ELs äv003 (cp. adesp. TrGF 161 Xpöav 8E Trly cr jv iXLOS 

Xd urwv ýXoyi aiyuTrTL66EL: see West 1979,134), and adesp. Anth. Pal. 12.39 

E63EoOri NLKav6poS, dTrETTTaTO TFC(V dire XPOLT19 dt'Oos, Ka. XapiTWV XOLIT6V E'T' 

oü8' O'voµa. The metaphor "flower" of the skin=beard is not common at all in early 

literature (the only instance I know before Solon is Hom. Od. 11.320 lTUKdaaL TE 'YE VUs 

EL avWi Xdxvil quoted above - later see Callim. Hec. fr. 45 Hollis, Herod. 1.52, Antip. 

(Thess.? ) Anth. Pal. 6.29.1f. ), whereas a'vOos is a very common metaphor for the bloom 

of the beauty in early youth, and in this latter meaning it is often exploited in contexts 

where its end is considered (in a negative, nostalgic way), as a value that is lost: besides 

Sol. 16.1 r`j(. 3r13 EpaToIoly ETr' dv0E6L, cf. the passages quoted ad loc. 

After all, remarking the coincidence of the start of the beard and end of the bloom of 

youth would be consistent with Solon's statement in fr. 18.5-6 on r`j(3r1 as the opportune 
time for love, and with Solon's personal concern with paederastic love, since the arrival 

of the beard/growth of hair were commonly considered to mark the end of a boy's 

attraction for the erastes (cf. Thgn. IEG 1327-8 w -rrai, Ews äv EXrls AEiav yEVUV, 

oünoTE a' aivwv rravßoµaL, and Vetta 1980, ad loc.; Straton's passage quoted above is 

somehow a hyperbole): see the rich collection of passages in Halperin 1990,88,90,181, 

and nn. 4,5,6, Tarän 1985). "AvOos Xpolfis might mean, or hint at the "softness" of 

the skin, and dRELßolL Iv be a euphemism for "to loose" - the beard makes the cheeks 

prickly, and deprives them of their previous smoothness. 
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7. T IS TLs: here for the first time: cf. Thgn. IEG 22,621, Hdt. 1.196.30,2.177.6, 
3.79.7,6.80.1, Pind. Istli. 1.49, Aesch. Ag. 791,1205,1651, Supp. 489,972,1004, 
Eur. TGF 326.6,689.3,1080.2 etc. 

Ev Eß6op. d6' EUTLV üpLaTOS: this is the text proposed by Sylburg with a small 
intervention on the Eß8oµd&E(a)oLV/E(380µa6LV äpLaTOS which is found in three of four 

testimonies. This reading is evidently wrong (see the singular Tij 8E TETäpTrl at the 

beginning of the line), but most probably it arose from an original text like the one 

reconstructed by Sylburg (E(38oµd8' E6TLV 6PLCFT0S >E 36oL. Ld6E(6)QLV apL JTOS is a 

quite easy corruption), and certainly not from an original text with 1I y': the text of 
Clement's single cod., E(38oµä8L iEy' äpLoTOS, accepted both by West and Gentili- 

Prato, may rather be an ancient attempt to restore the concordance with the singular Tý 8E 

TETdpTrl relying on the text of 1.13 - as is shown by the variant of the second hemistich 

of 1.16, Clement of Alexandria appears to depend on a different branch of the 

transmission than the other three testimonies. Sylburg's restoration also appears to me to 

be preferable, because it avoids the lengthening of the -L of Eß8oµd6L befor µ, which is 

plausible as a Homerism (as remarked by Gentili-Prato ad loc. ), but would be very rarely 

attested in elegiac poetry. 

7-8. For the extension accusative, see e. g. Horn. Od. 8.116=11.469,24.17 äpLGTOS 
""" 

E1863 TE SE41Cls TE. 

8. atjµctT' Exoua' dpETijs: for the shape of the line, cf. Thgn. IEG 1178 Tr¬ipav 
EXois dpETrls, GVI 335.2 (4 cent. A. D. ) Träaav EX[oua' dpETrjv]. However, in 

Theognis the verb has the common meaning "to have", while in Solon it means "to 

consider", which in accordance with Solon's emphasis on the intellectual aspects of the 
human ages shows his scepticism on the common view (6v8pE3) that the physical 

strength of maturity is really the dpETrj. For the plural rn IaTa ("poetic" plural for 

singular) predicative of singular iaXüv, r`jV KTX., see parallels in [Hes. ] Sc. 312-3 and 
Eur. Hipp. 11. 

9. The line probably has its formal model in Hes. Op. 616 T6T' ETTELT' dp6TOu 

pEµvri I voc EivaL wpaiou, 641 Epywv µEµv fµEVOS EivaL wpaiwv TrdvTWV. For the 

idea of 'right time' for marriage see e. g. Hom. Od. 15.126 Es ydµou wp-qv, Hdt. 6.61.5 

yaj EL 6 [8rj] µlv Es ydµou wpriv dTrLKOjI Vflv, Aesch. TrGF 55 W' paiou yäµ. ou, 
Eur. Hel. 12 Es ýßriv ijXOEV tpaiav yäµwv, TGF 804.2 oüKEB' wpaios ya i¬ , 

Hdt. 

1.196.3-4 cis äv ai -rrapOEVOL yLVolaTO ydµwv d paial. For the specific idea that 

around thirty was the right age for a man to marry, cf. e. g. Hes. Op. 695-7 wpaios sE 

yUVaLKa TEÖV TrOTL OLKOV C yEQeaL, I11 TE TPLTIKÖVTCOV ETEüV µtXa TroXX' CtTTOXELTTuV 
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IjT' ETROEis µäXa rroXXd ydµos 6 TOL wpLos o1T03, Pl. Resp. 460e, Leg. 721b-d, 
772e, 785b etc. 

wplov: in the right time, to be interpreted as a nominal verb=diplöv EJTL (pace 
Römisch 1933,62, who maintained that wpLOV would be better connected with 61v8pa, 

and the distich has to be interpreted as an imperative infinitive: "in the fifth period, a 

mature man must think of marriage"). The form of the adjective is the same as in Hom. 

Od. 9.131 wpla TrdvTa; Theognis says wpaios (1199,1275,1289). 

10. -rrai8wv C11TEIV Ela rCßw yEVE11V: The closest parallel is Hom. Hymn Aphr. 

104 -rroIEL 6' Eicourißw OaXEpöv yövov (the prayer of Anchises to Aphrodite, asking for 

military glory and flourishing progeny). In Sol. 1.32 r'j iraIBES TOÜTWV ij yEVOS 
Eýorriaw, Eýorriow is used for the generations following one's children, as well as in 

other archaic parallels with analogous adverbs: Hom. R. 20.308 Kai TraIBwv TraIBEs, Toi 

KEV IIETÖTTLUOE 'YEV(OVTaL, Tyrt. 9.30 Ka. Tra(6wv TTaL6Es Kai. 'YEVOS EýOTiiaw (see 

also Soph. Phil. 1104). Aristotle, Pol. 1335b25-40 about the age limits within which a 
man should beget children, says that they would have to coincide with the 8Lavoias 
digný, and comments that airs sE E6TLV EV TOLS 1TXEL6TOLS 7jVTTEp T61) TTOL1]T(. V 

TLVES E'Lp1 Ka6LV OL I. LETPOÜVTE$ TaLs E J6oiid6L ThV 1 XLKLaV, TTEpL TÖV Xp6VOV T6v 

T(iV TTEVT1jKOVTa ETG]V. 

On the generally spread belief in antiquity that the purpose of marriage was 

procreation see Brown 1984,40-1, and n. 16. 

11. For this period, cf. Pl. Ep. 3.316c Ev 1 XLKl, C( SE OVTOS µEcn TE Kai. Ka0E6Tf KULCt, 

WV 8l'] TTaVTC(TTaßLV XPEl. a TOLS VOUV KaL o uKpöv KEKTTI[16VOLc, 4. XXoUaLV TTEpL 

T060ÜTWV 0'601 1l) TÖTE TCl 66 ßOVXEÜEcOaL, GOD sE O'VTOS [Ll v aý 8pa vEou, 
170ÄA713 6 &TTELpiac oÜ6113 1repL 6E TOÜTGIV CJV '1MELpOV ESEL yeyOVEVaL, KaL 

ßc68pa dyvcITos E iol, and Cic. Cato Maior 33 gravitas iam constantis aetatis. 
KaTapTr icTral: The word occurs here for the first time. The simple äpTÜw was 

commonly referred to mental activities ((3ouXrj, 86Xos, tEÜBEa) already in Homer (see 

LfgrE s. v. ), but the use of the composite, an almost terminus technicus for breaking and 

taming horses (cf. also KaTdpTUJL9, and see Soph. Ant. 477-8, Plut. Mor. 38d and Plut. 

Them. 2.7), or metaphorically of human beings (Eur. TGF 821.5, Philostr. VA 5.33, 

7.23; cf. also Aesch. Econ. 473 for Orestes), anticipates the specific aspect of 'steadiness' 

that Solon ascribes to the maturity of the vöos: see 1.12. For the same figurative meaning 
implied in Solon, cf. Pl. Leg. 808d5 ö 8E Trais ... 

EXEL rlyrly Tot ýpovEiv µrjirw 

KaTIlpTUIIEV11V. 
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12. oüS' ... 
ogcIS 

... EeEÄEL: people of the sixth hebdomas are no more 'ready' (cf. 

ad 3.27) to do the 'inconsiderate' things of the young people, 'analogously' to the 

acquisition of the 'discipline' of the vöos (the v. 1.8 iw. 'nevertheless' states some kind 

of evidently absurd opposition between 1.11 and 12). 
Ep8ELV 

... Epya: Hom. Od. 2.236 Ep8ELV Epya ßiaia KaKOppaci116L v60LO, 

Tyrt. 8.27 Ep8wv 8' 6(3pL11a Epya 6L6aaKEaOw TTOXE1I. LCELV (these parallels leave no 
doubt about rejecting Clement's reading oü8' EoL6ELV). 

The scholia in Ar. Ach. 330 say that the verb begins with aspiration, and many 
Homeric MSS do write Ep8-. Theognis has aspiration at 178,1086,1096 (T000' 
Ep5ELv), and 1180 (µ-qO' Ep6ELv); therefore van Groningen ad Thgn. 105 suggests 

writing Ep6- consistently, even though Chantraine, Granun. honi. 1.187f. argues that the 

aspiration owes its existence to the Alexandrians' wish to distinguish Epýa (from Ep8ELV) 

from Epýa (from EEpyELV). Contrast Sol. 1.67,69,29b. 7. 

d rdXaµv(a): See Introd. On the use of the word in archaic lyric see also Gentili 

1984,89f. 

13. µ4y' dpLcTOS: The adverbial .1 ya commonly qualifies an epithet, from Homer 
(µ4y' cipiaTOs 9x) to the tragedy: see Bissinger 1966,256f. and Johansen-Whittle ad 
Aesch. Supp. 141. 

VOÜV Kai yW oaaav: Hes. fr. 239.3 yXcIaadv TE VOOV TE, 150.14 T(fV [1EV TE 

vOos [yX](6cwr KaQ{1 u]EpOEV. Maturity in reasoning and in eloquence counterbalances 

as a symptom of intellectual maturity the icr> as symptom of physical maturity in I. 8: 

the parallelism of two äKµai is emphasised by the repetition of the verse-ending (11.7 and 
13) and of the word dpETrj (11.8 and 16: but see ad 1.16). 

While quoting the poets IETpODVTES Tals Eß56[laaL TilV ýXLKiav Aristotle, Pol. 

1335b32f. cit., agrees with them that Tic SLavoiac 6Kµrj is reached nEpi T6V Xpövov 

TÖV T()V TTEVT1jKOVTa ET((V. 

15. EväTl]: an epic word: cf. Hom. Il. 2.313,327, Hes. Op. 772. 

paXaKWTEpa: "too soft for". The word is not found in this sense in Homeric or 

early elegiac poetry; but a parallel in the sense of being 'soft', not energetic, is furnished 

by Thuc. 2.18.3 8OKGJV Kal EV T71 ýUVaywy71 TOD ? TOAE[lOU I1QXaKÖS ELVaI Ka TOLS 
'A6rlvaioL3 ETFLTT SELOS, oü TrapaLVwV npo9i iüi TrOXEµEIV. 

16. irp6 µEydXT)v dpETf V yXwacrd TE Kai QOýLT1: ILE'YdXT1 dpETj is attested 

elsewhere in archaic Greek, with the meaning of moral-intellectual virtue (e. g. Hom. Od. 

24.193, Thgn. IEG 1074), and almost all modern interpreters appear to interpret lTpös 

µEy. äp. as "in respect to the great virtue-deeds" tout court. Differently, at least, 
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Schadewaldt 1933=1960,41: "weaker in comparison with the full virtue, great 
achievement". 

Certainly rrpös limitative, 'in respect to', can an be connected with µaXaKÖc (cf. e. g. 
Xen. Meni. 1.2.2 Trpös Tö TrovEiv µaXaKOÜs), but I prefer the comparative value 
already proposed by Schadewaldt (see on it Kiihner-Gerth, 1,520f. ). Indeed in my 
opinion -rrpös µEydXrly dpETrly resumes in a nominal form the adjectival i' y' 6PLUTOs 

of 1.13, as well as yX 3ou6 TE Kai aoýirl resume voüv Ka. yawßßav. The meaning 
would be: "in comparison to the full virtue/great achievement" (urpös µEydXrly dpETrjv) 

reached in the sixth hebdonias and kept in full in the seventh and the eighth, the eloquence 
and wisdom (yX xrnd TE Kai (7oýir1) of the ninth are weaker - the ninth and tenth 
hebdomas are the age of the "no more enough ooýirl", as the first had been the age of the 
"not-yet-enough vows and iaXüs". 

yXw66d TE Kai 6oýirl is usually and correctly preferred by the modern editors to the 

variant of Clement, 9C [td TE Kai 8üvaµt3 - physical strength can hardly be relevant for 

the ninth hebdomas, above all since Solon stopped making reference to it from the fourth 
Rebdomas onwards. As for the synonymy voÜ3/ao4Lr1, it is clearly not at all a full 

equalisation, and Solon distinguishes the wisdom reached through experience (aocirl) 
from the natural gift of 'intelligence' (voüs). 

Analogously dpET1 1.8 was the more traditional physical "strength", which had most 
often been identified in ancient epic with martial value; in 1.16 the word is used in its 

broader meaning, to include the civic virtues of eloquence and wisdom, and the martial 
meaning seems forgotten, since Solon takes care to remark the fainting of the intellectual 

powers, but is silent (or seems uninterested in) about the expiration of the physical, 
strength; in a similar way, he uses the word f (3rl from the very first line, but he never 
mentions the word yilpas -a word for which Solon showed no less hatred than other 
lyric contemporaries of his in the different, symposiastic context of fr. 18.10 (cf. 
Preisshofen 1977,84f. ). Cp. Diocles and Straton, who by contrast, specified the start of 
the decline of the physical strength between the sixth and the seventh hebdoinas: see 
Introd. 

17. TEX Oas KaTa Ji TpOV YKOLTO: The typical Solonian thought - that the end of 
life is also its full accomplishment according to its natural measure (see Introd., and ad fr. 

20), also reflected in Macrobius (quoted above): nzeta vivendi ... vitae hiananae 

peifectum spatium tenninatur - is expressed through a pretty traditional language. Cf. 
Soph. Ant. 1114 T6V ßiov TEXELv, GVI 441.1 (2/3 cent. A. D. ) TEpµa ßiou TEX aaS, 

and, on the last phrase, Hom. R. 11.225 i1pi1s ... 
'KETO L Tpov (-Od. 4.668,11.317, 

18.217,19.532, Hom. Hymn Dem. 166), Hes. Op. 132 j13r1c 116Tpov LKOLTO, 438 f 3rlc 
[LETPOV E)(OVTE, 720 KaTC [IETpOV ioi arjc, fr. 205.2 71ß13 

... 
YKETO [. LETpOV. 
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18. dwpoc appears only once in Hom. Od. 12.89 ir68eS äwpoL. Soon later it becomes 

a technical term for the deceased before their natural time: Hdt. 2.79.3, Scol. PMG 
884.4; CEG 154.2 (5th cent. ), being the first instance of a long series of epitaphs, for 

which see Griessmair 1966 and Verilhac 1978-82. 

polpav EXoL 9avdTou: Sol. 26.4 µoipa KLxoL OaVdTou, and note there, GVI 

414.3 (2/3 cent. A. D. [µ]oipav EXwv 6avdT[ou]. Cf. Hom. Il. 13.602 µoipa KaIct 
6avdTOLO (second hemistich), Od. 2.100=3.238=24.135 µoip' Aoý KaO X1 aL ... 
6avdTOLO, 17.326 µoipa XdIev 

... 
OavdTOLO, Hom. Hymt Aphr. 269 µoipa TrapE6Ti Krl 

OavdTOLO, Hes. fr. 35.4 6avd-roLO 
... 

XdjE p. oipa, Thgn. IEG 820 µoipa XdßoL 

OavdTou, second half of pentameter, as in [Arist. ] Pepl. 29.2 Bergk; µoIpav Exwv 

OavdTOU. 

Death is mentioned with an expression that tries to make this event smoother, and 
stressing its natural necessity invites to a conscious acceptance of it: see lastly Burzacchini 
1995,77. 
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A positive presentation of elements of the sympotic pleasure, whose etiquette Sol. in fr. 

3.9f. had been defending. Plutarch clearly, misunderstands the context of the lines in one 

of his three quotations of the fragment (Amat. 5.571e): see on this Masaracchia 1958, 

327-8, and the notes of the Introd. to fr. 16. A close parallel to Solon`s fragment is Anac. 

IEG 2 Kp1ITfipL Trapä TrX q) OLVOTrOTdCwV ... 
MOUG&OV TE Kal, äyla& 66 p' 

'A4po&Tfs auii[UGYüiii EpaT71s [LVý6KETUL EÜýpoc Iw $. 

1-2. KuTrpoyevo ... 1 LOvüvov ... Mou6E Wv: The same triad is found in 

Bacchyl. fr. 20B, Eur. Bacch. 402-16, Anacreont. 4 (iii). 11-21, Posidipp. Anth. Pal. 

5.134, Marc. Arg. Anth. Pal. 10.18, adesp. Anth. Pal. 5.135.3. 

The motif coupling wine with love has a long history (see, generally, Privitera 1970, 

91ff., and Giangrande 1968,127f.: see also e. g. Anac. PMG 357, Panyassis, PEG 17.3 

(who states that the second round of drinks was dedicated to Aphrodite and Dionysus), 

Eur. Cyc. 69-72, Pl. Symp. 177e, Anacreont. 5.12-5,6,38.2-6,44, Hymn. Orph. 42, 

55.7,57.3-4: see Dodds ad Eur. Bacch. 402-16 for iconography and cult. For the 

association of Dionysus with the Muses e. g. Anacreont. 50, Nicaenet. Anth. Pal. 13.29, 

Hedyl. ap. Athen. 11.472f and 11.473a (=Hell. Ep. 1853-56,1857-62 Gow-Page), 

Antip. Sid. Anth. Pal. 7.27.9f., 'Diog. Laert. ' Anth. Pal. 7.104; For Dionysus- 

MotipayETds in Naxos, see Nilsson 1906,306, n. 2. Aphrodite is together with the 
Muses in Hom. Hymn Ap. 189-96, Anacreont. 19, and for her connection with poetry, 
Pl. Symp. 196e, Callim. Aizth. Pal. 12.150, Nic. SH 566, Bion frr. 3 and 9 Gow. 

For the form Dtovüaou with omicron, Od. 11.325 is the only example in Homer, 

who elsewhere has AL6vuao3, but it occurs x4 in the Hymns . 

1. Epya 
... 

Kuirpoy¬voQ : For the periphrasis, cf. Horn. Il. 5.429, Hes. Op. 521, 

fr. 124.2, Hom. Hynm Aphr. 1,6,9,21, Thgn. IEG 1308, Crit. 4.18, Aesch. Supp. 

1037, Theoc. Epigr. 4.4, and cf. Gow ad Theoc. 14.62 with further references. 
For the goddess' epithet KIMpoyEVrjs (in its various forms) see e. g. Hozn. Hynzn 

10.1, Hes. Theog. 199, Sapph. PLF 22.16,134, Alc. PLF 296b. 1 and 380, Stesich. 

PMGF S 104.6, Thgn. IEG 1323,1386, Pind. 01.10.105, Pyth. 4.216, Panyas. PEG 

17.3, adesp. PMG 949, etc. 

2. 'a T(O la' ... Eiº4poaüvac: Accompaniment of the feasting and drinking in 

Homer (Latacz 1966,163f. ), the purely pleasant sympotic Eüxpoßüvrl is the embodiment 

of the aristocratic life-style and of the symposiastic ideals of good order, on which cf. 
Sol. 3.9-10 and note there; see Oranje 1984,105. 
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The fragment does not fit any incipit of the metres used by Solon. Modern editors usually 
consider it to be the last part of a hexameter, and this presentation is certainly correct, but 

the fact that the fragment itself is a 'paroemiac' must not be understated. The presence of 
the phrase, complete in itself in this form, may suggest that Solon acknowledged it as the 
"quotation" of a pre-existing proverb, since, beyond the name, this metrical structure was 
a very common shape of Greek proverbs, and both [Pl. ] Just. 374a and its scholiast (our 

only testimony for Solon's authorship) state that Solon was quoting the proverb. This 
fact should not, in my opinion, let us doubt the authenticity of the fragment as Solon's: 
Solon will have inserted the proverb in a hexameter of his in a way analogous to 
Hesiod's, who appears to have inserted previous proverbs with their original metre in the 

most sapient-gnomic section of Works & Days (383-828), in order to gain a 'gnomic' 

aura, as has been acknowledged by various modern scholars: cf. Porter 1951,31-2, 
Hoekstra 1957,212ff., Sbardella 1995. 

Solon's resorting to the Hesiodic practice of marking off gnomic-proverbial phrases 
by conserving their original paroemiac form may also be intended as an allusion to 
Hesiod as the precedent for the selection of the poetic themes Solon would be possibly 
dealing with in this fragment (and was certainly dealing in most of his poetry). Hesiod 

was concerned with "thoughtful" and didactic themes of poetry, and had stated that the 

Muses i 6FtEV t EÜ6Ea T OX & ÄE'YELV ETÜ[LOLaLV 6[[. OLa, L6[LEV S' EÜT' EOEX(il[IEV 

dXriOEa ygpÜaa60aL (Theog. 27-8) "they say" (namely inspire) both "truth" (wise 

theological or ethical subjects, as the ones Hesiod chose to treat) and "lies" (the fictional 

myths that have no connection with the past or present 'realities' about gods or social 
principles, the pertinent subjects for the devoted to the truth author of Theogony and 
Works & Days); after all, as Kannicht 1996,204-6 emphasised about the Elegy to the 
Muses, Solon avoids to ask them for inspiration about the themes Homer and the 
Homeric dOL8oi had been asking for, but invokes their help for some guide about ethical 
themes of Hesiodic flavour, such as "righteous wealth", good 86ýa and so on. 

In my opinion, Solon sets himself in the wake of Hesiod who had previously 
rejected the 'fictional' poetry unrelated to the present, and would allude to his being in his 

wake also by using a form of direct reference to the paroemiographic tradition, as Hesiod 
himself had used as a vehicle for a markedly gnomic content of a section of the Works & 
Days. 

Although the nature of Solon's criticism cannot be established with certainty because 

of the very scanty information we have, his statement that the poets speak many 
falsehoods can be understood from the agonistic context of early poetry, which produced 
multiple accounts of a single story, alternative versions of myth and demanded reworking 
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on one's predecessors, improvement, and explicit comparison with one's rivals. Cp. how 

the poet of the Homeric Hymn to Dionysus (I) claims as false the other accounts of 
Dionysus' birth, in 11.1-6 of µhv ..., of 6(E) ... ßd6', of 8' ..., of 86 ... , 

äXXoi 
... 

tJJEU66II¬VOL (see Vetta 1983, xlviii; on the competitive context of early poetry, see 
Gentili 1984,204-5 and n. 5, Griffith 1990; for evidence of early poetic competitions: 
Hom. Il. 2.594-600, Hes. Op. 26,650-7, Certattten p. 228.64ff. A., Hom. Hymn Aphr. 

19-20 etc. Already the Odyssey may be seen as suggesting a relationship between the 

poet and the liar by the affinity of the figure of the narrating Odysseus with the poet-bard 
(see further on this Pratt 1993,55-94). For other critiques of the traditional poetry which 

will culminate in the fifth century philosophy, see Ford 1981,351-68, and Pratt 1993, 

131-56. 

In such a-context the ability to deceive and lie, namely to invent and shape fiction, 

becomes particularly desirable and essential, and is entailed in the artist's own techne, 

sophia. Such view of poetry as a product of the human intellect and imagination would be 

coherent with the idea of poetry that Solon expresses in Salamis (1.2) and in his poetic 

address to Mimnermus (see the Introd. to fr. 26). 
Solon's interest for poetry as a 'critic' is depicted by Plutarch's anecdote (Sol. 29.7) 

about his attending Thespis' performance and complaining afterwards about the 'lies' 

performed, like a good Platonist ante litteramn (cp. Plato's opinions on drama in the third 

book of the Republic) - cf. also Diog. Laert. 1.59 OEaTTiV EK(uaE Tpay(p&as 

8L8d6KELv, ws dvwýEArl ThV i EVBoaoyiav. We cannot decide on the historicity of the 

tradition of Solon's controversy with Thespis (there is a serious but not inhibiting 

chronological difficulty: cf. Patzer 1962,25 and Kolleritsch 1968,4 n. 14), but Plutarch 

links it closely with Peisistratus' histrionics in the market place, and therefore the main 

purpose of the anecdote seems to illustrate vividly Peisistratus' own tricks: in this case 

Plutarch's Solon would be criticising the mimetic form of the presentation, more than its 

contents (cf. Manfredini-Piccirilli 1977,272f. ) - much too modem a perspective for the 

real Solon. 

SEti8ovTaL: The verb denotes only the objective falsity of what is said, and in 

Greek there is no word-difference for unintentional pseudea ('fiction' or 'partial 

information') and intentional ones ('lies'), cf. e. g. Pl. Hp. ini. 370e &iv yap 6 

'AXLXXEÜS &IJE 16ETUL, OÜK Eý EiTLPOVX is ca(vETaL q EU6611EV0s dXX' äK(JV, 6LCl T71V 

aUµiopäv TT V TOD aTpaTOTTE6OU dvayKaaeEls KaTC1J1ELVaL KaL 00r10? aav ü 6E 6 

'OSUaoEÜS, EK()V TE Kül Eý ETTLPOUX 1S, Plut. Quoin. aud. poet. 2.16a-d where poets 

are said to produce both unintentional and intentional pseudea (Tä II V EK6VTE3, Tä 6' 

6KOVTES); see Pratt 1993,56, with bibliography ad loc. For early examples of 

unintentional saying what is not objectively true, see Hom. Il. 10.534=Od. 4.140. 
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This fragment presents itself expressly as a correction of Mimnermus' fr. 11, inside what 
the testimony of Diog. Laert. 1.60 calls a "critical reply" to Mimnermus' thought and 
poetry about the shortness of the life-span and the bitterness of old age. Solon's fr. 27 
(according to the testimonies), possibly fr. 28 and, in a less direct way, fr. 23 may also 
be part of Solon's criticism. This wide range of Solon's concern with Mimnermus' 

thought makes it unnecessary to consider any biographical conjecture on a concrete 
meeting and a specific occasion for this fragment - for instance, according to 
Szädeczky-Kardoss 1942,80f., and Steffen 1955=1973, Solon would have written these 
lines during his visit to Ionia, in the imminence of the sixtieth birthday of Mimnermus, 

and would have advised him to avert the bad omen. 
Solon asks (or, better, imagines to ask) Mimnermus (or, better, someone who had 

recited some lines of Mimnermus) to bring about a icTaTrroirlß1s, namely one of the 
"alterations" which in the 'tit for tat' repartees of the symposia (a practice well 
documented to us by the Theognidean corpus and Aristophanes' Wasps: cf. Vetta 1980, 
XXIXf., and Bowie 1997) was customarily brought about by aX speaker on the 

utterance of a previous Y speaker. More precisely, instead of doing a µETarroifaLc 
himself of the text by another, in the way we know from the Theognidean corpus, Solon 

asks Mimnermus (namely the real author of the lines, or a reciter of them, see ad 1.1) to 
bring about a TraXLvq Sia, and such an inclusion of the interlocutor in the text makes clear 
the agonistic character of Solon's intentions, though his poetry does not yet involve the 

practice of the agonistic couplets that features in the Theognidean corpus (see ad 17.1). 

1. EL [l. OL ... TTELQECLL: Cf. Hom. I[. 1.207 aL KE TTLOrlaL, 7.28 EL [10[ TL TTL8OLO, 
Od. 20.381 &U' EL [10I. TL TrLOoLo, Semon. IEG 1.22 EL 6' EROL TrrL6oiaT0. The 

conditional emphasises the good will that Mimnermus has to show in order to allow 
Solon's criticism to be fruitful, as is well posed by Tuomi 1986,10. TTELaEai is better 

for the sense to be taken as subjunctive aorist rather than indicative future (see below 

about Käv). On short-vowel subjunctives, see Chantraine, Grannn. hoin. 1.454f. with 

examples from Homer (e. g. Od. 1.270,13.336). 

Käv vüv ETL: "if (perhaps, äv) now still"-"even if eventually now (after 

previously refusing)", proposed by Hermann ap. Vigerus 1834,922, or "were it only for 

this once", by Hudson-Williams (cf. Kühner-Gerth 1,245). It is, however, also possible 
that Solon meant to be ironical or sarcastic towards Mimnermus who was almost certainly 
dead when Solon wrote this, so the meaning of the line is 'if you could, please, even now 
that you are dead, change this... '. 
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If, on the contrary, we accept Kai vüv, (the reading proposed by Thiersch, and lastly 

accepted by West and Tuomi 1986,20-5) and TrEioEaL as a future indicative we have to 

assume that Solon had already asked and managed to get other changes from Mimnermus 
in the past. 

EýEXE TouTO: on the verb, see Pl. Resp. 3.394b iiävOavE ... 
ÖTL TaÜTTIS av 

EVaVTLa 'yl'YVETUL, OTaV TLS TC( TOD TTOLI1TOD TCl RETaýV T(. OV pT CFEWV EýaLPCA)V TCC 

dµol(3aia icaTaXE(Trrl. The neuter (implying either E-rroc: cf. West 1974,181f., or the 

single word Eýr1KOVTaET1I: cf. Tuomi 1986,19) is better than the masculine TOVTOV, 
implying aT(Xov. 

2. µ718E i yaLp': Hom. Od. 3.55 KXv9L ... µ718E µEyrjprls (the verbal form is at the 

end of the line 8 of 9x in Homer and the Hymns). 
&rr vEÜ X4iov ETrEýpaaäµr)v: X4ov adverb (Florens Christianus (Chrestien), 

Boissonade) is much better than X ov' (6TiXov) Ziegler, since Homer and Hesiod use 

only the neuter X iov; one could also accept the neuter here with ToDTO (ETros). The 

reading of the MSS, aEÜ Toiov (a' Eü Toiov Allen 1934,238) cannot be accepted, in 

spite of the defence of Tuomi 1986,14-9. According to Tuomi Toiov is a pronoun which 

anticipates the epithet of 1.3, and the whole line would be a parenthetical invitation to 
Mimnermus not "to envy me=Solon because I found out such a name for you", but we 

would expect that Solon's invitation would concern the change in Mimnermus' verse, not 
the new name, and at any rate the syntax would be exceptionally hard, with Kai 

µETarroirlaov resuming the main thought of the fragment and being something like a 

parenthesis inside the parenthesis. 
ETrE4paad u v: cf. Thgn. IEG 430 and 706 TOD- y' ETrEcpdßaTo. The verb is 

always middle in Homer and Hesiod. 

3. IlETaTrOL71UoV: new. Cf. Sol. 2.2 08ýv 
... O IEVOS (=rroLoüµEVOS). 

µETa1roLoüµa1 in the sense of 'change', 'alter substituting one word with another' 

appears sometimes in contexts of creative adaptations ([Plut. ] Cons. ad Apoll. 110B8) 

but much more frequently to define grammatical interventions on other people's texts 
(e. g. Gal. De diff. resp. 7.834.10 and In epidein. comet . 17b. 93.11; the term also was 
technical in the scholiastic tradition: see Erbse's ed. of the schol. to Iliad, vol. 6, p. 
406f. ). 

The archaic poet's vocation and art were conventionally thought to stem from the 

gods and to be sustained by the gods. It is in Solon that we find the first use of the very 

verb TroiEiv for the activity of the poets in this address to Mimnermus (as stressed by 

Ford 1981,300ff., Trotciv in Homer and Hesiod is always applied to technical arts in the 

sense of "fabricate" but never to poetry because poetry has had the status of a religious 
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function, it was a matter of divine inspiration not TEXvri; see also Dover 1997,184-5): 

the new use of the word implies a new profane evaluation of poetry, where the art of 
'singing' becomes more or less human 'making'/'composing', and shows the emergence 

of the poet as a skilled craftsman with a more analytical/rational view towards the process 

of poetic composition as technical making (see Gentili 1971,60ff., and 1984,67 and 

notes, and also above, ad fr. 2.2). It is most probably not a matter of chance, if this new 

profane approach surfaces in this context, because Solon's request to Mimnermus to 
'change' what he had written would be otherwise more or less blasphemous, if Solon had 

reaffirmed here the principle of the divine provenance of poetry - compare the different 

attitude that Solon has in other poems, like the proemium of fr. 1, where he traditionally 
involves the Muses and places his message under divine approval and protection, and 
later on, 11.51-2, speaks of the profession of the poet piously in connection with the 
Olympian Muses. 

AvyugaTd61I: (v)a(L)yLaara8l(-8I) codd., emended by Bergk to ALyua6Tä8fl 

and by Diels 1902,481-2 to ALyuaGTd61l, with reference to the entry of Suda (µ 1077) 

on Mimnermus, which, after stating that Mimnermus was son of some AvyupTUd8113 

adds: EKaX¬ TO 8E Kai ALyua6Td81l3 &ä TO Eµ i¬XES Kai Xiy6. The name of the father 

as reported by Suda has a foreign, Anatolian flavour (compare the Asiatic names Hyrtios 

son of Gyrtios and Hyrtakos of Homer, already quoted by Allen ad Mimn., p. 16 n. 31), 

and Solon's seeming patronymic might involve a joke between the adjective Xiyüs and 
the name of the father, as if Solon were mocking the obscure (not Hellenic ?) origin of 
Mimnermus (on such mocking polysyllabic words with patronymic endings see Diels 

1902,482, who compares Ar. Ran. 841). 

As to Xtyüs, it was often used in archaic poetry with reference to a pleasant singing 

voice or to the sound of an instrument (see Kaimio 1977,42ff. ); for testimonies of 
Mimnermus' audos-playing which recalls the strong association of the early elegy with 

musical accompaniment, see Allen cit., pp. 16-17, and cp. also the qualification used by 

Corinna for the poetess Myrtis, PMG 664.2 Xiyoupäv MoupT16(a). In the light of this 

evidence, I am quite sceptical about the negative interpretation of the adjective, advanced 
by Tuomi 1986,12-4, according to whom Solon would criticise the excessive musicality 

of Mimnermus' style, or his excessive relying on the musical accompaniment. 

ci8E S' dEL8E: Hom. Od. 8.83,367,521 TaüT' äp' 
... 

6Et6E. In early poetry 
dEIBEw was the basic verb to denote the performance of the epic poet, and was also used 
by poets of all genres as an 'ennobled' term for their activity: cf. e. g. Archil. IEG 117, 

Alcm. PMG 14a, 28, Sapph. PLF 160, Thgn. IEG 4,533,943, Corinn. PMG 655.1.2). 

4. Solon's reference line was Mimn. 11.2 Eýr1KOVTatTr1 µoIpa KiXoL BavdTov. 
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07SWKOVTaETrI: Hom. Il. 2.568,652 6y&ý KOVTa. The adjectival formation is 

paralleled in epitaphic inscriptions: CEG 176 (5th cent. B. C. ) ? TEVTEKaLEKOcETI1S (first 

half of a pentameter)-GVI 1233.6 (2/1 B. C. ). 

µolpa KLXOL OavdTOV: Cf. Sol. 23.18 and note there; Hom. Il. 11.451 TEAOS 
OavciTOLO KLX1j IEVOV, Il. 17.478,672,22.303,436 OdvaTOS Kai poipa KLXdVEL (also 

Od. 3.238 µoip' öxoý KaOEX1 cJ1 ... 
6aväTOLO), but Mimnermus' second hernistich 

reflects an idiomatic half pentameter of the elegiac poetry: Callin. 1.15 µoipa KLXEV 
OavdTou, Tyrt. 5.5 µoipa KixoL OavdTou, Thgn. IEG 340 µoipa KiXrl OavdTOU, CEG 

77.2 (ca. 500-475? ) OaVdTO 5E EVOd6E ioIp' ExLXE, "Simon. " FGE 995 µoip' EKLXEV 

OaVdTOU. See on the verb Ruijgh and van Krimper 1969,113ff. 

KLXOL: Phot. Lex. p. 341 N. KLYXdVELV T6 ETfEýLEVaL OÜTWS >ÖXwv, Suda K 

1586 A. KLyXdVELV: Tb ETTEýLEVai OL 7TEpl. -76ÄWVa. 
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Some of Solon's laws aimed at limiting funerary ostentation and the luxury of the funeral 

rites, which according to Dem. Phal. 135 Wehrli would have become more and more 
expensive by Solon's time. Cf. Ampolo 1984,93, Engels 1998. 

In one of his laws, according to Plut. Sol. 21.6, Solon d[tvX63 8E Ko1TTOµEVWV Kai 
TO epfVELV 7TE1TOUJ[IEV(I Kai T6 KÜ)KÜELV 6XXOV EV Ta(WS ETEPWV d4E XEV. Our 

fragment may have hinted at what the K()KVT6g during the Trp60Eals ought to be in the 

opinion of Solon the lawgiver: it had to be limited to the c L'XOL of the dead. 
Solon's position appears to mediate between the praxis of the epic heroes and of the 

Greeks of his time to mourn the deceased in scenic and immoderate ways at the funerals, 

often hiring mourners (according with the primitive belief that the spirits of the dead 
demand mourning as their due) and the opposite wish not to be mourned and lamented. 

As for the first attitude, resorting to professional mourners (the Carian women were 
the most famous) remained a common practice throughout the centuries: see Ar. Ran. 
1302-3, Pl. Leg. 7.800d-e (besides Hsch. K 824 L. S. V. Kapwal, Phot. Lex. p. 314 N., 

S. V. KapLKý µo6aTI), and the presence of non-kin at the lamentation for a deceased is 

attested as early as Il. 18.339, where Trojan women were compelled to mourn for 

Patroclus, or in Il. 24.720f., where professional doL8oL intervene in Hector's funeral; cf. 
Alexiou 1974,10-4. 

As for the second attitude, apart from Hom. 11.19.216-37, instances are Archil. IEG 
13.9-10 dXX& TdXLOTa TX TE, 'YUVaLKELOV TTEVOos dTTwcdllEVOL, Semon. IEG 2 Tov 
[LEV eav6VTO3 OÜK C(V EVeuI1oii iE0a, EL TL cpOVOLp. LEV, TTXELOV 1 [16PT13 [LLf s, Bacchyl. 
fr. 12 TL yap EXaýp6V ET' EQTLV ärrpaKT' 68up6µEVOV 6oVELV Kap6iav;, Pl. Resp. 
386-8, Philet. CA 11 EK Ov ioD KXaD6al µE Tä LETpla, Kai TL TTpO61lVES EITFELV, 

p¬ ivi aOai T' OÜKET' EÖVTOS ÖF. UCJS, Posidipp. SH 705.21 µr186 TLS OVV XEÜaL 
8cdKpuov (on which, cf. Lloyd-Jones 1963=1990,184-5), Euph. CA 21 T() KaL µETpla 
11EV TLS ETfL 4OL4 1J4) dKdXOLTO, [t4Tpla KaL KXal6ELEV' ETFEL Ka. TTd[LTfav (1SaKpUV 

MoipaL EGLKXrjVaVTO (if one retains, as proposed by van Groningen E6rjn vavTO given 
by Stobaeus' cod. S, then this would appear to be another case of almost complete denial 

of mourning), [Plut. ] Cons. ad Apoll. 102d and de Hont. 2.189. An instance of complete 
denial of the opportunity of mourning is provided by Sapph. PLF 150 ov yäp O ttc ev 

4lOLQO1T6X WV tOLKigt ep71VOV E 4. l [LEV'' OÜ K' äµµL Td6E TipE1TOL (according to the 

testimony the advice was addressed by Sappho to her daughter -compare the ýiXoL for 

whose lamentation Solon wishes after his death); see also Enn. fr. var. 17 Vahlen (which 

Cie. Tusc. 1.117 and Cato maior 20.73 preferred to Solon's position) demo me lacriniis 

decoret nec funera fletu faxit. Cur? volito vivos per ora virunn, where denial of funerary 

honours and trust in the immortality of the glory are closely connected - possibly in the 
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path of Sappho, if Sappho's strong denial was really as rare in antiquity as our evidence 
allows us to believe. 

Therefore several parallels exist for Solon's wish for moderation (and Sappho's 

possibly pre-existed to him), but Solon's personal contribution may be detected in the 

mention of the ýiXoL. In my opinion, this fragment possibly furthers the challenge which 
Solon sets, in a positive qua social perspective, against the anti-social and negative views 

on the end of human life maintained by Mimnermus, according to whom old age 

unavoidably makes everyone isolated and despised even by one's children: oü8E TraTflp 

Tralcfu) TLIILOS OÜTE ýLXos, fr. 9.2; see also fr. 1.6. Cp. the law of Solon on the 

assistance offered to the parents by the son, for which see ad 18.10. 

The distress, the grief of the friends is not only the context for lamenting his death. It 
is also a formal affirmation of the aristocratic ideology of philotes that binds the J(XoL 
ETaipOL together, already present in the Homeric tradition of the mourning for the dead 

heroes (Il. 18.232ff., 19.4ff. ), and, in a larger sense, too, in lyric (Callin. 1.18-9, Tyrt. 
9.27-8). Here in Solon this social function of grief is applied to civic death and to the 
ideology of the polls, and the attempt by Stupperich 1977,200-5 to date back to Solon's 
laws the beginning of the Athenian use of the ETr1Tdcloc X6yoc for the fallen in the war 
is perhaps a bit too speculative, but appears to me to be not improbable at all. As a fact, 

Solon is said to have authorised a common festival of the dead, the Genesia, which 
transformed the formerly private matter of reverence for deceased family members into a 

public concern, see Jacoby 1944, and Brook Manville 1990,148-9. Solon would also 
have received the first public burial in Athenian history, according to Plut. Sol. 32, Ael. 
VH 8.16. 

1.117JSE 
... 

OävaTOs µöXoL: For verbal similarities, cf. Aesch. TrGF 255.1 (. ) 

6ävaTE 1ral6v, µrj µ' dt dons µoXELv, Soph. Aj. 854 c' OdvaTE 6ävaTE, vüv µ' 
ETTLQKEtJiaL µoX(. nv, Phil. 797 (il OdVaTE OdVaTE, 

... oÜ &a'l] [toX¬iV 1TOTE, adesp. TrGF 

369a c or 6ävaTE Tratdv, <--? > iaTpös µ6XOL3. 
aKXauTOS: äKXaUOTOS codd. which appears to be a late form, never certain before 

Alc. Mess. Anth. Pal. 7.247 (though it is attested in the Louvre papyrus of Alcman fr. 

1.39; see also Soph. TrGF ** 1133,56.1 ]KXauaTrl[ ). 

The lack of lamentation (e. g. Aesch. Clio. 433 dvoiµwKTOV, Dan. 565 d XET' 

&KXauTOS dL(JTOS) was almost as bad as the lack of proper burial, and the two things are 

often linked together: see e. g. Hom. 11.22.386 KEITaL ... 
6KXauTO3 6OauT0S, Od. 11.72 

jlr µ' ciKXauTOV iOarrTOV 
... KaTaXEinELV, Soph. Ant. 29 Eäv 8' äKXaUTOV, äTacov 

(see also Ant. 847 q5 Awz CIKXaUTOS), El. 867 OU'TE TOU Td4OU dVTLdoaS OÜTE yÖww, 

OC 1708 o'8E TTEVOOS EXLTT' C(KXaUTOV, Eur. Andr. 1159-60 KOµL(OµEV VLV aOL 

KaTOLII( aL y 60L! 3 KXaÜ6ai TE, ... 'yi TE KOßµf aaL Td4", Hec. 30 CIKXaUTOS 
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6Tacos, GVI 715.5 (1/2 A. D. ) oüK dKXG1JTOv Exwv Täcov; for the dishonour done to 
Agamemnon regarding his funerary rights Aesch. Ag. 1541-50, Clio. 8,511. 

1-2. ý(XOLQL KaXXEL1TOLRL 
... a'XyEa Kai aTOvaXd : the closest parallel is 

Aesch. Pers. 674 TrOXiKXaUTE ýiXoLaL OavcAiv; cf. also Hom. 11.2.39 Or aELV ... 
C(XyEC( TE aTOVaXds TE, Il. 5.156-7 TraTEpL SE yÖOV Ka. KTj8Ea Xuypä XELTT(E), Od. 

1.242-4 OIXET' ... 
E4. LAL S' 686Va3 TE y60US TE KdXXLTTEV' of 8' ETL KELVOV 

68up6iEVOS cJTEVaXLCW KTX., Od. 5.83=157 8dKpUGL Ka. aTOVaxTIaL KaL äXyE6L 

Ou[i6v EpExewv, Od. 11.279 TW 8' üX'YEa KdXXLTT' 6u aaw, Od. 14.39 dXyEd TE 

cTOVaXdS TE, Stesich. PMG 232.3 K1j8Ea SE 6TOVaXd3 T' 'A(Fac EXaXE, Soph. Aj. 

972-3 iXX' Eµoi XL7rchv ävias Kal yöoUS 8LOIXETaL, GVI 77.1-2 (5 cent. B. C. ) ös 

jLdXa TroXXo[13] dGTO'LS Kai ýELVOLS SÖKE Oav6v dviav, 1913.5-6 (beginning of 3rd 

cent. B. C. ) ToX & SE SOÜQa [CIJXyEa K[a'LJ QTEVaXCIS eVTlaKEL3 R1. EXEOLQL 'YOVEÜ6LV, 

1121.4 (2/1 B. C.? ) EÄLITOV 5dKpua KaL 6TOVaxds, 762.5 (1 B. C. ) 6TOVaxäc KaL 
5dKpua XE(TrEL, 1122.1 (first half of first cent. B. C. ) TrEVOEa Kal aTOVaXäs XELTru., 
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Solon develops a positive attitude towards the process of human ageing regarding it as a 
period of continuing ability for learning: cp. fr. 23.15-6, where he acknowledged both 

the weakness and the abilities of the ninth hebdomad. In fact, the qualification KaK6v 
yrjpas of fr. 18.10 is in contrast with this view, but this contrast is due to the realistic 
acknowledgement of the proximity of old age and death and of the 'social problem of old 
age' in fr. 18 (see there ad 1.10), and besides to the different generic context (the concern 
of fr. 18 is mostly erotic, and the idea of physical decay unavoidably matters much more 
in it; on Solon's manipulation of the ideas of -&ac and 'A according to different 

contexts, see the brilliant analysis of Falkner 1995,163f., 168 and n. 43). 

The association of prudence and wisdom with old people was a commonplace 
already in Homer (for instance the most senior were privileged by their years to intervene 
in moments of perplexity as wise counsellors: besides the Iliadic Nestor, see e. g. Od. 
2.15 Aegyptius, 2.157 Halitherses, 7.155,11.342 Echeneus, 24.52 Nestor again, Hes. 
Theog. 233 Nereus). However, Solon is more specifically engaged in representing old 
age as a worthy part of the human life against the background of erotic lyric poets who 
denigrate yijpac, Mimnermus in particular, who had also said that mental powers fail in 

old age: see 1.4-7 T6 8' dpyaXEOV 
... ylpas ... (3XdrrTEL 8' 6ýOaXµoüs Kai vöov 

dµýLXUAEV. 

The debate was not going to finish in the age of the lyrics: the fame of Solon's line 

was to become great later (see parallels ad 1.1, and in Tosi 1991,175, n. 385), but the 

opposite opinion on the wisdom of old age surfaces no less often: cf. e. g. Hdt. 3.134.3-4. 
aÜýO[I£Vlil yap Tcý cJu IaTL auva15 ovTa1 KaL aL 4pEVE3, 'Y1]pd6KOVTL sE 

6Uyy1jpdaKOUcL Kai ES Tä Trp1 yµaTa rrävTa dTraµßX6VOVTaL, Soph. Ant. 681-2 ijµiv 
[14V, El [Lh TW XpÖVW KEKXE[1l. LEOa, ÄE'YELV kpOVOÜVTCi) ' (. iV ÄE'YELS 6oKEL3 TrEpL, 

TrGF 949 TrdVT' E1I1TEWUKE TW µaKpý yrjpa KaKd, VOÜS 4p0Ü8os, Epy' äxpEia, 
4pOVTL6E3 KEVai, Eur. TGF 25.2-4 'YEPOVTES OÜ6EV Ecr iEV &XXO TrX7 V tjsÖ oc KaL 

6X114.1, ', 6VEipwv 8' EpnOµEV µL nflIa-ra' V003 8' OÜK EVEUTLV, o[6[LEaOa S' El) 

ýpovE-Lv, TGF 509 Ti 8' äXo; ýCOVý Kai GKLä yEpwv dvi p. Pl. Resp. 7.536d 

expressly quotes Solon, stating that his view was mistaken: Z6Xuwt yap oü TTELQTEOV 

Gls 'yrjpdcJKuw TLS 7TOXX& 8UPCT63 l. LavOCIVELV, CtXX' 11TTOV 7i TPEXELV, VEwV FE 

1rdvTE3 OL µEydXoL Kai of rroXXo. növoL, and Pl. Euthd. 272c will ridicule the 

yEpovTO8L8d6KaXos (cf. also Lach. 201a-c, Ar. Nub. 129-30,854-5, and 
Theophrastus' ö iiµa8fs). 

yT pdaKw ... alEL ... 
&SaaKÖILEVOS: Aesch. PV 981 iAX' EKSL6daKEL rrdvO' 

6 yrlpdaKwv Xpövos, (a possible reworking of Solon's line), Ag. 1621-2 TO yrlpac ... 
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SL6C[6KELV, Soph. OC 7-8 Xp6vos ýuvdw µaKpös 6L6thJKEL, TrGF 260.1-2 cßä TW 

yýpa (LXEL xW VOÜS O1lapTELV KdL TO JOUÄEÜELV Ü SEL, Ti-GF 664 yýpas 8L8ä6KEL 

TräVTa KdL xpövou TptI3rj (whereas when you are young TrGF *694 vEOS Tr uKas' 
rroXX& Kai. µaOEiv 6E Set KdL rroXX' dKOÜßaL KdL 8LSiGKE6OaL µaKpd), Eur. Phoen. 
528-30 of ÜTraVTa T4 yTjpa KaKCI, ... TTpÖaEaTLV' C(ÄÄ' 1flh TELp(a ExEL TL XEýaL TWV 

VEwV UOc6TEpOV, Hipp. 252 TroXX& SL8dCFKEL Il' 6 TTOXÜS 1(0TOS, Supp. 419 ö yap 
XpÖVOS µdOIIßLV dVTL TOD TdXOUS KpEloaw & &t aL, TGF 291.2-3 yV LL 8' 

d[LELVOUS EL6L T(, V 'YEpaLTEp(. wV' 6 yctp XP6VO3 8l8ay[la TTOLKLXc TaTOV, TGF 508.2 
IOUXaL S' Eyouai T(nV yEpa1TEp(OV KpdTOS, TGF 619 TO yi pas ... T(. V VE(a)TEpuwV 

cpEVGJV 6Oý6TEpOV TiEýUKE Kda aXEaTEpOV, E[MELpLa TE Ti CLTTELplas KpaTEI, 

Men. Georg. fr. 5 Sandbach ö 8E Xpövos Ti µ' Ei8EVaL troth TrAEov. 
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In contrast to the early poems written before the archonship (in elegiacs), which are more 
concerned with attacking the greed of the rich, Solon's later poems, in tetrameters 
(addressed to an unknown Phocus) and in iambs are mostly written in justification of his 

reforms, and, in the case of the tetrameters to Phocus, against the complaints of the party 
which had favoured Solon's political rise, but, after the reforms when he did not accept 
the autocracy of a tyrannis in Athens, thought that he did not go far enough to further its 

interests. 
Indeed, according to Plutarch, Sol. 14.6 Solon had the possibility of becoming a 

tyrant in Athens, and even a Delphic oracle had guaranteed him success in this attempt: 

1160 11E61IP KaT& VT a, KVjEpVTJTýpLOV Ep'YOV EÜeÜVWW 1TOXXO1 TOL 'A69vaicwv 

ETrIKOUpOL (cf. Thgn. IEG 39-40, where e OuvTrjp unambiguously refers to an autocratic 

seizure of power). 
The modern meaning of tyranny, and the best established modern views about this 

idea may lead us to believe that the apology of Solon about his refusal had too much of an 

obvious concern. First of all, in Solon's time the term did not have the connotations of 

power imposed with force through an unlawful putsch, which the term was going to have 

in Athens after the Peisistratid experience (see ad 11.2-3), and the list of the 'Seven 

Sages' included two tyrants: Periander of Corinth and Thrasibulus of Miletus. Besides, 

the idea that tyranny is something desirable, because of the wealth and the power it 

implies, appears to be by far the common opinion in the 6th century. According to Plut. 

Sol. 14.8 Solon himself, while speaking to his 4tXoL (=his supporters before the 

legislation? ), would have admitted KaXöv µEV EivaL Trly 'rupavvL6a Xwpiov, OlK EXELV 

8' ärr6pa6LV. Analogously the son of the tyrant Periander is told by the father in Hdt. 

3.53.4 that Tupavv'Ls Xpfiµa 64aXEpöv, irOXXoi 8E a1 Tfs Epa6Tai ELaL, and the 

carpenter Charon, the persona loquens of Archil. IEG 19 (quoted below ad 1.4-5) has to 

defend his critical stance against what appears to be the common positive valuation of 

tyranny -a positive valuation which occurs in a straight form in Archil. IEG 23.19-21 

V]ÜV ELXE3 aiXiii KarL [thy' E]ýýp(u) K[X]E03. KELVgSZ &Va66E Kal. T[upaV]VL71V EXE' 

rr[o]ý[Xo7L]6[L O]q[v C]i uT63 d[vOp]wrrwv EaEat (Archilochus' fragment is an 

especially interesting passage, because the invitation to seize the power as a tyrant may 
have included more or less the same reasons maintained by Solon's critics, and rejected 
by Solon in our fragment; for an attempt at identification of the two characters, cf. Strauss 

Clay 1986). 

Only the later Athenian ideology of the 5th and 4th centuries still stresses sometimes 

the inherent pleasures (cf. Soph. Ant. 1168-9 and OT 380, Eur. Alc. 286, TGF 332.7), 

but more often the dangers of autocracy, or its anomaly and variance with a legitimate 
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rule: see e. g. Pind. Pyth. 11.52f. Tc l) yap ävä rröXLV 6pi6KWV Tä µ&ßa µaKpoTEpw 
{ßüv} öX p TE0aX6Ta, µEµ40 t' aioav Tupavvl&WV, evidently very important in 
connection with Solon's own concern to be "in the middle", Eur. TGF 172 06T' EIK63 
&PXELV OÜTE xpf V ELVaL V6ROV TÜpaVVOV EL'vaL" µWpia SE KdL OEÄELV ÖS T(i)V 
611OL01) PO6XETaL KpaTELV [t6vos, TGF 605 T6 b' EcXaTOV STS TOÜTO 0aU1La6T6V 

ßpOTOLS TUpaVVLS, 0Ü)( EÜpOLS aV dOX1 JTEpov. ýIÄOUS TE TTOpOELV Kal KaTaKTaVEIV 

XPE6V, TrXEL6TOS ý63OS TTp0aEO'TL 111] 6pa6W6L TL, TGF 850 ij yäp Tupavvis 
TrdVTOOEV TOýEÜETaI 5ELVO1S EpWQLV, f S' 4UXaKTEOV TTEpL, Xen. Hier. 1.9-12,7.11, 
Isoc. Ep. 6.12; instead the life of a private citizen is commonly preferable (e. g. Eur. Ion 
625-8), and the feeling that the lot of the ordinary persons is more secure and less 

precarious than that of the one with an extraordinary power gains prevalence in Greek 
tragedy (e. g. Eur. Med. 122f. ). QUOTE CATENACCI 

As for the identity of the ex-supporters/present opponents Solon was facing after his 

reforms, according to the Aristotelic interpretation (Ath. Pol. 12.3), followed by most 

modern scholars (see above all Masaracchia 1958,342, Adkins 1972a, 12-21 or Rhodes 

ad Ath. Pol. 12.3), the KaKOL of fr. 296.9 were the poor, in whose favour Solon would 
have been supposed to pass the land-i6oµoLpia, namely the redistribution of the land of 

the EaOXoI, the noble-rich class. This reconstruction has been recently challenged. On the 

improbability of a project of distribution of the lands of the rich class in favour of the 

poor in the age of the archaic tyrannies, see Brandt 1989, Rosivach 1992. The supporters 

of Solon who had the expectation of EKaßTOS aüTwv 6)430v Evp1 oELV iroXiiv, fr. 29b. 2, 

may not be/or only be the poor class (in this case Solon's expression would certainly 

overstate their expectation: cf. Ferrara 1964,120; Rosivach 1992, and compare Bacchyl. 

1.172-4 aov 6 T' dcVEOS i[tEIpEL 1. LEydXC0V O TE [LELWV TraUpOTEpwv), but also a part 

of the nobles (the Alcmeonids, for instance) who relied on the temporary alliance of the 

poor to become more powerful (on the tyrannoi being the product of internal aristocratic 

stasis, and the expressions of the interests of a single aristocratic faction against another, 

often exploiting the support of the middle-low classes of farmers and traders, see, above 

all, Ellis-Stanton 1968, Stinton 1976, Stahl 1987,77-106, Cawkwell 1995), or a group 

of non-aristocrats (KaKOl) who had become wealthy, and wanted to get from Solon 

XOov63 TraTpI6o3 LaoµoLpirly with the aristocrats (EaOXoL) (11.8-9) in order to make 

sure of a fuller participation in political power (on the effect of Solon's political reforms 

that shifted the qualification for public office from the criteria of birth plus wealth to the 

single criterion of wealth, but the social categories were still defined in terms of 

agricultural produce, cf. Rosivach 1992,156). 

Solon, and similarly Archilochus, were two poets of the archaic age who used, 
besides elegiacs, other types of available metre, namely trochaic tetrameter, iambic 

trimeter, epodes (for Solon's composing of epodes we have the testimony of Diog. Laert. 
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1.61, West 1982,43 n. 38). However, Archilochus' and Solon's use of the tetrameters is 
different. 

Dover 1964, examines the form, contents and ethos of Archilochus' elegiacs and 
iambs, and concludes that there are no grounds for believing that Archilochus regarded 
them as different genres: in fact, Archilochus may have used the word iambos with 
reference to all forms of poetry which he composed, their common characteristic being 

not their metre or language, but the type of occasion for which they were composed, their 

social context. Similarly, Maas 1962,54f. maintains that the rhythm seems to have been 

neutral in respect of ethos in the poetry of Archilochus, the Lesbians, and later of Pindar 

and Bacchylides: a similar metre is used in poems of entirely different character and vice 
versa. 

Solon appears to cut some distinction, namely to use the elegiacs for themes with 
paraenetic-didactic (either ethical or political-programmatic) purposes, while his extant 
tetrameter verses are closely tied to his position as an individual looking back on the past. 
The similarities in the subject-matter of the three fragments addressed to Phocus seem to 
indicate that they belonged to the same poem or the same kind of poetry, and their tone is 
different from that of the elegiacs. Scholars have already noticed that the self-referential 

quality of Solon's narration with the predominance of first person singular verbs in past 
tenses (features also found in the long trimeter poem) focuses on Solon's past actions (as 

was stressed for instance by Havelock 1978,252) and, consequently, on his own present 
isolation inside Athens. I would add the almost absolute absence of Homeric references, 

epithets and words, together with the frequent use for the first time of new words 
(ßaOücpwv, iaoµoLpia, and ßovXrjEis, being an absolute hapaa) or, at any rate, of 

expressions that are known to us only from Athenian comedy (d(JK69 ... 8E6dpOat, 
EuuLTETpiýOaL): it would be too mechanical to suppose that this un-Homeric tone is 

simply due to the unsuitability of Homeric phrases to the different metre. Indeed, all these 
features may be clues to a less high and official level for Solon's tetrameters than the 

public - political or ethical - programs sung in the elegiacs. 
I do not think that Solon used the tetrameters for a 'serious' political self-propaganda 

(West 1974,32), as he had used the elegiacs. In the tetrameters as well as in the long 

trimeter poem regarding his legislation he does not convey precise programmatic 
information as he would have had if to substantiate any kind of political self-support 
(Tsagarakis 1977,51). Solon's almost complete isolation may imply a new critical and 
detached attitude. Even though our knowledge of his work is one-sided, the fragments to 
Phocus show that Solon by displaying traditional terms of praise and blame, and other 
devices common in blame poetry, such as playing with the persona loquens (on which 

see already Anhalt 1993,105) aims at ridiculing his critics, more than at self-justifying or 

self-defending. 
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As a matter of fact (lastly noticed by Stoessl 1987,122) Solon is the first, known to 

us, who imported the trochaic and the iambic metre in Athens from the Ionia of 
Archilochus. In my opinion, Solon may have anticipated the trend of fifth century drama 

to exploit the ethos of the different metres to convey different connotations. Aristotle in 
his Poet. 1449a21,1459b37, Rh. 1408b36 (and later on, Dion. Hal. Comp. 17.5) called 
the tetrameter the most satiric and suitable metre for dance, the 'lowest' one even in 

comparison with the iambic trimeter which was more suited to speech (1448b31, 

1459a12); on the other side, hexameter, the most solemn and less colloquial metre, was 
the most elevated (1459b31-60a1). Solon would be intending to invert the hostility of his 

old supporters no less than of his old enemies into his own self-praise by discrediting his 

old supporters-new opponents and by revealing their corruptness (Will 1958,303, Anhalt 

1993,105). Solon's use of the tetrameters could be explained in these terms. Tetrameters 

should be ideal for his satiric attack, in a symposiastic context, against his opponents, as 
distinguished from elegiacs, reserved for the highest didactic-political themes (it is well 
known that the ancients, till late antiquity, appear not to have a clearly-cut distinction 

between hexametric and elegiac poetry, both being defined as ETrrl); also the references to 
food in the iambic frr. 32-4 may indicate another similar but even more disengaged trend. 

West usefully hinted at possible echoes of Solon's words from the tetrametra in 

several passages of Plutarch's Solon, but I think that in most cases the thoughts and 

phrasing more probably are Plutarch's reconstructions: for the prudence that is required in 

this case, see Martina 1972, on the attempt by den Boer 1966 to extract a Solonian 

fragment from Plutarch, Sol. 14.8. However, I am inclined to believe that at least Sol. 

15.1=test. 59 G. -P. =fr. 33a W.: ßuyXEas ärravTCL Taßi Kai Tapd cCt TrlV TT6XUv 
doOEVEuTepoc yE lTaL - vel yEvw iaL - Tov KaTa6TI vat iTdXuv may allow us to 

think of the structure of a verse; furthermore, the content would fit Solon's trend to use 

medical language for describing the conditions of the state as a sick body: cf. ad 3.17. 

29G. -P. 2(33 W. 2) 

1-2. yfj ... naTpLSos: a formulaic phrase which frequently occurs in Homer and 
Hesiod, but always in the different word order -rrarpiS yaia (or TrciTpLSos ati ), with 

the only exception of the anastrophe yairls emo rraTpf6o3 (Il. 13.696,15.335, Od. 

10.49). The use is furthered by Ap. Rhod. who has XLTroüaa ärro TraTpiöa yaiav 
3.1136, but yaiqs dire TraTpL6os 1.535, and the only parallels for the word order yaia 

rraTpis come from later language: Eur. Supp. 1037 Ec yf v rraTpi6a, HF 620 yis 

sra-rpi8o3 (also Alc. 169 Ev yj naTp(; )a, El. 1315, IT 1066 etc. ). Solon resumes the 

distinct word order of the epic tradition, but in doing so he manages to juxtapose the two 
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words emphatically to Tupavvis and express the two ideas that are polar opposites for 
him: (public interests of) fatherland and (private interests of a party, satisfied by) tyranny. 

However, besides the patriotic feelings (for which cf. also fr. 4), Solon had a strong 
concern for the pragmatic 'economical' values of yý (TraTpis), which for him is 

equivalent to life itself since it can provide the means of living - the land is called twice 

iiupo46poc by Solon, and see Hes. Op. 31f. 

The relationship between acceptance of tyranny and saving the land is explained in 

29b. 7-9 (for the formal similarity connecting the two passages, see ad loc. ). 

2-3. Tupavvi6os: the term Tupavvis is first found in Archil. IEG 19 (in whose age 
the word Tüpavvos was thought to have been first introduced into Greece: cf. Hippias 
Eleus VS 86B9), Tüpavvos in Semon. IEG 7.69, Ale. PLF 348, Tupavvirl in Archil. 

IEG 23.20, and Xenoph. 3.2. A later tradition considered Gyges (mentioned in Archil. 

IEG 19 cit. ) to be the first tyrannos (from Euph. 177 van Gron. to Etym. Magn. 771.54 
G. ), and Tupavvil certainly denotes an eastern monarch in Xenoph. 3.2 cit. At any rate, 

at least Alcaeus' passage, concerned with Pittacus' seizure of power, proves that as early 

as the beginning of the 6th century, the term was exploited in Greece also for some kind 

of supreme rulers inside the city-states (of the kind described by Archil. IEG 115; cf. 
Gallavotti 1949). Besides, other passages both in Herodotus and in the tragedians of the 
5th century show that the terms tyrannos and basileus were almost interchangeable, and 

with no sure derogatory implication for tyrannos (as is particularly stressed by Hegy 

1965, and Parker 1998). Only in 5th century Athens, presumably in the early years of the 

century, when ostracism was introduced, tyranny ceased to be a feasible constitutional 

option, and the term more and more became a metaphor for the political abuse of the bad 

autocrat as opposed to the good basileus (see for instance Xen. Mem. 4.6.12) - in 

Aristotle (Pol. 1285a) we even see an attempt at distinguishing between the Greek 

tyranny of Pittacus, being lawful, temporary, and elective, and the barbarian tyrannies of 
the Asiatic despotism (cf. Romer 1982; more broadly Lanza 1977). 

-rupavvCSos Kai ß(as d[LELXC ou: Solon's passages (here and in 29b. 7) are 
the first to connect tyrannis with Pia, but we cannot be at all sure whether any derogatory 

connotation affected Solon's use of the term, or not. More probably Solon refused to 

enter this office not because he believed it to be itself a form of rule intrinsically abusive 

and violent (in that case Tupavvic and ß(a would be something like an endiadys - this 
interpretation is most common yet anachronistic) - but because his being the tyrannos of 

one of the two political sides would have provoked his own use of ßia as well as the ß(a 

of the side he would have favoured against the other (cf. Andrewes 1982,390f., 

Raaflaub 1993,73, Salmon 1997,68f., who also adds as a reason the specific Athenian 

experience of Cylon's attempt and its aftermath). 
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3. ov KaOr)ýdµrv iudvas Kai KaTaLaXüvas KXEOS: In Homer Ka8dTrTOI. laL is 

used of the effort made to engage someone in speech for an important reason- cf. H. 

1.582,15.127, Od. 2.240,3.345,10.70, and see Kirk ad Il. 1.582. Here for the first 

time with the meaning 'lay hold of, as also later with reference to material objects. In my 

opinion Solon focuses on the tyranny as an object in order to stress that the physical 

contact with it provokes miasma. 

µLdvas Kat KaTaLcFXiivaS KXEoS: The usual association of KaTainXüvw with 

yEvos from Homer (e. g. Od. 24.508) to Aristophanes (Av. 1451) was a fundamental 

aristocratic belief (see also the simple aiaXüvw: R. 6.209, Tyrt. 6.9). Solon opts for a 
different phrase, replacing yEVoS with a word, KXEOS, which refers to his personal self 
(it is remarkable that the word yEvoS never appears in the extant verses of Solon in any 

connection with Solon himself). Later parallels for Solon's phrase are Eur. Hel. 845 TO 
TpwLKÖV 'yap OÜ KaTaL6xUV(i KÄ603,999-1000 Kai KXEOS TO6410Ü TraTpÖS OÜK &V 

µidvaL[L(L), Joseph, BJ 6.187.4 µßj KaTaLßXvvaL TO 6OTEpOV KÄEOS, Plut. De gen. 
582e4 oü KaTaLßXvvWV TO µEya IIv0ay6pou KXEOS, Opp. H. 2.641 ov8' rjoXuvav 

EÖV KXEOS of 8 Oc v6VTES. 
According to several scholars of our century, from Wilamowitz onwards (see lastly 

Pellizer 1981, Vox 1983b, 310, Vox 1984,73 and 76f. ), Solon believes that he has 

disgraced his KAEOS by not becoming a tyrant, but this association is not paralleled, and 

would be justifiable only if it was reflecting the thought and the criticism of the opponents 

- as, indeed, it often happens in the tetrametra to Phocus. However, this cannot be the 

case here, since the passage reflects Solon's perspective (see E4ELadµqv and Pias 

dII. ELÄ(X0U). 

I interpret the syntax in a different way: no pause has to be implied after the verb 

KaOn(I)dµrly, and no comma ought to be printed after it (as in West's edition), and the 

negative ob should be connected not only with the verb that follows it, but also with the 

participles (as is fairly possible: cf. Shorey 1911). The meaning of the lines is that by 

avoiding to seize the power Solon avoided to pollute his KX oS, and gained the universal 
favour (1.4f. ), so fulfilling his wish to irpös ändVTWV dvOpwurwv aiEi 86ýav EXELV 

dyaOrjv (fr. 1.3-4). Indeed, the verb µlaivw, whose original meaning in epic was 

material pollution (Hom. Il. 16.795-96,23.732) and evoked afterwards more or less 

clearly a stain of blood (Aesch. Ag. 209, Eui. 281, Soph. OC 1373-74, Eur. Hipp. 

317), was often accompanied by a reference to the hands that have accomplished the 
'dirty' action (e. g. Eur. El. 322, HF 1324, Or. 517,1563, IT 946,1047,1226f., 

Antiph. caed. Her. 82.3), and therefore the connection of the participle of such a verb 

with oü KaOdTrTOµal would be most probably effective: Solon would have felt the 

pollution of his reputation and the disgrace of his name if he had become tyrant, if he had 
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dared to äTrTEcOaL TupavvL8oc, and not because he did not. Cf. on this Catenacci 1996, 
183ff., who compares Solon's attitude with Theognis 894 regarding the Cypselidae and 
notes that Solon anticipates Pind. Pyth. 11.56f. where he who has refrained himself from 

the hybris of a tyrannis leading a moderate life, dies yXUKUTdTa y¬V¬ Eücývuµov 

KTEdvwv KpaTiß-rav xdpty rropu5v (also 244 n. 10 with full bibliography on the 
legislation against tyranny). 

4. ov6EV at8EÜµaL: Cairns 1993,166-67, makes two interesting points on the usage 

of the verb by Solon. The verb is used here for the first time with a conditional clause 

related to past conduct, but also with a reference to the present and future, because Solon 

confidently expects a greater glory to come exactly because of this behaviour of his and 
despite the present criticism. Such an attitude by Solon, which opposes conventional 

conceptions of the honourable and relies on his personal alternative sense, is never found 

in the characters of the Homeric epic. 

4-5. VLKýUELV SOKEW 
... 1rdvTas dvOpWTrous: For verbal similarities cf. Pl. 

Symp. 179a of TOLOÜTOL VLK4 EV äv 
... TrdVTas ävOpc6Trouc, 213e vLKCOVTa ... ITdVTac 

dvOpc6TrovS. 

The ßia of the tyrannos (1.2) against the defeated party reflects the behaviour of the 

winner in the Homeric duels, who has the life or even the body of the antagonist at his 

own complete mercy. Solon's phrase of 11.4-5 remoulds boasts of Homeric duellers 

before the fight (cf. e. g. Il. 7.192 6OKEW VLKTj6E[, LEV "EKTOpa SLov: Ajax on the 

outcome of his duel with Hector), and the switch in the meaning of the verb (here 'to 

win' ethically, 'to turn out to be superior') possibly implies some answer by Solon to the 

discontent of his ex-supporters, who would have blamed his softness towards the 

opposite, defeated but not oppressed party: in fact he did not intend to win a duel, but to 

impose the superiority of his opinion. Compare Solon's wish to conquest everyone's 

approval with the conquest of everybody's C Xoc, which was the result traditionally 

connected with the seizure of autocratic power, as reflected in Archil. IEG 23.19-21 cit. 

ad 11.2-3. 

Loraux 1988,119 hypothesised that this line would be opposing poetic-agonistic 

victories as the one of Hesiod, Op. 657 vµvq viKijaav-ra 4EpEiv TpuTro8' thT'EV-ra, but 

I do not see any hint in this direction. 

y** 

29a G. -P. 2 (33 W. 2) 

1. ßaOücpwv ov6E ßouXT ¬Ls dvrjp: ßaOi pwv first in Solon. Later, Pind. Nem. 

7.1 MoLpäv ßaOuýpövwv (cp. also Nem. 4.8 ýpEVÖS ßaOEias, Nein. 3.53 ßaAuµfiTa, 
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and Aesch. Cho. 651 ßuaaö pwv, Stipp. 407 6¬I TOL ßaOEiaS ýpovTi6o3, with Friis 
Johansen and Whittle ad loc). Treu 1955,114 remarked that the Homeric rroXücpwv is 
here changed to an epithet that shows the depth in space of the human soul, and Snell 
1955,37 observed that Solon's expression anticipates the ideas of Heraclitus about the 
'depth' of the human mind. 

POUX71ELs: hapax. 

2. EaRd: For Eo9Xd 'good things, gifts', cf. e. g. Hes. Op. 116,119, Hom. Hymn 

Dem. 225 OEOi. 8E TOL EaOX& TröpoLEv, Thgn. IEG 4. Here the reference is to the 

tyranny itself, according to Fränkel 1960,67 and n. 3 who quotes Hdt. 3.53.4 µiß 8w3 T 

GE()uTOÜ äyaO& &XXOLYL (scil. the tyrannis which Periander possessed). On the thought 

that to accept the smaller share when the situation allows a position of force is "unmanly" 

or "mean": Eur. Phoen. 504-10 and 524-5, Pl. Grg. 483a-c and Resp. 344a-c can be 

added. 
9EOV 6L80VTOs: Hom. Od. 1.390 OL6g -YE 8L86VTO3. A18CO[IL is commonly used 

of the lot appointed by the gods for man, e. g.: Sol. 1.69 66S ... 
&8w0L, Aesch. Pers. 

294, Sept. 719, Eum. 392-3, Soph. Phil. 1316-7, Eur. Hipp. 1434 OE(; V 8L86PTwv. 
I would not rule out that the expression implies also a reference to the Delphic oracle 

quoted by Plutarch, promising Solon success in gaining supreme power over the parties 
(cf. Introd. ). The acceptance of the gift by Solon would have created a bond of 

obligation, since reciprocity lies in the ethos of the gift-giving and receiving, and Solon 

would not have been able to repay such a gift. Besides, the unwise acceptance of it would 
have been the prime factor for his destruction: cf. Hes. Op. 83-9 about Epimetheus' 

unwise acceptance of Pandora as a gift from the gods, though Prometheus had warned 
him uj TTOTE & pov 8 aaOac Trap Ziivös 'OXupiriou, dAX' drrolrE[MELV, but 

Epimetheus SEecu/1EVOS', 6TE 6 KQKÖV ELX', Ev61jaEv; see also Pl. Resp. 619b-c where 

tyranny appeals to the one who makes his choice of life mo' ähpoaüvrlc TE KaL 
XaLµapyias). 

3. rrepLßaXchv S' äypav: Hdt. 1.141.2 XaßE2v d[t iiPX lßTpov Kai TrEpLßaXEiv TE 
TrX1 005 TroXX6V TWV LXAÜGIV Kai. EýELpJ6aL, and later Arr. Ind. 29.11.6 TOVTOLS (scil. 

the fish) TrEpLßdXXovTES Tä B&KTUa aipEOUßL. A description that illustrates the technical 

procedure of the kind of fishing alluded to by Solon is in Philo, De agric. 24.1 Ka6thrEp 

yap OL 6XLEU6IIEVOL F)LKTUa KaOL&MV EUTLV 6TE I1ýKLUTa TTOXXI1V EV KÜKXq 

7TEplßaAA6116VOL OäXaTTaV, 'LV' WS TrXELQTOUS EVTÖS X114eEVTas dpKU6)V OLa 

TELX7iPELS 'YEyov6TaS iX06as GUXXd1WYL. 

dyaa6E(s: Cf. Hsch. a 345 L. dyaaOEic" OauµaoOEkk. Instead of dyaGOELS 

codd. Lobeck ad Soph. Aj. 309 and Ziegler (addenda et corrigenda in his edition of Plut. 
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Vit. 4.2, p. 9) proposed daaBEis (- dTUXOE[s Reiske). But for äyaµ. al absolutunz, cf. 
Hom. Od. 18.71 vtFEpýLdXW äyäaavTO. As for the meaning in Homer the verb always 
implies a 'shock' in front of something that exceeds the boundaries of the normal or usual 
(cf. LfgrE s. v., B), and specifically in the Odyssey, the use of the verb connects 

admiration and fear (see ad 18.71: the suitors in front of a bold speech of Iros) or fear and 

respect: in front of his extraordinary catch Solon does not know how to deal with it, as 

well as Odysseus in front of Nausicaa (6.168-9): 63 aE, yüvaL, äyaµai TE TEeT]Trä TE 
8Ei8Ld T' aiv6i yoüvwv äIaßOCK* XaXErrov 86 R TrEVAos LKdVEL. 

3-4. oüK Eirda-rracev ... L ya S(KTUOV: The closest parallel is Theoc. 1.40 i ya 
8(KTVOV ... 

EaicEt where the old fisherman gets tired by the effort he makes to drag a 

µ. Eya net. It is possible that this very idea of weight is aimed at Solon by his opponents: 
the net and its catch were too much for him and thus he fails to 'net' the catch. 'Eni6Trdw 
is new in the meaning of 'dragging the nets'. In this context we find more commonly 

verbs as äva6rrdw (which Xylander proposed for Solon's text), the simple 6Träw (cf. 

schol. in Ar. Vesp. 175 cam' OüK EcTraaEV" Trapä Týv Trapoiµiav Eipr1KE TO 01K 
EaTTa6EV th)T'1 TOD OÜK ETFETUXEV 

... 
CiyKL6TPOV 1IETCl axO[VOV Kal J1] 

ETFLTU'YXUVÖVTWV LxOÜos TLV69) or EXKW. However, ETiEaTTaoEV is given in SC and A 

(supra scriptuin), and should be kept, both as a lectio dicilior, and above all as an 

adaptation of the technical term to fit better Solon's context: Solon would have had, in his 

critics' word, to pull the net not ävä "upwards" (the obvious gesture for a fisherman), but 

ETri "towards", namely "in favour" of his own profit (and of the profit of his supporters). 
As noted by Silk 1974,192 'the rhythmic stretching-over and pulling-back on SLKTVOV 

mimes the hauling in of the net'. 

There are other passages from Greek Literature where tyrannis is likened to a net and 
the tyrant to a fisherman, closest in time to Solon is Hdt. 1.62, cf. Catenacci 1996,201f., 

and Vox 1984,97 who correctly believes that this fishing metaphor for tyrannis was a 

well established item of the ancient political jargon. On the links between the ideas of 
freedom and democracy with fish in classical Athens, see lastly Davidson 1997, esp. 
278-308. 

4. d LapT1j: Cf. Hsch. a 3456 L. äµap rf " öµoü. For the form of this Homeric adverb, 
äµapTý was soleley supported by Aristachus (see Schol. b2 Il. 5.656,1189.20 E. 6iv 

'ApißTapxos T6 äpapTfi xcvpis Toi L ypdcEi Kai, öýüvei), but it has to be considered 

an archaic trait in comparison with äpaprrl or 6µapT1j of the Hom. MSS, which were 
favoured by several other ancient grammarians: cf. Wackernagel 1922=1955,132 n. 1. 

4 pevwv dtnoa4 aXEis: Aesch. PV 472 dnoac aXd ýpev6 v. The verb is always 
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absolute before Solon, but its use in connection with the genitive will become common in 

ionico-attic: cf. Hdt. 6.5.1, Aesch. Pers. 392, Pl. Leg. 950b etc. 

5-6.1ý8EXOV ydp KEV KpaTljßas .... TrXOÜTOV ... 
XapcSv 

... TupavvEÜaas: 
The MSS have 11'6EXE(v): the imperfect with KEV constitutes an hypothetical period where 

the first part is implied from the preceding verses. I think that both readings can keep the 

irony of the text and give the same result - the opponents get discredited in either way; 
however there is a difference: with r'j6EXE(v), the speech of the opponents ends at I. 4 

(Solon would appropriate the feelings of his critics and the ironic sense of the lines would 

run like this 'if he had not lost his nerve and common sense he would have been willing 

to become tyrannos even for one day and to be flayed to make a wineskin afterwards'); 

with TJOEAov the end is at 1.7; the context of Plutarch strongly suggests the second 

(TaOTa 
... 

XEyovTac). Another strong argument in favour of r'j9EXov is yap, which links 

11.5-7 very closely to the preceding sentence. That makes it very unlikely that the 

"quotation" ended with 1.4. 

The verb TupavvE1 W is first used here and in Alc. PLF 75.13 (see 0' Neil 1986). 

The linking of wealth and tyranny is traditional, both in Solon's critical-derogatory 

perspective and in a positive view: something like this last topos that regards autocratic 

power and supreme wealth as desirable goods (cf. the passages in the Introd. ) is rejected 
here by Solon's connection of one day's tyranny with painful death and extinction of 

one's family - it is as if 11.5-6 were 'quoting' the words and the 'topic' perspective 

expressed by the ex-supporters of Solon; 1.7 would provide Solon's real thought and 

answer to them. 
The negative view on the tyrant's life (and wealth) is first attested by Archil. IEG 19 

OÜ lLOL Ta N 'YEW TOD TTOXUXpl160U ii X¬L, of 6' ELX TTW lIE CiiXOS, oÜ8' äyaioµal ... 

µEydXflS 5' 0ÜK EpEW TUpaVVL6OS KTX. 

A parallel formally very close to Solon is the adesp. epigram Anth. Pal. 11.3, where 
the supposedly positive wish for the wealth and power of a tyrant is later changed to a 
denial of the idea of becoming a tyrant: "HAEXov äv TrXoUTEiv, ws nXoüßlos rlv TTOTE 

KpOLUOs, Kai ßaaiX¬i ELI/al Tiffs j1E'YdXTls 'Ao-1Tjg- dXX' OTaV Eji1XEýW NLKävopa 

TÖV 6opOTrflyY v KaL 'yVW, TTp63 TL TTOLEL TaDTa T& yXW6a6KOl. Ia, CIKTýV TTOU näaaas 
KaL Talc KOT1)XaLc UT o pEýac TT1V 'AaLrly TTWXCI 7Tp6c µüpa Ka. 6TEýdVOU3. 

Cataudella 1928,252 thinks that this epigram reproduces the tone and the expression of 

Archil. 19W., but in my opinion it is much more evidently connected with that of Solon, 

where the seeming wish for tyranny is, subsequently, pointedly refused and can be a 

precious testimony of the diffusion of Solon's poetry in a sympotic context even in late 

antiquity (cf. also Maced. Anth. Pal. 11.58 "HOEXov oi XpuaöV TE Kai äcTEa µvpia 

yairls 06 8', 8cm Tä3 Oi 3ac EITFEV "OlllIpOS EXELV, KTX. ). 
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For the accumulation of participles, which creates a powerful stylistic effect in the 
argumentation of the enemies, and seemingly reverses the values of 29.3 for a while (cf. 

above), see Sol. 1.44-6,30.8-15, Hom. Il. 22.68, Tyrt. 7.21-6; Römisch 1933,47f., 
Weber 1955,41f., Fränkel 1955,75f. 

6. µoüvov 1flL pav p. Lav: the Pythagorean philosophers were thought to be 

favourable of the idea of being "tyrant even for one day" rather than living a long subdued 
life in Iambi. VP 260.6 Tupavvidoc 6pEyE60al TrapaKaXoüvTaS Kp¬LTTOV ELVai 
ýd6KELV yEVEaBaL p. iav r`I t pav TaDpov ij TrdPTa T6v aiciva ßoüv (but the topos - in 

this form ?- will be one of the traditional charges against the Pythagorean view of life, 

for which see e. g. Arist. frr. 190-205 Rose3=155-77 Gigon. As a fact, the political 

concerns of Pythagoras and of the Pythagoreans in Croton were certainly often 
interpreted as aiming to seize a tyranny: cf. Theopomp. FGrH 115F73 and Posidon. fr. 

253.113f. Kidd ap. Ath. 5.213e, Diog. Laert. 8.46 (also 8.39), App. Mitte. 28; see 
Burkert 1972,118f. Regarding the topos of asking the fate for one single day more, cf. 
Lucian Catapl. 8.11 oü rroXüv Xpovov, c7i Moipa, aLT(" µiav tE Eaaov µ. E PaL TTjVSE 
it pav, 6XpL 6V TL ETrLUKt( Ü) Tli yuVaLKL 1TEpl. TCOV XPIIIIdTWV KTX. 

7. dßK6 vaTEpov 5E6dp8aL: Cf. Diogenian. 1.84=Paroemiogr. 2.14.1f. ä66V 
SaLpELs' ETTL T(ýV 6VO1ITLUS ack68pa TL 1TOLOÜVT(0V' TI ETTL T6iV UTTEpßOXLKCJS 

aiKL(Oll MV TLVd3. It is not possible to ascertain whether the proverb with this meaning 
derived from this passage of Solon or pre-existed, but its old proverbial aura is confirmed 
by its history as a common jest in classical Athens: Ar. Nub. 442 5LyciV dGKÖV 6EipELV, 

Eq. 370 8Ep, ) QE 06XaKOV KXO1Tf s, Pl. Euthd. 285cd E'TOLýt63 Ei II 1TapExELV E JIUVTÖV 

TOILS ýEVOLS, Kal. ECV fo 1XwVTaL SEpELV ETL µäXXov f VUV 6Ep0UaIV, EL JIOL ij 80pä 

11' Els ckJKÖV TEXEUT1 CFEL, CJcTTEP Tl TOD MapaÜOU, dXÄ' Etc dpETýV. I do not rule out 

that the passage could imply a hint at a specific kind of punishment envisaged by Solon 

for himself: see Hdt. 7.26.3 6 TOD ELArlvoü Mapcn ¬w äaK63 (being the punishment of 
Marsyas), and especially Alc. PLF 296a8 µLdWv] K' 6ýLOs 'AVTLÄEOVT[OS 88] T13 
änu6EpOrly (with Maas' integrations); for this passage of Alcaeus, see Maas 1956,200; 

for its connection with Solon, Lloyd-Jones 1975=1990,55. 

Kd1TLTETpIý9aL yE vos: The phrase alludes to ancient laws, which for several 

crimes condemned the guilty person as well as his family (see e. g. IG 11.1296.6-8 

E; 6XT1 ELVaL KaL aÖTÖV Kal 'YEVOS KaL O'KTlaLV TýV EKELVOU, Andoc. Myst. 98, 

Antiph. caed. Her. 11, Aeschin. In Ctes. 111). See above all, Isoc. Phil. 108 EüpoLµEv 
äv oü µövov auTOÜs 8LEýOapµývous cßä KaL Tb 'YEVOS abTwV Eý dVOpcirrwv 

fjc avto iEvoV, which may imply a belief in something like a prosecution of the tyrants' 

families. At any rate, we have a certain testimony (Arist. Ath. Pol. 16.10) about a law 
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applying the ä iiiia for both the individual who would have attempted to become tyrant 
and his family -a number of scholars ascribed this law to Solon himself. F37a 
Ruschenbusch. See for the whole matter Bourriot 1976,2,309-326. 

'ETrITpi(3W is another Aristophanic word, that reinforces the mocking tone of the 
line; also the perfect tense of 6E8dpOaL and ETnTETpiýOaL, which describes an eternal and 
absolute state (cf. Linforth 1919, ad loc. ), makes more paradoxical the readiness of the 
speaker to die in such a way after a single day of tyranny. 

ýýý 

29b G. -P. 2 (34W. 2) 

1. OL' S' E4' dpiTay1 cnv rjXOov" EXlTLS' KTX.: oi 8E most probably should have 
introduced the intention of the ex-supporters of Solon as opposed to the (previously 

expressed) pacific plans of Solon himself, as we see in 11.4 and 6f. 

The closest parallel is Eur. HF 588-91 TroXXoi)S TrtVrlTas, 6Xßlou3 8E Tci Xöyw 
SoKOÜVTas E'LVaL QU[t[Ldxov3 ävaý EXEL, dL aTdaLV EBfKaV Ka. 6LWXEaav u XtV E0' 

dprrayaian Twv -rrEXas> a passage that appears to have had Solon as its model, as it 

describes an autocratic power supported by "poor" in a situation where some nobles 
became poor, and may be read as the one described in fr. 6.1 (though the meaning of the 

fragment may have been different, cf. ad loc. ). See also Pl. Resp. 344a, according to 

whom EQTLV ÖE TODTO TUpaVVLS, ioi KaT& CF[tLKpöv TdXX6Tpla Kai XdOpa Kal ßiCt 

ä4aLpEI, TaL, Kai LEpä KaL öß'La KaL l8La Kai 6Tlµö6La, cIXX6 ouXXý36r1v. 

Modern scholars usually compare this line of Solon with fr. 3.13, but it is not sure 
that our line refers to the same rapacious people. However E4' äprrayrl of 3.13-E4' 
6prrayrl6LV certainly points to this direction. In fr. 3.13 Solon was speaking of the 

arrogant and rapacious behaviour of the aristocratic faction(s); is he here alluding to the 
(aristocratic ?) faction from which he had gained some support, but which after the 
legislation had showed its real intentions? In this case the verbal allusion would imply 

Solon's bitter awareness that his ex-supporters were no less lacking in interest for the 

good of the state than the other aristocratic factions which he had been blaming in fr. 3. If 

so, the ex-supporters who were in favour of Solon's tyranny appear to share the features 

of selfish greed and indifference for the good of the people, which were sometimes 
referred by Homer and Hesiod to the king (for the 8rlµop6po3 ßaaLXEÜc see R. 1.231, 

and Hes. Op. 260-4), and later ascribed to the tyramios at least by Alc. PLF 70 (see 

Fileni 1983). 

It is difficult to decide between the two possible interpretations of the beginning 

monosyllable: demonstrative, of 6' (Richards 1893,212, and West), or relative, ei 
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S'=TOUTOL öi (Gentili-Prato), but I think that the first is preferable, since it creates an 

asyndeton explicntivum. 
There are good reasons to doubt about the reading Eý' dprrayaiaLVXOov. Indeed, 

the ending -6L6L is never consistently or surely attested by the Homeric MSS, apart from 

Hom. Hyinn Dem. 368 OußiaLaL, where it may be considered an aeolic feature: cf. 
Richardson ad loc., Ruijgh 1957,15-7; Wathelet 1970,243-50, Bowie 1981,114-5. In 

the Attic poetry of the 5th century, the ending is common in passages of choral lyric, but 

it cannot be considered an Atticism, because the Attic common endings are ctßl(v), 

T1aL(V), or sometimes cUYL(v), r16L(v), while -äLaL never appears in the inscriptions until 
the end of the century, though it became later a frequent poetical trait (cf. Threatte 1996, 

2,98-100). I do not find plausible the presence of this single (homerizing) aeolism in the 
language of Solon, in front of -r16L in frr. 1.37,3.5 and 10, and I think that an original 
äprrayijaly (so West) was later banalized in äpTrayaißly (lastly accepted by Gentili- 

Prato). I still have some doubt about the presence of this very dative, because both E4' 

äp-rraydc is idiomatic (see e. g. Dindorf, Stephanus, TLG s. v. ), and ETri+accus. would 
better fit the movement verb EpXEßOal, and the emendation of Eý' aprrayais i Mov in 

äpTrayfi auvfiMov, proposed by Richards 1893 cit. and independently by Ziegler 

1928,507 does not clear up my doubt. If a more radical intervention than West's is 

needed, in my opinion that ought to be Eý' äpTrayäs ouviixeov (cp. fr. 30.1-2 

ývvrjyayov 8ilµov). 

3. Thought of Solon's ex-supporters, who had interpreted Solon's sweetness as a 
deceptive tool of the bad ruler who at the end was going to impose his (and his partisans') 

TpaXlTr1s, as really does the aii nXos ävrjp in Solon 15.7, whose yX666a and ETrrl 

diverge from his real practice-aims (T6 yLyvöREVOV): cf. the note ad loc. The opponents 

were stupid (see 1.4), because they had not understood that Solon's aim as a lawgiver 

was to impersonate the role of ecntomia of fr. 3.31f., that is to say, permanently TpaXEa 
XELaiVELV (3.34). 

KCJT(XXOVTa XELWS: KwTiRXw, a non-Homeric word, is first attested in Hes. Op. 

373-4 µq8E yvvý aE V6OV 1TV'YOGT6Xog E a1TaTdTW aiµüaa KWTIXXOU6a, where the 

verb has already the derogatory meaning of chattering with insincere pleasantry that 

appears in Solon and in Thgn. IEG 363 EU KciTLXXE T6V ExOp6v, 851 6TÖV ETaLpOV 

µaXOaK& KWTIXXWv EýarraTdv EeEXEL - the verb can also simply mean chattering, as 

first in Phoc. 14.2 r18Ea KWTI OVTa KaO1 1EVOV oivolroTdCELV, and in Thgn. IEG 488, 

816; see later GVI 1512.1 (first half of 2 cent. B. C. ) aiµ'Xa KwTIXXOUaa TEOVc 

'YEVETUS CtTLTdXX¬S. 

EKýaVEI. V vdov: Thgn. IEG 967 EK«aLvEL ij80S. 
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4. XaÜVa ... 
EýpdoaVTo: the adjective is not attested before Solon, and Alc. PLF 

359 EK 8E rraii6wv xaüvu 1s (xaüvoLc cod. A) ýpthas. Its later frequent occurrences in 
Attic writers allow us to suppose that it became a colloquialism. Cf. Sol. 15.6 ot raaiv 
8' vµiv Xavvos EVE6TL voos and note there. 

5. Xoý6v O6aXµois öpcýi6L: Xoýös is another non-Homeric word which became 

common for angry or hostile glances, as a synonym of the Homeric iTr65pa i8wv: 

besides the isolated phrasing of Tyrt. 8.2 ovTrw ZEÜs avxEva Xoi; öv EXEL and Thgn. 
IEG 535f. BouXEirI KEýaXr ... KanXEVa Xoýöv EXEL (that may mean a less markedly 
hostile glance: cf. Prato ad loc), see Anac. PMG 417.2 Xoý6v öµµa6L ßXErroußa, 

[Theoc. ] Id. 20.13 61111C M Xoýä ßXE1rolaa, Callim. Aet. fr. 1.37-8 Z8ov öeµaLT-IL 
... 

µi1 Xoýw, and Hec. fr. 72 Hollis ý 8E rrEXL8vwO¬iaa Kai öµµa6l Xoý6v vrro6pdý 

6a6oµ. Evr1, Ap. Rhod. 2.664-5 öµµaTa 8E ß41v Xoýä TrapaGTpw(WvTaL and 4.475-6 
Xoýw t8EV oiov EpEýav öµµaTL 

... 
Epyov 'Eplvüs, Damag. Anth. Plan. 95.3-4 6'µµa 

ßaXövTEs Xoý6v, Antip. Thess. Anth. Pal. 7.531.6 6EpKo va Xoýais ... K6pal3, adesp. 
Anth. Pal. 7.546.4=FGE 1255 Xoýois öµµaaL etc.: see the rich collection of late 

instances by Massimilla on Callim. Aet. fr. 1.38 (with the additions by Magnelli 1997, 

451). 

For the pleonasm 64 OaXµois 6pw6L, besides [Theoc. ] 20.13 quoted, cf. Sol. 31.2- 

3, Hom. Il. 3.28,169, Bacchyl. 19.19, Aesch. Pers. 81, Supp. 716, Euni. 34, PV 679 

etc. 
TTdVTES W6TE SrjLov: For the use of ws TE, ws Ei TE in Homer and elsewhere in 

lyric poets, see Denniston, Greek Part. 522. Vox 1984,150-1 contrasts Solon's status 
here to Odysseus' who in the Od. 10.38-9 is Träßl ýIXos 

... 
ävOpuirrots. 

6. Etira: a statement of political coherence, which, in my opinion, 1.3 (see ad loc. ) 

intended to strengthen. 

ov XpEaiv: an absolute accusative, adverbial and parenthetical, as e. g. in Thuc. 

3.40.4 ü iei s äv oü XpE(Wv dpxoLTE. As Vox 1984,149 well remarks, Solon is here 

opposing -as being not compulsory- the principle of personal friendship and political 
partnership with someone as being quite exclusive and involving the enmity against the 

enemies of this someone (for which see Introd. to fr. 9). He is also opposing the general 

code of reciprocating one's enemies (as well as one's friends, see fr. 1.5). 

ßüv OEOtßßv: it will become a stereotyped expression in order to avoid human 

hybris and, consequently, divine punishment for boasting of one's success (e. g. Pind. 

1sthm. 4.4, Aesch. Ag. 961f., Eur. Med. 915, Tro. 867, Ar. Raga. 1199), but here the 

phrase still opposes the 'declared' plans whose coherence with the willingness of the 

gods had been a strong point of Solon's self-presentation in his programmatic poems (see 
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Introd. to fr. 3) and the "other" possible results which were not 'declared' in the 

programmatic poems and were not enjoying divine favour. A strikingly close parallel for 

the opposition divinely supported (useful)/[id l (harmful) is Hes. Theog. 871-2 of yE 

1 1l) EK OeÖ iv yEVEi V, OvrITOLS µ6y' O'VELap. al b' 6XXaL [. i. ý aüpaL EITLTTVELOUGL 

OdXaßaav" ... Triµa [LEya OviyroI L, where the winds created by the gods are opposed to 
"the other" unruly-occasional winds, which do a lot of damages to men. 

7-8.01)8E [LOL TUpaVVL6os dv8CIVEL ß(q: Archil. IEG 19.3 
... OÜK EPEW 

Tupavvi8os, Pind. Pyth. 11.52-3 µ6µwµ' aTaav Tupavv18wv. Richards 1891,178 

emends to ijvSavEV in accordance with EEp8ov which is correct from a syntactic point of 

view. However, as Masaracchia 1958,344 notes, the present form äv5dVEL would 

emphasise the permanent character of Solon's rejection of tyranny. 

Note the ring composition of the opposition between the ideas of tyranny/ß[a and of 
fatherland that connects these line to 29a. 

7. µd. TTIv: another non-Homeric or Hesiodic word (for the Homeric-Hesiodic 11ä4, 

a1 Tc c), first attested in Hom. Hymn Dein. 308. Cf. Thgn. IEG 523. 

8. PL'q TL [PEC]ELV: 'Cleobulina' IEG 2.2 ßia i6eaL. 

8-9. TrLELpas XOovdS: the phrase is not found before [Orph. ] Lith. 702 Kai X86va 

lTiELpav, lTdv-rwv Tpo46v KTX., but cf. the Homeric TriEtpa dpovpa and TriovEs äypoi. 

Notice the enjambment with TraTpi6o3 which can be found in fr. 29.1-2 (see ad loc)., 

Earth was always a propagandistic reference-point dear to a prospective tyrant, see the 
instances gathered by Catenacci 1996,227 n. 158. 

9. icaKOZCFL' EQOXoiS: On the identity of the two factions of the EGOXoi and of the 

KaKol, see Introd. 
Cvoµ. oLp(av: new, but see Hom. H. 15.209 iaöµopov. The term appears again in 

Emp. VS 31A72 and in the Pythagorean philosophy (cf. Diog. Laert. 8.26), as well as in 

philosophers and medical writers: cf. e. g. Arist. [Mund. ] 396b35 and Gal. temper. 

1.527.2 564.4 and 573.9, alim. facuit. 698.10. On Alcmaeon's analogous idea of 
ißovoµia between the opposite elements as necessary for the health of the body, see ad 
3.17; on the difference between Solon's euno»nia and the ideal of isonomia, see ad 3.32- 

9. On the fortune of the political and medical-philosophical idea of ißovoµia and 
ißoµoLpia, cf. Mau-Schmidt 1964, and Triebel-Schubert 1984. 
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The invocation to Zeus was a common theme of the archaic upooiµLa, from Terpander 

(PMG 698 ZED TrdvTwv dpXd, TrdvT(j)v äy1 TWp, ZED ßoi TrE[11rw TaüTav vµvwv 

dpxdv) to Alcman (PMG 29 Eywv 6' dEiaoµaL EK Olös dpXoµ. Eva) to Pindar (Nein. 

2.1-3 Ö0EV TrEp Ka'1 'O[ r p(6al PaTTTc V ETTEWV T& 1T6XX' dOL601 dpXOVTaL, AL63 EK 

rrpooLµ. iou, Kal 86' dvýp, KTX., Neill. 5.25f. al ÜE (=the Muses) 7rp6TL(JTOV 1thv 
üµvrlaav ALÖs dpxöµEVaL 

... 
OETLV, KTX. ). In the proem of the Works and Days, the 

poet begins the poem by inviting the Muses to celebrate their father Zeus (11.1-2), and 

thereafter the Muses celebrate Zeus' power in a short hymn (11.3-8), so the reference to 

the addressee and the real beginning of the work must wait until 11.9-10. In Theogony 

the song by the Muses (11.43-51) mentioned the gods born from Earth and Heaven first, 

and secondly Zeus and his superiority among the gods, while 1.48 reaffirmed as a 

general truth that the Muses sing of Zeus first and last (dpxöpEVai 0' Ü[LVEÜaL OE&Lt 

Xi youaai T' doL8rls). In an analogous way, in the 'Homeric' Hymn to Dionysus (i) a 

reference to Zeus led the author (or an interpolator) to insert a full farewell to Zeus (11.17- 

9 OL FE 6' doL601 46oi. LEV dpxöµEVOL XftOVTEs T', OÜSE TfTI E YTL GEL' E1RÄIT06[tE q) 
tEpýs µEµvrla0al doL6is), which is curiously in contrast with the pertinent farewell to 
Dionysus which immediately follows (20f. ): see Fantuzzi, Theocritus and the 
Demythologising of Poetry, forthcoming in the proceedings of the conference Matrices of 
Genre Authors, Canons, and Society (Center for Hellenic Studies, Washington 13- 

18/8/1996). 

1. EÜX6[LEaOa Ad 
... 

ßaaLXrj: For the verb, Hom. R. 7.194 EV'XEQOE OLL 

KpOVLiVL äIJaKTL, R. 7.200 Ol 8' EÜXOVTO OLL KpOVtWVL 6LVaKTL, Theb. PEG 3.3 

EÜKTO ALL ßa6LXf*1, Hes. Op. 465 EvXEcOai 8E ALL For the second hemistich, see Hes. 

Op. 69 OLL KpoviwvL ävaKTL (at the end of the hexameter). 

The epithet 13aaLXE63 is never used of Zeus in Homer either attributively or 

predicatively, and is typically Hesiodic. Besides Theog. 886 ZEÜS 8E OEwV ßaaLXEÜs 

where "the phrase resembles a formulaic title, but is not used as such; there is a strong 

predicative sense Zeus, now that he was king of the gods" (West ad loc. ), Hesiod often 

uses ßaßLXEÜ3 for the kingship in heaven (Theog. 486,897,923, Op. 668, fr. 308); on 
Zeus basileus in Homer and Hesiod, cf. Drews 1983,104-107, and further, Wackernagel 

1916,210; for the epigraphic evidence Cook 1914-40, (Index I, s. v. Zeus' Epithets). 

Other instances of the epithet together with the name of Zeus are Hom. Hyinn Dent. 358, 

Cypr. PEG 9.3, Theb. PEG 3.3 cit., Alc. PLF 296.3=387,308.3-4; later, Thgn. IEG 

1120 (also 285-6,376,1346), Emp. VS 3 1B 128.2, Pind. Nein. 5.35, Isthnt. 8.18,01. 
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7.34, Corinn. PMG 654, col. iii. 13, Aesch. Pers. 532=Ag. 355, where Fraenkel ad loc. 

suggests that the invocation had become idiomatic in spoken Attic, Soph. Track. 127-8, 
Ar. Nub. 2,153, Vesp. 625, Av. 223, Ragt. 1278, Plitt. 1095, FGE 1565, FGE 1828, 
[Orph. ] fr. 21a. 7 K. --168.5, [Orph. ] fr. incert. 339 K., etc. 

The verbal form might be simply considered a first person emphatic plural for 

singular, but here more probably includes the audience in the poet's self-reference, as 
well as in the proem of Odyssey, where after äv8pa µoi EVVETTE in 1.1 we find 1.10 

ELTrE K& ijµiv, see S. West, ad loc. (Engl. ed. 1988). The subjunctive to express resolve 
has some'kind of proemial specialisation, and can be found in Hes. Tlteog. 1,36, 
Hom. Hymn Ap. 1, Hom. Hymn 25.1 (see further Aratus, Phaen. 1 and Theoc. 17.1-2). 

2. OEap.. ots TOLQöE ... 
ÖTrdccaL: Cf. Sol. 30.18 Oec ioi 8' 6[LO[Ws TW KaK4 TE 

KdyaO(; ... 
EypatI3a. 

TUXTIv ... Kai Kü6os 61TdcrcFaL: Besides Sol. 11.5 XdPLV Kai KD80s ö rdCoi, 

cf. above all fr. 1.2-4. 

Scholars seem to have missed that this line about the success of Solon's laws appears 
to ask in the same terms and in the same order for what Solon himself had prayed in the 

proem of his longest elegy (öaßos-TÜXTI äyaBrj, 86ýa äyaOrj-KÜ5os)" If we also take 
into consideration the strong tradition of the phrase KvSos 6TrdCELv, along with the fact 

that traditionally, too, the provider of this KDBos had always been Zeus (cf. e. g. Hom. Il. 

8.141,12.255,15.327,16.730,17.251,17.566,21.570, Od. 15.320,19.161, Hes. 

Theog. 438; Ar. Eq. 200 etc. ), and compare it with the thoughtful unconventionality of 
the invocation to the Muses in fr. 1 (see note to fr. 1.2), we may suppose that this line is 

more probably a patchwork imitation of Solon's text, than a variation by Solon himself. 

Around the second half of the seventh century public writing recorded laws in prose 
(the earlier ones on stone found so far, dated roughly to 650-600 B. C. - Sel. of Greek 

Hist. Instr. 2 Meiggs-Lewis - come from Dreros, Crete), and Solon certainly left an 

extensive prose-written code for Athens ca. 600. Plut. Sol. 3.5 testifies that Solon had 

used the hexametric-epic style poetry for his OEßµoi, before passing to prose. The 

information is not at all secure. Plutarch himself has doubts about it (EVLoL 8E ýaaty 

irrX. ), and seems to follow a source which did not have Solon's poems but had found the 

verses that Plutarch cites in other sources (as Solon's poems were recited by memory still 
in Plato's time, Plutarch would hardly have presented the fragment in such a suspicious 

way, if he could read other lines of text in his source, cf. Manfredini-Piccirilli ad loc. ). 

Hermippus, who in the sixth book of his IIEpi NoµoOE-rcOv (in Ath. 13.619b=fr. 88 

Wehrli) ascribed to Charondas a similar habit of writing laws in verse, may have been 

Plutarch's source. 
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Loraux 1988,116-117, seems to believe in the authenticity of these lines ascribed to 
Solon and finds a parallel with what Tyrteaus had done for the non-written rhetra of 
Lycurgus. According to her, Solon used the epic language of Homer and Hesiod to gain 
for his legislation the superior authority of the inspired epic poetry. 

It is true that on archaic laws in verse there existed a conspicuous tradition; besides 

Hermippus, also Diodorus testifies that Charondas' Laws were written in hexameters and 

sung in the symposia, and Thales too was considered to have put in verse the principles 

and issues of the Constitution of Lycurgus (on the relation between verse and laws, see 
Thomas 1995,63-4, and n. 15, Piccirilli 1981, and, more generally on the topoi 

connected with the archaic lawgivers, Szegedy-Maszak 1978). But this very tradition 

might have facilitated the apocryphal attribution of these lines to Solon, and both the 

relevant topic elements, and the imitative character of 1.2 do not favour the assumption of 
their authenticity. 
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